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1
Preface
The term “quantum group” was popularized by Drinfeld in his address to the International
Congress of Mathematicians in Berkeley . However, the concepts of quantum groups and qua-
sitriangular Hopf algebras are the same. Therefore, Hopf algebras have close connections with
various areas of mathematics and physics.
The development of Hopf algebras can be divided into five stages .
The first stage is that integral and Maschke’s theorem are found. Maschke’s theorem gives
a nice criterion of semisimplicity, which is due to M.E. Sweedler. The second stage is that
the Lagrange’s theorem is proved, which is due to W.D. Nichols and M.B. Zoeller. The third
stage is the research of the actions of Hopf algebras, which unifies actions of groups and Lie
algebras. S. Montgomery’s “Hopf algebras and their actions on rings” contains the main results
in this area. S. Montgomery and R.J. Blattner show the duality theorem. S. Montegomery, M.
Cohen, H.J. Schneider, W. Chin, J.R. Fisher and the author study the relation between algebra
R and the crossed product R#σH of the semisimplicity, semiprimeness, Morita equivalence and
radical. S. Montgomery and M. Cohen ask whether R#σH is semiprime when R is semiprime
for a finite-dimensional semiprime Hopf algebra H. This is a famous semiprime problem. The
answer is sure when the action of H is inner or H is commutative or cocommutative, which is
due to S. Montgomery, H.J. Schneider and the author. This is the best result in the study of
the semiprime problem up to now. However, this problem is still open. Y. Doi and M. Takeachi
show that the crossed product is a cleft extension.
The research of quantum groups is the fourth stage. The concepts of quantum groups and
(co)quasitriangular Hopf algebras are the same. The Yang-Baxter equation first came up in a
paper by Yang as factorization condition of the scattering S-matrix in the many-body problem
in one dimension and in work of Baxter on exactly solvable models in statistical mechanics. It
has been playing an important role in mathematics and physics ( see [10], [76] ). Attempts to
find solutions of the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) in a systematic way have led to the theory
of quantum groups. In other words, we can obtain a solution of the Yang-Baxter equation by
a (co)quasitriangular Hopf algebra. It is well-known that the universal enveloping algebras of
Lie algebras are Hopf algebras. But they are not quasitriangular in general. Drinfeld obtained
a quasitriangular Hopf algebra by means of constructing a quantum enveloping algebras of
simple Lie algebra. Drinfeld also obtained a quasitriangular Hopf algebra D(H), quantum
double, for any Hopf algebra H. D.E. Radford and R.G. Larson study the algebraic structure
of (co)quasitriangular Hopf algebras. Kassel’s “Quantum Group” contains the main results in
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this area.
The research of braided Hopf algebras and classification of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras
are the fifth stage. Supersymmetry has attracted a great deal of interest from physicists and
mathematicians (see [65], [110], [88] ). It finds numerous applications in particle physics and
statistical mechanics ( see [30] ) . Of central importance in supersymmetric theories is the
Z2-graded structure which permeates them. Superalgebras and super-Hopf algebras are most
naturally very important.
Braided tensor categories were introduced by Joyal and Street in 1986 [61]. It is a gen-
eralization of super case. Majid, Joyal, Street and Lyubasheko have reached many interesting
conclusions in braided tensor categories, for example, the braided reconstruction theorem, trans-
mutation and bosonisation, integral, q-Fourier transform, q-Mikowski space, random walk and
so on (see [76], [82], [83], [88], [73] ).
The main results of my research consist of the following:
In braided tensor categories we show the Maschke’s theorem and give the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for double cross biproducts and crossbiproducts and biproducts to be bialgebras.
We obtain the factorization theorem for braided Hopf algebras;
In symmetric tensor categories, we show the duality theorem and construct quantum double;
In ordinary vector space category with ordinary twist, we obtain the relation between the
global dimension, the weak dimension, the Jacbson radical, Baer radical of algebra R and its
crossed product R#σH. We also give the relation between the decompositions of comodules and
coalgebras. We obtain all solutions of constant classical Yang-Baxter equation (CYBE) in Lie
algebra L with dim L ≤ 3. We also give the sufficient and necessary conditions for (L, [ ],∆r, r)
to be a coboundary (or triangular ) Lie bialgebra.
These are also the points of originality of this book.
This book is organized into three parts. In the three parts we study Hopf algebras in braided
tensor categories, symmetric braided tensor categories and the category of vector spaces over
field k with ordinary twist braiding respectively. Furthermore, we divide the three parts into
twelve chapters and they are briefly described as follows.
In Chapter 1, we recall the basic concepts and conclusions of Hopf algebras living in braided
tensor categories.
In Chapter 2, we obtain the fundamental theorem of Hopf modules living in braided tensor
categories. In Yetter-Drinfeld category, we obtain that the antipode S of H is invertible and the
integral
∫ l
H
of H is a one-dimensional space for any finite-dimensional braided Hopf algebra H.
We give Maschke’s Theorem for YD Hopf algebras.
In Chapter 3, the double biproduct D = A
b
⊲⊳ H of two bialgebras A and H is constructed
in a braided tensor category and the necessary and sufficient conditions for D to be a bialgebra
are given. The universal property of double biproduct is obtained. In particular, the necessary
and sufficient conditions for double biproducts, double products (or bicrossed products ), double
coproducts, Drinfeld double and smash products of two anyonic (or super ) Hopf algebras A and
H to be anyonic Hopf algebras (or super-Hopf algebras) are obtained.
In Chapter 4, we construct the bicrossproducts and biproducts in braided tensor category
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(C, C) and give the necessary and sufficient conditions for them to be bialgebras. We obtain
that for any left module (A,α) of bialgebra H the smash product A#H is a bialgebra iff A is
an H-module bialgebra and H is cocommutative with respect to (A,α).
In Chapter 5, We show that the braided group analogue of double cross (co)product is the
double cross (co)product of braided group analogues. we give the factorization theorem of Hopf
algebras living in braided tensor categories and the relation between Hopf algebra H and its
factors.
In Chapter 6, braided m-Lie algebras induced by multiplication are introduced, which gen-
eralize Lie algebras, Lie color algebras and quantum Lie algebras. The necessary and sufficient
conditions for the braided m-Lie algebras to be strict Jacobi braided Lie algebras are given. Two
classes of braided m-Lie algebras are given, which are generalized matrix braided m-Lie algebras
and braided m-Lie subalgebras of EndFM , where M is a Yetter-Drinfeld module over B with
dim B <∞ . In particular, generalized classical braided m-Lie algebras slq,f(GMG(A), F ) and
ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F ) of generalized matrix algebra GMG(A) are constructed and their connec-
tion with special generalized matrix Lie superalgebra sls,f (GMZ2(A
s), F ) and orthosymplectic
generalized matrix Lie super algebra osps,t(GMZ2(A
s),M s, F ) are established. The relationship
between representations of braided m-Lie algebras and their associated algebras are established.
In Chapter 7, we construct the Drinfeld double in symmetric tensor category.
In Chapter 8, we give the duality theorem for Hopf algebras living in a symmetric braided
tensor category. Using the result, we show that
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ ∼=Mn(R) as algebras
when H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra living in a symmetric braided vector category. In
particular, the duality theorem holds for any finite-dimensional super-Hopf algebra H.
In chapter 9, we give the relation between the decomposition of coalgebras and comodules.
In Chapter 10, we obtain that the global dimensions of R and the crossed product R#σH are
the same; in the meantime, their weak dimensions are also the same whenH is finite-dimensional
semisimple and cosemisimple Hopf algebra.
In Chapter 11, we obtain that the relation between H-radical of H-module algebra R and
radical of R#H.
In Chapter 12, we give that the relation between H-radical of twisted H-module algebra
R and radical of crossed product R#σH. We also obtain that if H is a finite-dimensional
semisimple, cosemisimple, and either commutative or cocommutative Hopf algebra, then R is
H-semiprime iff R is semiprime iff R#σH is semiprime.
In Chapter 13, all solutions of constant classical Yang-Baxter equation (CYBE) in Lie algebra
L with dim L ≤ 3 are obtained and the sufficient and necessary conditions for (L, [ ],∆r, r) to
be a coboundary (or triangular ) Lie bialgebra are given.
The strongly symmetric elements in L⊗ L are found and they are all solutions of CYBE.
In Chapter 14, we classify quiver Hopf algebras. This leads to the classification of multiple
Taft algebras as well as pointed Yetter-Drinfeld modules and their corresponding Nichols alge-
bras. In particular, when the ground-field k is the complex field and G is a finite abelian group,
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we classify quiver Hopf algebras over G, multiple Taft algebras over G and Nichols algebras in
kG
kGYD. We show that the quantum enveloping algebra of a complex semisimple Lie algebra is a
quotient of a semi-path Hopf algebra.
I would like to express my gratitude to my advisors Professor Wenting Tong and Professor
Yonghua Xu.
I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Boxun Zhou for his support.
I am very grateful to Professor Nanqing Ding, Professor Fanggui Wang, Professor Jianlong
Chen, Professor Huixiang Chen, Professor Guoqiang Hu, Professor Jinqing Li and Professor
Minyi Wang for their help.
Finally, I wish to thank my parents, my wife and all of my friends for their support.
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Part I
Hopf Algebras Living in Braided
Tensor Categories
9
Chapter 1
Preliminaries
We begin with the tensor category. We define the product C×D of two category C and D whose
objects are pairs of objects (U, V ) ∈ (obC, obD) and whose morphisms are given by
HomC×D((V,W )(V
′,W ′)) = HomC(V, V
′)×HomD(W,W ′).
Let C be a category and ⊗ be a functor from C × C to C. This means
(i) we have object V ⊗W for any V,W ∈ obC;
(ii) we have morphism f ⊗ g from U ⊗ V to X ⊗ Y for any morphisms f and g from U to X
and from V to Y ;
(iii) we have
(f ⊗ g)(f ′ ⊗ g′) = (ff ′)⊗ (gg′)
for any morphisms f : U → X, g : V → Y, f ′ : U ′ → V and g′ : V ′ → V ;
(iv) idU⊗V = idU ⊗ idV .
Let ⊗τ denote the functor from C×C to C such that (⊗τ)(U, V ) = (V ⊗U) and (⊗τ)(f, g) =
g ⊗ f , for any objects U, V,X, Y in C, and for any morphisms f : U → X and g : V → Y.
An associativity constraint a for tensor ⊗ is a natural isomorphism
a : ⊗(⊗× id)→ ⊗(id×⊗).
This means that, for any triple (U, V,W ) of objects of C, there is a morphism aU,V,W : (U ⊗V )⊗
W → U ⊗ (V ⊗W ) such that
aU ′,V ′,W ′((f ⊗ g)⊗ h) = (f ⊗ (g ⊗ h))aU,V,W
for any morphisms f, g and h from U to U ′, from V to V ′ and from W to W ′ respectively.
Let I be an object of C. If there exist natural isomorphisms
l : ⊗(I × id)→ id and r : ⊗(id× I)→ id ,
then I is called the unit object of C with left unit constraint l and right unit constraint r.
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Definition 1.0.1. (C,⊗, I, a, l, r) is called a tensor category if C is equipped with a tensor
product ⊗, with a unit object I, an associativity constraint a , a left unit constraint l and a right
unit constraint r such that the Pentagon Axiom and the Triangle Axiom are satisfied, i.e.
(idU ⊗ aV,W,X)aU,V⊗W,X(aU,V,W ⊗ idX) = aU,V,W⊗XaU⊗V,W,X
and
(idV ⊗ lW )aV,I,W = rV ⊗ idW
for any U, V,W,X ∈ obC.
Furthermore, if there exists a natural isomorphism
C : ⊗ → ⊗τ
such that the Hexagon Axiom holds, i.e.
aV,W,UCU,V⊗W aU,V,W = (idV ⊗ CU,W )aV,U,W (CU,V ⊗ idW )
and
a−1W,U,VCU⊗V,Wa
−1
U,V,W = (CU,W ⊗ idV )a−1U,W,V (idU ⊗ CV,W ),
for any U, V,W ∈ obC, then (C,⊗, I, a, l, r, C) is called a braided tensor category. In this case,
C is called a braiding of C. If CU,V = C−1V,U for any U, V ∈ obC, then (C, C) is called a symmetric
braided tensor category or a symmetric tensor category. Here functor τ : C × C → C × C is the
flip functor defined by τ(U×V ) = V ×U and τ(f×g) = g×f, for any U, V ∈ C, and morphisms
f and g. Note that we denote the braiding C in braided tensor category (C,⊗, I, a, l, r, C) by CC
sometimes.
A tensor category (C,⊗, I, a, l, r) is said to be strict if a, r, l are all identities in the category.
By Definition, the following Lemmas are clear
Lemma 1.0.2. Let ⊗ be a functor from C × C to C and I an object in C. Then (C,⊗, I, a =
id, l = id, r = id) is a strick tensor category iff
(ST1): (U ⊗ V )⊗W = U ⊗ (V ⊗W ) for any U, V,W ∈ obC;
(ST2): I ⊗ U = U ⊗ I = U for any U ∈ obC.
Lemma 1.0.3. Let ⊗ be a functor from C × C to C and I an object in C. Assume that there
exists a natural isomorphism C : ⊗ → ⊗τ . Then (C,⊗, I, a = id, l = id, r = id, C) is a strick
braided tensor category iff (C,⊗, I, a = id, l = id, r = id) is a strick tensor category and
(SBT3): CU,V⊗W = (idV ⊗ CU,W )(CU,V ⊗ idW ) for any U, V,W ∈ obC;
(SBT4): CU⊗V,W = (CU,W ⊗ idV )(idU ⊗ CV,W ) for any U, V,W ∈ obC.
Let (C,⊗, I, a, l, r) and (D,⊗, I, a, l, r) be two tensor categories. A tensor functor from C to
D is a triple (F, µ0, µ), where F is a functor from C to D, µ0 is an isomorphism from I to F (I),
and
µ(U, V ) : F (U)⊗ F (V )→ F (U ⊗ V )
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is a family of natural isomorphisms indexed by all couples (U, V ) of objects of C such that
µ(U, V ⊗W )(idF (U) ⊗ µ(V,W ))aF (U),F (V ),F (W )
= F (aU,V,W )µ(U ⊗ V,W )(µ(U, V )⊗ idF (W )),
lF (U) = F (lU )µ(I, U)(ϕ0 ⊗ idF (U))
and
rF (U) = F (rU )µ(U, I)(idF (U) ⊗ µ0)
for any U, V,W ∈ obC. Furthermore, if (C, C) and (D, C ′) be two braided tensor categories, and
F (CV,V ′)µ(F (V ), F (V
′)) = µ(F (V ′), F (V ))CF (V ),F (V ′)
for any V, V ′ ∈ obC, then (F, µ0, µ) is called a braided tensor functor.
We now construct a strict tensor category (Cstr,⊗) by a general braided tensor category
(C,⊗, I, a, l, r, C) as follows. The objects of Cstr consist of all finite sequences S = (V1, V2, · · ·Vn)
of C, including the empty sequence ∅. The integer n is called the length of the sequence S =
(V1, V2, · · ·Vn). The length of empty sequence is zero. As in [64, P 288 – 291], let
F ((V1, V2, · · · , Vn)) = ((· · · (V1 ⊗ V2)⊗ · · · )⊗ Vn−1)⊗ Vn, F (∅) = I,
HomCstr(S
′′, S′′′) = HomC(F (S
′′), F (S′′′)),
µ(∅, ∅) = lI , µ(S, ∅) = rF (S) µ(∅, S) = lF (S),
µ(S, (V )) = idF (S)⊗V ,
µ(S, S′⊗(V )) = (µ(S, S′)⊗ idV )a−1F (S),F (S′),V (1.1)
for S, S′, S′′, S′′′ ∈ ob(Cstr) with S 6= ∅ and S′ 6= ∅. It is shown that the two tensor categories
Cstr and C are equivalent in [64, Proposition XI.5.1] . If S = (V ), then we write S = V in short.
If, for any pair of objects (S, S′) in Cstr, we define
F (CS,S′) = µ(S
′, S)CF (S),F (S′)µ(S, S
′)−1,
we shall show that (Cstr, C¯) is a strict braided tensor category.
Definition 1.0.4. let F : C → Dbe a functor.Then F is an equivalence of categories if there
exist a functor G : D → C and natural isomorphisms
η : idD → FG and θ : GF → idC .
we now give a useful criterion for a functor F : C → D to be equivalence of categories. let
us first say that a functor F : C → D is essentially subjective if, for any object W of D, there
exists an object V of C such that F (V ) ∼=W in D. It is said to be faithful ( resp.fully faithful
) if, for any couple (V, V ′) of object of C, the map
F : Hom(V, V ′)→ Hom(F (V ), F (V ′))
on morphisms is injective (resp.bijective).
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Proposition 1.0.5. A functor F : C → D is an equivalence of categories if and only if F is
essentially surjective and fully faithful.
Proof. (a)Suppose that F is an equivalence. Then there exist a functor G : D → C and
natural isomorphisms η : idD → FG and θ : GF → idC . The first isomorphism shows that
W ∼= F (G(W )) for any object W of C. In other words. F is essentially surjective.Now consider
a morphism f : V → V ′ in C. The square
θ(V )
GF (V ) −→ V
↓ GF (f) ↓ f
GF (V ′) −→ V ′
θ(V ′)
commutes. It results that if F (f) = F (f ′), hence GF (f) = GF (f ′), then we have f = f ′.
Therefore, the functor F is faithful.Using the natural isomorphism η in a similar way,we prove
that G is faithful too. Now consider a morphism g : F (V → F (v′). Let us show that g = F (f)
where f = θ(v′) ◦G(g) ◦ θ(V )−1. Indeed,
θ(v′) ◦GF (g) ◦ θ(V )−1 = f = θ(v′) ◦G(g) ◦ θ(V )−1.
Therefore GF (f) = G(g). As G is faithful, we get g = F (f). This proves that F is fully faithful.
(b) Let F is essentially surjective and fully faithful functor. For any object W in D, we
choose an object G(W ) of C and an isomorphism η(W ) : W → FG(W ) in D. If g : W → W ′ is
a morphism of D. We may consider
η(W ′) ◦ g ◦ η(W )−1 : FG(W )→ FG(W ′).
Since F is fully faithful, there exists a unique morphism G(g) from G(W ) to G(W ′) such that
FG(g) = η(W ′) ◦ g ◦ η(W )−1 : FG(W )→ FG(W ′).
One checks easily that this define a functor G from D into C and that η : idD → FG is a natural
isomorphism. In order to show that F and G are equivalences of categories, we have only to find
a natural isomorphism θ : GF → idC . We define θ(V ) : GF (V )→ V for any object V ∈ Ob(C)
as the unique morphism such that F (θ(V )) = η(F (V ))−1. It is easily checked that this formula
defines a natural isomorphism. 
Proposition 1.0.6. The categories Cstr and C are equivalent.
Proof. The map F defined above on objects of Cstr extends to a functor F : Cstr → C which
is the identity on morphisms, hence fully faithful. As any object in C is clearly isomorphic to
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the image under F of a sequence of length one, we see that F is essentially surjective. This
proves the proposition in view of Proposition 1.0.5. Observe that G(V ) = V defines a functor
G : C → Cstr which is the inverse equivalence to F . Indeed,we haveFG = idC . θ : GF → idCstr
via the natural isomorphism
θ(S) = idF (S) : GF (S)→ S. 
Lemma 1.0.7. If S, S′, S′′ are objects on Cstr, we have
µ(S, S′⊗S′′) ◦ (idS ⊗ µ(S′, S′′)) ◦ aF (S),F (S′),F (S′′) = µ(S⊗S′, S′′) ◦ (µ(S, S′)⊗ idS′′).
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of S′′. If S′′ = ∅, we have
µ(S, S′)(idS ⊗ µ(S′, ∅))aF (S),F (S′),I = µ(S, S′)(idF (S) ⊗ rF (S′′))aF (S),F (S′),I
= µ(S, S′)rF (S)⊗F (S′)
= rF (S⊗S′)(µ(S, S
′)⊗ idI)
= µ(S⊗S′, ∅)(µ(S, S′)⊗ idI).
The first and last equalities are by definition,the second one by [64, Lemma XI.2.2] and the third
one by naturality of r.
Let V be an object of the category. Let us prove that the equality of [64, Lemma XI. 5.2] for
the triple(S, S′, S′′) implies the equality for (S, S′, S′′⊗(V )). We have
µ(S, S′⊗S′′⊗(V ))(idS ⊗ µ(S′, S′′⊗(V )))aF (S),F (S′),F (S′′⊗(V ))
= (µ(S, S′⊗S′′)⊗ idV )a−1F (S),F (S′⊗S′′),V (idS ⊗ µ(S′, S′′)⊗ idV )
(idS ⊗ a−1F (S′),F (S′′),V )aF (S),F (S′),F (S′′⊗(V ))
= (µ(S, S′⊗S′′)⊗ idV )(idS ⊗ µ(S′, S′′ ⊗ idV ))a−1F (S),F (S′)⊗F (S′′),V
(idS ⊗ a−1F (S′),F (S′′),V )aF (S),F (S′),F (S′′⊗(V ))
= (µ(S, S′⊗S′′)⊗ idV )(idS ⊗ µ(S′, S′′ ⊗ idV ))
(aF (S),F (S′),F (S′′) ⊗ idV )a−1F (S)⊗F (S′),F (S′′),V
= (µ(S⊗S′, S′′)⊗ idV )(µ(S, S′)⊗ idS′′ ⊗ idV ))a−1F (S)⊗F (S′),F (S′′),V
= (µ(S⊗S′, S′′)⊗ idV )a−1F (S)⊗F (S⊗S′),F (S′′),V (µ(S, S′)⊗ idS′′ ⊗ idV )
= (µ(S⊗S′, S′′⊗(V ))(µ(S, S′)⊗ idS′′⊗(V )).
The first and last equalities follow from (1.1), the second and fifth ones from the naturality of
the associativity constraint, the third from the Pentagon Axiom, and the fourth one from the
induction hypothesis.
Theorem 1.0.8. Equipped with this tensor product Cstr is a strict tensor category. The
categories C and Cstr are tensor equivalent.
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Proof. It is easy to check that ⊗ is a functor. This functor is strictly associative by con-
struction. Therefore Cstr is a strict tensor category.
In order to prove that it is tensor equivalent to C, we have to exhibit tensor functors and
natural isomorphisms. We first claim that the triple(F, idI , µ) is a tensor functor from Cstr to C
where µ is the natural isomorphism defined above. By [64, Lemma XI.5.2] and [64, Proposition
XI.5.2], the functor G of the proof of is a tensor functor. Finally, the natural isomorphism θ is
a natural tensor isomorphism.
Theorem 1.0.9. If (C, C) is a braided tensor category, then so is (Cstr, C¯), and the two
braided tensor categories are equivalent.
Proof. We first show that
CS,S′⊗S′′ = (idS′⊗CS,S′′)(CS,S′⊗idS′′)
and
CS⊗S′,S′′ = (CS,S′′⊗idS′)(idS⊗CS′,S′′).
We only check the first relation. The second one can similarly be shown.
We see that
F ( the right side of the first relation )
= µ(S′, S′′⊗S)(idF (S′) ⊗ F (C¯S,S′′))µ(S′, S⊗S′′)−1
µ(S′⊗S, S′′)(F (C¯S,S′)⊗ idF (S′′))µ(S⊗S′, S′′)−1
= µ(S′, S′′⊗S)(idF (S′) ⊗ µ(S′′, S)CF (S),F (S′′))µ(S, S′′)−1)µ(S′, S⊗S′′)−1µ(S′⊗S, S′′)
(µ(S′, S)CF (S),F (S′)µ(S, S
′)−1 ⊗ idF (S′′))µ(S⊗S′, S′′)−1
= µ(S′, S′′⊗S)(idF (S′) ⊗ µ(S′′, S))(idF (S′) ⊗ CF (S),F (S′′))(idF (S′) ⊗ µ(S, S′′)−1)
µ(S′, S⊗S′′)−1µ(S′⊗S, S′′)
(µ(S′, S)⊗ idF (S′′))(CF (S),F (S′) ⊗ idF (S′′))(µ(S, S′)−1 ⊗ idF (S′′))µ(S⊗S′, S′′)−1
= µ(S′⊗S′′, S)(µ(S′, S′′)⊗ idF (S))a−1F (S′),F (S′′),F (S)(idF (S′) ⊗ CF (S),F (S′′))aF (S′),F (S),F (S′′)
(CF (S),F (S′) ⊗ idF (S′′))a−1F (S),F (S′),F (S′′)(idF (S) ⊗ µ(S′, S′′)−1)µ(S, S′⊗S′′)−1
by [64, lemma XI.5.2]
= µ(S′⊗S′′, S)(µ(S′, S′′)⊗ idF (S))CF (S),F (S′)⊗F (S′′)(idF (S) ⊗ µ(S′, S′′)−1)µ(S, S′⊗S′′)−1
= µ(S′⊗S′′, S)CF (S),F (S′⊗S′′)µ(S, S′⊗S′′)−1
= F ( the left side of the first relation. )
Therefore the first relation holds.
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Next we can obtain that C¯ is natural by the diagram below:
CF (S),F (S′)
F (S)⊗ F (S′) −→ F (S′)⊗ F (S)
ց µ(S, S′) ւ µ(S′, S)
F (S⊗S′) F (C¯S,S′)−→ F (S′⊗S)
f ⊗ g ↓ ↓ f⊗g ↓ g⊗f ↓ g ⊗ f
F (T⊗T ′) F (C¯T,T ′ )−→ F (T ′⊗T )
ր µ(T, T ′) տ µ(T ′, T )
F (T )⊗ F (T ′) −→ F (T ′)⊗ F (T )
CF (T ),F (T ′)
.
Finally, we can easily check that F is a braided tensor functor and (Cstr, C¯) and (C, C) are
braided tensor equivalent categories.
Therefore, we can view every braided tensor category as a strict braided tensor category and
use braiding diagrams freely ( we can also see [64, exercise 5 P337]).
Example 1.0.10. (The tensor category of vector spaces ) The most fundamental example of
a tensor category is given by the category C = Vect(k) of vector spaces over field k. Vect(k) is
equipped with tensor structure for which ⊗ is the tensor product of the vector spaces over k, the
unit object I is the ground field k itself, and the associativity constraint and unit constraint are
the natural isomorphisms
aU,V,W ((u⊗ v)⊗w) = u⊗ (v ⊗w) and lV (1⊗ v) = v = rV (v ⊗ 1)
for any vector space U, V,W and u ∈ U, v ∈ V,w ∈W.
Furthermore, the most fundamental example of a braided tensor category is given by the
tensor category Vect(k), whose braiding is usual twist map from U ⊗ V to V ⊗ U defined by
sending a⊗ b to b⊗ a for any a ∈ U, b ∈ V .
Now we define some notations. If f is a morphism from U to V and g is a morphism from
V to W , we denote the composition gf by
U
✞✝ ☎✆gf
W
=
U✞✝ ☎✆f✞✝ ☎✆g
W
.
We usually omit I and the morphism idI in any diagrams. In particular, If f is a morphism
from I to V , g is a morphism from V to I,we denote f and g by
✞✝ ☎✆f
V
,
V✞✝ ☎✆g .
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If f is a morphism from U ⊗ V to P , g is a morphism from U ⊗ V to I and ζ is a morphism
from U ⊗ V to V ⊗ U , we denote f , g and ζ by
U V✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f
P
,
U V✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆g ,
U V☛✡✟✠ζ
V U
.
In particular, we denote the braiding CU,V and its inverse C
−1
U,V by
U V
V U
,
V U
U V
.
ξ is called an R-matrix of C if ξ is a natural isomorphism from ⊗ to ⊗τ and for any U, V,W ∈
obC, the Yang-Baxter equation of C:
(YBE):
U V W☛✡✟✠ξ ☛✡✟✠ξ☛✡✟✠ξ
W V U
=
U V W☛✡✟✠ξ☛✡✟✠ξ ☛✡✟✠ξ
W V U
holds. In particular, the above equation is called the Yang-Baxter equation on V when U =
V =W.
Lemma 1.0.11. (i) The braiding C of braided tensor category (C, C) is an R-matrix of C,
i.e.
U V W
W V U
=
U V W
W V U
holds.
(ii)
U V W
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f
W P
=
U VW✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f
W P
,
U W V
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f
W P
=
U WV
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f
W P
.
Proof. (i)
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U V W
W V U
=
U V W
✎
✍
☞
✌CV,W
✎
✍
☞
✌CU,W
✎
✍
☞
✌CV,W
W V U
by Hexagon Axiom
=
U ⊗ V W
✎
✍
☞
✌CV,W
✎
✍
☞
✌CV⊗U,W
W V ⊗ U
by naturality
=
U ⊗ V W
✎
✍
☞
✌CU⊗V,W
✎
✍
☞
✌CU,V
W V ⊗ U
by Hexagon Axiom
=
U V W
W V U
.
(ii) We have
U VW✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f
W P
=
U ⊗ VW✞✝ ☎✆f
W P
by naturality
=
U ⊗ VW
✞✝ ☎✆f
W P
by Hexagon Axiom
=
U V W
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f
W P
.
Similarly, we can show the second equation. 
Now we give some concepts as follows: Assume that H,A ∈ ob C, and
α : H ⊗A→ A , β : H ⊗A→ H,
φ : A→ H⊗ A , ψ : H → H ⊗A,
mH : H ⊗H → H , mA : A⊗A→ A,
∆H : H → H⊗ H , ∆A : A→ A⊗A,
ηH : I → H , ηA : I → A,
ǫH : H → I , ǫA : A→ I.
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are morphisms in C.
(A,mA, ηA) is called an algebra living in C, if the following conditions are satisfied:
AA A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m
A
=
A AA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m
A
,
A✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m
A
=
A ✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m
A
=
A
A
.
In this case, ηA and mA are called unit and multiplication of A respectively.
(H,∆H , ǫH) is called a coalgebra living in C, if the following conditions are satisfied:
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
HH H
=
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
H HH
,
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆✞✝ ☎✆εH
H
=
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆✞✝ ☎✆εH
H
=
H
H
.
In this case, ǫH and ∆H are called counit and comultiplication of H respectively.
If A is an algebra and H is a coalgebra, then HomC(H,A) becomes an algebra under the
convolution product
f ∗ g =
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆✞✝ ☎✆f ✞✝ ☎✆g✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m
A
.
and its unit element η = ηAǫH . If S is the inverse of idH in HomC(H,H), then S is called
antipode of H.
If (H,mH , ηH) is an algebra, and (H,∆H , ǫH) is a coalgebra living in C, and the following
condition is satisfied:
H H✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
H H
=
H H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m
H H
,
H H✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m✞✝ ☎✆ε
=
H H
✞✝ ☎✆ε ✞✝ ☎✆ε
,
✞✝ ☎✆η✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆ =
✞✝ ☎✆η ✞✝ ☎✆η ,
✞✝ ☎✆η✞✝ ☎✆ε =
I
I
.
then H is called a bialgebra living in C. If H is a bialgebra and there is an inverse S of idH
under convolution product in HomC(H,H), then H is called a Hopf algebra living in C, or a
braided Hopf algebra.
For V ∈ object C, if there exists an object U and morphisms :
dV : U ⊗ V → I and bV : I → V ⊗ U
in C such that
(dV ⊗ idU )(idU ⊗ bV ) = idU and (idV ⊗ dV )(bV ⊗ idV ) = idV ,
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then U is called a left duality of V, written as V ∗. In this case, dV and bV are called evaluation
morphism and coevaluation morphism of V respectively.
If U and V have left duality U∗ and V ∗, respectively, then V ∗⊗U∗ is a left duality of U ⊗V .
Its evaluation and coevaluation are
dU⊗V = dV (idV ∗ ⊗ dU ⊗ idV ), bU⊗V = (idU ⊗ bV ⊗ idU∗)bU ,
respectively.
The multiplication, comultiplication, evaluation morphism and coevaluation are usually de-
noted by ✍✌
,
✎☞
,
✍✌
and
✎☞
in short, respectively.
Let us first define the transpose f∗ : V ∗ → U∗ of morphism f : U → V by f∗ = (d ⊗
idU∗)(idV ∗ ⊗ f ⊗ idU∗)(idV ∗ ⊗ b).
Lemma 1.0.12. Let ξ =
P Q
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆f ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆g
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆u ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆v
Y Z
be a morphism from P ⊗Q to Y ⊗ Z and all objects
concerned have left duals . Then ξ∗ =
Z∗ Y ∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆v∗ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆u∗
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆g∗ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f∗
Q∗ P ∗
Proof. We see that
Z∗ Y ∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆v∗ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆u∗
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆g∗ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f∗
Q∗ P ∗
=
Z∗ Y ∗✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆v ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆u ✎☞✍✌ ✍✌ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆f✍✌
✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆g ✍✌✍✌
✍✌
Q∗ P ∗
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=Z∗ Y ∗✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆v ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆f✍✌
✎☞✍✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆u✍✌ ✍✌
✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆g✍✌
✚✙
Q∗ P ∗
=
Z∗ Y ∗
✎☞
✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆f
✍✌
✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆g✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆u✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆v✍✌
Q∗ P ∗
=
Z∗ Y ∗ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆f
✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆g✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆u✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆v
✚✙
Q∗P ∗
=
Z∗ Y ∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆f ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆g
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆u ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆v✍✌
✚✙
Q∗ P ∗
= ξ∗ . 
Proposition 1.0.13. (cf. [82, Lemma 2.3, Pro. 2.4]) (i) If H is a Hopf algebra living in C,
then Sm = mCH,H(S ⊗ S) and ∆S = CH,H(S ⊗ S)∆.
(ii) If (H,∆H , ǫH ,mH , ηH) is a bialgebra or a Hopf algebra living in C and has a left duality
H∗ in C, then (H∗, (∆H)∗, (ǫH)∗, (mH)∗, (ηH)∗) is a bialgebra or a Hopf algebra in C.
Proof. (i)
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Sm =
H H✎☞
✎☞✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✍✌
H
=
H H✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✍✌ ✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌
✍ ✌
H
=
H H✎☞✎☞
✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✍✌ ✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✍ ✌
H
=
H H✎☞✎☞
✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S ✍✌✎☞
✍✌ ✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✍ ✌
H
= mCH,H(S ⊗ S).
Similarly, we can show ∆S = CH,H(S ⊗ S)∆.
(ii) It is clear that H∗ is not only an algebra but also a coalgebra if we set ∆H∗ =
(mH)
∗, ǫH∗ = (ηH)
∗ and mH∗ = (∆H)
∗.
Now we show that
H∗ H∗✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆mH∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆H∗
H∗ H∗
=
H∗ H∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆H∗ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆H∗
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆mH∗ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆mH∗
H∗ H∗
.
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The left side =
H∗H∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✍✌
✎☞✍✌
✍✌
✚✙
H∗H∗
=
H∗H∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✍✌
✎☞
✍✌
✚✙
H∗H∗
=
H∗H∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✚✙
H∗H∗
by Lem.1.0.12
= the right side .
Thus H∗ is a bialgebra living in C. If H is a Hopf algebra, then H∗ is also a Hopf algebra
with antipode (SH)
∗.
If H is an algebra and the following conditions are satisfied:
HH A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H
=
H HA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H
,
A✞✝ ☎✆ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H
=
A
A
then (A,α) is called a braided H-module or an H-module living in C.
If H is a coalgebra and the following conditions are satisfied:
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
HH A
=
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
H HA
,
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆εH
A
=
A
A
,
then (A,φ) is called a braided H-comodule or an H-comodule living in C Let HM(C) and
HM(C) denote the categories of H-modules in C and H-comodules in C, called a braided H-
module category and a braided H- comodule category, respectively. Let HM(C) = HM and
HM(C) = HM when C = Vect(k) in Example 1.0.10.
Similarly, we can define the concepts of algebra morphism, coalgebra morphism and H-
module morphism. An algebra (A,α) is called an H-module algebra, if (A,α) is an H-module
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and its unit ηA and multiplication mA are H-module morphisms. Similarly, we can define the
concepts of H-module coalgebra, H-comodule algebra and H-comdule coalgebra.
Assume that C is a concrete braided tensor category. If H is a braided bialgebra and M is
an H-module in C, then
MH := {x ∈M | hx = ǫ(h)x,∀h ∈ H}
is called the invariants of M . If M is a regular H-module (i.e. the module operation is m ),
then MH is called the integral of H and is written as
∫ l
H
.
A bialgebra (H,m, η,∆, ǫ) with convolution-invertible R in HomC(I,H ⊗ H) is called a
quasitriangular bialgebra living in braided tensor category C if there is a morphism ∆¯ : H →
H ⊗H such that (H, ∆¯, ǫ) is a coalgebra and
(QT1): ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
HH H
=
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✝✆
HH H
(QT2):
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆¯
H HA
=
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✝✆
HH H
(QT3):
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H
=
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆¯ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌
H H
.
In this case, we also say that (H,R, ∆¯) is a braided quasitriangular bialgebra in C.
A bialgebra (H,m, η,∆, ǫ) with convolution-invertible r in HomC(H ⊗ H, I) is called a
coquasitriangular bialgebra living in braided tensor category C if there exists a morphism
m¯ : H ⊗H → H such that (H, m¯, η) is an algebra and
(CQT1):
HH H
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
=
H HH
✞☎✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆r
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(CQT2):
H HH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
=
HH H
✞☎✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆r
(CQT3):
H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✍✌
H
=
H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
H
In this case, we also say that (H, r, m¯) is a braided coquasitriangular bialgebra in C.
A braided Hopf algebra H is called a braided group if there exists a braided quasitriangular
structure (H,R, ∆¯) with ∆¯ = ∆H or there exists a coquasitriangular structure (H, r, m¯) with
m = m¯.
Let mop and ∆cop denote mHC
−1
H,H and C
−1
H,H∆ respectively.
In particular, we say that (H,R) is quasitriangular if (H,R,∆cop) is quasitriangular. Dually,
we say that (H, r) is quasitriangular if (H, r,mop) is coquasitriangular.
Let (H,R, ∆¯) be a quasitriangular bialgebra living in braided tensor category C. (V, α) is
said to be symmetric with respect to (H,R, ∆¯), if (V, α) is a left H-module and satisfies the
following condition:
(SWRT ) :
H V✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H V
=
H V✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H V
.
Define
O(H, ∆¯) = {V ∈ HM | (V, α) is symmetric with respect to (H,R, ∆¯)}.
Let (H, r, m¯) be a coquasitriangular bialgebra living in braided tensor category. (V, φ) is
said to be symmetric with respect to (H, r, m¯) if (V, φ) is a left H-comodule and satisfies the
following condition:
(SWRT ) :
H V
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m
H V
=
H V✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✍✌
H V
.
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Define
O(H, m¯) = {V ∈ HM | (V, φ) is symmetric with respect to (H, r, m¯)}.
Proposition 1.0.14. (i) If (H,R, ∆¯) is a quasitriangular bialgebra living in braided tensor
category (C,⊗, I, a, l, r, C), then (O(H, ∆¯),⊗, I, a, l, r, CR) is a braided tensor category, where
CRV,W =
V W✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αV ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αW
W V
and αV⊗W =
H V W✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αV ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αW
V W
for any (V, αV ), (W,αW ) ∈ O(H, ∆¯)
(ii) If (H, r, m¯) is a coquasitriangular bialgebra living in braided tensor category (C,⊗, I, a, l, r),
then (O(H, m¯),⊗, I, a, l, r, Cr) is a braided tensor category, where
CrV,W =
V W
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φW ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φV
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
W V
and φV⊗W =
V W✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φV ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φW
✍✌
H V W
for any (V, φV ), (W,φW ) ∈ O(H, m¯).
Proof. We only show part (i) since part (ii) can be shown similarly. We first show that
O(H, ∆¯) is a tensor category. That is, we need show that V ⊗W ∈ O(H, ∆¯) for any V,W ∈
O(H, ∆¯). In fact,
H V ⊗W✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H V ⊗W
=
H✎☞
V W✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H V W
=
H✎☞
V W✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H V W
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by(SWRT )
=
H V W
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H V W
=
H V W✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H V W
by(SWRT )
=
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆ V W✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H V W
=
H V ⊗W✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
HV ⊗W
.
Therefore O(H, ∆¯) is a tensor subcategory of C. Next we show that CR is a braiding in O(H, ∆¯).
It is clear that the inverse of CRV,W is
W V✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R¯
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
V W
.
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We see that
H V ⊗W
✎
✍
☞
✌CRV,W✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
W ⊗ V
=
H V W✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
W V
by(SWRT )
=
H VW✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
W V
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R V W
✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
W V
by(QT3)
=
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆ V W
✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
W V
=
H V ⊗W✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✎
✍
☞
✌CRV,W
W ⊗ V
.
Thus CRV,W is an H-module morphism.
We also see that
CRV⊗W,X =
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R V W X✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
X V W
=
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R V W X
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
X V W
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by(SWRT )
=
V W X✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
X V W
by(QT2)
=
V W X✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
X V W
=
V W X✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
X V W
=
V W X✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
X V W
=
V WX✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
X V W
= (CRV,X ⊗ idW )(idV ⊗ CRW,X). Thus
CRV⊗W,X = (C
R
V,X ⊗ idW )(idV ⊗ CRW,X).
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Similarly, we have
CV,W⊗X = (idW ⊗ CRV,X)(CRV,W ⊗ idX).
Therefore O(H, ∆¯) is a braided tensor category.
It is clear that O(H,∆copH ) = HM(C) and O(H,mopH ) = HM(C) when (C, C) is a symmetric
braided tensor category.
Corollary 1.0.15. Let (C,⊗, I, a, l, r, C) be a symmetric braided tensor category.
(i) If (H,R) is a quasitriangular bialgebra in C, then (HM,⊗, I, a, l, r, CR) is a braided tensor
category.
(ii) If (H, r) is a coquasitriangular bialgebra in C, then (HM,⊗, I, a, l, r, Cr) is a braided
tensor category.
Let H be a bialgebra algebra in braided tensor category (C, C), and (M,α, φ) a left H-module
and left H -comodule in (C, C). If
(Y D) :
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
H A
=
H A✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H A
.
then (M,α, φ) is called a Yetter-Drinfeld H-module in C, written as YD H-module in short.
When H is a Hopf algebra algebra in braided tensor category (C, C), then the condition above
is equivalent to
(YD):
φα =
H M✎ ☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✎☞ ✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
H M
.
Let HHYD(C) denote the category of all Yetter-Drinfeld H-modules in C. If (C, C) = Vect(k), we
write HHYD(C) =HH YD, called Yetter-Drinfeld category. It follows from [107] and [11, Theorem
4.1.1] that HHYD(C) is a braided tensor category with Y DCU,V = (αV ⊗idU )(idH⊗CU,V )(φU⊗idV )
for any two Yetter-Drinfeld modules (U, φU , αU ) and (V, φV , αV ) when H has an invertible
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antipode. In this case, Y DC−1U,V = (idV ⊗αU )(C−1H,V ⊗ idU )(S−1⊗C−1U,V )(C−1U,H ⊗ idV )(idU ⊗ φV ).
Algebras, coalgebras and Hopf algebras and so on in HHYD are called Yetter-Drinfeld ones or
YD ones in short.
The structure of a Nichols algebra appeared first in the paper [91] and was rediscovered later
by several authors.
Let V be a YD H-module in Vect(k). A graded braided Hopf algebra R = ⊕n≥0R(n) in
H
HYD is called a Nichols algebra of V if the following are satisfied:
• k ∼= R(0),
• V ∼= R(1) in HHYD,
• R(1) = P (R), the vector space of the primitive elements of R,
• R is generated as an algebra by R(1).
Remark 1
Example 1.0.16. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over field k and V ∗ = Homk(V, k).
Define maps bV : k → V ⊗ V ∗ and dV : V ∗ ⊗ V → k by
bV (1) =
∑
i
vi ⊗ vi and
∑
i,j
dV (v
i ⊗ vj) = vi(vj)
where {vi | i = 1, 2, · · · , n} is any basis of V and {vi | i = 1, 2, · · · , n} is the dual basis in V ∗.
It is clear that bV and dV are evaluation and coevaluation of V in Vect(k), respectively.
Proposition 1.0.17. (i) Let (C, C) be a braided tensor category and H be an algebra living
in C. If (V, α) is a left H-module and has a left duality V ∗ in C, C), then V ∗ is a left duality of
V in HM(C). Here the module operation αV ∗ of V ∗ is defined as follows:
αV ∗ =
H V ∗✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
V ∗
(ii) Let (C, C) be a braided tensor category and H be a coalgebra living in (C, C). If (V, ψ) is
a right H-comodule and has a left duality V ∗ in (C, C), then V ∗ is a left duality of V inM(C)H .
1 For any YD H-module V , it follows from [7, Proposition 2.2] that there exists a unique Nichols algebra B(V )
of V up to graded Hopf algebra isomorphism in HHYD. The structure of B(V ) can be described as follows:
Let V be a YD H-module. Then the tensor algebra T (V ) =
L
n≥0 T (V )(n) of the vector space V admits a
natural structure of a YD H-module, since HHYD is a braided monoidal category. It is then an algebra in
H
HYD.
Let T (V )⊗T (V ) be the tensor product algebra of T (V ) with itself in HHYD. Then there is a unique algebra map
∆ : T (V ) → T (V )⊗T (V ) such that ∆(v) = v ⊗ 1 + 1 ⊗ v for all v ∈ V . With this structure, T (V ) is a graded
braided Hopf algebra in HHYD. Let I˜(V ) be the sum of all YD H-submodules I of T (V ) such that
• I is a graded ideal generated by homogeneous elements of degree ≥ 2,
• I is also a coideal, i.e., ∆(I) ⊂ I ⊗ T (V ) + T (V )⊗ I .
Then B(V ) = T (V )/I˜(V ).
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Here the comodule operation ψV ∗ of V
∗ is defined as follows:
ψV ∗ =
V ∗ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✍✌ ✞✝ ☎✆S
H V ∗
Proof . (i) We easily check that (V ∗, αV ∗) is a H-module. Now we show that dV and bV
are H-module homomorphisms. We see that
H V ∗ ⊗ V✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆d
=
H V ∗ V✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✚✙
=
H V ∗ V✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
=
H✎☞
V ∗ V✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
=
H V ∗ V
✞✝ ☎✆ε ✍✌
.
Thus dV is an H-module homomorphism.
We also see that
H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
V V ∗
=
H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
V V ∗
=
H✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
V V ∗
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=H✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
V V ∗
=
H ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆ε V V ∗
.
Thus bV is an H-module homomorphism.
(ii) is the dual case of part (i).
Every algebra (coalgebra, Hopf algebra, quasitriangular Hopf algebra ) living in Vect(k) is
called an algebra ( coalgebra, Hopf algebra, quasitriangular Hopf algebra ) or an ordinary algebra
( ordinary coalgebra, ordinary Hopf algebra, ordinary quasitriangular Hopf algebra ). We usually
use φ and δ− to denote left comodule operations; ψ and δ+ to denote right comodule operations;
α and α− to denote left module operations; β and α+ to denote right module operations. We use
The Sweedler’s and Montgomery’s sigma notations ( see [114] [87]) for coalgebras and comodules
are ∆(x) =
∑
x1 ⊗ x2, φ(x) =
∑
x(−1) ⊗ x(0), ψ(x) = ∑x(0) ⊗ x(1); or ∆(x) = ∑x(1) ⊗ x(2),
φ(x) =
∑
x(−1) ⊗ x(0), ψ(x) =
∑
x(0) ⊗ x(1).
In fact, if H is an ordinary algebra and V is a finite-dimensional left H-module, then V has
a left duality H∗ in category HM.
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Chapter 2
The Maschke’s Theorem for Braided
Hopf Algebras
In this chapter, we obtain the fundamental theorem of Hopf modules living in braided tensor
categories. In Yetter-Drinfeld category, we obtain that the antipode S of H is invertible and the
integral
∫ l
H
of H is a one-dimensional space for any finite-dimensional braided Hopf algebra H.
We give Maschke’s Theorem for YD Hopf algebras.
Supersymmetry has attracted a great deal of interest from physicists and mathematicians
(see [65], [110], [88] ). It finds numerous applications in particle physics and statistical mechanics
( see [30] ) . Of central importance in supersymmetric theories is the Z2-graded structure which
permeates them. Superalgebras and super-Hopf algebras are most naturally very important.
Braided tensor categories were introduced by Joyal and Street in 1986 [61]. It is a gener-
alization of super case. Majid, Joyal, Street and Lyubasheko have obtained many interesting
conclusions in braided tensor categories, for example, the braided reconstruction theorem, trans-
mutation and bosonisation, integral, q-Fourier transform, q-Mikowski space, random walk and
so on (see [76], [82], [83], [88] , [73] ).
In many applications one needs to know the integrals of braided Hopf algebras and whether
a braided Hopf algebra is semisimple or finite-dimensional. A systematic study of braided Hopf
algebras, especially of those braided Hopf algebras that play a role in physics (as, e.g. braided
line algebra C[x] in [76] and anyonic line algebra C[ξ] ∼= C{x}/ < xn > in [88] ) is very useful.
V.Lyubasheko in[73] introduced the integral for braided Hopf algebras and gave a formula
about integral. S. Majid in [88] obtained the integral of anyonic line algebra. In this chapter, we
obtain that the antipode S of H is invertible and the integral
∫ l
H
of H is a one-dimensional space
for any finite-dimensional (super) anyonic or q-statistical Hopf algebra H. In particular, if H is a
finite-dimensional (super) anyonic Hopf algebra, then
∫ l
H
is a homogeneous space. We show that
a finite-dimensional (super) anyonic or q-statistical Hopf algebra H is semisimple iff ǫ(
∫ l
H
) 6= 0.
Furthermore, if H is a semisimple (super) anyonic Hopf algebra, then H is finite-dimensional.
We begin by recalling some definitions and properties. Attempts to find solutions of the
Yang-Baxter equation in a systematic way have led to the theory of quantum groups, in which
the concept of (co)quasitriangular Hopf algebra is introduced .
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A pair (H, r) is called coquasitriangular Hopf algebra if H is a Hopf algebra over field k
and there exists a convolution- invertible k-bilinear form r: H ⊗H → k such that the following
conditions hold: for any a, b, c ∈ H,
(CQT1) r(a, bc) =
∑
r(a1, c)r(a2, b);
(CQT2) r(ab, c) =
∑
r(a, c1)r(b, c2);
(CTQ3)
∑
r(a1, b1)a2b2 =
∑
b1a1r(a2, b2).
Furthermore, if r−1(a, b) = r(b, a) for any a, b ∈ H, then (H, r) is called cotriangular.
For coquasitriangular Hopf algebra (H, r), we can define a braiding Cr in the category HM
of H-comodules as follows:
CrU,V : U ⊗ V −→ V ⊗ U
sending u⊗v to∑ r(v(−1), u(−1))⊗v(0)u(0) for any u ∈ U, v ∈ V, where (U, φU ) and (V, φV ) are
H-comodule and φV (v) =
∑
v(−1) ⊗ v(0) (see [64, Proposition VIII.5.2 ]). This braided tensor
category is called one determined by coquasitriangular structure. Dually, we have the concept of
quasitriangular Hopf algebra. We also have that (HM, CR) is a braided tensor category, which
is called one determined by quasitriangular structure.
For example, let H = CZn and r(a, b) = (e
2πi
n )ab for any a, b ∈ Zn, where C is the complex
field. It is clear that (CZn, r) is a coquasitriangular Hopf algebra. Thus (
CZnM, Cr) is a braided
tensor category, usually written as Cn. Every algebra or Hopf algebra living in Cn is called an
anyonic algebra or anyonic Hopf algebra (see [83, Example 9.2.4]). Every algebra or Hopf algebra
living in C2 is called a superalgebra or super-Hopf algebra.
If H = CZ and r(a, b) = qab for any a, b ∈ Z, then (CZM, Cr) is a braided tensor category,
where 0 6= q ∈ C. Every algebra or Hopf algebra living in it is called a q-statistical algebra or
q-statistical Hopf algebra (see [83, Definition 10.1.9]).
For example, let (H, r) be a cocommutative cotriangular Hopf algebra. If (L, φ) is a left
H-comodule with an H-comodule homomorphism [ , ] from L⊗ L to L in (HM, Cr) such that
the following conditions hold:
(i) [ , ](id+ CrL,L) = 0;
(ii) [ , ]([ , ]⊗ id)(id + (idL ⊗CrL,L)(CrL,L ⊗ idL) + (CrL,L ⊗ idL)(idL ⊗ CrL,L)) = 0,
then (L, [ , ]) is called a Lie H-algebra or a Lie algebra living in (HM, CrL,L) (see [14,
Definition 1.5]). If H = CZ2 and r(a, b) = (−1)ab for any a, b ∈ Z2, then every Lie H-algebra is
called a Lie superalgebra (see [65]). If H = kG and r is a bicharacter of abelian group G with
r−1(a, b) = r(b, a) for any a, b ∈ G, then every Lie H-algebra is called a Lie colour algebra (see
[87]) or ǫ Lie algebra (see [110, Definition 2.1]). If (L, [ , ]) is a Lie colour algebra, then the
universal enveloping algebra U(L) of L is an algebra living in (HM, Cr) (see [110]). Thus the
universal enveloping algebras of Lie superalgebras are superalgebras.
2.1 The integrals in braided tensor categories
In this section, we obtain the fundamental theorem of Hopf modules living in braided tensor
categories.
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An object E in category C is called a final object if for every object V in C, there exists a
unique morphism f from V to E. For two morphisms f1, f2 : A→ B in C, set target(A, f1, f2) =:
{(D, g) | g is a morphism from D to A such that f1g = f2g} and source(B, f1, f2) =: {(D, g) |
g is a morphism from B to D such that gf1 = gf2}, the final object of full subcategory
target(A, f1, f2) and the initial object of full subcategory source(B, f1, f2) are called equiv-
aliser and coequivaliser of f1 and f2, written as equivaliser(f1.f2) and coequivaliser(f1, f2),
respectively. If (M,φ) is a left comodule over bialgebra H in C, then equivaliser(φ, ηH ⊗ idM )
is called the coinvariants of M , written (M coH , i). That is, for every H-comodule N in M and
a morphism f from N to M in HM(C), then there exists a unique a morphism f¯ from N to
M co H in HM(C) such that f = if¯ .
Definition 2.1.1. Let H be a bialgebra, (M,α) be a left H-module and (M,φ) a left H-
comodule. If α is an H-comodule morphism and φ is an H-module morphism, then (M,α, φ) is
called an H-Hopf module.
We easily know that (M,α, φ) is an H-Hopf module iff
H ⊗M✞✝☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H M
=
H M✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H M
.
Theorem 2.1.2. (The fundamental theorem of Hopf modules) Let (C, C) be a braided tensor
category If (M,α, φ) is an H-Hopf module in braided tensor category (C, C) and there exists the
equivaliser (φ, ηH ⊗ idM ), then
H ⊗M coH ∼=M ( as H-Hopf modules.)
Proof. Let u =
M✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆S✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
. We have that φu =
M✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆S✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H M
=
M✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆S✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H M
by Pro.1.0.13(i)
=
M✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✝✆ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H M
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H
M✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆S✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
. Thus there exists an H-comodule homomorphism u¯ from M to
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M coH such that u = iu¯..
Let ξ =
HM coH✞✝☎✆i✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
and ψ =
M✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝☎✆u¯
H M
. We see that ξψ =
M✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝☎✆u✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
M✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆S✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
M
M
and
ψξ =
HM coH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆S✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M M coH
=
H M✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆S
H
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M coH
=
H M coH✎☞
✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆S✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H M coH
=
H M coH✎☞
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H M coH
=
HM coH
HM coH
.
Thus ξ is an isomorphism.
Since
H ⊗M coH✞✝☎✆ξ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H M coH
=
H M coH✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H M coH
=
H ⊗M coH✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝☎✆ξ
H M coH
and
H✎☞
H M coH✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
H✎☞
H M coH✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
H HM coH✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
H H ⊗M coH✞✝☎✆ξ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
.
Consequently, ξ is an H-Hopf module isomorphism. 
Lemma 2.1.3. If H is a Hopf algebra with left duality, then (H∗, α, φ) is a left H-Hopf
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module, where the operations of module and comodule are defined as follows:
H H∗✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H∗
=
H H∗✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇁
H∗
=
H H∗✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✍✌
H∗
′
H∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H H∗
=
H∗✎☞
✍✌
H H∗
.
Proof. We see that
H H H∗✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H∗
=
H H H∗✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✍✌
H∗
by Pro.1.0.13(i)
=
H H H∗✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌✎☞
✍✌
H∗
by Pro.1.0.13(ii)
=
H H H∗✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✎☞✝✆
✍✌
H∗
=
H H H∗✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H∗
=
HH H∗✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H∗
✞✝ ☎✆ηH H∗✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H∗
=
H∗✞✝ ☎✆ηH ✎☞
✍✌
H∗
=
H∗
H∗
.
Thus (H∗, α) is an H-module.
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We see that
H H∗✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H H∗
=
H H∗✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✍✌
H H∗
=
H H∗✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞✎☞
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✍✌✍✌
✍✌
H H∗
=
H H∗✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✍ ✌
H H∗
=
H H∗✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✍ ✌
H H∗
by Pro 1.0.13(i)
=
H H∗✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✍ ✌
H H∗
=
H H∗✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H H∗
=
H H∗✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
HH∗
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and
H H∗✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H H∗
=
H H∗✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
H H∗
=
H H∗✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
H H∗
=
H H∗✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✎☞
✍✌
H H∗
=
H H∗✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
HH∗
.
Thus
H H∗✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H H∗
=
H H∗✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H H∗
.
Consequently, (H∗, α, φ) is an H-Hopf module. 
2.2 The Integrals of Braided Hopf algebras in Yetter-Drinfeld
Categories
In this section, using the fundamental theorem of Hopf modules in braided tensor categories, we
give the relation between the integrals and semisimplicity of Braided Hopf algebras in Yetter-
Drinfeld Categories.
Assume that H is a YD Hopf algebra and (M,φ) is a H- comodule in BBYD. Obviously,
{x ∈M | φ(x) = ηH ⊗ x} = ker(φ− ηH ⊗ idM ).
It is a straightforward verification that (M coH , i) is the equivaliser(φ, ηH ⊗ idM ) with
M coH := {x ∈M | φ(x) = ηH ⊗ x}
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and inclusion map i. Since φ − ηH ⊗ idM is a morphism in BBYD, ker(φ − ηH ⊗ idM ) is object
in BBYD. Let
∫ l
H
:= {x ∈ H | hx = ǫ(h)x, for any h ∈ H}, called the integral space of H.
If H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra living in a Yetter-Drinfeld category, then H has a
left duality H∗ ( see [64, Example 1 P347] or Lemma 1.0.17) and
∫ l
H∗
= (H∗)coH , where the
H-comodule operation of H∗ is defined in Lemma 2.1.3.
Theorem 2.2.1. (The Maschke’s theorem) Assume B is an ordinary Hopf algebra over field
k with invertible antipode. If H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra living in Yetter-Drinfeld
category BBYD, then
(1) H ⊗ ∫ l
H∗
∼= H∗ (as H-Hopf modules in BBYD);
(2)
∫ l
H
is a one dimensional space;
(3) the antipode S of H is bijective;
(4) H is semisimple iff ǫ(
∫ l
H
) 6= 0;
(5) Every semisimple Hopf algebra H living in BBYD is finite-dimensional.
Proof. (1) It follows from the above discussion.
(2) It follows from part (1).
(3) According to the proof of Lemma 2.1.2 and Lemma 2.1.3, we have that
ξ = (idH∗ ⊗ dH)(idH∗ ⊗ CH,H∗)(CH,H∗ ⊗ idH∗)(idH ⊗∆)(S ⊗ idR l
H∗
)
is an isomorphism from H ⊗ ∫ l
H∗
to H∗, which implies that S is injective. Considering H is a
finite-dimensional vector space, we obtain that S is bijective.
(4) If H is semisimple then there is a left ideal I such that
H = I ⊕ kerǫ.
For any y ∈ I, h ∈ H, we see that
hy = ((h− ǫ(h)1H ) + ǫ(h)1H )y
= (h− ǫ(h)1H)y + ǫ(h)y
= ǫ(h)y since (h− ǫ(h)1H )y ∈ (kerǫ)I = 0 .
Thus y ∈ ∫ l
H
, and so I ⊆ ∫ l
H
, which implies ǫ(
∫ l
H
) 6= 0.
Conversely, if ǫ(
∫ l
H
) 6= 0, let z ∈ ∫ l
H
with ǫ(z) = 1. Say M is a left H-module and N is an
H-submodule of M . Assume that ξ is a k-linear projection from M to N . We define
µ(m) =
∑
z1 · ξ(S(z2) ·m)
for anym ∈M. It is sufficient to show that µ is anH-module projection fromM toN . Obviously,
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µ is a k-linear projection. Now we only need to show that it is an H-module map.
H M✞✝ ☎✆µ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
H M✎☞
✞✝ ☎✆z✎☞✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆ξ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
H M✎☞
✞✝ ☎✆z✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆ξ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
H M✎☞
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆z✎☞
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆ξ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
H M✎☞
✞✝ ☎✆z✍✌
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆ξ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
✞✝ ☎✆z H M✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆ξ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
M
=
H M✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆µ
M
.
Thus, µ is an H-module morphism. 
(5) The smash product H#B is an ordinary semisimple Hopf algebra by bosonisation [79,
Theorem 4.1] and by [87, Theorem 7.4.2]. Thus H#B is finite-dimensional, which implies that
H is finite dimensional.
Lemma 2.2.2. Let B be an ordinary finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with left duality B∗. If
(H,φ) is a left B-comodule algebra and B-comodule coalgebra, then (H,α) is a left B∗ cop-module
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algebra and B∗-module coalgebra, where
B∗ H✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H
=
B∗ H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✍✌
H
.
Proof. It is trivial.
Proposition 2.2.3. Let char k = 0.
(i) If H is not only a kG-module algebra but also a kG-module coalgebra, then the action of
G on
∫ l
H
is stable;
(ii) If H is a Hopf algebra living in (MkG, Cr) and G is a commutative finite group with a
bicharacter r, then
∫ l
H
is a homogeneous space of G-graded space H.
In particular,
∫ l
H
is an (super) anyonic space for every finite-dimensional (super) anyonic
Hopf algebra H.
Proof. (i) For any g ∈ G,x ∈ H, t ∈ ∫ l
H
, we see that
x(g · t) = (g · y)(g · t) since H is a kG-module algebra, where y = g−1 · x
= g · (yt)
= ǫ(y)(g · t)
= ǫ(x)(g · t) since H is a kG-module coalgebra.
Therefore action of G on
∫ l
H
is stable.
(ii) Since H is a left kG-comodule algebra and kG-comodule coalgebra, we have that H is a
left (kG)∗-module algebra and (kG)∗-module coalgebra by Lemma 2.2.2. However, (kG)∗ = kGˆ
(as Hopf algebra) by [83, Corollary 1.5.6], where Gˆ denotes the character group of G. Thus H
is a left kGˆ-module algebra and a kGˆ-module coalgebra, which implies that the action of Gˆ on∫ l
H
is stable by part (1). That is,
∫ l
H
is a sub-module of (kG)∗-module H, which implies that∫ l
H
is a homogeneous space of G-graded space H. 
Example 2.2.4. Let H denote the anyonic line algebra, i.e. H = C{x}/ < xn > , where
C{x} is a free algebra over complex field C and < xn > is an ideal generalized by xn of C{x}.
Set C{x}/ < xn >= C[ξ] with ξn = 0. Its comultiplication and counit and antipode are
∆(ξ) = ξ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ ξ and ǫ(ξ) = 0 and S(ξ) = −ξ
respectively. It is straightforward to check that H is an anyonic Hopf algebra (see [88]). Ob-
viously, the dimension of H is n. It is clear that
∫ l
H
= Cξn−1. Since ǫ(
∫ l
H
) = 0, H is not
semisimple.
Example 2.2.5. (see [83, P510 ] ) Let H = C[x] denote the braided line algebra. It is just
the usual algebra C[x] of polynomials in x over complex field C, but we regard it as a q-statistical
Hopf algebra with
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∆(x) = x⊗ 1 + 1⊗ x, ǫ(x) = 0, S(x) = −x, | xn |= n
and
Cr(xn, xm) = qnm(xm ⊗ xn).
If y =
∑n
0 aix
i ∈ ∫ l
H
, then ai = 0 for i = 1, 2, · · · , n since xy = ǫ(x)y = 0. Thus
∫ l
H
= 0. It
follows from the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 (5) that H is not semisimple.
By the way, we give some properties of group graded (co)algebras.
An algebra A is called a G-graded algebra if A =
∑
g∈G⊕Ag, AgAh ⊆ Agh and 1A ∈ Ae,
where e is the unity element of G. A coalgebra D is called a G-graded coalgebra if D =∑
g∈G⊕Dg, ∆(Dg) ⊆
∑
x,y∈G,xy=gDx ⊗Dy and ǫ(Dh) = 0 for any h, g ∈ G and h 6= e.
Proposition 2.2.6. (1) A is a right kG-comodule algebra iff A is a G-graded algebra;
(2) D is a right kG-comodule coalgebra iff D is a G-graded coalgebra.
Proof. (1) It was obtained in [29, Proposition 1.3].
(2) If (D,ψ) is a kG-comodule coalgebra, then D =
∑
g∈G⊕Dg is a G-graded space by [20,
Lemma 4.8]. For any homogeneous 0 6= d ∈ Dg, let
∆(d) =
∑
i=1,2,···m
(dxi ⊗ dyi)
where 0 6= dxi ∈ Dxi , 0 6= dyi ∈ Dyi , xi, yi ∈ G for i = 1, 2, · · · ,m. Since ∆ is a kG-comodule
homomorphism we have that
∑
i=1,2,···m
(dxi ⊗ dyi ⊗ g) =
∑
i=1,2,···m
(dxi ⊗ dyi ⊗ xiyi).
Thus
xiyi = g
for i = 1, 2, · · · ,m, which implies that
∆(Dg) ⊆
∑
x,y∈G,xy=g
Dx ⊗Dy.
Since ǫ is a kG-comodule homomorphism, we have that
ǫ(d)g = ǫ(d)e
for any g ∈ G, d ∈ Dg, which implies that ǫ(Dg) = 0 for any e 6= g ∈ G. Consequently, D is a
G-graded coalgebra.
Conversely, if D =
∑
g∈G⊕Dg is a G-graded coalgebra, then (D,ψ) is a right kG-comodule
by [20, Lemma 4.8]. It is sufficient to show that ∆ and ǫ are kG-comodule maps. For any
d ∈ Dg, we assume that
∆(d) =
∑
x,y∈G,xy=g
dx ⊗ dy
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where dx ∈ Dx, dy ∈ Dy. We see that
(∆ ⊗ idD)ψ(d) = (∆⊗ idD)(d⊗ g)
=
∑
x,y∈G,xy=g
dx ⊗ dy ⊗ g
= (idD⊗D ⊗mkG)(idD ⊗ τ ⊗ idkG)(ψ ⊗ ψ)∆(d)
where τ is an ordinary twist map.
Thus ∆ is a kG-comodule map. Since
(ǫ⊗ idkG)ψ(d) = ǫ(d)g = ǫ(d)e = ǫ(d)1kG
for any d ∈ Dg, we have that ǫ is a kG-comodule map.
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Chapter 3
The Double Bicrossproducts in
Braided Tensor Categories
In this chapter, we construct the double bicrossproduct D = Aφα ⊲⊳
ψ
β H of two bialgebras A and
H in a braided tensor category and give the necessary and sufficient conditions for D to be a
bialgebra. We study the universal property of double bicrossproduct.
Throughout this chapter, we assume that H and A are two bialgebras in braided tensor
categories and
α : H ⊗A→ A , β : H ⊗A→ H,
φ : A→ H⊗ A , ψ : H → H ⊗A
such that (A,α) is a left H-module coalgebra, (H,β) is a right A-module coalgebra, (A,φ) is a
left H-comodule algebra, and (H,ψ) is a right A-comodule algebra.
We define the multiplication mD , unit ηD, comultiplication ∆D and counit ǫD in A⊗H as
follows:
∆D =
A H✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌
A H A H
mD =
A H A H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
A H
and ǫD = ǫA ⊗ ǫH , ηD = ηA ⊗ ηH . We denote (A⊗H,mD, ηD,∆D, ǫD) by
Aφα⊲⊳
ψ
βH,
which is called the double bicrossproduct of A and H. We denote it by A
b
⊲⊳ H in short.
If one of α, β, φ, ψ is trivial, we omit the trivial one in the notation Aφα⊲⊳
ψ
βH. For example,
when φ and ψ are trivial, we denote Aφα ⊲⊳
ψ
β H by Aα⊲⊳βH. When α and β are trivial, we denote
Aφα ⊲⊳
ψ
β H by A
φ ⊲⊳ψ H. We call Aα ⊲⊳β H a double cross product and denote it by A⊲⊳H in
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short. We call Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H a double cross coproduct and denote it by A
c
⊲⊳ H in short. We call
Aφα ⊲⊳ H ( A ⊲⊳
ψ
β H) and Aα⊲⊳
ψH ( Aφ⊲⊳βH ) a biproduct and a bicrossproduct respectively.
Note that S. Majid uses different notations.
We give some notation as follows.
(M1) :
H ✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
H✞✝ ☎✆ǫH✞✝ ☎✆ηA
A
,
A✞✝ ☎✆ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H
=
A✞✝ ☎✆ǫA✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H
;
(M2) :
HA A✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
H A A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
A
;
(M3) :
H H A✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H
=
H H A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌
H
;
(M4) :
H A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H A
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H A
;
(CM1) :
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆ǫA
H
=
A✞✝ ☎✆ǫA✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H
,
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
A
=
H✞✝ ☎✆ǫH✞✝ ☎✆ηA
A
;
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(CM2) :
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✎☞
HA A
=
A✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌
H A A
;
(CM3) :
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✎☞
H HA
=
H✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌
H H A
;
(CM4) :
H A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✍✌
H A
=
H A
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌
H A
;
(B1) :
A A✍✌
✎☞
A A
=
A A✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A A
;
(B2) :
H A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✎☞
A A
=
H H✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌
A A
;
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(B3) :
H H✍✌
✎☞
H H
=
H H✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
H H
;
(B4) :
H A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✎☞
H H
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H H
;
(B5) :
A H A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
H A
=
A H A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
H A
;
(B6) :
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
H A
=
H A✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H A
;
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(B6′) :
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌
H A
=
H A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✍✌
H A
;
(CB2) :
A A✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H A
=
A A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✍✌
✍✌
H A
;
(CB4) :
H H✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
H A
=
H H✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✍✌
H A
;
(B7) :
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌
H A
=
H A✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
H A
;
(B7′) :
H A✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✍✌
H A
=
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✍✌
H A
.
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Let
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆iH
A H
=
H✞✝ ☎✆ηA
A H
;
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆iA
A H
=
H ✞✝ ☎✆ηH
A H
;
A H✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆πH
H
=
A H✞✝ ☎✆ǫA
H
;
A H✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆πA
A
=
A H✞✝ ☎✆ǫA
A
.
πA and πH are called trivial actions; iA and iH are called trivial coactions.
3.1 Double bicrossproduct
In this section, we give the sufficient and necessary conditions for double bicrossproduct Aφα ⊲⊳
ψ
β
H to be a bialgebra.
Lemma 3.1.1. (i) If A and H are bialgebras and H acts on A trivially, then A is an H-
module algebra and an H-module coalgebra.
(ii) If A and H are bialgebras and H coacts on A trivially, then A is an H-comodule algebra
and an H-comodule coalgebra.
(iii) CI,I = idI , CI,I⊗I = a
−1
I,I,I , CI⊗I,I = aI,I,I ;
(iv) If we define:
∆I = r
−1
I , mI = rI , ǫI = idI = ηI = S ,
then I is a Hopf algebra.
(v) If H is a bialgebra, then I is an H-module algebra, H-module coalgebra, H-comodule
algebra, H-comodule coalgebra. Meantime, H is an I-module algebra, I-module coalgebra, I-
comodule algebra, I-comodule coalgebra.
(vi) If B is a coalgebra and A is an algebra, then HomC(B,A) is a monoid, i.e. HomC(B,A)
is a semigroup with unit.
(vii) If (B1) and (B2) hold, then
A H A✎☞✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A A
=
A H A✎☞ ✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A A
.
(viii) If (B3) and (B4) hold, then
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H A H✎☞✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌
H H
=
H A H✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✍✌
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌
✍✌
H H
.
Proof. The proof of parts (i)–(vi) is trivial. The proof of part (vii) and part (viii) can be
obtained by turning the proof [142, Lemma 1 and 2 ] into braided diagrams.
Lemma 3.1.2. D = A⊲⊳H is an algebra iff (M1)–(M3) hold.
Proof. If (M1)- (M3) hold, we shall show that D is an algebra.
D DD✍✌
✍✌
D
=
DD D✍✌
✍✌
D
.
See that
the left hand =
A H A H A H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
A H
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=A H A H A H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✎☞
✍✌✍✌✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A H
by(M3)
=
A H A H A H✎☞✎☞ ✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌
A H
=
A H A H A H✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞ ✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
A H
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=A H A H A H✎☞✎☞ ✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌
A H
.
Similarly, we can check that the right hand is equal to the diagram above. Therefore, the
equation holds.
Next we see that
D✞✝ ☎✆ηD✍✌
D
=
A H✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✞✝ ☎✆ηH✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
A H
by(M1)
=
A H
A H
=
D ✞✝ ☎✆ηD✍✌
D
.
Thus D is an algebra.
Conversely, if D is an algebra, we show that (M1), (M2) and (M3) hold. By
D
D
=
D ✞✝ ☎✆ηD✍✌
D
.
We have that
H✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
A
=
H ηA✞✝ ☎✆ηH ✎☞✎☞✞✝ ☎✆ηH
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
A
and
H ✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
H✞✝ ☎✆ǫH✞✝ ☎✆ηA
A
.
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Similarly, we have that
A✞✝ ☎✆ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H
=
A✞✝ ☎✆ǫA✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H
.
Thus (M1) holds.
By associative law, we have that
H A A✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✞✝ ☎✆ηH ✞✝ ☎✆ηH✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
A
=
H A A✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✎☞✎☞✞✝ ☎✆ηH ✞✝ ☎✆ηH
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
A
.
Thus (2) holds. Similarly, we can show that (M3) holds. 
Lemma 3.1.3. D = Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H is a coalgebra iff (CM1)–(CM3) hold.
Proof. It follows by turning the diagram in proof of Theorem 3.1.2 upside down.
Theorem 3.1.4. Assume that H and A are two bialgebras in braided tensor category C and
(A,α) is a left H-module coalgebra, (H,β) is a right A-module coalgebra, (A,φ) is a left H-
comodule algebra, and (H,ψ) is a right A-comodule algebra in C. Then D = Aφα ⊲⊳ψβ H is a
bialgebra in C iff (M1)–(M3), (CM1)–(CM3), (B1)–(B5) hold.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that (B1)-(B5) hold iff
D D✍✌
✎☞
D D
=
D D✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
. · · · · · · (1)
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If (B1)− (B5) hold, see that
the left hand of (1) =
A H A H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✎☞✎☞✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌✍✌✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌
A H A H
=
A H A H✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞✎☞✎☞✎☞
✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✎☞
✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✍✌
A H A H
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by Lemma 3.1.1(vii)(viii)
=
A H A H✎☞ ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✎☞✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌ ✍✌✍✌ ✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✍✌
✍✌✍✌
A H A H
=
A H A H✎☞ ✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✎☞✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
A H A H
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by(B5)
=
A H A H✎☞ ✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞ ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✍✌✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✍✌✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
A H A H
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=A H A H✎☞ ✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞ ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✍✌ ✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌ ✍✌✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
A H A H
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=A H A H✎☞ ✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞ ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✍✌✍✌ ✍✌✍✌
✍✌✍✌ ✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✍✌✍✌
A H A H
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by(CM3)(CM2)
=
A H A H✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✎☞
✍✌ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✍✌ ✍✌✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌✍✌ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✍✌
A H A H
=
A H A H✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞ ✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✎☞ ✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌✍✌ ✍✌✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✍✌
A H A H
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=A H A H✎☞ ✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✎☞✎☞
✎☞✎☞✍✌
✎☞✍✌✍✌
✍✌✍✌✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌ ✍✌
A H A H
=
A H A H✎☞ ✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌ ✍✌✍✌
✎☞✎☞ ✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌✍✌ ✍✌
A H A H
= the right hand of (1).
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Conversely, if (1) holds, we have that
A A✞✝ ☎✆ηH ✞✝ ☎✆ηH✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆ǫH ✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
A A
=
A A✞✝ ☎✆ηH ✞✝ ☎✆ηH✎☞ ✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌ ✍✌✍✌
✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✎☞✎☞✍✌ ✍✌✞✝ ☎✆ǫH ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
A A
and obtain (B1) by computation.
Similarly, we can obtain (B2) by applying ηA⊗id⊗id⊗ηH to the top of relation (1) and
id⊗ǫH⊗id⊗ǫH to the bottom of relation (1) . We can also obtain (B3) and (B4) by relation
(1), ηA⊗id⊗ηA⊗id, ǫA⊗id⊗ǫA⊗id, ηA⊗id⊗id⊗ηH and ǫA⊗id⊗ǫA⊗id respectively. By applying
ǫA⊗id⊗id⊗ǫA to relation (1), we obtain (B5).
Theorem 3.1.5. Let D = Aφα ⊲⊳
ψ
β H be a bialgebra. If A and H are Hopf algebras with
antipodes SA and SH respectively, then D is a Hopf algebra with an antipode
SD =
A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✍✌✞✝☎✆SH ✞✝☎✆SA✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
A H
.
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Proof.
SD ∗ idD =
A H✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✍✌
✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✍✌✞✝☎✆SH ✞✝☎✆SA✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
A H
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by (CM2)
=
A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✍✌
✍✌✍✌✞✝☎✆SH ✞✝☎✆SA✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
A H
=
A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✍✌
✍✌✍✌✞✝☎✆SH ✞✝☎✆SA✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
A H
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by (M2)
=
A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✍✌
✍✌✍✌✞✝☎✆SH ✞✝☎✆SA✎☞✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌
A H
by Proposition 1.0.13(i)
=
A H✎ ☞ ✎ ☞
✎ ☞✎ ☞
✎ ☞
✎☞✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✎☞✎☞ ✍✌✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S ✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍ ✌
A H
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=A H✎ ☞ ✎ ☞
✎ ☞✎ ☞
✎ ☞ ✎ ☞
✎☞ ✎ ☞
✍ ✌
✎☞✞✝☎✆S✎☞✎☞✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S ✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌
A H
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=A H✎ ☞ ✎ ☞
✎ ☞✎ ☞
✎ ☞
✎ ☞
✎☞
✎☞✎☞ ✞✝☎✆S ✍ ✌✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S ✍✌✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌
A H
=
A H✎ ☞ ✎ ☞
✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✎☞
✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S ✍✌✎☞✎☞✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S ✍✌✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S ✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✍✌
A H
=
A H✎ ☞ ✎ ☞
✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S ✞✝☎✆S
A
✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌
H
=
A H✞✝ ☎✆ǫA ✞✝ ☎✆ǫH✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✞✝ ☎✆ηH
A H
.
Similarly, we can show that idD ∗ SD = ǫDηD. 
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Proposition 3.1.6. Let D = A ⊲⊳ H be a bialgebra , and let A and H be Hopf algebras with
antipodes SA and SH respectively. Then
D
✎
✍
☞
✌(SD)2
D
=
A H
✎
✍
☞
✌(SD)2
✎
✍
☞
✌(SD)2
A H
.
Proof.
D
✎
✍
☞
✌(SD)2
D
=
A⊗ ηH ηH ⊗H✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆mD✎
✍
☞
✌(SD)2
D
=
A⊗ ηH ηH ⊗H
✎
✍
☞
✌(SD)2
✎
✍
☞
✌(SD)2
✍✌
D
D
=
A H
✎
✍
☞
✌(SA)2
✎
✍
☞
✌(SH )2
A H
.
We can easily check Lemma 3.1.7, Corollary 3.1.8 and Corollary 3.1.9 by Theorem 3.1.4 and
by simple computation.
Lemma 3.1.7. (i) If φ and ψ are trivial, then (B1)–(B5) hold iff (M4) holds;
(ii) If α and β are trivial, then (B1)–(B5) hold iff (CM4) holds.
Corollary 3.1.8. (i) A ⊲⊳ H is a bialgebra iff (M1)–(M4) hold;
(ii) Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H is a bialgebra iff (CM1)–(CM4) hold.
In fact, [80] already contains the essence of Corollary 3.1.8.
Corollary 3.1.9. (i) If β and ψ are trivial, then biproduct Aφα ⊲⊳ H is a bialgebra iff (A,α)
is an H-module algebra and (A,φ) is an H- comodule coalgebra, (B1) and (B6) hold;
(ii) If α and φ are trivial, then biproduct A ⊲⊳ψβ H is a bialgebra iff (H,β) is an A-module
algebra and (H,ψ) is an A- comodule coalgebra, (B3) and (B6’) hold.
Corollary 3.1.10. (i) If β and φ are trivial , then bicrossproduct Aα ⊲⊳
ψ H is a bialgebra iff
(A,α) is an H-module algebra and (H,ψ) is an A- comodule coalgebra,(B2), (B7) and (CB4)
hold;
(ii) If α and ψ are trivial then bicrossproduct Aφ ⊲⊳β H is a bialgebra iff (H,β) is an A-
module algebra and (A,φ) is an H- comodule coalgebra, (B4), (B7’) and (CB2) hold.
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Proof. (i) The necessity is clear. For the sufficiency, we only show that (B5) holds since the
others can similarly be shown.
the left hand of (B5) =
A H A H✎☞ ✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✍ ✌
✍✌ ✍ ✌
✍✌✍ ✌
H A
since A is an H- module algebra
=
A H A H✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✎☞
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍ ✌
✍ ✌
H A
by (B7)
=
A H A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
H A
=
A H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H A
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=A H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H A
= the right hand of (B5).
Thus (B5) holds.
(ii) It is a dual case of Part (i). 
Lemma 3.1.11. Let H be a Hopf algebra, and A and H have left duality A∗ and H∗ respec-
tively.
(i) If (A,α) is a left H-module coalgebra, then (A∗, α∗) is a right H∗-comodule algebra;
(ii) If (A,φ) is a left H-comodule algebra, then (A∗, φ∗) is a right H∗-module coalgebra.
Proof. We only show part (i), since part (ii) is the dual case of part (i).
A∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆α∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆α∗
A∗ H∗H∗
=
A∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆α∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆∗
A∗H∗ H∗
.....(1)
The left side of (1) =
A∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
A∗H∗H∗
=
A∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
A∗H∗H∗
and
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The right side of (1) =
A∗ ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌ ✍✌
A∗ H∗H∗
=
A∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
A∗H∗H∗
since (A,α)is an H-module
= the left hand of (1). Thus (1) holds.
It is clear that
A∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆α∗✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
A∗
=
A∗
A∗
.
Thus (A∗, α∗) is a right H∗-comodule.
Now we show that
A∗ A∗✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆∆∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆α∗
A∗ H∗
=
A∗ A∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆α∗ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆α∗
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆∆∗ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆∆∗
A∗ H∗
......(2)
The left side of (2) =
A∗ A∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✎☞✍✌
✍✌
✚✙
A∗H∗
=
A∗ A∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✎☞
✍✌
✚✙
A∗H∗
=
A∗ A∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✚✙
A∗H∗
by Lem.1.0.12
= the right side of (2) .
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Thus (2) holds. Obviously, ηA∗ is a comodule morphism.
Consequently, (A∗, α∗) is a right H∗-comodule algebra. 
Proposition 3.1.12. Let A and H have left dualities in braided tensor category (C, C). If
D = Aϕα⊲⊳
ψ
βH is a bialgebra or Hopf algebra, then
(Aϕα⊲⊳
ψ
βH)
∗ ∼= H∗β∗ψ∗⊲⊳α
∗
ϕ∗A
∗ as bialgebras or Hopf algebras .
Proof. By [82, Proposition 2.4] or Proposition 1.0.13 (ii), D∗,H∗ and A∗ are Hopf algebras.
By Lemma 3.1.11, we have that (A∗, α∗) is a right H∗-comodule algebra, (H∗, β∗) is a left A∗-
comodule algebra, (A∗, φ∗) is a right H∗-module coalgebra and (H∗, ψ∗) is a left H∗-module
coalgebra. Let D¯ = H∗β
∗
ψ∗⊲⊳
α∗
ϕ∗A
∗. Obviously, the unit and counit of D¯ are the same of D∗.
Now we show that their multiplication are the same.
D∗ D∗✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆mD∗
D∗
=
D∗D∗ ✎☞
✎☞
✍✌
✚✙
D∗
=
H∗A∗H∗A∗ ✛✘
✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✍✌✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ϕ
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H∗A∗
and
D D✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆mD
D
=
H∗ A∗ H∗ A∗✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆A∗ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆H∗
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ϕ∗ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆φ∗✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m∗ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m∗
H∗ A∗
=
H∗A∗H∗ ✎☞
A∗✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ϕ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m∗
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✚✙✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m∗
H∗ A∗
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=H∗A∗H∗A∗ ✛✘
✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✍✌✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ϕ
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H∗A∗
.
Thus the two multiplications are the same. Dually, we have that their comultiplications are the
same. Similarly, we can show that their antipodes are the same. Consequently, D∗ and D¯ are
Hopf algebra isomorphic.
We can immediately get the following by Proposition 3.1.12
Corollary 3.1.13. Let A and H have left dualities in braided tensor category (C, C).
(i) If D = Aα⊲⊳βH is a bialgebra or Hopf algebra, then
(Aα⊲⊳βH)
∗ ∼= H∗β∗⊲⊳α∗A∗ as bialgebras or Hopf algebras ;
(ii) If D = Aϕ⊲⊳ψH is a bialgebra or Hopf algebra, then
(Aϕ⊲⊳ψH)∗ ∼= H∗ψ∗⊲⊳ϕ∗A∗ as bialgebras or Hopf algebras .
Now, we give an example of double cross coproduct in a strictly braided tensor category.
Example 3.1.14. In this example, we work in the braided tensor category Vect(C) of vector
spaces over complex field C, where its tensor is the usual tensor, and its braiding is the usual
twist map. Let Zn be a finite cycle group of order n, generated by element g, and let CZn be its
group algebra. We have that
R =
1
n
n−1∑
a,b=0
e−
2πiab
n ga ⊗ gb
is a quasitriangular structure of CZn and its module category CZnM becomes a braided tensor
category . Furthermore, the category is strictly braided for n > 2 ( see [83, Example 2.1.6 and
9.2.5] ). Assume n > 2 in the following. By [26, Theorem 2.2 and 2.5], there is a quasitriangular
structure R¯ of CZn ⊲⊳
R CZn and R¯ is not triangular. Let D = CZn ⊲⊳
R CZn. Thus (DM, CR)
is a strictly braided tensor category by [64, Proposition XIII.1.4]. It follows from [83, Example
9.4.9] (transmutation) that there is a Hopf algebra D living in the strictly braided tensor category
DM, where D is given by the same algebra, unit and counit as D, and comultiplication
∆(b) =
∑
b1SD(R¯
(2))⊗ (R¯(1) ⊲ b2)
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for any b ∈ D; notice that “⊲” is the quantum action. Since D is commutative we have that
R¯(1) · b2 = ǫ(R(1))b2 and
∆(b) =
∑
b1SD(R¯
(2))⊗ (R¯(1) ⊲ b2) =
∑
b1 ⊗ b2 = ∆(b).
That is, D = D as Hopf algebra. Therefore there are non-trivial φ and non-trivial ψ such that
CZn ⊲⊳
R CZn = CZn
φ ⊲⊳ψ CZn . Furthermore CZn
φ ⊲⊳ψ CZn is a double cross coproduct in
the strictly braided tensor category DM by [26, Lemma 1.3].
3.2 The universal property of double bicrossproduct
In this section, we give the universal property of double bicrossproduct. Throughout this section,
H and A are two bialgebras in braided tensor categories, (A,α) is a left H-module coalgebra,
(H,β) is a right A-module coalgebra, (A,φ) is a left H-comodule algebra and (H,ψ) is a right
H-comodule algebra.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let B and E be bialgebras, p be a coalgebra morphism from B to D, j be an
algebra morphism from D to E, where D = Aφα ⊲⊳
ψ
β H is a bialgebra. Then
(i) (πA ⊗ πH)∆D = idD, where πA and πH are trivial actions;
(ii) there are two coalgebra morphisms pA from B to A and pH from B to H such that
p = (pA ⊗ pH)∆B .
Furthermore, if there are two coalgebra morphisms f from B to A and g from B to H such that
p = (f ⊗ g)∆B ,
then f = pA = πAp and g = pH = πHp.
(iii) If two coalgebra morphisms f and g from B to D satisfy
πAf = πg, πHf = πHg,
then f = g ;
(iv) mD(iA ⊗ iH) = idD;
(v) there are two algebra morphisms jA from A to E and jH from H to E such that
j = mE(jA ⊗ jH).
Furthermore, if there are two algebra morphisms f from A to E and g from H to E such that
j = mE(f ⊗ g),
then f = jA = jiA and g = jH = jiH .
(vi) If two algebra morphisms f and g from D to E satisfy
fiA = giA, f iH = giH ,
then f = g .
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Proof. (i)
D✎ ☞✎
✍
☞
✌πA
✎
✍
☞
✌πH
A H
=
A H✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆ǫH ✞✝ ☎✆ǫA
A H
=
A H
A H
.
(ii) Let pA = πAp and pH = πHp, then pA and pH are coalgebra morphisms and
p = (πA ⊗ πH)∆Dp = (πA ⊗ πH)(p⊗ p)∆B = (pA ⊗ pH)∆B
by part (i). On the other hand, if
p = (f ⊗ g)∆B ,
then pA = πAp = (idA ⊗ ǫH)(f ⊗ g)∆B = f and pH = g.
(iii) We see that
f = (πA ⊗ πH)∆Df = (πA ⊗ πH)(f ⊗ f)∆B = (πA ⊗ πH)(g ⊗ g)∆B = (πA ⊗ πH)∆Bg = g.
Therefore f = g.
(iv)–(vi) can dually be shown.
Assume that pA, pH , jA and jH are morphisms from B to A, from B to H, from A to B and
from H to B, respectively. Set
[u1]:
B✎ ☞✎
✍
☞
✌pH
✎
✍
☞
✌pA
H A
=
B✎ ☞✎
✍
☞
✌pA
✎
✍
☞
✌pH
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌
H A
;
[u2]:
B B✍✌✞✝☎✆pA
A
=
B B✎☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
A
and
B B✍✌✞✝☎✆pH
H
=
B B✎☞✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌
H
;
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[u3]:
✞✝ ☎✆ηB✞✝☎✆pH
H
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H
,
✞✝ ☎✆ηB✞✝☎✆pA
A
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηA
A
; [u4]:
H A
✎
✍
☞
✌jH
✎
✍
☞
✌jA✍ ✌
B
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✎
✍
☞
✌jA
✎
✍
☞
✌jH✍ ✌
B
;
[u5]:
A✞✝☎✆jA✎☞
B B
=
A✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝☎✆jA ✞✝☎✆jH ✞✝☎✆jA✍✌
B B
,
H✞✝☎✆jH✎☞
B B
=
H✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✞✝☎✆jH ✞✝☎✆jA ✞✝☎✆jH✍✌
B B
;
[u6]:
H✞✝☎✆jH✞✝ ☎✆ǫB
=
H
✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
,
A✞✝☎✆jA✞✝ ☎✆ǫB
=
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫA
.
Lemma 3.2.2. Let D = Aφα⊲⊳
ψ
βH, B be a bialgebra and p = (pA ⊗ pH)∆B, where pA and pH
are coalgebra morphisms from B to A and from B to H respectively. Then
(i) p is a coalgebra morphism iff (u1) holds;
(ii) p is an algebra morphism iff (u2) and (u3) hold;
(iii) p is a bialgebra morphism iff (u1)– (u3) hold.
Proof. (i) We see that
B✞✝☎✆p✎☞
D D
=
B✎ ☞
✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌
A H A H
=
B✎☞
✎☞
✎ ☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH✍✌✍✌
A H A H
.....(1)
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B✎☞✞✝☎✆p ✞✝☎✆p
D D
=
B✎☞
✎☞✎☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH
A H A H
=
B✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH
A H A H
.....(2)
If p is a coalgebra morphism, then by relation (1) and (2), we have that
B✎☞
✎☞
✎ ☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH✞✝☎✆pA ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✞✝☎✆pH✞✝ ☎✆ǫA ✞✝ ☎✆ǫA✍✌✍✌
H A
=
B✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH✞✝ ☎✆ǫA ✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
H A
.
i.e.
B✎ ☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌
H A
=
B✎☞✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pA
H A
.
Thus (u1) holds.
Conversely, if (u1 ) holds, by relation (1) and (2), we have that
B✞✝☎✆p✎☞
D D
=
B✎☞✞✝☎✆p ✞✝☎✆p
D D
and
B✞✝☎✆p✞✝ ☎✆ǫD
=
B
✞✝ ☎✆ǫB
.
Thus p is a coalgebra morphism.
(ii) We first see that
B B✍✌✞✝☎✆p
D
=
B B✍✌
✎☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH
A H
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and
B B✞✝☎✆p ✞✝☎✆p✍✌
D
=
B B✎☞ ✎☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
A H
=
B B✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞✎☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
A H
and ✞✝ ☎✆ηB✞✝☎✆p
D
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηB✞✝☎✆pA
A
✞✝ ☎✆ηB✞✝☎✆pH
H
.
If p is an algebra morphism, by the above proof, we have that
B B✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞✎☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
=
B B✍✌
✎☞✞✝☎✆pA ✞✝☎✆pH
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
and ✞✝ ☎✆ηB✞✝☎✆pA
A
✞✝ ☎✆ηB✞✝☎✆pH✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηA
A
✞✝ ☎✆ηH✞✝ ☎✆ǫH .
In this way, we can obtain (u2) and (u3).
Conversely, if (u1) and (u2) hold, we can similarly show that p is an algebra morphism.
(iii) It follows from part (i) and part (ii).
Dually, we have
Lemma 3.2.3. Let B be a bialgebra and j = mB(jA ⊗ jH), where jA and jH are algebra
morphisms from A to B and from H to B respectively. Then
(i) j is an algebra morphism iff (u4) holds;
(ii) j is a coalgebra morphism iff (u5) and (u6) hold;
(iii) j is a bialgebra morphism iff (u4)– (u6) hold .
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Definition 3.2.4. (UT1): Let B be a bialgebra and two coalgebra morphisms
pA : B −→ A, pH : B −→ H
satisfy conditions (u1)–(u3). (B, pA, pH) is said to satisfy condition (UT1), if for any bialgebra
E and any two coalgebra morphisms
qA : E → A, qH : E → H ,
which satisfy conditions (u1)–(u3), there exists a unique bialgebra morphism q′ from E to B
such that
pAq
′ = qA, pHq
′ = qH ,
i.e. the diagram
A
E
qA
>>}}}}}}}
qH   A
AA
AA
AA
q′ // B
pA
``AAAAAAA
pH~~}}
}}
}}
}
H
commutes.
(UT2): Let B and D = Aφα⊲⊳
ψ
βH be bialgebras and p a bialgebra morphism from B to D.
(B, p) is said to satisfy condition (UT2) if for any bialgebra E and any bialgebra morphism q
from E to D, there exists a unique bialgebra morphism q′ from E to B such that the diagram
D
E
q
>>~~~~~~~ q′ // B
p
``@@@@@@@
commutes.
(UT3): Let B be coalgebra and two coalgebra morphisms
pA : B −→ A, pH : B −→ H
satisfy condition (u1). (B, pA, pH) is said to satisfy condition (UT3), if for any coalgebra E and
any two coalgebra morphisms
qA : E → A, qH : E → H ,
which satisfy condition (u1), there exists a unique coalgebra morphism q′ from E to B such that
pAq
′ = qA, pHq
′ = qH ,
i.e. the diagram
A
E
qA
>>}}}}}}}
qH   A
AA
AA
AA
q′ // B
pA
``AAAAAAA
pH~~}}
}}
}}
}
H
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commutes.
(UT4): Let B and D = A
c
⊲⊳ H be coalgebras and p a coalgebra morphism from B to D.
(B, p) is said to satisfy condition (UT4) if for any coalgebra E and any coalgebra morphism q
from E to D, there exists a unique coalgebra morphism q′ from E to B such that the diagram
D
E
q
>>~~~~~~~ q′ // B
p
``@@@@@@@
commutes.
(UT1’): Let B be a bialgebra and two algebra morphisms
jA : A −→ B, jH : H −→ B
satisfy conditions (u4)–(u6). (B, jA, jH) is said to satisfy condition (UT1’), if for any bialgebra
E and any two algebra morphisms
qA : A→ E, qH : H → E ,
which satisfy conditions (u4)–(u6), there exists a unique bialgebra morphism q′ from B to E
such that
q′jA = qA, q
′jH = qH ,
i.e. the diagram
A
qA
~~}}
}}
}}
}
jA
  A
AA
AA
AA
E B
q′//
H
qH
``AAAAAAA jH
>>}}}}}}}
commutes.
(UT2’): Let B and D = Aφα⊲⊳
ψ
βH be bialgebras and j a bialgebra morphism from D to B.
(B, j) is said to satisfy condition (UT2’) if for any bialgebra E and any bialgebra morphism q
from D to E, there exists a unique bialgebra morphism q′ from B to E such that the diagram
q′j = q.
(UT3’): Let B be algebra and two algebra morphisms
jA : A −→ B, jH : H −→ B
satisfy condition (u1). (B, jA, jH) is said to satisfy condition (UT3’), if for any algebra E and
any two algebra morphisms
qA : A→ E, qH : H → E ,
which satisfy condition (u4), there exists a unique algebra morphism q′ from B to E such that
q′jA = qA, q
′jH = qH .
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(UT4’): Let B and D = A⊲⊳H be algebras and j an algebra morphism from D to B. (B, j)
is said to satisfy condition (UT4’), if for any algebra E and any algebra morphism q from D to
E, there exists a unique algebra morphism q′ from B to E such that the diagram q = q′j.
Theorem 3.2.5. Let B and D = Aφα⊲⊳
ψ
βH be bialgebras.
(I) (i) (D,πA, πH) satisfies condition (UT1);
(ii) (D, idD) satisfies condition (UT2);
(iii) (D, iA, iH) satisfies condition (UT1’);
(iv) (D, idD) satisfies condition (UT2’).
(II) The following statements are equivalent;
(i) (B, pA, pH) satisfies condition (UT1);
(ii) There exists a (necessarily unique ) bialgebra isomorphism p′ from B to D such that
πAp
′ = pA, πHp
′ = pH .
(iii) p is a bialgebra isomorphism from B to D and p = (pA ⊗ pH)∆B;
(iv) (B, p) satisfies condition (UT2) and p = (pA ⊗ pH)∆B .
(III) The following statements are equivalent.
(i) (B, jA, jH) satisfies condition (UT1’);
(ii) There exists a (necessarily unique ) bialgebra isomorphism j′ from D to B such that
j′iA = jA, 
′iH = jH ;
(iii) j is a bialgebra isomorphism from D to B and j = mB(jA ⊗ jH);
(iv) (B, j) satisfies condition (UT2’) and j = mB(jA ⊗ jH).
Proof. (I) (i) For any bialgebra E and two coalgebra morphisms
qA : E −→ A, qH : E −→ H ,
which satisfy conditions (u1)–(u3), set
q′ = (qA ⊗ qH)∆E .
It is clear that
πAq
′ = qA, πHq
′ = qH
The uniqueness of q′ can be obtained by Lemma 3.2.1 (iii). Otherwise, idD = (πA ⊗ πH)∆D
by Lemma 3.2.1 (i) and πA and πH satisfy conditions (u1)–(u3) by Lemma 3.2.2 (iii). Thus
(D,πA, πH) satisfies condition (TU1).
(ii) For any bialgebra E and any bialgebra morphism q from E to D, let q′ = q. Obviously,
idDq
′ = q and we have the uniqueness of q′. Thus (D, idD) satisfies condition (UT2).
(iii) and (iv) can dually be checked .
(II) (i) ⇒ (ii) Since (D,πA, πH) and (B, pA, pH) satisfy condition (UT1), we have that there
exist two bialgebra morphisms
f : B → D and g : D → B
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such that
pAg = πA, pHg = πH , πAf = pA, πHf = pH .
Now we see that
πAfg = πA, πHfg = πH , pAgf = pA, pHgf = pH .
Therefore, by uniqueness,
fg = idD and gf = idB .
That is, f is a bialgebra isomorphism from B to D.
(ii) ⇒ (iii) Let p = (pA ⊗ pH)∆B. Since
πAp
′ = pA, πHp
′ = pH , πAp = pA, πHp = pH ,
considering Lemma 3.2.1 (iii), we have that
p = p′.
Therefore p is a bialgebra isomorphism.
(iii) ⇒ (iv) For any bialgebra E and any bialgebra morphism q from E to D, let
q′ = p−1q.
Obviously, pq′ = q and we have the uniqueness of q′. Thus (B, p) satisfies condition (UT2).
(iv) ⇒ (i) For any bialgebra E and two coalgebra morphisms
qA : E → A, qH : E → H ,
which satisfy conditions (u1)–(u3), set q = (qA ⊗ qH)∆E . By Lemma 3.2 (iii), we have that q is
a bialgebra morphism from E to D. Thus there exists a unique bialgebra morphism q′ from E
to B such that
pq′ = q
since (B, p) satisfies condition (UT2). It is clear that
pAq
′ = qA, pHq
′ = qH .
Otherwise, pA and pH satisfy conditions (u1)–(u3) by Lemma 3.2.2 (iii) Therefore, (B, pA, pH)
satisfies condition (UT1).
(III) It can dually be obtained.
We can easily find the following two theorems from the proof of the previous theorem.
Theorem 3.2.6. Let B and D = A
c
⊲⊳ H be coalgebras.
(I) (i) (D,πA, πH) satisfies condition (UT3);
(ii) (D, idD) satisfies condition (UT4);
(II) The following statements are equivalent
(i) (B, pA, pH) satisfies condition (UT3).
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(ii) There exists a (necessarily unique ) coalgebra isomorphism p′ from B to D such that
πAp
′ = pA, πHp
′ = pH ;
(iii) p is a coalgebra isomorphism from B to D and p = (pA ⊗ pH)∆B .
(iv) (B, p) satisfies condition (UT4) and p = (pA ⊗ pH)∆B .
Theorem 3.2.7. Let B and D = A⊲⊳H be algebras.
(I) (i) (D, iA, iH) satisfies condition (UT3’);
(ii) (D, idD) satisfies condition (UT4’);
(II) The following statements are equivalent.
(i) (B, jA, jH) satisfies condition (UT3’).
(ii) There exists an (necessarily unique ) algebra isomorphism j′ from D to B such that
j′iA = jA, 
′iH = jH ;
(iii) j is an algebra isomorphism from D to B and j = mB(jA ⊗ jH).
(iv) (B, j) satisfies condition (UT4’) and j = mB(jA ⊗ jH).
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Chapter 4
The Bicrossproducts in Braided
Tensor Categories
In the category of usual vector spaces with usual twist braiding, S. Majid introduced bicrossprod-
ucts and gave the necessary and sufficient conditions for them to become bialgebras in [79,
Theorem 2.9]. D.E. Radford introduced biproducts and gave the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for them to become bialgebras in [99, Theorem 1]. In braided tensor category, S. Majid
introduced the smash product and showed that if (A,α) is an H-module bialgebra and H is
cocommutative with respect to (H,α), then the smash product Aα#H is a bialgebra in [80,
Theorem 2.4].
In this Chapter, we construct the bicrossproducts and biproducts in braided tensor category
(C, C) and give the necessary and sufficient conditions for them to be bialgebras. We obtain
that for any left module (A,α) of bialgebra H the smash product A#H is a bialgebra iff A is
an H-module bialgebra and H is cocommutative with respect to (A,α).
Now we give some concepts as follows: assume that H,A ∈ ob C, and that
α : H ⊗A→ A , β : H ⊗A→ H,
φ : A→ H⊗ A , ψ : H → H ⊗A,
mH : H ⊗H → H , mA : A⊗A→ A,
∆H : H → H⊗ H , ∆A : A→ A⊗A,
ηH : I → H , ηA : I → A,
ǫH : H → I , ǫA : A→ I.
σ : H ⊗H → A , µ : A⊗A→ H,
P : A→ H⊗ H , Q : H → A⊗A
are morphisms in C.
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(H,α) is said to act weakly on A if the following conditions are satisfied:
(WA) :
HA A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
H A A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍ ✌
A
,
H ✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
H✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆ηA
A
,
A✞✝ ☎✆ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
A
A
.
(A, β) is said to act weakly on H if the following conditions are satisfied:
(WA) :
H HA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆m✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H
=
H H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍ ✌
H
,
A✞✝ ☎✆ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H
=
A✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H
,
H ✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H
=
A
H
.
(H,φ) is said to coact weakly on A if the following conditions are satisfied:
(WCA) :
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✎☞
HA A
=
A✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
H A A
,
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
H
=
A✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H
,
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
A
=
A
A
.
(A,ψ) is said to coact weakly on H if the following conditions are satisfied:
(WCA) :
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✎☞
H HA
=
H✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌
H H A
,
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
A
=
H✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆ηA
A
,
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
H
=
H
H
.
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σ is called a 2-cocycle from H ⊗H to A if the following conditions are satisfied:
(2-COC) :
H H H✎☞✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✍ ✌
A
=
H H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✍ ✌
A
,
H ✞✝ ☎✆ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
A
=
H✞✝ ☎✆ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
A
=
H✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆ηA
A
.
µ is called a 2-cocycle from A⊗A to H if the following conditions are satisfied:
(2-COC) :
A A A✎☞✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✍ ✌
H
=
A A A✎☞✎☞✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍ ✌
H
,
A ✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ
H
=
A✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ
H
=
A✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H
.
P is called a 2-cycle from A to H ⊗H if the following conditions are satisfied:
(2-C) :
A✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✍✌✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H H
=
A✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H H
,
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A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
H
=
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
H
=
A✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H
.
Q is called a 2-cycle from H to A⊗A if the following conditions are satisfied:
(2-C) :
H✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆α✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆α
✍✌✍✌
A A A
=
H✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✍✌
✍✌✍✌
A A A
,
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
A
=
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
A
=
H✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H
.
(A,α) is called a twisted H-module if the following conditions are satisfied:
(TM) :
H H A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✍ ✌
A
=
H H A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍ ✌
A
,
A✞✝ ☎✆ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
A
A
.
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(H,β) is called a twisted A-module if the following conditions are satisfied:
(TM) :
H A A✎☞✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍ ✌
H
=
H A A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍ ✌
H
,
H ✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H
=
H
H
.
(A,φ) is called a twisted H-comodule if the following conditions are satisfied:
(TCM) :
A✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✍✌✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
H H A
=
A✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H A
,
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆ǫH
A
=
A
A
.
(H,ψ) is called a twisted H-comodule if the following conditions are satisfied:
(TCM) :
H✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q
✍✌✍✌
H A A
=
H✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌✍✌
H A A
,
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H✎☞✞✝ ☎✆ǫA
H
=
H
H
.
H is said to be cocommutative with respect to (A,α) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(CC) :
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H A
=
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H A
.
A is said to be cocommutative with respect to (H,β) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(CC) :
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H A
=
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H A
.
H is said to be commutative with respect to (A,φ) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(C) :
H A
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
H A
=
H A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✍✌
H A
.
A is called commutative with respect to (H,ψ) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(C) :
H A
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌
H A
=
H A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✍✌
H A
.
If (H,α) weakly acts on A such that (A,α) becomes a left H-module, then we say that (H,α)
acts on A. Dually, if (H,φ) weakly coacts on A such that (A,φ) become a left H-comodule, then
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we say that (H,φ) coacts on A. An action of H on A is called inner if there exists a morphism
u : H → A with a convolution inverse u−1 such that
H A
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
H A✎☞
✞✝ ☎✆u ✞✝☎✆u¯✍✌
✍✌
A
.
Let
H H
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
H
=
H H✎☞
✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✍✌
H
.
It is clear that (H, ad) acts on itself. This action ad is called a (left) adjoint action. Dually we
can define an (left) adjoint coaction as follows:
H
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ad
H H
=
H✎☞
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✝✆
H H
.
Bialgebra A is called an H-module bialgebra if A is an H-module algebra and H-module
coalgebra . Bialgebra A is called an H-comodule bialgebra if A is an H-comodule algebra and
an H-comodule coalgebra.
We define the relations (BB1)–(BB11) and (BB1’)–(BB11’) as follows:
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(BB1) :
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H
=
H A✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✍✌✍✌
H H
,
H A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
=
H A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
;
(BB2) :
A A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌
H A
=
A A✎☞✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
H A
,
✞✝ ☎✆ηA✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H A
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηH ✞✝ ☎✆ηA
H A
;
(BB3) :
H A✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✍✌
H A
=
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✍✌
H A
;
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(BB4) :
A A✎☞✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H
=
A A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✍✌✍✌
✍✌ ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
H H
;
(BB5) :
✞✝ ☎✆ηA✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
H H
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηH ✞✝ ☎✆ηH
H H
,
A A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
=
A A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
.
(BB8) :
H A✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✍✌✍✌
H H
=
H A
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H
;
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(BB9) :
H A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
A A
=
H A
✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q
✍✌✍✌
A A
;
(BB1′) :
H H✎☞✎☞
✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌
H A
=
H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌
H A
,
✞✝ ☎✆ηH✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
H A
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηH ✞✝ ☎✆ηA
H A
;
(BB2′) :
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q
✍✌✍✌
A A
=
H A✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌
✍✌✍✌
A A
,
H A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
=
H A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
;
(BB3′) :
H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
✍✌
A H
=
H A✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
H A
;
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(BB4′) :
H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✎☞✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆Q
A A
=
H H✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍✌
✍ ✌ ✍✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
A A
;
(BB5′) :
✞✝ ☎✆ηH✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
A A
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✞✝ ☎✆ηA
A A
,
H H✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
=
H H
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
.
(BB8′) :
H H✎☞✎☞
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
H A
=
H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌
H A
;
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(BB9′) :
A A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✍✌
H A
=
A A✎☞✎☞
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ
H A
;
For convenience, (BB6′) and (B1) be the same; (BB7′) and (B6) be the same; (BB10′) be
the same as (CB4) and ψηH = ηH ⊗ ηA; (BB11′) be the same as (B2) and ǫα = ǫ ⊗ ǫ. Let
(BB6) and (B3) are the same; (BB7) and (B6′) are the same; (BB10) is the same as (B4) and
ǫβ = ǫ ⊗ ǫ; (BB11) is the same as (CB2) and φηA = ηH ⊗ ηA. Here (B1), (B6) and so on are
defined in Chapter 3.
mAα,σ#H =
A H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A H
;
mA#β,µH =
A H A H✎☞
✎☞✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✍ ✌
A H
;
∆Aφ,P#H =
A H✎ ☞
✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✍✌✍✌
✍✌
A H A H
;
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∆A#ψ,QH =
A H✎ ☞
✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ✍✌✍✌
✍✌
A H A H
;
ηAα,σ#H = ηA⊗ηH = ηA#β,µH and ǫAφ,P#H = ǫA⊗ǫH = ǫA#ψ,QH . (Aα,σ#H, mAα,σ#H , ηAα,σ#H)
and (A#β,µH,mA#β,µH , ηA#β,µH) are called crossed products of A and H. (A
φ,P#H,
∆Aφ,P#H , ǫAφ,P#H) and (A#
ψ,QH,∆A#ψ,QH , ǫA#ψ,QH) are called crossed coproducts of A and
H. If σ and µ or P and Q are trivial, then they are called the smash products or smash co-
products, written as Aα#H, A#βH, A
φ#H and A#ψH. Every smash product is called a semi-
direct product in physics. In particular, the smash product Aα#H is often written as A#H.
(Aα,σ#
ψ,QH, ∆A#ψ,QH , ǫA#ψ,QH),mAα,σ#H , ηAα,σ#H) and (A
φ,P#β,µH,∆Aφ,P#H , ǫAφ,P#H ,
mA#β,µH , ηA#β,µH are called bicrossproducts. (A
φ
α#H, ∆Aφ#H , ǫAφ#H , mAα#H , ηAα#H) and
(A#ψβH,∆A#ψH , ǫA#ψH ,mA#βH , ηA#βH) are called biproducts.
Note that S. Majid uses different notations.
4.1 Crossed Products
In this section, we give the necessary and sufficient conditions for crossed (co)products to become
(co)algebras .
Theorem 4.1.1. If A is an algebra and H is a bialgebra with α(ηH ⊗ idA) = idA and
α(idH ⊗ ηA) = ǫHηA, then D = Aα,σ#H is an algebra with unity element ηD = ηA ⊗ ηH iff
(H,α) acts weakly on A and (A,α) is a twisted H-module with 2-cocycle σ.
Proof. It is clear that ηD = ηA ⊗ ηH iff σ(idH ⊗ ηH) = σ(ηH ⊗ idH) = ηAǫH .
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If D is an algebra, then the associative law holds, i.e.
A HA H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A H
=
A H A H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍ ✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A H
. · · · · · ·(1)
By relation (1), we have that
ηA HηA H ηA H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
=
ηA H ηA H ηA H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍ ✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
and σis a 2-cocycle from H ⊗H to A.
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ηA HηA H A ηH✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
=
ηA H ηA H A ηH✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍ ✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
and (A,α) is a twisted H -module.
by(WA)
=
ηA HA ηH A ηH✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
=
ηA H A ηH A ηH✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍ ✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
and (H,α) acts weakly on A.
Conversely, if (H,α)acts weakly on A and (A,α) is a twisted H-module with 2-cocycle σ we
show that the associative law holds. That is, we show that relation (1) holds.
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the left hand of (1)
by (WA)
=
A HA H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✎☞✍✌
✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌ ✎☞✎☞
✍ ✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A H
by (WA)
=
A H A H A H✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍ ✌
✍ ✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
✍ ✌
A H
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=A H A H A H✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✎☞
✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
A H
by (2-COC)
=
A H A H A H✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
A H
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by(TM)
=
A H A H A H✎☞ ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
A H
=
A H A H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✎☞✎☞✍ ✌
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍ ✌
✍✌✍✌✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌
A H
= the right hand of (1)
Thus Aα,σ#H is an algebra.
Dually, we have the followings:
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Theorem 4.1.1’ If H is an algebra and A is a bialgebra with β(ηH ⊗ idA) = ǫAηH and
β(idH ⊗ ηA) = idA, then A#β,µHis an algebra iff (A, β) acts weakly on H and (H,β) is a
twisted A-module with 2-cocycle µ.
Theorem 4.1.1” If A is a coalgebra and H is a bialgebra with (ǫH ⊗ idA)φ = idA and
(idH ⊗ ǫA)φ = ηHǫA, then Aφ,P#H is a coalgebra iff (H,φ) coacts weakly on A and (A,φ) is a
twisted H-comodule with 2-cycle P.
Theorem 4.1.1” If H is a coalgebra and A is a bialgebra with (ǫH ⊗ idA)ϕ = ηAǫH and
(idH ⊗ ǫA) = idH , then A#ψ,QH is a coalgebra iff (A,ψ) coacts weakly on H and (H,ψ) is a
twisted A-comodule with 2-cycle Q.
Corollary 4.1.2. (i) If A is an algebra and H is a bialgebra, then Aα#H is an algebra iff
(A,α) is an H-module algebra;
(ii) If H is an algebra and A is a bialgebra, then A#βH is an algebra iff (H,β) is an
A-module algebra;
(iii) If A is a coalgebra and H is a bialgebra, then Aφ#H is a coalgebra iff (A,φ) is an
H-comodule coalgebra;
(iv) If H is a coalgebra and A is a bialgebra, then A#ψH is a coalgebra iff (H,ψ) is an
A-comodule coalgebra.
4.2 Bicrossproducts
In this section, we give the necessary and sufficient conditions for bicrossproducts to become
bialgebras.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let A and H be two algebras in C. Let D = A⊗H is an object of C. Assume
that (D,mD, ηD) and (D,∆D, ǫD) are an algebra and a coalgebra in C respectively such that
A⊗H ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
D
=
AH H✍✌
A H
,
or
A⊗ ηH A⊗H✍ ✌
D
=
A AH✍✌
A H
.
If
ηA ⊗H ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
ηA ⊗H ηA ⊗H✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
,
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ηA ⊗H A⊗ ηH✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
ηA ⊗H A⊗ ηH✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
,
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
,
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
,
then
D D✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
D D✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
.
Proof. (i) Assume
A⊗H ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
D
=
AH H✍✌
A H
.
We first show that
A⊗H ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
A⊗H ηA ⊗H✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
· · · · · ·(1)
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the left hand of (1) =
A⊗ ηHA⊗H ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
by assumption
=
A⊗ ηH ηAH H✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⊗
✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
A⊗ ηH ηAH H✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⊗✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
=
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H ηA ⊗H✎ ☞✎ ☞
✎ ☞✍ ✌✍ ✌
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
=
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H ηA ⊗H✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
=
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
= the right hand of (1).
Thus (1) holds. Next we show that
A⊗ ηH A⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
A⊗ ηH A⊗H✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
· · · · · ·(2)
the left hand of (2) =
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
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by (1)
=
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
=
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
=
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✎ ☞✎ ☞
✎ ☞✍ ✌✍ ✌
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
=
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
= the right hand of (2).
Thus relation (2) holds.
Finally, we show that
D D✍✌
✎☞
D D
=
D D✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
· · · · · ·(3)
the left hand of (3) =
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✍ ✌ ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
by (1)
=
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
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by (2)
=
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
=
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✎ ☞✎ ☞
✎ ☞✍ ✌✍ ✌
✍ ✌✍ ✌✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
=
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
=
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
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=A⊗H A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✎ ☞✎ ☞
✎ ☞✍ ✌✍ ✌
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
= the right hand of (3).
This relation (3) holds.
(ii) We can show that relation (3) holds similarly
A⊗ ηH A⊗H✍ ✌
D
=
A AH✍✌
A H
. 
Theorem 4.2.2. Let A and H be bialgebras with (ǫH⊗ idA)φ = idA and (idH ⊗ ǫA)φ = ηHǫA
and β(ηH ⊗ idA) = ǫAηH and β(idH ⊗ ηA) = idA and ǫH ⊗ ǫA = ǫAβ and φηA) = ηH ⊗ ηA. Then
D = Aφ,P#β,µH is a bialgebra iff D is an algebra and a coalgebra, and relations (BB1)–(BB5)
hold.
Proof. (See the proof of [79, Theorem 2.9]) Let D = Aφ,P#β,µH be a bialgebra. We have
that
A⊗H A⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
A⊗H A⊗H✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
· · · · · · (1)
By (1), we have that
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH✍ ✌
✎ ☞
ǫ⊗ ǫ ǫ⊗ ǫ
=
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
ǫ⊗ ǫ ǫ⊗ ǫ
,
A A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
=
A A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
.
ηA ⊗ ηH ηA ⊗ ηH✍ ✌
✎ ☞
ǫ⊗ idH ǫ⊗ idH
=
ηA ⊗ ηH ηA ⊗ ηH✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
ǫ⊗ idH ǫ⊗ idH
and
ηA✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
H H
=
ηH ηH
H H
.
Similarly, we can obtain (BB1)-(BB5) by relation (1).
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Conversely, if D is an algebra and coalgebra , and relations (BB1)–(BB5) hold, we show
that the conditions in Lemma 4.2.1 hold. We first show that
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
A⊗ ηH A⊗ ηH✎ ☞✎ ☞
✍ ✌✍ ✌
D D
.
the left hand
by (BB4),(WA),(WCA)
=
A A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✍✌✍✌ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✍✌
✍ ✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✍ ✌ ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
A H A H
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=A A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✎☞
✍✌
✍✌✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✝✆✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✝✆ ✍✌
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✍ ✌ ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
A H A H
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by (BB2)
=
A A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞ ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✍✌
✍✌
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✍ ✌
✍ ✌✍✌ ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
A H A H
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by (BB3)
=
A A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✍✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✍✌
✍ ✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍ ✌ ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
A H A H
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by (WA)
=
A A✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞ ✎☞✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✍✌ ✎☞
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✝✆ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✍ ✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✍ ✌ ✍✌
✍ ✌ ✍✌
A H A H
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by (WCA)
=
A A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✎☞
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β ✍✌✍✌✍✌
✍ ✌ ✍✌
✍ ✌
A H A H
= the right hand.
Similarly, we have that
ηA ⊗H ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
ηA ⊗H ηA ⊗H✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
,
ηA ⊗H A⊗ ηH✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
ηA ⊗H A⊗ ηH✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
,
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A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✍ ✌
✎ ☞
D D
=
A⊗ ηH ηA ⊗H✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D D
.
Obviously,
A⊗ ηH A⊗H✍ ✌
D
=
A AH✍✌
A H
.
By Lemma 4.2.1, D is a bialgebra.
Dually we have Theorem 4.2.2’ Let A and H be bialgebras with α(idH ⊗ ηA) = ǫHǫA and
α(ηH ⊗ idA) = idA and (ǫH ⊗ idA)ϕ = ǫHηA and (idH ⊗ ǫA)ϕ = idH and ǫH ⊗ ǫA) = ǫAα and
ϕηH = ηH ⊗ ηA. Then D = Aα,σ#ψ,QH is a bialgebra iff D is an algebra and coalgebra , and
relations (BB1′)–(BB5′) hold.
Corollary 4.2.3. Let A and H be bialgebras. Then
(i) Aα#
ψH is a bialgebra iff (A,α) is an H-module algebra, (H,ψ) is an A-comodule coal-
gebra, and (BB3’), (BB10’), (BB11’) hold;
(ii) Aφ#βH is a bialgebra iff (A,φ) is an H-comodule coalgebra, (H,β) is an A-module
algebra, and (BB3), (BB10), (BB11) hold.
Corollary 4.2.4. Let A and H be bialgebras. Then
(i) Aα,σ#H is a bialgebra iff Aα,σ#H is an algebra, σ and α are coalgebra morphisms, H is
cocommutative with respect to (A,α), and (BB8’) holds;
(ii) A#β,µH is a bialgebra iff A#β,µH is an algebra, µ and β are coalgebra morphisms, A
is cocommutative with respect to (H,β), and (BB9’) holds;
(iii) Aφ,P#H is a bialgebra iff Aφ,P#H is an algebra, P and φ are coalgebra morphisms, H
is commutative with respect to (A,φ), and (BB8) holds;
(iv) A#ψ,QH is a bialgebra iff A#ψ,QH is an algebra, Q and ψ are coalgebra morphisms, H
is commutative with respect to (A,ψ), and (BB9) holds;
4.3 Biproducts
In this section, we give the necessary and sufficient conditions for biproducts to become bialge-
bras.
Lemma 4.3.1. Let H be a bialgebra, (A,α) an H-module algebra and (A,φ) is an H-comodule
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coalgebra. Set D = Aφσ#H. Then (i) Relation (1) and relation (2) are equivalent.
A H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
A H A H
=
A H A H✎☞✎☞✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✍✌
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌ ✍✌
A H A H
......(1)
A H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
A H A
=
A H A✎☞✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌✍✌
A H A
......(2)
(ii) Relation (3) is equivalent to (BB7’) and relation (4)
A H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
H A
=
A H A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌✍✌
H A
......(3)
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A A✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H A
=
A A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✍✌
H A
......(4)
(iii) Relation (2) implies relation (5) (6).
A A✍✌
✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
AH A
=
A A✎ ☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✎☞
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A H A
......(5)
AH A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✎☞
A A
=
A H A✎☞✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A A
......(6)
(iv) Relation (6) is equivalent to (BB6’) and relation (7)
H A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✎☞
A A
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A A
......(7)
(v) Relation (2) implies (3) when ǫA(α) = ǫA ⊗ ǫH ; (vi) ǫD is an algebra morphism iff ǫA is an
algebra morphism and
H A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
=
H A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
.
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(vii)
ηD✎☞
D D
=
ηA ηH ηA ηH
A H A H
iff
ηA✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H A
=
ηH ηA
H A
and
ηA✎☞
A A
=
ηA ηA
A A
.
Proof. (i) It is clear that (1) implies (2). Conversely, if relation (2) holds, we have that
the left side of (1) =
A H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞✎☞✍✌
✎☞✍✌✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
A H A H
=
A H A H✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
✍✌
A H A H
by (2)
=
A H A H✎☞ ✎☞✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌ ✍✌✍✌
A H A H
= the right side of (1).
(ii) Assume relation (3) holds. Applying (idA ⊗ ηH ⊗ idA) on relation (3), we get relation
(4). Applying (ηA ⊗ idH ⊗ idA) on relation (3), we get (BB7’).
Conversely, assume relation (4) and (BB7’) hold. We see that
the left side of (3)
by (4)
=
A H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
H A
=
A H A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H A
(BB7′)
=
A H A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✍✌✍✌
H A
= the right side of (3).
(iii) Applying idA⊗ηH⊗idA on relation (2), we can get relation (5). Applying idA⊗ǫH⊗idA
on relation (2), we can get relation (6).
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(iv) Assume relation (6) holds. Applying ηA⊗ idH ⊗ idA on relation (6), we can get relation
(7). Applying idA ⊗ ηH ⊗ idA on relation (6), we can get relation (BB6’). Conversely, assume
(BB6’) and relation (7) hold. We see that
the left side of (6)
by (BB6′)
=
A H A✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A A
by (7)
=
A H A✎☞✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A A
= the right side of (6).
(v),(vi) and (vii) are clear.
Theorem 4.3.2. Let H be a bialgebra, (A,α) an H-module algebra and (A,φ) an H-comodule
coalgebra. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) Aφα#H is a bialgebra.
(ii) (A,α) is an H-module coalgebra, (A,φ) is an H- comodule algebra, ∆A(ηA) = ηA⊗ηA, ǫA
is an algebra morphism, and (BB6’)–(BB7’) hold.
(iii) ǫA and φ are algebra morphisms, α is a coalgebra morphism, ∆A(ηA) = ηA ⊗ ηA, and
(BB6’)–(BB7’) hold.
Proof. (ii)⇔ (iii) is clear. (i)⇒ (ii) follows from Lemma 4.3.1, so it remains to show that
(ii)⇒ (i). By Lemma 4.3.1, we only need show that relation (2) holds. We see that
the left side of (2)
by (6)
=
A H A✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞
✍✌ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
A H A
by (3)
=
A H A✎☞✎ ☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
✍✌✍✌
A H A
= the right side of (2). 
Dually we have
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Corollary 4.3.3. (i) If A is an algebra and coalgebra, and H is a bialgbra, then Aα#H is a
bialgebra iff (A,α) is an H-module bialgebra and H is cocommutative with respect to (A,α);
Theorem 4.3.4. Let H be a Hopf algebra, (A,α) an H-module algebra and (A,φ) an H-
comodule coalgebra with an antipode SA. Then D = A
φ
α#H has an antipode
SD =
A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✎
✍
☞
✌SH
✎
✍
☞
✌SA✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A H
.
Proof. We see that
SD ∗ idD =
A H✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A H
since (A,φ) is an H-comodule coalgebra
=
A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✎☞
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A H
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since (A,α) is an H-module algebra
=
A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✎☞✎☞
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A H
=
A H
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆η ✞✝ ☎✆η
A H
and
idD ∗ SD =
A H✎☞✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✍✌✍✌
A H
=
A H✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
A H
=
A H✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✍✌
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌
A H
=
A H
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆η ✞✝ ☎✆η
A H
.
Thus SD is an antipode of D.
Lemma 4.3.5. Let C be a symmetric braided tensor category and H a bialgebra in C.
(i) If (M,α, φ) is a left H-module and left H-comodule in C, then (YD) and (BB7’) are
equivalent.
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(ii) Let (H,R) be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra in C and (A,α) a Hopf algebra in (HM(C), CR).
Then (A,φ, α) is a Yetter-Drinfeld H- module in HHYD(C), where φ = (idH⊗α)(CH,H⊗idA)(R⊗
idA).
(iii) Let (H, r) be a coquasitriangular Hopf algebra in C and (A,φ) a Hopf algebra in (HM(C), Cr).
Then (A,φ, α) is a Yetter-Drinfeld H- module in HHYD(C), where α = (r⊗idA)(CH,H⊗idA)(idH⊗
φ).
Consequently, by Lemma 4.3.5, Theorem 4.3.2 and Theorem 4.3.4 we have following three
corollaries
Corollary 4.3.6. Let H be a braided Hopf algebra in symmetric braided tensor category C
and (A,α, φ) be a bialgebra or Hopf algebra in (HHYD(C),Y D C). Then Aφα#H is a bialgebra or
Hopf algebra in C.
We can easily get the well-known bosonisation theorem in [83, Theorem 9.4.12].
Corollary 4.3.7. Let (H,R) be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra in symmetric C and (A,α)
be a Hopf algebra in (HM(C), CR). Then Aφα#H is a Hopf algebra in C, where φ = (idH ⊗
α)(CH,H ⊗ idA)(R ⊗ idA).
Corollary 4.3.8. Let (H, r) be a coquasitriangular Hopf algebra in symmetric C and (A,φ) a
Hopf algebra in (HM(C), Cr). Then Aφα#H is a Hopf algebra in C, where α = (r⊗ idA)(CH,H ⊗
idA)(idH ⊗ φ).
In particular, these corollaries hold for ordinary (co)quasitriangular Hopf algebras.
We now get the Lagrange’s theorem for braided Hopf algebras.
Theorem 4.3.9. Let H be a finite-dimensional ordinary Hopf algebra, If (A,α) is a finite-
dimensional Hopf algebra in HHYD and B is a subHopf algbra of A in HHYD, then
dim B | dim A.
That is, the dimension of B divides the dimension of A.
Proof. By Corolloary 4.3.6 and [87, Corollary 3.2.1],
dim (Bφα#H) | dim (Aφα#H).
Consequently,
dim B | dim A . 
Definition 4.3.10. A coalgebra A is called super cocommutative or quantum cocommutative
if ∆ = CA,A∆; an algebra A is called super commutative or quantum commutative if mA =
mACA,A.
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Remark : In the category Vect (k), a coalgebra A is called cocommutative if ∆ = CA,A∆;
an algebra A is called commutative if mA = mACA,A. Here braiding C is usual twist map.
Proposition 4.3.11. (i) If H is a quantum commutative, or quantum cocommutative Hopf
algebra, then S2 = idH .
(ii) If H is a Hopf algebra, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) mC−1H,H(idH ⊗ S)∆H = ηHǫH ;
(2) mC−1H,H(S ⊗ idH)∆H = ηHǫH ;
(3) S2 = idH ;
Proof. (ii) We first show that (2) implies (3). If (2) holds, we see that
m(idH ⊗ S)(S ⊗ S)∆H = mC−1H,H(S ⊗ idH)∆HS (by Pro. 1.0.13)
= ηHǫH (by (2) )
and
m(S ⊗ idH)(S ⊗ S)∆H = SmC−1H,H(S ⊗ idH)∆H (by Pro. 1.0.13)
= ηHǫH (by (2) ).
Thus S2 is the convolution inverse of S, which implies S2 = idH . Therefore (2) implies (3).
Similarly, (1) implies (3).
We next show that (3) implies (1). If (3) holds, we see that
ηHǫ = m(idH ⊗ S)∆H
= m(S ⊗ idH)(S ⊗ S)∆H
= m(S ⊗ idH)C−1H,H∆HS (by Pro. 1.0.13)
and
ηHǫ = m(idH ⊗ S)∆H
= m(S ⊗ idH)(S ⊗ S)∆H
= m(S ⊗ idH)C−1H,H∆HS (by Pro. 1.0.13)
= ηHǫS
−1
mC−1H,H(idH ⊗ S)∆H .
Thus (1) holds. Similarly (3) implies (2).
(i) It follows from (ii) 
In this subsection, we construct a braided Hopf algebra in a Yetter-Drinfeld category by
means of a graded Hopf algebra.
Lemma 4.3.12. (see [91, p.1530],[4] and [99]) Assume that H and Λ are two ordinary Hopf
algebras¿ If there exist two bialgebra homomorphisms π0 : Λ → H and ι0 : H → Λ with
π0ι0 = idH , then
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(i) (Λ, δ+, α+) is a right H-Hopf module with δ+ =: (id ⊗ π0)∆ and α+ =: m(id⊗ ι0)
(ii) A#H
α+∼= Λ ( as algebras) with A =: ΛcoH .
(iii) ΛcoH = Im ω with ω =: idΛ ∗ (ι0 ◦ SH ◦ πH) : Λ→ Λ.
Proof. (i) It is easy to check directly that (Λ, δ+, α+) is a right H-Hopf module.
(ii) By the fundamental theorem of Hopf modules, we have ΛcoH⊗H ∼= Λ as H-Hopf modules
with isomorphism α+. We can also check that ΛcoH is an H-module algebra with adjoint action
ad. Moreover, α+ preserves the algebra operations of ΛcoH#H.
(iii) Obviously, for any x ∈ A, ω(x) = x, which implies A ⊆ Im (ω). On the other hand, for
any x ∈ Λ, see that
δ+ ◦ ω(x) =
∑
(id ⊗ π0)∆(x1(ι0 ◦ S ◦ φ0(x2)))
=
∑
x1ι0 ◦ S ◦ φ0(x4)⊗ φ0(x2)S ◦ φ0(x3)
= ω(x)⊗ 1.
Thus A = Im (ω). 
Theorem 4.3.13. (see [91, p.1530],[4] and [99])Assume that H and Λ are two ordinary
Hopf algebras¿ If there exist two bialgebra homomorphisms π0 : Λ → H and ι0 : H → Λ with
π0ι0 = idH , then (A,α, φ) is a braided Hopf algebra in
H
HYD and A φα#H
α+∼= Λ ( as Hopf
algebras), where α(h⊗ a) =∑ ι0(h1)aι0(S(h2)), φ(a) = (π0 ⊗ id)∆Λ(a), for any h ∈ H, a ∈ A.
Proof. Define ∆A = (ω⊗id)∆ and ǫA = ǫΛ. By the proof of [99, Theorem 3], (A,m, η,∆A, ǫ)
become a braided Hopf algebra in HHYD under module operation α and comodule operation φ.
Set Φ = α+. For any x ∈ A,h ∈ H, see that
∆ ◦Φ(x#h) =
∑
x1ι0(h1)⊗ x2ι0(h2)
=
∑
α+(x1, h1)⊗ α+(x2, h2)
= (Φ⊗ Φ)∆(x#h).
Thus Φ is a coalgebra map. By Lemma 4.3.12 (ii), we have Φ is a Hopf algebra isomorphism. 
Assume that Λ = ⊕∞i=0Λi is a graded Hopf algebra with H = Λ0. Let π0 : Λ → Λ0 and
ι0 : Λ0 → Λ denote the canonical projection and injection. It is clear that π0 and ι0 are two
bialgebra homomorphisms. Consequently, Theorem above holds. ΛcoH is called the diagram of
Λ, written diag(Λ).
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Chapter 5
The Factorization Theorem of
Bialgebras in Braided Tensor
Categories
It is well-known that the factorization of domain plays an important role in ring theory. S. Majid
in [83, Theorem 7.2.3] studied the factorization of Hopf algebra and showed that H ∼= A ⊲⊳ H
for two subbialgebras A and B when multiplication mH is bijective.
S. Majid found a method to turn an ordinary Hopf algebra H into a braided Hopf algebra
H. This method is called the transmutation, and H is called the braided group analogue of H
(see [82] and [83] ). Huixiang Chen in [26] showed that the double cross coproduct A ⊲⊳R H
of two quasitriangular Hopf algebras is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra. One needs to know the
relation among the braided group analogues of the double cross coproduct A ⊲⊳R H, A and H.
In this chapter we generalize Majid’s factorization theorem into braided tensor categories.
We show that the braided group analogue of double cross (co)product is double cross (co)product
of braided group analogues. We give the factorization theorem of Hopf algebras and the relation
between Hopf algebras and their factors in braided tensor categories.
5.1 the braided reconstruction theorem
In this section, we introduce the method ( transmutation ) turning (co)quasi- triangular Hopf
algebra into a braided Hopf algebra, which is due to S. Majid [82].
Let C be a tensor category, D a braided tensor category and (F, µ0, µ) a tensor functor from
C to D with µ0 = idI . Let Nat(G,T ) denote all the natural transformations from functor
G to functor T . Assume that there is an object B of D and a natural transformation α in
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Nat(B ⊗ F,F ). Here (B ⊗ F )(X) = B ⊗ F (X) for any object X in D. Let
θV (g)X =
V F (X)✞✝ ☎✆g
✎
✍
☞
✌αX
F (X)
, θ
(2)
V (h)X1⊗X2 =
V F (X1) F (X2)✄  ✞✝ ☎✆h
✎
✍
☞
✌αX1
✎
✍
☞
✌αX2
F (X1) F (X2)
,
θ
(3)
V (p)X1⊗X2⊗X3 =
V F (X1) F (X2) F (X3)✞✝ ☎✆p
✎
✍
☞
✌αX1
✎
✍
☞
✌αX2
✎
✍
☞
✌αX2
F (X1) F (X2) F (X3)
for any object X,X1,X2,X3 ∈ obC, g ∈ HomD(V,B), h ∈ HomD(V,B ⊗ B), p ∈ HomD(V,B ⊗
B ⊗B).
Let V ∈ obD, g, g′ ∈ HomD(V,B). θV is called injective if θV (g)X = θ(g′)X for any X ∈ obD
implies g = g′. Similarly, we can obtain the definitions about θ
(2)
V and θ
(3)
V .
Proposition 5.1.1. (see [82, Proposition 3.8] [83, Theorem 9.4.6, Proposition 9.4.7] If θV ,
θ
(2)
V and θ
(3)
V are injective for any object V = I,B,B ⊗B,B ⊗B ⊗B, then
(i) B is a bialgebra living in D, called the braided bialgebra determined by braided reconstruc-
tion;
(ii) Furthermore, if C is a rigid tensor category ( i.e. every object has a left duality ), then
B is Hopf algebra, called the braided Hopf algebra determined by braided reconstruction.
(iii) Furthermore, if D and C is braided tensor categories, then B is quasitriangular.
Proof. (i) We define the multiplication, unit , comultiplication and counit of B as follows:
θB⊗B(mB)X =
B B F (X)
✎
✍
☞
✌αX
✎
✍
☞
✌αX
F (X)
, θI(ηB) =
F (X)
F (X)
,
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θ
(2)
B (∆B)X⊗Y =
B F (X) F (Y )
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ
✎
✍
☞
✌αX⊗Y
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y )
, ǫB =
B F (I)
✎
✍
☞
✌αI
for any object X,Y,Z ∈ obC.
We only show that the coassociative law holds, the others can be shown similarly. That is,
we need show that
B✎☞
✎☞
B B B
=
B✎☞
✎☞
B B B
......(1)
We see that
θ
(3)
B (
B✎☞
✎☞
B B B
)X⊗Y⊗Z =
B F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)✎☞
✎☞
✎
✍
☞
✌αX ✎
✍
☞
✌αY ✎
✍
☞
✌αZ
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
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=BF (X) F (Y ) F (Z)✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ
✎
✍
☞
✌αX⊗Y ✎
✍
☞
✌αZ✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
=
B F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ
✎
✍
☞
✌α(X⊗Y )⊗Z
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
since (F,µ) is tensor functor
=
B F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ
✎
✍
☞
✌α(X⊗Y )⊗Z
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
= θ
(3)
B (
B✎☞
✎☞
B B B
)X⊗Y⊗Z .
Thus relation (1) holds since θ
(3)
B is injective.
(ii)We define
θB(SB)X =
B F (X)✎
✍
☞
✌bF (X)
✎
✍
☞
✌αX∗
✎
✍
☞
✌dF (X)
F (X)
for any X ∈ obC. We can show that SB is the antipode of B .In fact
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θB(SB ∗ I)X =
B F (X)✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αX
F (X)
=
B F (X)✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αX✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αX
F (X)
=
B F (X)✛✘
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αX∗ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αX
✚✙
F (X)
=
B F (X)✛✘
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αX✞✝ ☎✆S
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αX
✚✙
F (X)
=
B F (X)✎☞
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αX
✚✙
F (X)
=
B F (X)
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
F (X)
Similarly, we get that
θB(I ∗ SB)X =
B F (X)
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
F (X)
Obviously,
θB(I ∗ SB)X =
B F (X)
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✞✝ ☎✆η✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆αX
F (X)
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We showed that SB is the antipode of B.
(iii) We define
θ
(2)
I (R)X⊗Y =
F (X) F (Y )
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y )
and θ
(2)
B (∆¯)X⊗Y =
B F (X) F (Y )✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
F (X) F (Y )
.
We easily check that (B, ∆¯, ǫ) is a coalgebra by modifying the proof of part (i).
We see that
θ
(3)
I (
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆R
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✍✌
)X⊗Y⊗Z =
F (X) F (Y ) F (Y )✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆R
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
=
F (X) F (Y ) F (Y )✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆R
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
=
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
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=F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
=
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
=
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Z)
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
and
θ
(3)
I (
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✎☞)X⊗Y⊗Z =
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
=
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
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=F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Y⊗Z)
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
by Hexagon Axion
=
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Z⊗idZ )
✎
✍
☞
✌F (idY ⊗ CX,Z)
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
=
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Y )
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
=
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z)
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ✎
✍
☞
✌F (CX,Z)
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y ) F (Z) .
.
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Thus
θ
(3)
I (
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆R
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✍✌
)X⊗Y⊗Z = θ
(3)
I (
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✎☞)X⊗Y⊗Z and
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✎☞
H H H
=
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆R
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✍✌
H H H
.
Similarly, we can show that (QT2)and (QT3) hold. Therefore, (B,R, ∆¯) is a quasitriangular
bialgebra. 
In the subsection, the diagram
U V
V U
always denotes the ordinary twisted map: x⊗ y −→ y ⊗ x.
Theorem 5.1.2. Let H be an ordinary bialgebra and (H1, R) an ordinary quasitriangular
Hopf algebra over field k. Let f be a bialgebra homomorphism from H1 to H. Then there exists
a bialgebra B, written as B(H1, f,H), living in (H1M, CR). Here B(H1, f,H) = H as algebra,
its counit is ǫH , and its comultiplication and antipode are
B✎☞
H H
=
B✎ ☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✞✝ ☎✆f ✎✍
☞
✌fS
✍✌✎✍
☞
✌ad
H H
and
B
✎
✍
☞
✌SB
B
=
B✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✞✝ ☎✆f ✞✝ ☎✆f
✎
✍
☞
✌ad
✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
B
respectively.
Then B is a braided Hopf algebra if H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra. Furthermore, if
H is an ordinary quasitriangular bialgebra, then B is a braided quasitriangular bialgebra. In
particular, when H = H1 and f = idH , B(H1, f,H) is a braided group, called the braided group
analogue of H and written as H.
Proof. (i) Set C = HM and D = (H1M, CR). Let F be the functor by pull-back along f .
That is, for any (X,αX) ∈ HM, we obtain an H1-module (X,α′X ) with α′X = αX(f ⊗ idX),
written as (X,α′X ) = F (X). For any morphism g ∈ HomC(U, V ) , define F (g) = g. B is a left
B-module by adjoint action. Let BB denote the left regular B-module. It is clear that α is a
natural transformation from B ⊗ F to F . We first show that θV is injective for any V ∈ H1M.
If θV (g) = θV (h), i.e.
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V F (BB)✞✝ ☎✆g
✎
✍
☞
✌αBB
F (BB)
=
V F (BB)✞✝ ☎✆h
✎
✍
☞
✌αBB
F (BB)
,which implies that
V
✞✝ ☎✆g
B
=
V
✞✝ ☎✆h
B
,
where g and h are H1-module homomorphisms from V to B. Thus θV is injective. Similarly, we
can show that θ
(2)
V and θ
(3)
V are injective.
By Proposition 5.1.1, B is a quasitriangular bialgebra living in (H1M, CR) determined by
braided reconstruction.
We first show that the comultiplication of B is the same as stated. Now we see that
θ
(2)
B (∆B)X⊗Y =
B F (X) F (Y )
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆µ
✎
✍
☞
✌αX⊗Y
✎
✍
☞
✌µ−1
F (X) F (Y )
......(1)
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The left side of (1) =
B F (X) F (Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌∆B
☛✡✟✠CR
✎
✍
☞
✌αX
✎
✍
☞
✌αY
F (X) F (X)
=
B F (X) F (Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌∆H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✞✝ ☎✆f ✞✝ ☎✆S✞✝ ☎✆f
✍✌✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✞✝ ☎✆f ✞✝ ☎✆f
✍✌✍✌
✎
✍
☞
✌ad
✎
✍
☞
✌αX
✎
✍
☞
✌αY
F (X) F (Y )
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=B F (X) F (Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌∆H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✞✝ ☎✆f ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌✞✝ ☎✆f
✍✌✎✍
☞
✌ad
✎
✍
☞
✌αY✎
✍
☞
✌αX
F (X) F (Y )
=
B F (X) F (Y )
✎
✍
☞
✌∆H
✎
✍
☞
✌αX
✎
✍
☞
✌αY
F (X) F (Y )
= the right side of (1).
Thus relation (1) holds.
Furthermore, if H is a finite-dimensional ordinary Hopf algebra, set C = {M ∈ HM |
M is finite -dimensional } and the others are the same as part (i). It is clear that C is rigid.
Thus B has a braided-antipode by Proposition 5.1.1 (ii).
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We see that
B
✎
✍
☞
✌∆B
✎
✍
☞
✌SB
✎
✍
☞
✌mB
B
=
B
✎
✍
☞
✌∆H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✞✝ ☎✆f ✎✍
☞
✌fS
✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✎
✍
☞
✌ad✞✝ ☎✆f ✞✝ ☎✆f
✎
✍
☞
✌ad✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌
✍✌
B
=
B
✎
✍
☞
✌∆H
✎
✍
☞
✌SH
✎
✍
☞
✌mH
B
=
B✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✎
✍
☞
✌ηH
B
.
Thus the antipode of B as stated.
Assume H1 = H. Our functor F is the identity Functor form HM to HM. It follows from
the proof of Proposition 5.1.1 (iii) that the quasitriangular structure of H is trivial and ∆¯ = ∆.
That is, H is a braided group. 
Dually we have
Theorem 5.1.3. Let H be an ordinary bialgebra and (H1, r) be an ordinary coquasitriangular
Hopf algebra over field k. Let f be a Hopf algebra homomorphism from H to H1. Then there
exists a braided bialgebra B, written as B(H, f,H1), living in (
BM, Cr). Here B(H1, f,H) = H
as coalgebra, its unit is ηH , and its multiplication and antipode are respectively,
H H✍✌
B
=
H H
✎☞✎✍
☞
✌ad
✞✝ ☎✆f ✎✍
☞
✌Sf✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r✍ ✌
B
and
B
✎
✍
☞
✌SB
B
=
B✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✎
✍
☞
✌ad
✞✝ ☎✆f ✞✝ ☎✆f✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
B
, respectively.
Then B is a braided Hopf algebra if H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra. Furthermore, if H
is an ordinary coquasitriangular bialgebra, then B is a braided coquasitriangular bialgebra. In
particular, when H = H1 and f = idH , B(H, f,H1) is a braided group, called the braided group
analogue of H and written as H.
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5.2 Braided group analogues of double cross products
In this section we show that the braided group analogue of double cross (co)product is double
cross (co)product of braided group analogues.
Theorem 5.2.1. (Factorisation theorem) (See [83, Theorem 7.2.3]) Let X , A and H be
bialgebras or Hopf algebras. Assume that jA and jH are bialgebra or Hopf algebra morphisms
from A to X and H to X respectively. If ξ =: mX(jA⊗ jH) is an isomorphism from A⊗H onto
X as objects in C, then there exist morphisms
α : H ⊗A→ A and β : H ⊗A→ H
such that Aα ⊲⊳β H becomes a bialgebra or Hopf algebra and ξ is a bialgebra or Hopf algebra
isomorphism from Aα ⊲⊳β H onto X.
Proof. Set
ζ =:
H A✞✝ ☎✆jH ✞✝ ☎✆jA✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ¯
A H
, α =:
H A☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
A
and β =:
H A☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
H
.
We see
H H A☛✡✟✠ζ☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆jA ✍✌✞✝ ☎✆jH
✍✌
X
=
H H A☛✡✟✠ζ☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆jA ✞✝ ☎✆jH ✞✝ ☎✆jH✍✌
✍✌
X
=
H H A☛✡✟✠ζ☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆jA ✞✝ ☎✆jH ✞✝ ☎✆jH✍✌
✍✌
X
=
H H A☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆jH ✞✝ ☎✆jA ✞✝ ☎✆jH✍✌
✍✌
X
=
H H A
✞✝ ☎✆jH ✞✝ ☎✆jH ✞✝ ☎✆jA✍✌
✍✌
X
=
H H A✍✌
☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆jA ✞✝ ☎✆jH✍✌
X
.
Thus
H H A☛✡✟✠ζ☛✡✟✠ζ ✍✌
A H
=
H H A✍✌
☛✡✟✠ζ
A H
. · · · · · · (1)
Similarly we have
H A A☛✡✟✠ζ ☛✡✟✠ζ✍✌
A H
=
H A A✍✌
☛✡✟✠ζ
A H
. · · · · · · (2)
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We also have
ζ(η ⊗ id) = id⊗ η and ζ(id⊗ η) = η ⊗ id . · · · · · · (3)
It is clear that ζ is a coalgebra morphism from H ⊗ A to A ⊗H, since jA, jH and mX all
are coalgebra homorphisms. Thus we have
H A✎☞✎☞
☛✡✟✠ζ ☛✡✟✠ζ
A H A H
=
H A☛✡✟✠ζ
✎☞✎☞
A H A H
and (ǫ⊗ ǫ)ζ = (ǫ⊗ ǫ). · · · · · · (4)
We now show that (A,α) is an H-module coalgebra:
H HA✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
H H A✍✌
☛✡✟✠ζ
A
✞✝☎✆ǫ
by (1)
=
H H A☛✡✟✠ζ☛✡✟✠ζ ✍✌
A
✞✝☎✆ǫ
=
HH A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
and α(η ⊗ idA) = (idA ⊗ ǫ)ζ(η ⊗ idA) by(3)= idA.
We see that ǫ ◦ α = (ǫ⊗ ǫ)ζ by(4)= ǫ⊗ ǫ and
H A✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
A A
=
H A✎☞✎☞
☛✡✟✠ζ ☛✡✟✠ζ
A
✞✝☎✆ǫ A ✞✝☎✆ǫ
by(4)
=
H A☛✡✟✠ζ
✎☞✎☞☛✡✟✠ζ
A
✞✝☎✆ǫ A ✞✝☎✆ǫ
=
H A✍✌
✎☞
A A
.
Thus (A,α) is an H-module coalgebra. Similarly, we can show that (H,β) is an A-module
coalgebra.
Now we show that conditions (M1)–(M4) in [12,p37] hold. By (3), we easily know that(M1)
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holds. Next we show that(M2) holds.
H A A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍ ✌
A
=
H A A✎☞✎☞
☛✡✟✠ζ ☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✍ ✌
A
by (4)
=
H A A☛✡✟✠ζ
✎☞✎☞☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✍ ✌
A
=
H A A☛✡✟✠ζ ☛✡✟✠ζ✍✌
A
✞✝☎✆ǫ
=
H A A✍✌☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
A
by(2)
=
H A A✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
.
Thus (M2) holds. Similarly, we can get the proofs of (M3) and(M4). Consequently, Aα ⊲⊳β H
is a bialgebra or Hopf algebra by [12, Corollary 1.8]. It suffices to show that ζ is a bialgebra
morphism fromAα ⊲⊳β H to X. Let D = Aα ⊲⊳β H. Since
H A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✞✝☎✆jA ✞✝☎✆jH✍ ✌
D
by (4)
=
H A☛✡✟✠ζ✞✝☎✆jA ✞✝☎✆jH✍✌
D
=
H A✞✝☎✆jH ✞✝☎✆jA✍✌
D
,
we have that ξ is a bialgebra morphism from Aα ⊲⊳β H to X by [132, Lemma 2.5].
Theorem 5.2.2. (Co-factorisation theorem) Let X , A and H be bialgebras or Hopf algebras.
Assume that pA and pH are bialgebra or Hopf algebra morphisms from X to A and X to H,
respectively. If ξ = (pA ⊗ pH)∆X is an isomorphism from X onto A ⊗H as objects in C, then
there exist morphisms:
φ : A→ H ⊗A and ψ : H → H ⊗A
such that Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H becomes a bialgebra or Hopf algebra and ξ is a bialgebra or Hopf algebra
isomorphism from X to Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H.
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Proof. Set
A H☛✡✟✠ζ
H A
=
A H✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ξ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆X✞✝☎✆pH ✞✝☎✆pA
H A
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H A
=
A
✞✝☎✆ηH☛✡✟✠ζ
H A
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ
H A
=
✞✝☎✆ηA H☛✡✟✠ζ
H A
.
We can complete the proof by turning upside down the diagrams in the proof of the preceding
theorem.
In the subsection, we always consider Hopf algebras over field k and the diagram
U V
V U
always denotes the ordinary twisted map: x ⊗ y −→ y ⊗ x. Our diagrams only denote homo-
morphisms between vector spaces, so two diagrams can have the additive operation.
We now investigate the relation among braided group analogues of quasitriangular Hopf
algebras A and H and their double cross coproduct D = A ⊲⊳R H. Let us recall transmutation.
We denote the braided group analogue of any ordinary quasitriangular Hopf algebras H by H.
R is called a weak R-matix of A⊗H if R is invertible under convolution and
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✎☞
A AH
=
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌
A A H
and
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✎☞
AH H
=
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✍✌
A HH
.
Let (A,P ) and (H,Q) be ordinary finite-dimensional quasitriangular Hopf algebras over field
k. Let R be a weak R-matrix of A ⊗H. For any U, V ∈ CW (A⊗H) =:{U ∈ A ⊗H | U is a
weak R-matrix and in the center of A⊗H},
RD =:
∑
R′P ′U ′ ⊗Q′(R−1)′′V ′′ ⊗ P ′′(R−1)′V ′ ⊗R′′Q′′U ′′
is a quasitriangular structure of D and every quasitriangular structure of D is of this form ([26,
Theorem 2.9 ]), where R =
∑
R′ ⊗R′′, etc.
Lemma 5.2.3. Under the above discussion, then
(i) πA : D → A and πH : D → H are bialgebra or Hopf algebra homomorphisms, respectively.
Here πA and πH are trivial action, that is, πA(h⊗ a) = ǫ(h)a for any a ∈ A,h ∈ H.
(ii) B(D,πA, A) = A and B(D,πH ,H) = H.
(iii) πA : D → A and πH : D → H are bialgebra or Hopf algebra homomorphisms, respec-
tively.
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Proof. (i) It is clear.
(ii) It is enough to show ∆B = ∆A since B = A as algebras, where B =: B(D,πA, A). See
B✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆B
B B
=
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆A
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆RD
✞✝ ☎✆πA ✞✝ ☎✆πAS✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
A A
=
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆A
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
A A
=
A
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆A
A A
.
Thus ∆B = ∆A. Similarly, we have B(D,πH ,H) = H.
(iii) See
D
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆D✞✝ ☎✆πH ✞✝ ☎✆πH
H H
=
D
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆D
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆RD
✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad✞✝ ☎✆πH ✞✝ ☎✆πH
H H
by (i)
=
D
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆D
✞✝ ☎✆πH ✞✝ ☎✆πH✄  ✞✝ ☎✆RD✞✝ ☎✆πH ✞✝ ☎✆πH✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
H H
=
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆D
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q
✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
H H
and ǫ ◦ πH = ǫ. Thus πH is a coalgebra homomorphism.
Since the multiplications in D and H are the same as in D and H, respectively, we have
that πH is an algebra homomorphism by (i). Similarly, we can show that πA is a bialgebra
homomorphism.
We now investigate the relation among braided group analogues of quasitriangular Hopf
algebras A and H and their double cross coproduct D = A ⊲⊳R H.
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Theorem 5.2.4. Under the above discussion, let ξ = (πA ⊗ πH)∆D. Then
ξ =
A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆V
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
A H
and ξ is surjective, where ad denotes the left adjoint action of H.
(ii) Furthermore, if A and H are finite-dimensional, then ξ is a bijective map from D onto
A ⊗ H. That is, in braided tensor category (DM, CRD), there exist morphisms φ and ψ such
that
D ∼= Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H ( as Hopf algebras )
and the isomorphism is (πA ⊗ πH)∆D.
(iii) If H is commutative or V = R, then ξ = idD.
Proof. (i)
D✞✝ ☎✆ξ
A⊗H
=
D
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆D✞✝ ☎✆πA ✞✝ ☎✆πH
A H
=
D
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆D
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆RD✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad✞✝ ☎✆πA ✞✝ ☎✆πH
A H
since πA,πH are algebra homomorphisms
=
D
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆D
✞✝ ☎✆πA ✞✝ ☎✆πH✄  ✞✝ ☎✆RD✞✝ ☎✆πH ✞✝ ☎✆πA✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
A H
=
D
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆D
✞✝ ☎✆πA ✞✝ ☎✆πH
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆V
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
A H
=
A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆V
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
A H
.
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(ii) By the proof of (i), ξ is bijective and
ξ¯ =
A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆V ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
A H
.
Applying the co-factorization theorem 5.2.2, we complete the proof of (ii).
(iii) follows from (i).
Remark 5.2.5.
Under the assumption of Theorem 5.2.4, if we set
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ′
H A
=:
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
H A
and
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ′
H A
=:
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
H A
,
then Aφ
′
⊲⊳ψ
′
H = A ⊲⊳R H by [26, Lemma 1.3]. We now see the relation among φ,ψ,R, φ′ and
ψ′:
φ
by proof of Th 5.2.2
= ζ(id⊗ η) =
A
✞✝☎✆η✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ξ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆D✞✝ ☎✆πH ✞✝ ☎✆πA
H A
by Th 5.2.4 (iii)
=
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A
✞✝☎✆η✄  ✞✝ ☎✆V ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ′ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ′✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✍✌✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆U
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
H A
=
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ′
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆U
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
H A
=
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌
✍✌
✍ ✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆U
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
H A
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and ψ
by proof of Th 5.2.2
= ζ(η ⊗ id) =
✞✝☎✆η H✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ξ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆∆D✞✝ ☎✆πH ✞✝ ☎✆πA
H A
by Th 5.2.4 (iii)
=
✞✝☎✆η H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆V ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ′ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ′✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ✍✌✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆U
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
H A
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=H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆V ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ′ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ψ′
✍✌✍✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆U
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
H A
=
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆V ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍ ✌ ✍ ✌
✍ ✌ ✍ ✌
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆U
✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ad
H A
.
Furthermore, ψ = ψ′ and φ = φ′ when H is commutative or R = V = U−1. In this
case, Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H = Aφ
′
⊲⊳ψ
′
H = A ⊲⊳R H as Hopf algebras living in braided tensor category
(DM, CRD).
Example 5.2.6. (cf. [26, Example 2.11]) Let A be Sweedler’s four dimensional Hopf algebra
H4 and H = kZ2 with chark 6= 2. A is generated by g and x with relations
g2 = 1, x2 = 0, xg = −gx.
H is generated by a with a2 = 1. Let
P = 12 (1⊗ 1 + 1⊗ g + g ⊗ 1− g ⊗ g) + µ2 (x⊗ x+ x⊗ gx+ gx⊗ gx− gx⊗ x);
Q = 12(1⊗ 1 + 1⊗ a+ a⊗ 1− a⊗ a);
R = 12(1⊗ 1 + 1⊗ a+ g ⊗ 1− g ⊗ a).
It is clear that P and Q are quasitriangular structures of A and H respectively. R is a weak
R-matrix of A⊗H with R = R−1. Let D = A ⊲⊳R H. Thus, for any quasitriangular structure RD
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of D, the braided group analogue D of D is a double cross coproduct of braided group analogues
A and H. That is, in braided tensor category (DM, CRD),
A ⊲⊳R H = Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H (as Hopf algebras ).
Here ψ is trivial coaction and φ(z) =
∑
R(1)zR¯(1) ⊗ R(2)R¯(2) for any z ∈ A with R = R¯ =∑
R(1) ⊗R(2).
5.3 The factorization of ordinary bialgebras
Throughout this section, we work in the braided tensor category of vector spaces over field k
with ordinary twist braiding. In this section, we give the relation between bialgebra or Hopf
algebra H and its factors.
Lemma 5.3.1. (cf. [87], [104] ). If H is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra with char k = 0,
then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) H is semisimple.
(ii) H is cosemisimple.
(iii) S2H = idH .
(iv) tr(S2H) 6= 0.
Proof. (i) and (ii) are equivalent by [87, Theorem 2.5.2].
(i) and (iii) are equivalent by [104, Proposition 2 (c)].
(iii) and (iv) are equivalent, since (iii) implies (iv) and (iv) implies (iii) by [87, Theorem
2.5.2].
Lemma 5.3.2. (cf. [87], [104] ) If H is a finite dimensional Hopf algebra char k >
(dim H)2, then the following conditions are equivalent.
(i) H is semisimple and cosemisimple.
(ii) S2H = idH .
(iii) tr(S2H) 6= 0.
Proof. (i) and (iii) are equivalent by [104, Proposition 2 (c)].
(i) implies (ii) by [87, Theorem 2.5.3].
Obviously, (ii) implies (iii).
When H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, let ΛlH and Λ
r
H denote a non-zero left integral
and non-zero right integral of H respectively.
Lemma 5.3.3. Let A, H and D = A⊲⊳H all be finite dimensional Hopf algebra. Then
(i) there are u ∈ H, v ∈ A such that
ΛD
l = ΛlA ⊗ u, ΛrD = v ⊗ ΛrH ;
(ii) If A⊲⊳H is semisimple, then A and H are semisimple;
(iii) If A⊲⊳H is unimodular, then ΛD = Λ
l
A ⊗ ΛrH , and A⊲⊳H is semisimple iff A and H are
semisimple.
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Proof . (i) Let a(1), a(2), · · · , a(n) and h(1), h(2), · · · , h(m) be the basis of A and H respec-
tively. Assuming
ΛlD =
∑
kij(a
(i) ⊗ h(j))
where kij ∈ k, we have that
aΛlD = ǫ(a)Λ
l
D
and ∑
ǫ(a)kij(a
(i) ⊗ h(j)) =
∑
kij(aa
(i) ⊗ h(j)),
for any a ∈ A.
Let xj =
∑
i kija
(i). Considering {h(j)} is a base of H, we get xj is a left integral of A and
there exists kj ∈ k such that xj = kjΛlA for j = 1, 2, · · ·m.
Thus
ΛlD =
∑
j
kj(ΛA ⊗ h(j)) = ΛlA ⊗ u,
where u =
∑
j kjh
(j).
Similarly, we have that ΛrD = v ⊗ ΛrH .
(ii) and (iii) follow from part (i) .
Proposition 5.3.4. If A,H and D = A ⊲⊳ H are finite dimensional Hopf algebras, then
(i) A ⊲⊳ H is semisimple and cosemisimple iff A and H are semisimple and cosemisimple;
(ii) If A and H are involutory and character chark of k does not divides dimD, then A ⊲⊳ H,
A and H are semisimple and cosemisimple.
(iii) A ⊲⊳ H is cosemisimple iff A and H are cosemisimple;
(iv) If chark = 0, then D is semisimple iff D is cosemisimple iff A and H are semisimple
iff A and H are cosemisimple iff S2D = id iff S
2
A = id and S
2
H = id.
Proof . (i) It follows from [104, Proposition 2].
(ii) It follows from [67, Theorem 4.3] and part (i);
(iii) If A ⊲⊳ H is cosemisimple, then (A ⊲⊳ H)∗ is semisimple. ThusA andH are cosemisimple.
Conversely, if A and H are cosemisimple, then (A ⊲⊳ H)∗ is semisimple. Thus A ⊲⊳ H is
cosemisimple.
(iv) It follows from Lemma 5.3.1.
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Chapter 6
Braided L ie Algebras
The theory of Lie superalgebras has been developed systematically, which includes the repre-
sentation theory and classifications of simple Lie superalgebras and their varieties [65] [16]. In
many physical applications or in pure mathematical interest, one has to consider not only Z2-
or Z- grading but also G-grading of Lie algebras, where G is an abelian group equipped with a
skew symmetric bilinear form given by a 2-cocycle. Lie algebras in symmetric and more general
categories were discussed in [51] and [50]. A sophisticated multilinear version of the Lie bracket
was considered in [66] [98]. Various generalized Lie algebras have already appeared under dif-
ferent names, e.g. Lie color algebras, ǫ Lie algebras [110], quantum and braided Lie algebras,
generalized Lie algebras [14] and H-Lie algebras [15].
In [81], Majid introduced braided Lie algebras from geometrical point of view, which have
attracted attention in mathematics and mathematical physics (see e.g. [83] and references
therein).
In this chapter, braided m-Lie algebras induced by multiplication are introduced, which gen-
eralize Lie algebras, Lie color algebras and quantum Lie algebras. The necessary and sufficient
conditions for the braided m-Lie algebras to be strict Jacobi braided Lie algebras are given. Two
classes of braided m-Lie algebras are given, which are generalized matrix braided m-Lie algebras
and braided m-Lie subalgebras of EndFM , where M is a Yetter-Drinfeld module over B with
dim B <∞ . In particular, generalized classical braided m-Lie algebras slq,f(GMG(A), F ) and
ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F ) of generalized matrix algebra GMG(A) are constructed and their connec-
tion with special generalized matrix Lie superalgebra sls,f (GMZ2(A
s), F ) and orthosymplectic
generalized matrix Lie super algebra osps,t(GMZ2(A
s),M s, F ) are established. The relationship
between representations of braided m-Lie algebras and their associated algebras are established.
Throughout, F is a field, G is an additive group and r is a bicharacter of G; |x| denotes the
degree of x and (C, C) is a braided tensor category with braiding C. We writeW ⊗f for idW ⊗f
and f ⊗W for f ⊗ idW . Algebras discussed here may not have unity element.
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6.1 Braided m-Lie Algebras
In this section we introduce braided m-Lie algebras and (strict) Jacobi braided Lie algebras. We
give the necessary and sufficient conditions for the braided m-Lie algebras to be strict Jacobi
braided Lie algebras.
Definition 6.1.1. Let (L, [ ]) be an object in the braided tensor category (C, C) with morphism
[ ] : L ⊗ L → L. If there exists an algebra (A,m) in (C, C) and monomorphism φ : L → A
such that φ[ ] = m(φ ⊗ φ) −m(φ ⊗ φ)CL,L, then (L, [ ]) is called a braided m-Lie algebra in
(C, C) induced by multiplication of A through φ. Algebra (A,m) is called an algebra associated
to (L, [ ]).
A Lie algebra is a braided m-Lie algebra in the category of ordinary vector spaces, a Lie
color algebra is a braided m-Lie algebra in symmetric braided tensor category (MFG, Cr) since
the canonical map σ : L→ U(L) is injective (see [110, Proposition 4.1]), a quantum Lie algebra
is a braided m-Lie algebra in the Yetter-Drinfeld category (BBYD, C) by [49, Definition 2.1 and
Lemma 2.2]), and a “good” braided Lie algebra is a braided m-Lie algebra in the Yetter-Drinfeld
category (BBYD, C) by [49, Definition 3.6 and Lemma 3.7]). For a cotriangular Hopf algebra
(H, r), the (H, r)-Lie algebra defined in [15, 4.1] is a braided m-Lie algebra in the braided tensor
category (HM, Cr). Therefore, the braided m-Lie algebras generalize most known generalized
Lie algebras.
For an algebra (A,m) in (C, C), obviously L = A is a braided m-Lie algebra under operation
[ ] = m−mCL,L, which is induced by A through idA. This braided m-Lie algebra is written as
A−.
If V is an object in C and CV,V = C−1V,V , then we say that the braiding is symmetric on V .
Example 6.1.2. If H is a braided Hopf algebra in the Yetter-Drinfeld module category
(BBYD, C) with B = FG and C(x⊗y) = r(|y|, |x |)y⊗x for any homogeneous elements x, y ∈ H,
then P (H) =: {x ∈ H | x is a primitive element } is a braided m-Lie algebra iff the braiding C
is symmetric on P (H).
Indeed, it is easy to check that P (H) is the Yetter-Drinfeld module. By simple computation
we have ∆([x, y]) = [x, y] ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ [x, y] + (1− r(|x|, |y|)r(|y|, |x |))x ⊗ y for any homogeneous
elements x, y ∈ P (H). Thus [x, y] ∈ P (H) iff r(|x|, |y|)r(|y|, |x|) = 1, as asserted.
Theorem 6.1.3. Let (L, [ ]) be a braided m-Lie algebra in (C, C).
(i) (L, [ ]) satisfies the braided anti-symmetry (or quantum anti-symmetry):
(BAS): [ ] = −[ ]CL,L
if and only if mCL,L = mC
−1
L,L.
(ii) If the braided anti-symmetry holds, then braided m-Lie algebra (L, [ ],m) satisfies the
(left) braided primitive Jacobi identity:
(BJI): [ ](L⊗ [ ])+[ ](L⊗ [ ])(L⊗C−1L,L)(CL,L⊗L)+[ ](L⊗ [ ])(C−1L,L⊗L)(L⊗CL,L)) = 0,
and the right braided primitive Jacobi identity:
(BJI’): [ ]([ ]⊗L)+[ ]([ ]⊗L)(L⊗CL,L−1)(CL,L⊗L)+[ ]([ ]⊗L)(CL,L−1⊗L)(L⊗CL,L)) = 0.
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Proof . (i) Assume that (L, [ ]) satisfies the braided anti-symmetry. Since [ ] = −[ ]C we
have m−mC = mCC−mC and m = mCC, which implies mC = mC−1. The necessity is clear.
(ii)
l.h.s. of (BJI) = m(L⊗m)−m(L⊗m)(L⊗ C)
−mC(L⊗m) +mC(L⊗m)(L⊗ C)
+m(L⊗m)(L⊗ C−1)(C ⊗ L)
+m(L⊗m)(L⊗ C)(L⊗ C−1)(C ⊗ L)
−mC(L⊗m)(L⊗ C−1)(C ⊗ L)
+mC(L⊗m)(L⊗ C)(L⊗ C−1)(C ⊗ L)
+m(L⊗m)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C)
−m(L⊗m)(L⊗ C)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C)
−mC(L⊗m)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C)
+mC(L⊗m)(L⊗ C)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗C).
We first check that −(6th term) = 12th term and 4th term = −(10th term). Indeed,
12th term = mC−1(L⊗m)(L⊗ C−1)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C)
= m(m⊗ L)(L⊗ C−1)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C−1)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C)
= m(L⊗m)(L⊗ C)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C−1)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C)
= m(L⊗m)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗C−1)(C ⊗ L)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C)
= −(6th term ).
4th term = m(m⊗ L)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C−1)(C−1 ⊗ L)
= m(L⊗m)(L⊗ C−1)(C−1 ⊗ L)(L⊗ C)
= −(10th term ).
We can similarly show that 1st term = − (11th term), −(2nd term) = 8th term, − (3rd term)
= 5th term, −(7th term) = 9th term. Consequently, (BJI) holds. We can similarly show that
(BJI)′ holds. 
Readers can prove the above with the help of braiding diagrams.
Definition 6.1.4. Let [ ] be a morphism from L⊗L to L in C. If (BJI) holds, then (L, [ ])
is called a (left ) Jacobi braided Lie algebra. If both of (BAS) and (BJI) hold then (L, [ ]) is
called a (left ) strict Jacobi braided Lie algebra.
Dually, we can define right Jacobi braided Lie algebras and right strict Jacobi braided Lie
algebras. Left (strict) Jacobi braided Lie algebras are called (strict) Jacobi braided Lie algebras
in general.
By Theorem 6.1.3 we have
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Corollary 6.1.5. If (L, [ ]) is a braided m-Lie algebra, then the following conditions are
equivalent:
(i) (L, [ ]) is a left (right) strict Jacobi braided Lie algebra.
(ii) mCL,L = mC
−1
L,L.
(iii) [ ]CL,L = [ ]C
−1
L,L.
Furthermore, if L is a space graded by G with bicharacter r, then the braided primitive
Jacobi identity (BJI) becomes:
r(| c |, | a |)[a, [b, c]] + r(| b |, | a |)[b, [c, a]] + r(| c |, | b |)[c, [a, b]] = 0 (∗)
for any homogeneous elements a, b, c ∈ L. That is, L is a Jacobi braided Lie algebra if and only
if (*) holds. For convenience, we let J(a, b, c) denote the left hand side of (∗).
We now recall the (left ) braided Lie algebra defined by Majid [81, Definition 4.1]. A (left)
braided Lie algebra in C is a coalgebra (L,∆, ǫ) in C, equipped with a morphism [ ] : L⊗L→ L
satisfying the axioms:
(L1) ([ ])(L⊗ [ ]) = [ ]([ ]⊗ [ ])(L⊗ C ⊗ L)(∆ ⊗ L⊗ L)
(L2) C([ ]⊗ L)(L⊗ C)(∆⊗ L) = (L⊗ [ ])(∆ ⊗ L)
(L3) [ ] is a coalgebra morphism in (C, C).
Axiom (L1) is called the left braided Jacobi identity.
There exist braided m-Lie algebras which are neither braided Lie algebras nor Jacobi braided
Lie algebras as is seen from the following example.
Example 6.1.6. (see [83] ) Let L = F{x}/ < xn > be an algebra in (FZnM, Cr) with a
primitive nth root q of 1 and r(k,m) = qkm for any k,m ∈ Zn, where n is a natural number.
(i) If n > 3, then (L, [ ]) is a braided m-Lie algebra but is neither a Jacobi braided Lie
algebra nor a braided Lie algebra of Majid.
(ii) If n = 3, then (L, [ ]) is a braided m-Lie algebra and a Jacobi braided Lie algebra but is
neither a strict Jacobi braided Lie algebra nor a braided Lie algebra of Majid.
Proof. (i) Since J(x, x, x) = 3qx3(1 − q − q2 + q3) 6= 0 we have that (L, [ ]) is not a
Jacobi braided Lie algebra. If (L, [ ],∆, ǫ) is a braided Lie algebra, since [ ] is a coalgebra
homomorphism, we have that
[1 1] = 0, implying ǫ(1) = 0
[ x, x ] = x2(1− q), implying ǫ(x2)(1− q) = ǫ(x)2
[x, x2] = x3(1− q2), implying ǫ(x3)(1 − q2) = ǫ(x)ǫ(x2)
· · ·
[x, xn−1] = xn(1− qn−1), implying 0 = ǫ(xn)(1− qn−1) = ǫ(x)ǫ(xn−1).
Thus ǫ(xm) = 0 for m = 0, 1, 2, · · · , n−1, which contradicts the fact that (L,∆, ǫ) is a coalgebra.
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(ii) Since J(xk, xl, xm) = 0 for any k, l,m ∈ Z3, we have that (L, [ ]) is a Jacobi braided Lie
algebra. It follows from [x, x] = x2(1 − q) 6= −q[x, x] that (L, [ ]) is not a strict Jacobi braided
Lie algebra. 
Note that L in the above example may never be a braided Lie algebra in the vector space
category FM with the ordinary flip τ (i.e. τ(x⊗ y) = y⊗x) as braiding, although an extension
of L may become a braided Lie algebra in FM. Furthermore, for the algebra L = F{x} in
(FZM, Cr) with q2 6= 1 and r(k,m) = qkm for any k,m ∈ Z, the above conclusion holds.
Definition 6.1.7. Let (L, [ ]) be a braided m-Lie algebra in (C, C). If M is an object and
there exists a morphism α : L⊗M →M such that α([ ]⊗M) = α(L⊗α)−α(L⊗α)(C ⊗M),
then (M,α) is called an L-module.
6.2 Generalized Matrix Braided m-Lie Algebras
As examples of the braided m-Lie algebras, we introduce the concepts of generalized matrix
algebras (see [138]) and generalized matrix braided m-Lie algebras. We construct generalized
classical braided m-Lie algebras slq,f (GMG(A), F ) and ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F ) of generalized
matrix algebra GMG(A). We show how generalized matrix Lie color algebras are related to Lie
superalgebras for any abelian group G. That is, we establish the relationship between generalized
matrix Lie color algebras and Lie superalgebras.
Let I be a set. For any i, j, l, k ∈ I, we choose a vector space Aij over field F and an F -linear
map µijl from Aij ⊗ Ajl into Ail (written µijl(x, y) = xy) such that x(yz) = (xy)z for any
x ∈ Aij , y ∈ Ajl, z ∈ Alk. Let A be the external direct sum of {Aij | i, j ∈ I}. We define the
multiplication in A as
xy = {
∑
k
xikykj}
for any x = {xij}, y = {yij} ∈ A . It is easy to check that A is an algebra (possibly without unit ).
We call A a generalized matrix algebra, or a gm algebra in short, written as A =
∑{Aij | i, j ∈ I}
or GMI(A). Every element in A is called a generalized matrix. We can easily define gm ideals
and gm subalgebras. It is easy to define upper triangular generalized matrices, strictly upper
triangular generalized matrices and diagonal generalized matrices under some total order ≺ of
I.
Proposition 6.2.1. Let A =
∑{Aij | i, j ∈ I} be a gm algebra and G an abelian group with
G = I. Then A is an algebra graded by G with Ag =
∑
i=j+g Aij for any g ∈ G. In this case,
the gradation is called a generalized matrix gradation, or gm gradation in short.
Proof. For any g, h ∈ G, see that
AgAh = (
∑
i=j+g
Aij)(
∑
s=t+h
Ast)
⊆
∑
i=t+h+g
Ai,t+hAt+h,t
⊆ Ag+h.
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Thus A =
∑{Aij | i, j ∈ I} =∑g∈GAg is a G-graded algebra. 
If C is a small preadditive category and Aij = HomC(j, i) is a vector space over F for
any i, j ∈ I = objects in C, then we may easily show that ∑{Aij |i, j ∈ I} is a generalized
matrix algebra. Furthermore, if V = ⊕g∈GVg is a graded vector space over field F with Agh =
HomF (Vh, Vg) for any g, h ∈ G, then we call braided m-Lie algebra A =
∑{Aij | i, j ∈ G}
the general linear braided m-Lie algebra, written as gl({Vg}, F ). If dim Vg = ng < ∞ for any
g ∈ G, then gl({Vg}, F ) is written as gl({ng}, F ). Its braided m-Lie subalgebras are called linear
braided m-Lie algebras. In fact, gl({ng}, F ) = {f ∈ EndFV | kerf is finite codimensional }.
When G is finite, we may view gl({ng}, F ) as a block matrix algebra over F. When G = 0, we
denote gl({ng}, F ) by gl(n, F ), which is the ordinary ungraded general linear Lie algebra.
Assume that D is a directed graph (D is possibly an infinite directed graph and also possibly
not a simple graph ). Let I denote the vertex set of D, xij an arrow from i to j and x =
(xi1i2 , xi2i3 , · · · , xin−1in) a path from i1 to in via arrows xi1i2 , xi2i3 , · · · , xin−1in . For two paths
x = (xi1i2 , xi2i3 , · · · , xin−1in) and y = (yj1j2 , yj2j3 , · · · , yjm−1jm) of D with in = j1, we define the
multiplication of x and y as
xy = (xi1i2 , xi2i3 , · · · , xin−1in , yj1j2 , yj2j3 , · · · , yjm−1jm).
Let Aij denote the vector space over field F with basis being all paths from i to j, where i, j ∈ I.
Notice that we view every vertex i of D as a path from i to i, written eii and eiixij = xijejj = xij.
We can naturally define a linear map from Aij ⊗ Ajk to Aik as x ⊗ y = xy for any two pathes
x ∈ Aij , y ∈ Ajk. We may easily show that
∑{Aij | i, j ∈ I} is a generalized matrix algebra,
which is called a path algebra, written as A(D) (see, [3, Chapter 3]).
Example 6.2.2. There are finite-dimensional braided m-Lie algebras in braided tensor cat-
egory (FZ3M, Cr) with a primitive 3th root q of 1 and r(k,m) = qkm for any k,m ∈ Z3.
Indeed, for any natural number n, we can construct a generalized matrix braided m-Lie algebra
A =
∑{Aij | i, j ∈ Z3} such that dim A = n.
(i) Let Aij = 0 when i 6= j but A11 = F . Thus dim A = 1.
(ii) Let Aij = 0 when i 6= j but A11 = A22 = F . Thus dim A = 2.
(iii) Let Aij = 0 when i 6= j but A11 = A22 = A33 = F . Thus dim A = 3.
(iv) Let D be a directed graph with vertex set Z3 and only one arrow from 1 to 2. Set
A = A(D). It is clear dim(Aij) = 0 when i 6= j but dim(A11) = dim(A22) = dim(A33) =
dim(A12) = 1. Thus dim A = 4.
(v) Let D be a directed graph with vertex set Z3 and only two arrows: one from 1 to 2 and
other one from 1 to 3. Set A = A(D). It is clear dim(Aij) = 0 but dim(A11) = dim(A22) =
dim(A33) = dim(A12) = dim(A13) = 1 Thus dim A = 5.
vi) Let D be a directed graph with vertex set Z3 and only n + 2 arrows: one from 1 to 2,
one from 2 to 3 and the others from 1 to 3. Set A = A(D). It is clear dim(Aij) = 0 but
dim(A11) = dim(A22) = dim(A33) = dim(A12) = dim(A23) = 1 and dim(A13) = n + 1. Thus
dim A = n+ 6 for n = 0, 1, · · · .
Let A be a braided m-Lie algebra, G be an abelian group with a bicharacter r and W be a
vector space over F .
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Definition 6.2.3. If f is an F -linear map from GMG(A) to W and satisfies the following
(i) f(a) =
∑
g∈G r(g, g)f(agg)
(ii) f(aijbji) = f(bjiaij) for any a, b ∈ A and i, j ∈ G, then f is called a generalized quantum
trace function from gm algebra GMG(A) to W , written trq,f .
Set
slq,f (GMG(A), F ) = {a ∈ GMG(A) | trq,f (a) = 0}.
By computation,
trq,f [a, b] = r(u, u)
−1r(g, g)
∑
g∈G
(1− r(u, u)2r(u, g)r(g, u))trq,f (bg,g+uag+u,g)
for any homogeneous elements a, b ∈ A, u ∈ G. Thus we get
Lemma 6.2.4. slq,f (GMG(A), F ) is a braided m-Lie algebra with [A,A] ⊆ slq,f (GMG(A), F )
iff ∑
g∈G
(1− r(u, u)2r(u, g)r(g, u))trq,f (bg,g+uag+u,g) = 0
for any homogeneous elements a, b ∈ A, u ∈ G with |a|= u and |b|= −u. If, in addition,
trq,f (AijAji) 6= 0 for any i, j ∈ G, then slq,f (GMG(A), F ) is a braided m-Lie algebra with
[A,A] ⊆ slq,f (GMG(A), F ) iff r is a skew symmetric bicharacter.
If f(agg) = agg for any g ∈ G, then from definition 6.2.3 f is a generalized quantum trace from
GMG(A) to GMG(A). If GMG(A) = Mn(F ) is the full matrix algebra over F with G = Zn,
r(i, j) = 1 and f(agg) = agg for any i, j, g ∈ Zn, then f is the ordinary trace function. If
GMG(A) = gl({ng}, F ) and f(agg) = tr(agg) (i.e. f(agg) is the ordinary trace of the matrix agg
) for any g ∈ G, then f is the quantum trace of the graded matrix algebra gl({ng}, F ). In this
case, slq,f(gl({ng}, F )) is simply written as slq({ng}, F ).
Let G be an abelian group with a bicharacter r . If t is an F -linear map from GMG(A)
to GMG(A) such that t(Aij) ⊆ Aji, (t(a))ij = t(aji) and t(ab) = t(b)t(a) for any i, j ∈
G, a, b ∈ GMG(A), then t is called a generalized transpose on GMG(A). Given 0 6= M ∈
GMG(A), for any u ∈ G, let ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F )u = {a ∈ GMG(A)u | t(au+g,g)Mu+g,h =
−r(g, u)Mg,u+hau+h,h for any g, h ∈ G} and ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F ) = ⊕u∈Gosp(GMG(A),M,F )u.
Lemma 6.2.5. ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F ) is a braided m-Lie algebra iff∑
g∈G
(1− r(u, v)r(v, u))Mg,h+u+vah+u+v,v+hbv+h,h = 0
for any homogeneous elements a, b ∈ A, u, v ∈ G with |a|= u and |b|= v. If, in addition, for any
i, j, k ∈ G, aij 6= 0 implies aijAjk 6= 0, then ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F )) is a braided m-Lie algebra
iff r is a skew symmetric bicharacter.
Proof. Obviously, ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F )u is a subspace. It remains to check that ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F )
is closed under bracket operation. For any a ∈ ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F )u, b ∈ ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F )v
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and u, v, g, h ∈ G, set w = u+ v. See that
t([a, b]w+g,g)Mw+g,h = t((ab− r(v, u)ba)w+g,g)Mw+g,h
= t(bv+g,g)t(aw+g,g+v)Mw+g,h
−r(v, u)t(au+g,g)t(bw+g,g+u)Mw+g,h
= r(g + v, u)r(g, v)Mg,h+wbh+w,u+hau+h,h
−r(v, u)r(g + u, v)r(g, u)Mg,h+wah+w,v+hbv+h,h,
−r(g,w)Mg,w+h[a, b]w+h,h = −r(g,w)Mg,w+haw+h,v+hbv+h,h
−r(g,w)r(v, u)Mg,w+hbw+h,u+hau+h,h.
Thus [a, b] ∈ ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F )w iff (r(u, v)r(v, u) − 1)Mg,w+haw+h,v+hbv+h,h = 0 for any
g, h ∈ G. 
We now consider slq,f (GMG(A), F ) and ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F ) when the bicharacter r is
skew symmetric. In this case, they become Lie color algebras in (FGM, Cr), called special gm
Lie color algebra and ortho-symplectic gm Lie color algebra, respectively.
It is well-known that a Lie color algebra (FGM, Cr) with finitely generated G is related to a
Lie super algebra by [110, Theorem 2]. We now show how the above gm Lie color algebras are
related to Lie superalgebras for any abelian group G.
Let G be an abelian group with a skew symmetric bicharacter r. Set G0¯ = {g ∈ G | r(g, g) =
1} and G1¯ = {g ∈ G | r(g, g) = −1}. We define a new bicharacter: r0(g, h) = −1 for g, h ∈ G1¯
and r0(g, h) = 1 otherwise. It is clear that r0 is a bicharacter too. Obviously, (r0)0 = r0 for
any skew symmetric bicharacter r on G. For convenience, let Ls denote the Lie superalgebra
L = L0¯⊕L1¯ for Lie color algebra L in (FGM, Cr), where L0¯ = ⊕i∈G0¯Li and L1¯ = ⊕i∈G1¯Li with
[x, y] = xy − r0(|y|, |x|)yx for any x ∈ Lg, y ∈ Lh, g, h ∈ G (see [110, Page 718]).
Let A =
∑{Aij | i, j ∈ G} = GMG(A) be a generalized matrix algebra. Set Bi¯,j¯ =∑
g∈Gi¯,h∈Gj¯
Agh for any i¯, j¯ ∈ Z2 and B =
∑{Bi¯,j¯ | i¯, j¯ ∈ Z2}. We denote the generalized
matrix algebra GMZ2(B) by GMZ2(A
s). For a ∈ GMG(A), if b¯i,j¯ =
∑
g∈Gi¯,h∈Gj¯
agh for any
i¯, j¯ ∈ Z2, then we denote the element b by as. When G = Z2 with r(g, h) = (−1)gh for any
g, h ∈ Z2, we denote trq,f by trs,f and ospq,t by osps,t. We have
Theorem 6.2.6. (i) slq,f(GMG(A), F )
s = sls,f (GMZ2(A
s), F ).
(ii) ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F )
s = osps,t(GMZ2(A
s),M s, F ).
Proof. (i) For any a ∈ GMG(A), see that
trq,f (a) =
∑
g∈G0¯
r0(g, g)trq,f (agg) +
∑
g∈G1¯
r0(g, g)trq,f (agg)
= trs,f (a).
This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) For any a ∈ (ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F )s)0¯ with a ∈ ospq,t(GMG(A),M,F )u and u ∈ G0¯, let
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i¯, j¯ ∈ Z2 and we see that
t(ai¯,¯i)Mi¯,j¯ =
∑
g,h∈Gi¯,k∈Gj¯
t(agh)Mgk
= −
∑
h∈Gi¯,k∈Gj¯
r0(h, u)Mh,k+uak+u,k
= −Mi¯,j¯aj¯,j¯ .
This shows a ∈ osps,t(GMZ2(As),M s, F ). We can similarly prove the others. 
In fact, the relations (i) and (ii) above define aG-grading of Lie superalgebras sls,f(GMZ2(A
s), F )
and osps,t(GMZ2(A
s),M s, F ), respectively.
We may apply the above results to gl({ng}, F ) with the ordinary quantum trace trq(a) =∑
g∈G r(g, g)tr(agg) and the ordinary transpose t(a) = a
′. In this case, slq,f and ospq,f are
denoted by slq and ospq, respectively. We have
Corollary 6.2.7. (i) (slq(gl({Vg}, F ))s = sls(V0¯, V1¯, F ).
(ii) (ospqgl({Vg}, F ))s = osps(V0¯, V1¯,M s, F ).
6.3 Braided m-Lie Algebras in the Yetter-Drinfeld Category
and Their Representations
In this section, we give another class of braided m-Lie algebras. We shall show that represen-
tations of an algebra A associated to a braided m-Lie algebra L are also representations of L.
Furthermore, we show that if (M,ψ) is a faithful representation of L, then representations of
EndFM are also representations of L.
The category is the Yetter-Drinfeld category (BBYD, C), where B is a finite dimensional Hopf
algebra and C is a braiding with C(x, y) =
∑
(x(−1) · y)⊗ x(0) for any x ∈M,y ∈ N .
We use the Sweedler’s notation for coproducts and comodules, i.e.
∆(a) =
∑
a
a1 ⊗ a2 and ψ(x) =
∑
x
x(−1) ⊗ x(0)
when a ∈ H a coalgebra and x ∈M a left H-comodule.
Lemma 6.3.1. (i) If (V, αV , φV ) and (W,αW , φW ) are two Yetter-Drinfeld modules over B
with dim B < ∞, then HomF (V,W ) is a Yetter-Drinfeld module under the following module
operation and comodule operation: (b · f)(x) =∑ b1 · f(S(b2) ·x) and φ(f) = (S−1⊗ αˆ)(bB ⊗ f),
where αˆ is defined by (b∗ · f)(x) =< b∗, x(−1)S(f(x(0))(−1)) >ev (f(x(0)))(0) for any x ∈ V, f ∈
HomF (V,W ), b
∗ ∈ B∗. Here bB denotes a coevoluation and <,>ev an evoluation of B.
(ii) If (M,αM , φM ) is a Yetter-Drinfeld modules over B, EndFM is an algebra in (
B
BYD, C)
Proof. (i) It is clear that
∑
f(−1)f(0)(x) =
∑
(f(x(0)))(−1)S
−1(x(−1)) ⊗ (f(x(0)))(0) for any
x ∈ V, f ∈ HomF (V,W ), b ∈ B. Using this, we can show that HomF (V,W ) is a B-comodule.
Similarly, we can show that HomF (V,W ) is a B-module. We now show∑
(b · f)(−1) ⊗ (b · f)(0) =
∑
b1f(−1)S(b3)⊗ b2 · f(0) (6.1)
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for any f ∈ HomF (V,W ), b ∈ B. For any x ∈ V, see that∑
(b · f)(−1) ⊗ (b · f)(0)(x) =
∑
b1(f(S(b4)) · x(0))(−1)S(b3)S−1(x(−1))
⊗b2 · (f(S(b4)) · x(0)(0),
b1f(−1)S(b3)⊗ (b2 · f(0))(x) = b1f(−1)S(b4)⊗ b2 · f(0)((S(b3) · x))
=
∑
b1(f(S(b4) · x(0)))(−1)S(b3)S−1(x(−1))b5S(b6)
⊗b2 · (f(S(b4) · x(0)))(0)
=
∑
b1(f(S(b4)) · x(0))(−1)S(b3)S−1(x(−1))
⊗b2 · (f(S(b4)) · x(0))(0).
Thus (6.1) holds and HomF (V,W ) is a Yetter-Drinfeld module.
(ii) Let E = EndFM and m denote the multiplication of E. Now we show that m is a
homomorphism of B-comodules. It is sufficient to show∑
fg
(fg)(−1) ⊗ (fg)(0) =
∑
f,g
f(−1)g(−1) ⊗ f(0)g(0). (6.2)
for any f, g ∈ E. Indeed, for any x ∈M, see that∑
fg
(fg)(−1) ⊗ (fg)(0)(x) =
∑
x
(fg(x0))(−1)S
−1(x(−1))⊗ (fg(x0))(0),∑
f,g
f(−1)g(−1) ⊗ f(0)g(0)(x) =
∑
f,x
f(−1)(g(x(0)))(−1)S
−1(x(−1))⊗ f(0)((g(x(0)))(0))
=
∑
f,x
(f((g(x(0)))(0)))(−1)
S−1((g(x(0)))(0)))(−1)2)(g(x(0)))(−1)1S
−1(x(−1))
⊗(f((g(x(0)))(0)))(0)
= (fg(x(0)))(−1)S
−1(x(−1))⊗ (fg(x(0)))(0).
Thus (6.2) holds. Similarly, we can show that m is a homomorphism of B-modules. 
Example 6.3.2. Let (M,αM , φM ) be a Yetter-Drinfeld modules over B and L a subobject of
E = EndFM . If L is closed under operation [ ] = m−mCL,L, then (L, [ ]) is a braided m-Lie
subalgebra of E−.
By Lemma 6.3.1, we may define representations of braided m-Lie algebras in the Yetter-
Drinfeld category.
Definition 6.3.3. Let (L, [ ]) be a braided m-Lie algebra in (BBYD, C). If M is an object in
(BBYD, C) with morphism ψ : L → EndFM such that ψ is a homomorphism of braided m-Lie
algebras, i.e. ψ[ ] = m(ψ⊗ψ)−m(ψ⊗ψ)CL,L, then (M,ψ) is called a representation of (L, [ ]).
Obviously, (M,ψ) is a representation of L iff (M,α) is an L-module (see definition 6.1.7),
where the relation between two operations is α(a, x) = ψ(a)(x) for any a ∈ L, x ∈M .
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Proposition 6.3.4. Let (L, [ ]) be an object in (BBYD, C) with a morphism [ ] : L⊗L→ L.
If M is an object in (BBYD, C) with monomorphism ψ : L→ EndFM such that ψ[ ] = m(ψ ⊗
ψ)−m(ψ⊗ψ)CL,L, then L is a braided m-Lie algebra and (M,ψ) is a faithful representation of
(L, [ ]).
Proof. By Lemma 6.3.1 E = EndFM is an algebra in (
B
BYD, C). By Definition 6.1.1,
(L, [ ]) is a braided m-Lie algebra. 
Proposition 6.3.5. Let (L, [ ]) be a braided m-Lie algebra in (BBYD, C) induced by multipli-
cation of A through φ.
(i) If (M,ψ) is a representation of algebra A, then (M,ψφ) is a representation of L.
(ii) If (M,ψ) is a representation of braided m-Lie algebra A−, then (M,ψφ) is a represen-
tation of L.
(iii) If (M,ψ) is a faithful representation of L and (N,ϕ) is a representation of algebra
EndFM , then (N,ϕψ) is a representation of L.
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from Definition 6.3.3.
(iii) By Lemma 6.3.1, E = EndFM is an algebra in (
B
BYD, C). Thus L is a braided m-Lie
algebra induced by E through ψ. By Proposition 6.3.5, we complete the proof. 
Let (L, [ ]) be a braided m-Lie subalgebra of the path algebra (F (D, ρ))− with relations,
then a representation (V, f) of D with fσ = 0 for any σ ∈ ρ is also a representation of L (see [3,
Proposition II.1.7]).
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Part II
Hopf Algebras Living in Symmetric
Tensor Categories
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Chapter 7
The Quasitriangular Hopf Algebras
in Symmetric Braided Tensor
Categories
In this chapter, we study the structures of Hopf algebras living in a symmetric braided tensor
category (C, C). We obtain that (H,R) is a quasitriangular bialgebra living in C iff (HM, CR)
is a braided tensor category. We show that the antipode of (co)quasitriangular Hopf algebra
living in C is invertible. Next we also prove that S2 is inner when almost cocommutative Hopf
algebra (H,R) living in C has an invertible antipode S. In particular, we structure the Drinfeld
(co)double D(H) in symmetric braided tensor category with left duality and we prove that it is
(co)quasitriangular.
We give some basic concepts as follows:
Let H and A be two bialgebras in a symmetric braided tensor categories (C, C), and for any
U, V,W ∈ obC, assume that
R : I → H ⊗H , r : H ⊗H → I,
τ : H ⊗A→ I , σ : H ⊗H → I,
P : I → H ⊗A , Q : I → H ⊗H.
where r and R are invertible under convolution, and they are morphisms in C.
A bialgebra (H,m, η,∆, ǫ) with convolution-invertible R in HomC(I,H ⊗ H) is called a
quasitriangular bialgebra living in braided tensor category C if the following conditions hold
(QT1): ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✎☞
HH H
=
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✝✆
H H H
;
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(QT2):
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✎☞
H HH
=
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌
H H H
;
(QT3):
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H
=
H✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌
H H
.
A bialgebra (H,m, η,∆, ǫ) with convolution-invertible r in HomC(H ⊗H, I) is called a co-
quasitriangular bialgebra living in braided tensor category C if the following conditions hold
(CQT1):
HH H
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
=
H HH
✞☎✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆r
;
(CQT2):
H HH✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r =
H H H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
;
(CQT3):
H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✍✌
H
=
H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
✍✌
H
.
τ is called a skew pairing on H ⊗A if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(SP1)
HA A
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
=
H A A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
;
(SP2):
H HA✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
=
HH A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆τ
;
(SP3)
H ✞✝ ☎✆η✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
=
H
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
;
(SP4)
A✞✝ ☎✆ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
=
A
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
.
P is called a skew copairing of H ⊗A if the following conditions are satisfied:
(CSP1): ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✎☞=
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✍✌
;
(CSP2):
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✎☞
H HA
=
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆P✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✝✆
HH A
;
(CSP3): ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
H
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηH
;
(CSP 4): ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
H
=
✞✝ ☎✆ηA
.
τ is called a pairing on H ⊗A if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(P1):
HA A
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
=
H AA
✞☎✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆τ
;
(P2):
H HA✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r =
H H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
;
(P3) and (SP3) are the same, (P4) and (SP4) are the same.
P is called a copairing of H ⊗A if the following conditions are satisfied: (CP1):
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✎☞
HA A
=
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆P✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✝✆
H AA
;
(CP2):
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✎☞
H HA
=
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✍✌
H H A
;
(CP3) and (CSP4) are the same. (CP4) ane (CSP4) are the same.
r is called almost commutative if r satisfies
H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r✍✌
=
H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✍✌
.
R is called almost cocommutative if R satisfies
H✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌
=
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
.
r is called an universal co-R-matrix on H ⊗H if r is invertible and satisfies (P1), (P2) and
(AC);
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R is called an universal R-matrix of H ⊗H if R is invertible and satisfies (CP1), (CP2) and
(ACO);
σ is called a 2-cocycle on H ⊗H if the following conditions are satisfied:
2-COC :
H H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
=
H H H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆σ
.
σ is called an anti-2-cocycle on H ⊗H if the following conditions are satisfied:
A2-COC :
H H H✎☞✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆σ
=
H H H✎☞✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
.
Q is called a 2-cycle of H ⊗H if the following conditions are satisfied:
(2-C) :
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H H
=
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆Q✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H H
.
Q is called an anti-2-cycle of H ⊗H if the following conditions are satisfied:
A2-C :
✎ ☞✞✝ ☎✆Q✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q
✍✌✍✌
H H H
=
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q
✍✌✍✌
H H H
.
Let τ−1 and P−1 denote the inverse of τ and P under the convolution respectively. It is easy
to check the following:
(i) τ is a skew pairing iff τ−1 is a pairing; P is a skew copairing iff P−1 is a copairing;
(ii) σ is a 2-cocycle iff σ−1 is an anti-2-cocycle; Q is a 2-cycle iff Q−1 is an anti-2-cycle;
(iii) τ−1 = τ(S ⊗ idA)(= τ(idH ⊗ S−1)) if H is a Hopf algebra ( or A is a Hopf algebra with
invertible antipode) and τ is a pairing;
(iv) τ−1 = τ(idH ⊗ S(= τ(S−1 ⊗ idA)) if A is a Hopf algebra ( or H is a Hopf algebra with
invertible antipode ) and τ is a skew pairing;
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(v) P−1 = (S⊗ idA)P (= (idH ⊗S−1)P ) if H is a Hopf algebra ( or A is a Hopf algebra with
invertible antipode) and P is a copairing;
(vi) P−1 = (idH ⊗ S)P (= S−1 ⊗ idA)P if A is a Hopf algebra ( or H is a Hopf algebra with
invertible antipode ) and P is a skew copairing.
In this chapter, we assume that the braided tensor category (C, C) is symmetric and all the
algebras, coalgebras, bialgebras and Hopf algebras are in the category (C, C), unless otherwise
stated, (see [87, section 10.5] or [82, Definition 2.2]). We omit all of the proofs of the dual
conclusions since they can be obtained by turning the diagrams in the proofs of the conclusions
upside down. Obviously, the category Vect(k) of ordinary vector spaces is a symmetric braided
tensor category, in which the braiding is the ordinary transposition. We can easily get the
corresponding conclusions in any symmetric braided categories for most of the conclusions in
Vect(k) by turning the ordinary transposition into a braiding. In this case, we shall omit the
proofs of these conclusions.
7.1 Yang-Baxter equation
In this section, we give the relations among quantum Yang-Baxter equation, Yang-Baxter equa-
tion, (co)quasitriangular Hopf algebra and the braided tensor category.
Proposition 7.1.1. (i) If (H,R) is a quasitriangular bialgebra, then R satisfies the quantum
Yang- Baxter equation:
(QY BE) :
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌✍✌
H H H
=
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌✍✌
H H H
.
(ii) If (H, r) is a coquasitriangular bialgebra, then r satisfies the quantum co-Yang- Baxter
equation:
(CQY BE) :
H H H✎☞✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
=
H H H✎☞✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
.
Proof. (i) By turning the proofs of [64, Theorem VIII 2.4] into braid diagrams, we obtain
the proofs.
(ii) It is the dual case of part (i).
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Proposition 7.1.2. (i) If (H,m, η) is an algebra with two algebraic morphisms ∆ : H −→
H ⊗H and ǫ : H −→ I, then H is a bialgebra iff HM is a tensor category;
(ii) If (H,∆, ǫ) is a coalgebra with two coalgebraic morphisms m : H ⊗ H −→ H and
η : I −→ H, then H is a bialgebra iff HM is a tensor category.
Proof. (i) By turning the proofs of [64, Proposition XI.3.1] into braid diagrams, we obtain
the proofs. We also can see Corollary 1.0.15.
(ii) It is a dual case of part (i).
Theorem 7.1.3. (i) (H,R) is a quasitriangular bialgebra iff (HM, CR) is a braided tensor
category.
(ii) (H, r) is a coquasitriangular bialgebra iff (HM, Cr) is a braided tensor category.
Proof. (i) The necessity can be shown by means of turning the proofs of [64, Proposition
VIII. 3.1, Proposition XIII. 1.4 ] into braid diagrams.
The sufficiency. For left regular H-module V , using (idV ⊗CRV,V )(CRV,V ⊗ idV ) = CRV⊗V,V , we
have that
V V V✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
V V V
=
V V V✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
V V V
.
Applying ηH⊗ηH⊗ηH on the above, we obtain (CP2). Similarly, we can get (CP1) and (ACO).
(ii) It is the dual case of part (i).
7.2 The antipode of quasitriangular Hopf algebra
In this section, we show that the antipode of (co)quasitriangular Hopf algebra is invertible,
and S2 is inner or coinner when Hopf algebra (H,R) with invertible antipode S is almost
cocommutative or (H, r) with invertible antipode S is almost commutative.
Theorem 7.2.1. Let (H,R) be an almost cocommutative Hopf algebra with invertible antipode
S and define
u = mCH,H(idH ⊗ S)R.
Then
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(i) u−1 = mCH,H(idH ⊗ S−1)R−1;
(ii) S2 = m(m⊗ idH)(u⊗ idH ⊗ u−1).
Proof. By turning the proofs of [87, Proposition 10.1.4] into braid diagrams, we obtain the
proof.
Theorem 7.2.2. Let (H, r) be an almost commutative Hopf algebra with invertible antipode
S and define
µ = rCH,H(idH ⊗ S)∆H .
Then
(i) µ−1 = r−1CH,H(id⊗ S−1)∆H ;
(ii) S2 = (µ ⊗ idH ⊗ µ−1)(∆⊗ idH)∆H .
Proof. It is a dual case of Theorem 7.2.1.
Theorem 7.2.3. Let (H, r) be a coquasitriangular Hopf algebra and define
λ = r(idH ⊗ S)∆H .
Then
(i) λ−1 = r−1(S ⊗ idH)∆H ;
(ii) S2 = (λ−1 ⊗ idH ⊗ λ)(∆ ⊗ idH)∆H ;
(iii) S−2 = (λ⊗ idH ⊗ λ−1)(∆ ⊗ idH)∆H .
Proof. By turning the proofs of [39, Theorem 1.3] into braid diagrams, we obtain the
proofs.
Theorem 7.2.4. Let (H,R) be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra and define
v = m(idH ⊗ S)R .
Then
(i) v−1 = m(S ⊗ idH)R−1 ;
(ii) S2 = m(m⊗ idH)(v−1 ⊗ idH ⊗ v) ;
(iii) S−2 = m(m⊗ idH)(v ⊗ idH ⊗ v−1) .
Proof. It is a dual case of Theorem 7.2.3.
7.3 Drinfeld double
In this section, we first construct Hσ by a 2-cocycle σ, as in [39, Theorem 1.6]. Next, we show
that Drinfeld (co)double is a (co)quasitriangular Hopf algebra.
Proposition 7.3.1. Let H be a bialgebra with a 2-cocycle σ on H⊗H. Define Hσ as follows:
Hσ = H as coalgebra and the multiplication
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mHσ =
Hσ Hσ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
.
(i) Hσ is a bialgebra;
(ii) If H is a Hopf algebra, then Hσ is also a Hopf algebra with antipode
SHσ =
Hσ✎☞
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
.
(iii) If H is a commutative algebra, then (Hσ, σˆ) is a symmetric coquasitriangular bialgebra,
where
σˆ =
Hσ Hσ✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
.
(iv) If H is a commutative Hopf algebra, then SHσ is invertible.
Proof. (i), (ii) and (iv) can be obtained by turning the proofs of [39, Theorem 1.6] into
braid diagrams. We now show part (iii).
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the left hand of (CQT2) =
Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
=
Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✎☞
✞☎✞☎✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✝✆✝✆ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
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=Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✎☞✎☞
✝✆ ✝✆ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
by 2-COC
=
Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞ ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✎☞ ✍✌
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
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=Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞ ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✎☞
✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
=
Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
by 2-COC
=
Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✎☞ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
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=Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
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by commutativity
=
Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯ ✍✌✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆σ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
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=Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
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=Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯ ✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
by 2-COC
=
Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✍✌
✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆σ
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by commutativity
=
Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
since H is a bialgebra
=
Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
=
Hσ Hσ Hσ✎☞✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ
= the right hand of (CQT2).
Similarly, we can check that (CQT1) and (CQT3) hold. Obviously, σˆ is invertible. Thus
(Hσ, σˆ) is coquasitriangular. 
Proposition 7.3.2. Let H be a bialgebra with a 2-cycle Q of H ⊗H. Define HQ as follows:
HQ = H as algebra and the comultiplication
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△HQ =
HQ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q¯
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌✍ ✌
.
Then
(i) HQ is a bialgebra;
(ii) Moreover, when H is a Hopf algebra, HQ is also a Hopf algebra with antipode
SHQ =
HQ
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q¯
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✞✝ ☎✆S✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S ✍✌✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
.
(iii) When H is a cocommutative coalgebra, (HQ, Qˆ) is a symmetric quasitriangular bialge-
bra, where
Qˆ =
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q¯
✍✌✍✌
H H
.
(iv) When H is a cocommutative Hopf algebra, SHQ is invertible.
Proof. It is a dual case of Proposition 7.3.1.
Proposition 7.3.3. If H and A are bialgebras and τ is a skew pairing on (H ⊗A), then
(i) [τ ] is a 2-cocycle on (A⊗H)⊗ (A⊗H), where
[τ ] =
A H A H
✞✝ ☎✆ǫ ✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆τ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫ
.
(ii) τ is invertible under convolution iff [τ ] is invertible. Furthermore, [τ ]−1 = [τ−1];
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(iii) When τ is invertible, (A⊗H)[τ ] is a bialgebra. In this case,
mA⊲⊳τH =
A H A H✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
✍ ✌ ✍ ✌
and we write A ⊲⊳τ H for (A⊗H)[τ ] .
Proof. The proofs of part (i) and (ii) are easily gotten by turning proofs of [39, Proposition
1.5] into braid diagrams.
(iii) It follows from Proposition 7.3.1.
Remark 7.3.4.
Let τ be an invertible skew pairing on H ⊗A and define:
H A
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
and
H A
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
.
It is a straightforward verification to check that Aα ⊲⊳β H = A ⊲⊳τ H.
In fact, we can also show that A ⊲⊳τ H is a bialgebra. (see Theorem 3.1.4).
Proposition 7.3.5. Let τ be an invertible skew pairing on H ⊗A and define:
H A
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
A
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
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and
H A
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
H
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
.
Then Aα ⊲⊳β H is a bialgebra.
Proof.
H ✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
=
H ✞✝ ☎✆ηA✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H✎☞✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✞✝ ☎✆ηA
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H✞✝ ☎✆ǫH✞✝ ☎✆ηA
.
Similarly,
A✞✝ ☎✆ηA✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
=
A✞✝ ☎✆ǫA✞✝ ☎✆ηH
.
Hhus (M1) holds. We next show that (M2) holds.
HA A✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
=
H A✎☞✍✌
✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
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H A A✎☞✎☞✎☞
✍✌✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H A A✎☞✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✍✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
and
H A A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍ ✌
=
H A A✎☞✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✎☞✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✎☞✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✍ ✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H A A✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✍ ✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H A A✎☞✎☞✎☞
✎☞✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
Thus (M2) holds. Similarly, we can show that (M3) holds. Now we show that (M4) holds.
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the left hand of (M4) =
H A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆σ¯
and
the right hand of [M4] =
H A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞✎☞✎☞✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
=
H A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
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=H A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
= the left hand of (M4).
Thus (M4) holds. We finally show that A is an H-module coalgebra. We see that
HA A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
=
H H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✎☞✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
by(P2)
=
H H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✍✌✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
by(Sp2)
=
H H A✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
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=H H A✍✌
✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H HA✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
and
A✞✝ ☎✆ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
=
A✞✝ ☎✆ηH✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
A✎☞✞✝ ☎✆ǫA ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆ǫA
=
A
.
Therefore, A an H-module. We also see that
H A✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆β
=
H A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞✎☞✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✎☞
and
H A✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆ǫA
=
H A✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✞✝ ☎✆ǫA ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
=
H A✞✝ ☎✆ǫA ✞✝ ☎✆ǫA .
Thus A is an H-module coalgebra. Similarly, we can show that H is an A-module coalgebra.

Proposition 7.3.6. If H and A are bialgebras and P is a skew copairing of H ⊗A, then
(i) [P ] is a 2-cycle of A⊗H, where
[P] =
✞✝ ☎✆ηA ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✞✝ ☎✆ηH .
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(ii) P is invertible under convolution iff [P ] is invertible. Furthermore [P ]−1 = [P−1];
(iii) Moreover, when P is invertible, (A⊗H)[P ] is a bialgebra. in this case,
∆A⊲⊳PH =
A H✎☞ ✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P¯
✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌✍✌
and we write A ⊲⊳P H for (A⊗H)[P ] .
Proof. It is a dual case of Proposition 7.3.3.
Lemma 7.3.7. Let H and A be bialgebras. Let τ be an invertible skew pairing on (H⊗A) and
P be an invertibe copairing of (H⊗A). Set D = A ⊲⊳τ H. Then (D, [P ]) is almost cocommutative
iff
(AC1)
H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✍✌
=
H A H✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P¯
✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✍✌
;
(AC2)
A H A✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✍✌
=
A H A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P¯
✍✌ ✍✌
✍✌✍✌✎☞
✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆τ ✍✌
.
Proof. It can be obtained by straightforward verification
Lemma 7.3.8. Let H and A be bialgebras. Let τ be an invertible skew pairing on (H⊗A) and
P be an invertibe copairing of (H⊗A). Set D = A ⊲⊳τ H. Then (D, [P ]) is almost cocommutative
iff
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(ACO1)
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆p ✎☞
✍✌
=
H✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✍✌✎☞✎☞
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
;
(ACO2)
A✎☞
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P =
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✎☞
✎☞✎☞✍✌
✎☞ ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯
.
Proof. It is the dual case of Lemma 7.3.7.
Proposition 7.3.9. Let A be a Hopf algebra and H be a Hopf algebra with invertible antipode.
Let τ be a pairing on (H ⊗A) and P be a skew copairing of (H ⊗A). Set D = A ⊲⊳P H. If
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
=
A
and
H
=
H ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
,
then (D, [τ ]) is almost commutative.
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Proof.
the right hand of (AC1)
by(P1)
=
H A H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P¯
✍✌ ✍✌
✎☞
✎☞✍✌
✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆τ
✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆τ✍✌
by assumption
=
H A H✎☞
✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P¯✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆τ✍✌
by(P1)
=
H A H✎☞
✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P¯✍✌
✍✌
✎☞
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆τ
=
H A H✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P✎☞ ✞✝ ☎✆S¯✍✌
✍✌
✎☞
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆τ
by assumption
=
H A H✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
✞✝ ☎✆S¯✍✌
✍✌
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=H A H✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✍✌
✞✝ ☎✆S¯
✍✌
✍ ✌
=
H A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✍✌
= the left hand of (AC1). .
Thus (AC1) holds. (AC2) can similarly be shown.
Consequently, (B, [τ ]) is almost commutative by Lemma 7.3.7.
Proposition 7.3.10. . Let A be a Hopf algebra and H be a Hopf algebra with invertible
antipode. Let τ be a skew pairing on (H⊗A) and P be a copairing of (H⊗A). Set D = A ⊲⊳τ H.
If
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
=
A
and
H
=
H ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ
,
then (D, [P ]) is almost cocommutative.
Proof. It is a dual case of Proposition 7.3.9.
Let ∆cop = CH,H∆ and m
op = mCH,H . We denote (H,∆
cop, ǫ) by Hcop and (H,mop, η) by
Hop.
Theorem 7.3.11. Let (C, C) be a symmetric braided tensor category with left dual and H be
a Hopf algebra with antipode S. Let evH and coevH denote the evaluation and coevaluation of
H respectively. Set A = (H∗)op, τ = evHCH,H and P = coevH .
Then
(i) τ is a skew pairing on H ⊗A;
(ii) P is a copairing of H ⊗A;
(iii) Moreover, when S is invertible, (D(H), [P ]) is a quasitriangular Hopf algebra, where
D(H) = A ⊲⊳τ H, called Drinfeld double of H.
Proof. Using [82, Proposition 2.4], we can get the proofs of part (i) and part (ii).
(iii) It follows from Proposition 7.3.1, Proposition 7.3.3 and Proposition 7.3.10.
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Theorem 7.3.12. Let (C, C) be a symmetric braided tensor category with left duality and H
be a Hopf algebra with antipode S. Let evH and coevH denote the evaluation and coevaluation
of H respectively. Set A = (H∗)cop, τ = evHCH,H and P = coevH .
Then
(i) τ is a pairing on H ⊗A;
(ii) P is a skew copairing of H ⊗A;
(iii) Moreover, when S is invertible, (CD(H), [τ ]) is a coquasitriangular Hopf algebra, where
CD(H) = A ⊲⊳P H, called Drinfeld codouble of H.
Proof. Using [82, Proposition 2.4], we can get the proofs of part (i) and part (ii).
(iii) It follows from Proposition 7.3.2, Proposition 7.3.6 and Proposition 7.3.9.
Let (C, C) be a symmetric braided tensor category with left duality. Let A and H be
bialgebras. We easily check that τ∗ is a (skew copairing ) copairing of A∗ ⊗H∗ if τ is a skew
pairing (pairing) of H ⊗ A, and P ∗ is a skew pairing (pairing ) on A∗ ⊗H∗ if P is a copairing
(skew pairing) of H ⊗A. Therefore we can easily check the following.
Proposition 7.3.13. Let (C, C) be a symmetric braided tensor category with left duality.
(i) If (H, r) is a coquasitriangular bialgebra (Hopf algebra), then (H∗, r∗CH∗,H∗) is a quasi-
triangular bialgebra (Hopf algebra);
(ii) If (H,R) is a quasitriangular bialgebra (Hopf algebra), then (H∗, CH∗,H∗R
∗) is a coqua-
sitriangular bialgebra (Hopf algebra).
Now, we see the relation between Drinfeld double in this chapter and the one defined by
Drinfeld in Vectf (k) of ordinary finite-dimensional vector spaces over field k with ordinary twist
map. Obviously, Vectf (k) is a symmetric braided tensor category with a left duality (see [64,
Example 1, P347]). For any H ∈ Vectf (k), it has been known that Homk(H, k) has two kinds
of bialgebra structures. On one hand, it has a bialgebra structure under convolution. In this
case, we write H ∗ˆ for Homk(H, k). On the other hand, Homk(H, k) is a duality of H in braided
tensor category Vectf (k). Therefore it is a bialgebra. In this case, we write H∗ for Homk(H, k).
The two bialgebras have the following relation:
H∗ = (Hop cop)∗ˆ as bialgebra.
Therefore, the definition of Drinfeld double in Theorem 7.3.11 is the same
as what Drinfeld did since (H∗)op = (H ∗ˆ)cop.
Considering Theorem 7.3.12 and [87, Proposition 10.3.14], we obtain (D(H ∗ˆ))∗ˆ = CD(H) if
we identify H ∗ˆ∗ˆ as H.
Remark 7.3.14.
(It is possible that C is not symmetric) If U and V have left duality U∗ and V ∗, respectively,
then U∗⊗V ∗ and V ∗⊗U∗ both are the left dualities of U⊗V . Their evaluations and coevaluations
are
dU⊗V = (dU ⊗ dV )(idU∗ ⊗ CV ∗,U ⊗ idV ), bU⊗V = (idU ⊗ (CV,U∗)−1 ⊗ idV ∗)(bU ⊗ bV );
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dU⊗V = dV (idV ∗ ⊗ dU ⊗ idV ), bU⊗V = (idU ⊗ bV ⊗ idU∗)bU ,
respectively. H ∗ˆ is the left duality of braided bialgebra H under the first; H∗ is the left duality
of braided bialgebra H under the second.
If both V ∗ and V ∗
′
are left dualities of V , then V ∗ ∼= V ∗′ in C. In fact, assume dV : V ∗⊗V → I
and bV : I → V ⊗ V ∗ are an evaluation and a coevaluation of V , respectively; d′V : V ∗
′ ⊗ V → I
and b′V : I → V ⊗ V ∗
′
are another evaluation and another coevaluation of V , respectively. Let
φ = (dV ⊗ idV ∗′)(idV ∗ ⊗ b′V ) : V ∗ → V ∗′ and ψ = (d′V ⊗ idV ∗)(idV ∗′ ⊗ bV ) : V ∗′ → V ∗. It is clear
that φψ = idV ∗′ and ψφ = idV ∗ . Thus V
∗ ∼= V ∗′.
Remark 7.3.15.
If H has a left duality H∗ in braided tensor category C (It is possible that C is not symmetric
), then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) H is of a symmetric evaluation, i.e.
(idU ⊗ dH)(CH∗,U ⊗ idH) = (dH ⊗ idU )(idH∗ ⊗ CU,H)
for U = H, H∗.;
(ii) CU,V = C
−1
V,U for U, V = H, H
∗;
(iii) CH,H = C
−1
H,H ;
(iv) CH∗,H∗ = C
−1
H∗,H∗ .
Remark 7.3.16.
Theorem 7.3.11 can be stated as follows:
Let H be a finite Hopf algebra (i.e. H has a left duality H∗) with CH,H = C
−1
H,H (It is
possible that C is not symmetric ). Set A = (H∗)op and τ = dHCH,A. Then (D(H), [b]) is a
quasi-triangular Hopf algebra in C with [b] = ηA ⊗ b⊗ ηH .
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Proof.
D(H)
✎
✍
☞
✌∆cop
✎
✍
☞
✌[b]
✍✌✍✌
D(H) D(H)
=
A H η η✎☞✎☞ ✛✘
✎☞
✎☞
✍✌✍✌ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✍ ✌✍ ✌
A H A H
=
A H✎☞✎☞
✬ ✩
✛✘
✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✍ ✌
A H A H
=
A H✎☞ ✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S¯
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✍ ✌
A H A H
=
A H✎☞✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
A H A H
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and
D(H)
✎
✍
☞
✌[b] ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D(H) D(H)
=
η η A H✎
✍
☞
✌b ✎☞✎☞✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✍✌✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✍ ✌✍ ✌
A H A H
=
A H
✬ ✩
✎☞✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✎☞✍✌
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆τ¯✍ ✌
A H A H
=
A H✎☞✎☞
✎☞✎☞
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✍ ✌
A H A H
=
A H✎☞✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
A H A H
.
Thus
D(H)
✎
✍
☞
✌∆cop
✎
✍
☞
✌[b]
✍✌✍✌
D(H) D(H)
=
D(H)
✎
✍
☞
✌[b] ✎☞
✍✌✍✌
D(H) D(H)
.
We complete the proof.
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7.4 (Co) quasitriangular Hopf algebras of double cross (co)products
In this section, we study the relation among (co)quasitriangular structures of the double cross
coproduct A ⊲⊳R H ( double cross product A ⊲⊳r H ) and A and H. We omit all of the proof in
this section since we can obtain them by turning the proof in [26] into diagrams.
Assume that
r : A⊗H → I and R : I → A⊗H,
are morphisms in C.
R is called a weak R-matrix of A⊗H if R is an invertible copairing of A⊗H. r is called a
weak r-comatrix on A⊗H if r is an invertible pairing on A⊗H. Obviously, R is a weak R-matrix
of A ⊗H iff CA,HR is an invertible skew copairing of H ⊗ A. rCA,H is a weak r-comatrix on
H ⊗A iff r is an invertible copairing on A⊗H.
Therefore, if r is a weak r-comatrix on A⊗H and let τ = rCA,H , then A ⊲⊳τ H is a bialgebra
by Theorem 7.3.3. For convenience, we also denote A ⊲⊳τ H by A ⊲⊳r H.
Lemma 7.4.1. Let R be a weak R-matrix of A⊗H, and define
φ =
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R¯
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H A
and ψ =
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R¯
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H A
.
Then Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H is a bialgebra. In this case, we denote Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H by A ⊲⊳R H. Furthermore,
Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H is a Hopf algebra if A and H are Hopf algebras.
Considering the universal property of double bicrossproducts in Lemma 3.2.2, we have
Lemma 7.4.2. Let D = A ⊲⊳R H be a bialgebra. Assume that pA : B −→ A and pH : B −→
H are bialgebra morphisms. Then p = (pA ⊗ pH)∆B is a bialgebra morphism from B → D iff
(UT):
B✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆pA ✞✝ ☎✆pH
✍✌✍✌
A H
=
B✎☞ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✞✝ ☎✆pH ✞✝ ☎✆pA
✍✌✍✌
A H
.
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Corollary 7.4.3. Let R be a weak R-matrix of H ⊗ H. Then (H,R) is a quasitriangular
bialgebra iff the comultiplication ∆ of H is a bialgebra morphism from H to H ⊗H.
Theorem 7.4.4. D = A ⊲⊳R H has the following universal property with respect to (πA, πH).
Assume that pA : B −→ A and pH : B −→ H are bialgebra morphisms. If pA and pH satisfy
(UT ) defined in Lemma 7.4.2, then there exists a unique bialgebra morphism p from B to D
such that πAp = pA and πHp = pH .
Theorem 7.4.5. If Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H admits a quasitriangular structure, then A and H admit
quasitriangular structures, and there exists a weak R-matrix R of A⊗H such that Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H =
A ⊲⊳R H and
φ =
A✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R¯
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H A
and ψ =
H✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R¯
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H A
.
If
U : I → A⊗H, V : I → A⊗H,
P : I → A⊗A, Q : I → H ⊗H,
are morphisms in C, we define
[U,P,Q, V ] =
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆U ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆Q ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆V
✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌ ✍✌
A H A H
.
From now on, unless otherwise stated, R is a fixed weak R-matrix of A⊗H.
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Theorem 7.4.6. If (A,P ) and (H,Q) are quasitriangular bialgebras, then
(A ⊲⊳R H, [R,P,Q,R−1]) is a quasitriangular bialgebra.
Corollary 7.4.7. Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H admits a quasitriangular structure iff A and H admit a quasitri-
angular structure, and there exists a weak R-matrix R of A⊗H such that Aφ ⊲⊳ψ H = A ⊲⊳R H.
Corollary 7.4.8. Let R be a weak R-matrix of H ⊗H. Then (H ⊲⊳R H, [R,R,R,R−1]) is a
quasitriangular bialgebra iff (H,R) is a quasitriangular bialgebra.
Lemma 7.4.9. Let R be a weak R-matrix of H ⊗ H. Then the following conditions are
equivalent.
(i) (H,R) is a triangular bialgebra.
(ii) (A ⊲⊳R H, [R,R,R,R−1]) is a triangular bialgebra.
(iii) ∆H : H −→ H ⊲⊳R H is a bialgebra morphism and [R,R,R,R−1] = (∆H ⊗ ∆H)(R),
i.e. ∆H is a quasitriangular morphism.
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P
✍✌✍✌
A H
=
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆P ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌✍✌
A H
,
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✞✝ ☎✆g
✍✌
A H
=
✞✝ ☎✆g ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R✍✌
A H
,
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R ✞✝ ☎✆h✍✌
A H
=
✞✝ ☎✆h ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆R
✍✌
A H
for any morphisms P : I → A⊗H, g : I → A, h : I → H.
Let
QT (H) = {P | P a quasitriangular structure of H}.
Lemma 7.4.10. Φ is a bijective map from CW (A,H)×CW (A,A)×CW (H,H)×CW (A,H)
onto CW (A ⊲⊳R H,A ⊲⊳R H), where Φ(U,P,Q, V ) = [U,P,Q, V ].
Lemma 7.4.11. Let R and R¯ be two weak R-matrices of A⊗H. Then A ⊲⊳R H = A ⊲⊳R¯ H
iff there exists U ∈ CW (A,H) such that R¯ = RU.
Theorem 7.4.12. Assume (A,P ) and (H,Q) are quasitriangular bialgebras and U, V ∈
CW (A,H). Then (A ⊲⊳R H, [R,P,Q,R−1][U, η, η, V ]) is a quasitriangular bialgebra. Conversely,
if (A ⊲⊳R H,R) is a quasitriangular bialgebra, then there exist P,Q,U, V such that (A,P ) and
(H,Q) are quasitriangular bialgebras with R = [R,P,Q,R−1][U, η, η, V ] and U, V ∈ CW (A,H).
Proposition 7.4.13. There exists a bijective map from QT (A) × QT (H) × CW (A,H) ×
CW (A,H) onto QT (A ⊲⊳R H) by sending (P,Q,U, V ) to [R,P,Q,R−1][U, ηH , ηA, V ].
Dually, we can get the followings about double cross coproducts.
Lemma 7.4.1◦ Let r be a weak r-comatrix on A⊗H, and define
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α =
H A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r¯
A
and β =
H A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
H
.
Then Aα ⊲⊳β H is a bialgebra. In this case, we denote Aα ⊲⊳β H by A ⊲⊳r H. Furthermore,
Aα ⊲⊳β H is a Hopf algebra if A and H is Hopf algebras.
Lemma 7.4.2◦ Let D = A ⊲⊳r H be a bialgebra. Assume that jA : A −→ B and jH : H −→ B
are bialgebra morphisms. Let j = mB(jA ⊗ jH) be a bialgebra morphism from D to B iff
(CUT):
A H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✞✝ ☎✆jA ✞✝ ☎✆jH✍✌
B
=
A H✎☞✎☞
✞✝ ☎✆jH ✞✝ ☎✆jA ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r✍✌
B
.
Corollary 7.4.3◦ Let r be a weak r-comatrix on H ⊗H. Then (H, r) is a coquasitriangular
bialgebra iff the multiplication mH of H is a bialgebra morphism from H ⊗H to H.
Theorem 7.4.4◦ D = A ⊲⊳r H has the following universal property with respect to (iA, iH).
Assume that jA : A −→ B and jH : H −→ B are bialgebra morphisms. If jA and jH satisfy
(CUT ) defined in Lemma 7.4.2, then there exists a unique bialgebra morphism j from D to B
such that jiA = jA and jiH = jH .
Theorem7.4.5◦ If Aα ⊲⊳β H admits a coquasitriangular structure, then A and H admit
coquasitriangular structures, and there exists a weak r-comatrix r on A⊗H such that Aα ⊲⊳β
H = A ⊲⊳r H and
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α =
H A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r¯
A
and β =
H A✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
H
.
If
u : A⊗H → I, v : A⊗H → I,
p : A⊗A→ I, q : H ⊗H → I,
are morphisms, we set
[u, p, q, v] =
A H A H✎☞✎☞✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆p ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆q ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆v✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆u
.
Theorem 7.4.6◦ Assume (A, p) and (H, q) are coquasitriangular bialgebras. Then (A ⊲⊳r
H, [r, p, q, r−1]) is a coquasitriangular bialgebra.
Corollary 7.4.7◦ Aα ⊲⊳β H admits a coquasitriangular structure iff A and H admit a coqu-
asitriangular structure, and there exists a weak r-comatrix r of A ⊗ H such that Aα ⊲⊳β H =
A ⊲⊳r H.
Corollary 7.4.8◦ Let r be a weak r-comatrix on H ⊗ H. Then (H ⊲⊳r H, [r, r, r, r−1]) is a
coquasitriangular bialgebra iff (H, r) is a coquasitriangular bialgebra.
Lemma 7.4.9◦ Let r be a weak r-comatrix on H ⊗H. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) (H, r) is a cotriangular bialgebra.
(ii) (A ⊲⊳r H, [r, r, r, r
−1 ]) is a cotriangular bialgebra.
(iii) mH : H ⊲⊳r H −→ H is a bialgebra morphism and [r, r, r, r−1](mH ⊗mH) = r, i.e. mH
is a coquasitriangular morphism.
Let CCW (A⊗H) denote the set of all weak r-comatrix r on A⊗H satisfying the following
conditions:
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A H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f
=
A H✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆f ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
,
A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✞✝ ☎✆g
=
A H✎☞✞✝ ☎✆g ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
,
A H✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r ✞✝ ☎✆h
=
A H✎☞
✞✝ ☎✆h ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆r
for any morphisms f : A⊗H → I, g : A→ I, h : H → I. Let
CQT (H) = {p | p is a coquasitriangular structure of H}.
From now on, unless otherwise stated, r is a fixed weak r-comatrix on A⊗H.
Lemma 7.4.10◦ φ is a bijective map from CCW (A,H) × CCW (A,A) × CCW (H,H) ×
CCW (A,H) to CCW (A ⊲⊳r H,A ⊲⊳r H), where φ(u, p, q, v) = [u, p, q, v].
Lemma 7.4.11◦ Let r and r¯ be two weak r-comatrices on A⊗H. Then A ⊲⊳r H = A ⊲⊳r¯ H
iff there exists u ∈ CCW (A,H) such that r¯ = r ∗ u.
Theorem 7.4.12◦ Assume (A, p) and (H, q) are coquasitriangular bialgebras and u, v ∈
CCW (A,H). Then (A ⊲⊳r H, [r, p, q, r
−1] ∗ [u, ǫ, ǫ, v]) is a coquasitriangular bialgebra. Con-
versely, if (A ⊲⊳r H, r¯) is a coquasitriangular bialgebra, then there exist p, q, u, v such that
(A, p) and (H, q) are coquasitriangular bialgebras with r¯ = [r, p, q, r−1] ∗ [u, ǫ, ǫ, v] and u, v ∈
CCW (A,H).
Proposition 7.4.13◦ There exists a bijective map from CQT (A)×CQT (H)×CCW (A,H)×
CCW (A,H) to CQT (A ⊲⊳r H) by sending (s, t, u, v) to [r, s, t, r
−1] ∗ [u, ǫ, ǫ, v].
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Chapter 8
The Duality Theorem for Braided
Hopf Algebras
In this chapter, we give the duality theorem for Hopf algebras living in a symmetric braided
tensor category. Using the result, we show that
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ ∼=Mn(R) as algebras
when H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra living in symmetric braided category determined
by (co)triangular structures. In particular, the duality theorem holds for any finite-dimensional
super-Hopf algebra H
Supersymmetry has attracted a great deal of interest from physicists and mathematicians
(see [30], [88] ). It finds numerous applications in particle physics and statistical mechanics.
Of central importance in supersymmetric theories is the Z2-graded structure which permeates
them. Superalgebras and super-Hopf algebras are most naturally very important.
It is well-known that in the work of C∗-algebras and von Neumann algebras for abelian
groups the crossed product R crossed by G crossed by Gˆ is isomorphic to R tensor the compact
operators. This result does have implications for symmetries in quantum theory. One may see
for example Pedersen’s book on C∗ -algebras [96]. This offers some clues as to why duality
theorem might be useful in mathematical physics. Its generalization to Hopf-von Neumann
algebras was known again , see for example the book of Stratila on modular theory [113] or the
papers on Hopf-von Neumann algebras (or the book on Kac algebras) by Enock and Schwartz.
Blattner and Montgomery strip off the functional analysis and duplicate the result at the level
of Hopf algebras [20]. But if one looks more deeply into the literature one finds indeed its origins
in mathematical physics. However, since most algebras in physics are not finite-dimensional one
does need to say some words about what one thinks the operator-algebra version should be.
What plays the role of compact operators in the super case ?
In this chapter, we show that the subalgebras H⊗¯H ∗ˆ of EndkH plays the role of compact
operators in the super case. We obtain the duality theory in symmetric tensor category. Using
this theory, we study super-Hopf algebras. If super(quantum)group H acts on a superalgebra
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R, then the duality of the super(quantum)group acts on the crossed product. We show that the
repeated crossed product is isomorphic to Mn(R) when dim H = n
8.1 The duality theory for Hopf algebras living in symmetric
tensor categories
In this section we obtain the duality theory for Hopf algebras living in symmetric tensor category
C.
Throughout this section H is a Hopf algebra living in C with a left duality H∗ and (R,α) is
a left H-module algebra in C. Let H ∗ˆ = (H∗)op cop and R#H be an algebra.
It follows from [76] that
Lemma 8.1.1. If (R,α) is an H-module algebra, let φ = (id⊗α)(b′ ⊗ id) : R→ H∗ op⊗R,
where b′ = CH,H∗ opb. Then
φm = (m⊗m)(id⊗ CR,H∗ op ⊗ id)(φ⊗ φ).
Lemma 8.1.2. If H is a Hopf algebra living in symmetric tensor category with a left duality
H∗ , then
(1) (H,⇀) is a left H ∗ˆ-module algebra under the module operation ⇀ = (id ⊗ d)(CH ∗ˆ,H ⊗
id)(id ⊗∆).
(2) (H ∗ˆ,⇀) is a left H-module algebra under the module operation ⇀ = (id ⊗ d)(id ⊗
CH,H ∗ˆ)(CH,H ∗ˆ ⊗ id)(id ⊗∆).
(3) (H,↼) is a right H ∗ˆ-module algebra under the module operation ↼ = (d⊗ id)(CH,H ∗ˆ ⊗
id)(id ⊗ CH,H ∗ˆ)(∆ ⊗ id).
(4) (H ∗ˆ,↼) is a right H-module algebra under the module operation ↼ = (d ⊗ id)(id ⊗
CH ∗ˆ,H)(∆ ⊗ id).
Lemma 8.1.3. Let H be a Hopf algebra living in symmetric tensor category with a left duality
H∗. If we define multiplication and unity on H ⊗H ∗ˆ as follows:
H ⊗H ∗ˆ H ⊗H ∗ˆ✍ ✌
H ⊗H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ H H ∗ˆ✍✌
H H
and ηH⊗H ∗ˆ = bH , then H ⊗H ∗ˆ is an algebra, written as H⊗¯H ∗ˆ.
In fact, if C is a symmetric Yetter-Drinfeld category, then H⊗¯H ∗ˆ can be viewed as a subal-
gebra of Endk(H).
Lemma 8.1.4. λ is an algebraic morphism and ρ is an anti-algebraic morphism, where
λ = (m⊗ d⊗ id)(id⊗CH ∗ˆ,H ⊗ id⊗ id)(id⊗ id⊗∆⊗ id)(id⊗ id⊗ b) and ρ = (d⊗m⊗ id)(id⊗
id⊗ CH,H ⊗ id)(id ⊗ CH,H ⊗ id⊗ id)(id ⊗ id⊗∆⊗ id)(id ⊗ id⊗ b).
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Proof.
H#H ∗ˆ H#H ∗ˆ✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆λ
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ H H ∗ˆ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ H H ∗ˆ✎☞✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✍✌✍✌✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ H H ∗ˆ✎☞✎☞ ✛✘
✎☞
✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
and
H#H ∗ˆ H#H ∗ˆ✞✝ ☎✆λ ✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ H H ∗ˆ✎☞
✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ H H ∗ˆ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✎☞✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✍✌✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
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=H H ∗ˆ H H ∗ˆ✎☞ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞✎☞✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌ ✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ H H ∗ˆ✎☞✎☞ ✛✘
✎☞
✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H#H ∗ˆ H#H ∗ˆ✍ ✌✞✝ ☎✆λ
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
Thus λ is an algebraic morphism.
Similarly, we can show that ρ is an anti-algebraic morphism.
Lemma 8.1.5. λ and ρ satisfy the following:
(1)
H#H ∗ˆ H ∗ˆ#H✞✝ ☎✆λ ✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ H ∗ˆ H
✎☞ ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ
✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
(2)
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H ∗ˆ#H H ∗ˆ#H✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H ∗ˆ H H H ∗ˆ
✎☞✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ
✍✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
Proof. We show (1) by following five steps. It is easy to check the following (i) and (ii).
(i)
H#ηH ∗ˆ ηH ∗ˆ#H✞✝ ☎✆λ ✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H#ηH ∗ˆ ηH ∗ˆ#H
✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
(ii)
ηH#H
∗ˆ H ∗ˆ#ηH✞✝ ☎✆λ ✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
ηH#H
∗ˆ H ∗ˆ#ηH
✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
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(iii)
H ∗ˆ#ηH H
∗ˆ#ηH✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H ∗ˆ ηH H ηH ∗ˆ
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
In fact,the right side =
H ∗ˆ ηH H ηH ∗ˆ ✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✎☞
✍✌ ✍✌✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H ∗ˆ H✎☞✎☞✛✘
✎☞
✍✌
✍✌✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
= the left side.
Thus (iii) holds.
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(iv)
H#ηH ∗ˆ H
∗ˆ#ηH✞✝ ☎✆λ ✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H ∗ˆ ηH ∗ˆ H
∗ˆ H
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
The right side
by (iii)
=
H ∗ˆ ηH ∗ˆ H
∗ˆ ηH
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H ∗ˆ ηH ∗ˆ H
∗ˆ ηH✛✘
✎☞
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✎☞
✍✌ ✝✆ ✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼ ✎☞
✍ ✌✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
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=H H ∗ˆ✎☞✎☞ ✛✘✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✍ ✌
✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ ✛✘
✎☞
✍✌
✍ ✌
H H ∗ˆ
and
the left side =
H ηH ∗ˆ H
∗ˆ ηH✛✘
✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✎☞
✍✌✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ ✛✘
✎☞
✍✌
✍ ✌
H H ∗ˆ
.
Thus (iv) holds.
(v)
ηH#H
∗ˆ ηH ∗ˆ#H✞✝ ☎✆λ ✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
ηH H
∗ˆ ηH ∗ˆ H
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
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In fact, the right side =
ηH H
∗ˆ ηH ∗ˆ H ✛✘
✎☞
✎☞
✎☞
✍✌✍✌✝✆✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H ∗ˆ H✎☞✎☞✛✘
✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
and
the left side =
H ∗ˆ H ✎☞
✍✌
✎☞
✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H ∗ˆ H ✛✘
✎☞✎☞
✍✌✍✌
✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H ∗ˆ H✎☞ ✛✘
✎☞✎☞
✍✌
✍✌✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
=
H ∗ˆ H✎☞✎☞✛✘
✎☞
✍✌
✍✌
✚✙
H H ∗ˆ
= the right side.
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Thus (v) holds.
Now we show that the relation (1) holds.
the left side of (1)
by Lemma 8.1.4
=
H#ηH ∗ˆ ηH#H
∗ˆ H ∗ˆ#ηH ηH ∗ˆ#H✞✝ ☎✆λ ✞✝ ☎✆λ ✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
by (v)
=
H#ηH ∗ˆ ηH H
∗ˆ H ∗ˆ#ηH ηH ∗ˆ H✞✝ ☎✆λ
✞✝ ☎✆ρ✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
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by (i)(ii)
=
H ηH ∗ˆ ηH H
∗ˆ H ∗ˆ ηH ηH ∗ˆ H
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
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by (iv)
=
H ηH ∗ˆ ηH H
∗ˆ H ∗ˆ ηH ηH ∗ˆ H
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
by Lemma 8.1.4
=
H H ∗ˆ H ∗ˆ H
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
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=H H ∗ˆ H ∗ˆ H
✎☞ ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ
✍ ✌
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
= the right side of (1).
(2) We can similarly show relation (2). 
Lemma 8.1.6. If the antipode of H is invertible, then λ is invertible with inverse
λ−1 =
H H ∗ˆ ✎☞
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S¯
✍✌✍✌
H H ∗ˆ
.
Lemma 8.1.7. R#H becomes an H ∗ˆ-module algebra under the module operation ⇀′ =
(idH ∗ˆ⊗⇀)(CH ∗ˆ,R ⊗ idH).
Theorem 8.1.8. Let H be a Hopf algebra living in a symmetric tensor category C. If H has
a left duality H∗ and the antipode S of H is invertible, then
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ ∼= R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ) as algebras
where H⊗¯H ∗ˆ is defined in Lemma 8.1.3.
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(i)
Let
H ∗ˆ
✞✝ ☎✆w
H#H ∗ˆ
=
H ∗ˆ ηH✞✝ ☎✆S¯✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✎
✍
☞
✌λ−1
H#H ∗ˆ
and
R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
H ∗ˆ R
=
R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H ∗ˆ R
=
R✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
H ∗ˆ R
,
where b′ = CH,H∗bH .
We define
R⊗ (H#H ∗ˆ)
✞✝ ☎✆Ψ
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ
=
R H H ∗ˆ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆S
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆w✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✍✌✍✌
R H H ∗ˆ
and
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ
✞✝ ☎✆Φ
R⊗ (H#H ∗ˆ)
=
R H H ∗ˆ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆w✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✍✌✍✌
R H H ∗ˆ
.
We see that
ΨΦ =
R H#H ∗ˆ
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′✞✝ ☎✆S ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆w ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✞✝ ☎✆w
✍✌
✍✌
R H#H ∗ˆ
since w is algebraic
=
R H#H ∗ˆ✎☞
✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆S ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆w✍✌
R H#H ∗ˆ
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=R H#H ∗ˆ✎☞✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌✍✌✞✝ ☎✆w ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✍✌
R H#H ∗ˆ
=
R H#H ∗ˆ✎☞
✎☞✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✞✝ ☎✆S✍✌✞✝ ☎✆w
✍ ✌
R H#H ∗ˆ
=
R H#H ∗ˆ
R H#H ∗ˆ
.
Similarly, we have ΦΨ = id. Thus Φ is invertible.
Now we show that Φ is algebraic.
Let
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ
✎
✍
☞
✌Φ′
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
=
R ηH H#H
∗ˆ
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✞✝ ☎✆λ
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍ ✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
It is clear that Φ = (id⊗ λ−1)Φ′. Consequently, we only need show that Φ′ is alegebraic.
Let
R
✞✝ ☎✆ξ
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
=
R ηH✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
We have that
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ
✎
✍
☞
✌Φ′
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
=
R H#H ∗ˆ
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
We claim that
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H H ∗ˆ R✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ
✍✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ R✎☞
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✍✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
. ......(∗)
the left side =
H H ∗ˆ R ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ
✍✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
by Lemma 8.1.5(1)
=
H H ∗ˆ R ηH✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✎☞ ✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ
✍ ✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
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=H H ∗ˆ R ηH✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S¯
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆↼✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✎
✍
☞
✌ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ R✎☞✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✝✆
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ
✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✎✍
☞
✌ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′ ✎☞
✍✌
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ
✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✎✍
☞
✌ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ R✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆b′ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✎
✍
☞
✌ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ✍✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
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=H H ∗ˆ R✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α
✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
H H ∗ˆ R✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✍✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
.
Thus relation (*) holds.
Next, we check that ξ is algebraic. We see that
R R✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✞✝ ☎✆ξ✍✌
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
=
R R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✞✝ ☎✆S¯✎
✍
☞
✌ηH
✎
✍
☞
✌ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ
✍✌✍ ✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
R R✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆φ✞✝ ☎✆S¯ ✞✝ ☎✆S¯
✍✌✍✌✎
✍
☞
✌ηH✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆ρ
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
R R✍✌✞✝ ☎✆ξ
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
and obviously
ηR
✞✝ ☎✆ξ
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
=
ηR⊗(H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
.
Thus ξ is algebraic.
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Now we show that Φ′ is algebraic.
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ (R#H)#H ∗ˆ
✎
✍
☞
✌Φ′
✎
✍
☞
✌Φ′✍ ✌
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
=
R H H ∗ˆ R H H ∗ˆ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌ ✍ ✌
✍ ✌✍ ✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
R H H ∗ˆ R H H ∗ˆ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ
✍✌
✍ ✌
✍✌
✍ ✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
by (*)
=
R H H ∗ˆ R H H ∗ˆ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✎☞ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✍✌
✍✌ ✍ ✌
✍ ✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
by Lemma 8.1.4
=
R H H ∗ˆ R H H ∗ˆ✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✎☞✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✍✌✍✌
✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍✌
✍ ✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
since ξ is algebraic
=
R H H ∗ˆ R H H ∗ˆ✎☞
✎☞
✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆α✍✌ ✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆⇀ ✍✌✄  ✞✝ ☎✆ξ ✍✌✂ ✁✞✝ ☎✆λ✍ ✌
R H⊗¯H ∗ˆ
=
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ (R#H)#H ∗ˆ
✍ ✌✎
✍
☞
✌Φ′
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
.
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It is clear that
η(R#H)#H ∗ˆ
✎
✍
☞
✌Φ′
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
=
ηR⊗(H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
R⊗ (H⊗¯H ∗ˆ)
.
Thus Φ′ is algebraic.
8.2 The duality theory for Yetter-Drinfeld Hopf algebras
In this section, we give the duality theory for Yetter-Drinfeld Hopf algebra H.
A braided Hopf algebra in Yetter -Drinfeld categories is called a Yetter-Drinfeld Hopf algebra.
In this section, all Yetter -Drinfeld categories are symmetric.
If H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra living in a symmetric tensor category C determined
by (co)triangular structure, then H⊗¯H ∗ˆ = Endk(H) since dim(H⊗¯H ∗ˆ) = dim(EndkH) and
H⊗¯H ∗ˆ is a subalgebra of EndkH. We can easily check that
R⊗ EndkH ∼=Mn(R) as algebras
where Mn(R) = {x | x is a n× n-matrix over k}
Considering Theorem 8.1.8, we have :
Theorem 8.2.1. (Duality theorem) Let H be a finite-dimensional Yetter-Drinfeld Hopf al-
gebra Then
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ ∼=Mn(R) (as algebras).
Some interesting braided group crossed products are the Weyl algebras, which have been
studied, for example in [77]. Now we give an example in super case.
Example 8.2.2. (see [83, P502]) Let R denote the Gassmann plane C0|0. That is, R = C(θ)
with odd coordinate θ and relation θ2 = 0. The comultiplication and antipode are
∆(θ) = θ ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ θ and S(θ) = −θ.
R is a super-Hopf algebra with dim R = 2. Let H = R and α be the adjoint action. Thus (R,α)
is a left H-module algebra in super case. Since H is finite-dimensional we have that
(R#H)#H ∗ˆ ∼=Mn(R) (as superalgebras).
by Theorem 8.2.1.
In fact, we can obtain duality theory for crossed coproducts by only turning the above
diagrams upside down.
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Part III
Hopf Algebras Living in the
Category of Vector spaces
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Chapter 9
The Relation Between
Decomposition of Comodules and
Coalgebras
The decomposition of coalgebras and comodules is an important subject in study of Hopf al-
gebras. T. Shudo and H. Miyamito [112] showed that C can be decomposed into a direct sum
of its indecomposable subcoalgebras of C. Y.H. Xu [121] showed that the decomposition was
unique. He also showed thatM can uniquely be decomposed into a direct sum of the weak-closed
indecomposable subcomodules of M(we call the decomposition the weak-closed indecomposable
decomposition ) in [124]. In this chapter, we give the relation between the two decomposition.
We show that if M is a full, W -relational hereditary C-comodule, then the following conclusions
hold:
(1) M is indecomposable iff C is indecomposable;
(2) M is relative-irreducible iff C is irreducible;
(3) M can be decomposed into a direct sum of its weak-closed relative-irreducible subco-
modules iff C can be decomposed into a direct sum of its irreducible subcoalgebras.
We also obtain the relation between coradical of C- comodule M and radical of algebra C(M)∗
Let k be a field, M be a C-comodule, N be a subcomodule of M , E be a subcoalgebras of
C and P be an ideal of C∗. As in [124], we define:
E⊥C
∗
= {f ∈ C∗ | f(E) = 0}.
P⊥C = {c ∈ C | P (c) = 0}.
N⊥C
∗
= {f ∈ C∗ | f ·N = 0}.
P⊥M = {x ∈M | P · x = 0}.
Let < N > denote N⊥C
∗⊥M . < N > is called the closure of N . If < N >= N , then
N is called closed. If N = C∗x, then < N > is denoted by < x >. If < x >⊆ N for any
x ∈ N , then N is called weak-closed. It is clear that any closed subcomodule is weak-closed. If
ρ(N) ⊆ N ⊗ E, then N is called an E-subcomodule of M . Let
ME =
∑
{N | N is a subcomodule of M and ρ(N) ⊆ N ⊗ E}.
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We call ME a component of M over E. If ME is some component of M and MF ⊆ME always
implies MF =ME for any non-zero component MF , then ME is called a minimal component of
M .
Let {mλ | λ ∈ Λ} be the basis of M and C(M) denote the subspace of C spanned by
W (M) = {c ∈ C | there exists an m ∈ M with ρ(m) = ∑mλ ⊗ cλ such that cλ0 =
c for some λ0 ∈ Λ}.
E. Abe in [1, P129] checked that C(M) is a subcoalgebra of C. It is easy to know that if E is
subcoalgebra of C and ρ(M) ⊆ M ⊗ E, then C(M) ⊆ E. If C(M) = C, then M is called a
full C-comodule. If D is a simple subcoalgbra of C and MD 6= 0 or D = 0, then D is called
faithful to M . If every simple subcoalgbra of C is faithful to M , then M is called a component
faithfulness C-comodule.
Let X and Y be subspaces of coalgebra C. Define X ∧ Y to be the kernel of the composite
C
∆→ C ⊗ C → C/X ⊗ C/Y.
X ∧ Y is called a wedge of X and Y .
9.1 The relation between the decomposition of comodules and
coalgebras
Lemma 9.1.1. Let N and L be subcomodules of M . Let D and E be subcoalgebras of C.
Then
(1) N⊥C
∗
= (C(N))⊥C
∗
;
(2) ME =MC(ME);
(3) N is closed iff there exists a subcoalgebra E such that N =ME;
(4) MD 6= 0 iff D⊥C∗⊥M 6= 0;
(5) If D ∩ C(M) = 0, then MD = 0;
(6) If D is a simple subcoalgebra of C, then C(MD) =
{
D if MD 6= 0
0 if MD = 0
;
(7) If D ∩ E = 0, then MD ∩ME = 0;
(8) If D and E are simple subcoalgebras and MD ∩ME = 0 with MD 6= 0 or ME 6= 0, then
D ∩ E = 0.
(9) If ME is the minimal component of M and 0 6= N ⊆ME, then C(ME) = C(N).
Proof. (1) Let {mλ | λ ∈ Λ} be a basis of N . For any f ∈ N⊥C∗ , if c ∈ W (N), then
there exists m ∈ N with ρ(m) = ∑λ∈Λmλ ⊗ cλ such that cλ0 = c for some λ0 ∈ Λ. Since
f ·m = ∑mλf(cλ) = 0, f(cλ) = 0 for any λ ∈ Λ. Obviously, f(c) = f(cλ0) = 0. Considering
that C(N) is the space spanned by W (N), we have f ∈ C(N)⊥C∗ . Conversely, if f ∈ C(N)⊥C∗ ,
then f ·m =∑mλf(cλ) = 0 for any m ∈ N , i.e. f ∈ N⊥C∗ . This shows that N⊥C∗ = C(N)⊥C∗ .
(2) Since ME is an E-subcomodule of M , C(ME) ⊆ E and MC(ME) ⊆ ME. Since ME is a
C(ME)-subcomodule, ME ⊆MC(ME).
(3) If N is closed, then N⊥C
∗⊥M = N . Let E = C(N). Obviously, N ⊆ ME . By Lemma
9.1.1(1), N⊥C
⋆ ·ME = E⊥C⋆ ·ME = 0. Thus ME ⊆ N⊥C⋆⊥M and ME ⊆ N . This shows that
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ME = N . Conversely, if ME = N , obviously, (ME) ⊆ (ME)⊥C∗⊥M . Thus it is sufficient to show
that
< ME >⊆ME .
Let L = (ME)
⊥C∗⊥M =< ME > . We see that C(L)
⊥C∗ = L⊥C
∗
= (ME)
⊥C∗⊥M⊥C∗ =
(ME)
⊥C∗ = C(ME)
⊥C∗ . Thus C(L) = C(ME) and L ⊆MC(L) =MC(ME) =ME .
(4) If D⊥C
∗⊥M 6= 0, let {mλ | λ ∈ Λ} be a basis of D⊥C∗⊥M and ρ(x) =
∑
mλ ⊗ dλ for
any x ∈ D⊥C∗⊥M . Since D⊥C∗ · x = ∑λmλD⊥C∗(dλ) = 0, dλ ∈ D⊥C∗⊥C = D for any λ ∈ Λ,
which implies that D⊥C
∗⊥M is a D-subcomodule. Therefore 0 6= D⊥C∗⊥M ⊆MD, i.e. MD 6= 0.
Conversely, if MD 6= 0, then we have that
0 6=MD ⊆ (MD)⊥C∗⊥M
= C(MD)
⊥C∗⊥M (by part (1))
⊆ D⊥C∗⊥M .
(5) SinceMD ⊆M , C(MD) ⊆ C(M). Obviously, C(MD) ⊆ D. Thus C(MD) ⊆ C(M)∩D =
0, which implies that MD = 0.
(6) If MD = 0, then C(MD) = 0. If MD 6= 0, then 0 6= C(MD) ⊆ D. Since D is a simple
subcoalgebra, C(MD) = D.
(7) If x ∈MD ∩ME , then ρ(x) ∈ (MD ⊗D) ∩ (ME ⊗ E), and
ρ(x) =
n∑
i=1
xi ⊗ di =
m∑
j=1
yj ⊗ ej , (9.1)
where xi, · · · , xn is linearly independent and di ∈ D and ej ∈ E. Let fl ∈ M∗ with fl(xi) = δli
for i, l = 1, 2, · · · n . Let fl ⊗ id act on equation (9.1). We have that dl =
∑m
j=1 fl(yj)ej ∈ E,
which implies dl ∈ D ∩ E = 0 and dl = 0 for l = 1, · · · , n. Therefore MD ∩ME = 0.
(8) If D ∩E 6= 0, then D = E. Thus MD =ME and MD ∩ME =ME =MD = 0. We get a
contradiction. Therefore D ∩ E = 0.
(9) Obviously, C(N) ⊆ C(ME). Conversely,since 0 6= N ⊆ MC(N) ⊆ MC(ME) = ME and
ME is a minimal component, MC(N) = ME . By the definition of component, C(ME) ⊆ C(N).
Thus C(N) = C(ME).
Proposition 9.1.2. If E is a subcoalgebra of C,then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) ME is a minimal component of M .
(2) C(ME) is a simple subcoalgebra of C.
(3) ME is a minimal closed subcomodule of M .
Proof. It is easy to check that ME = 0 iff C(ME) = 0. Thus (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent
when C(ME) = 0,. We now assume that ME 6= 0.
(1) =⇒ (2) Since 0 6=ME , there exists a non-zero finite dimensional simple subcomodule N
of M such that N ⊆ ME . By [124, Lemma 1.1], N is a simple C∗-submodule of M . Since ME
is a minimal component, C(N) = C(ME) by Lemma 9.1.1 (9). Let D = C(N) = C(ME). By
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Lemma 9.1.1(1), (0 : N)C∗ = N
⊥C∗ = C(N)⊥C
∗
= D⊥C
∗
. ThusN is a faithful simple C∗/D⊥C
∗
-
module, and so C∗/D⊥C
∗
is a simple algebra.It is clear that D is a simple subcoalgebra of C.
(2) =⇒ (3) If 0 6= N ⊆ ME and N is a closed subcomodule of M , then by Lemma 9.1.1(3)
there exists a subcoalgebra F of C such that N = MF . Since 0 6= C(N) = C(MF ) ⊆ C(ME)
and C(ME) is simple, C(MF ) = C(ME). By Lemma 9.1.1(2), N =MF =MC(MF ) =MC(ME) =
ME , which implies that ME is a minimal closed subcomodule.
(3) =⇒ (1), If 0 6= MF ⊆ ME, then MF is a closed subcomodule by Lemma 9.1.1(3) and
ME =MF , i.e. ME is a minimal component.
This completes the proof.
Let
C0 = {D | D is a simple subcoalgebra of C };
C(M)0 = {D | D is a simple subcoalgebra of C and D ⊆ C(M) };
M0 = {N | N is a minimal closed subcomodule of M };
C(M)1 = {D | D is a faithful simple subcoalgebra of C to M };
C0 =
∑{D | D is a simple subcoalgebra of C };
M0 =
∑{N | N is a minimal closed subcomodule of M };
C0 and M0 are called the coradical of coalgebra C and the coradical of comodule M respec-
tively. If M0 =M , then M is called cosemisimple. By Lemma 9.1.1(5),
C(M)1 ⊆ C(M)0
Theorem 9.1.3. ψ
{
C(M)1 −→M0
D 7−→MD
is bijective.
Proof. By Proposition 9.1.2, ψ is a map. Let D and E ∈ C(M)1 and ψ(D) = ψ(E), i.e.
MD = ME . By Lemma 9.1.1 (6), we have that D = C(DD) = C(ME) = E. If N ∈ M0, then
N =MC(N) and C(N) is a simple subcoalgebra by Lemma 9.1.1(3) and Proposition 9.1.2. Thus
ψ(C(N)) = N, which implies that ψ is surjective.
In [124] and [121], Xu defined the equivalence relation for coalgebra and for comodule as
follows:
Definition 9.1.4. We say that D ∼ E for D and E ∈ C0 iff for any pair of subclasses C1 and
C2 of C0 with D ∈ C1 and E ∈ C2 such that C1 ∪ C2 = C0 and C1 ∩ C2 = ∅, there exist elements
D1 ∈ C1 and E1 ∈ C2 such that D1 ∧ E1 6= E1 ∧D1. Let [D] denote the equivalence class which
contains D.
We say that N ∼ L for N and L ∈ M0 iff for any pair of subclasses M1 and M2 of M0
with N ∈ M1 and L ∈ M2 such that M1 ∪M2 =M0 and M1 ∩M2 = ∅, there exist elements
N1 ∈ M1 and L1 ∈ M2 such that N1 ∧ L1 6= L1 ∧ N1. Let [N ] denote the equivalence class
which contains N .
Definition 9.1.5. If D ∧ E = E ∧D for any simple subcoalgebras D and E of C, then C is
called π-commutative. If N ∧ L = L ∧N for any minimal closed subcomodules N and L of M ,
then M is called π-commutative.
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Obviously, every cocommutative coalgebra is π-commutative. By [124, Theorem 3.8 and
Theorem 4.18], M is π-commutative iff M can be decomposed into a direct sum of the weak-
closed relative-irreducible subcomodules of M iff every equivalence class of M contains only one
element. By [121], C is π-commutative iff C can be decomposed into a direct sum of irreducible
subcoalgebras of C iff equivalence every class of C contains only one element.
Lemma 9.1.6. Let D, E and F be subcoalgebras of C. N , L and T be subcomodules of M .
Then
(1) MD ∧MF =MC(MD)∧C(MF ) ⊆MD∧F ;
(2) If D and E are faithful simple subcoalgebras of C to M , then MD ∧ME =MD∧F ;
(3) MD+E ⊇MD +ME;
(4) If F =
∑{ Dα | α ∈ Ω} and {Dα | α ∈ Ω} ⊆ C0, then MF = ∑{MDα | α ∈ Ω}.In
particular, MC0 =M0.
(5) (N + L) ∧ T ⊇ N ∧ T + L ∧ T ;
(6) (D + E) ∧ F ⊇ D ∧ F + E ∧ F .
Proof. (1) We see that
MD ∧ME = ρ−1(M ⊗ (MD)⊥C∗⊥C ∧ (ME)⊥C∗⊥C) ( by [124, Proposition 2.2(1)])
= ρ−1(M ⊗ C(MD) ∧ C(ME)) (by Lemma 9.1.1(1)).
By the definition of component, subcomodule MD ∧ME ⊆MC(MD)∧C(ME). It follows from the
equation above that MC(MD)∧C(ME) ⊆MD ∧ME . Thus
MD ∧ME =MC(MD)∧C(ME)
and
MC(MD)∧C(ME) ⊆MD∧E .
(2) SinceD and E are faithful simple subcoalgebras of C toM , C(MD) = D and C(ME) = E
by Lemma 9.1.1(6). By Lemma 9.1.6(1), MD ∧ME =MD∧E .
(3) It is trivial.
(4) Obviously MF ⊇
∑{MDα | α ∈ Ω}. Conversely, let N = MF . Obviously N is an
F -comodule. For any x ∈ N , let L = C∗x. it is clear that L is a finite dimensional comodule
over F . By [114, Lemma 14.0.1], L is a completely reducible module over F ∗. Thus L can be
decomposed into a direct sum of simple F ∗-submodules:
L = L1 ⊕ L2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ln,
where Li is a simple F
∗-submodule. By [124, Proposition 1.16], < Li >= (Li)
⊥F ∗⊥N is a minimal
closed F -subcomodule of N . By Theorem 9.1.3, there exists a simple subcoalgebra Dαi of F
such that < Li >= NDαi . Obviously, NDαi ⊆ MDαi . Thus L ⊆
∑n
i=1 < Li >=
∑n
i=1NDαi ⊆∑{MDα | α ∈ Ω}. Therefore MF = ∑{MDα | α ∈ Ω}. If C0 = F = ∑{D | D ∈ C0}, then
MC0 =MF =
∑{MD | D ∈ C0} =M0 by Theorem 9.1.3,
(5) and (6) are trivial.
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Lemma 9.1.7. Let N be a subcomodule of M , and let D, E and F be simple subcoalgebras
of C. Then
(1) D ∼ 0 iff D = 0; MD ∼ 0 iff MD = 0;
We called the equivalence class which contains zero a zero equivalence class.
(2) If D and E are faithful to M and MD ∼ME, then D ∼ E;
(3) [MD] ⊆ {ME | E ∈ [D]};
(4) If D is faithful to M , then [MD] ⊆ {ME | E ∈ [D] and E is faithful to M }.
Proof. (1) If D ∼ 0 and D 6= 0, let C1 = {0} and C2 ={ F | F 6= 0, F ∈ C0}. Thus
C1 ∪ C2 = C0 and C1 ∩ C2 = ∅ with 0 ∈ C1 and D ∈ C2. But for any D1 ∈ C1 and E1 ∈ C2, since
D1 = 0, D1 ∧ E1 = E1 ∧D1 = E1. We get a contradiction. Thus D = 0. Conversely, if D = 0,
obviously D ∼ 0. Similarly, we can show that MD ∼ 0 iff MD = 0.
(2) For any pair of subclasses C1 and C2 of C0, if C1 ∩ C2 = ∅ and C1 ∪ C2 = C0 with D ∈ C1
and E ∈ C2, let M1 ={ MF | F ∈ C1 and F is faithful to M } and M2 = { MF | F ∈ C2 and
F is faithful to M }. By Theorem 9.1.3, M0 = M1 ∪ M2 and M1 ∩ M2 = ∅ . Obviously,
MD ∈ M1 and ME ∈ M2. Since MD ∼ ME,there exist MD1 ∈ M1 and ME1 ∈ M2 such that
MD1∧ME1 6=ME1∧MD1 , where D1 ∈ C1 and E1 ∈ C2. By Lemma 9.1.6(2), MD1∧E1 6=ME1∧D1 .
Thus D1 ∧ E1 6= E1 ∧D1. Obviously D and D1 ∈ C1. Meantime E and E1 ∈ C2. By Definition
9.1.4, D ∼ E.
(3) Obviously, MF ∼ MD for any MF ∈ [MD]. If MD 6= 0, then MF 6= 0 by Lemma 9.1.7
(1),. By Lemma 9.1.7(2), F ∼ D. Thus MF ∈ {ME | E ∈ [D]}. If MD = 0, by Lemma 9.1.7(1),
MF = 0 =MD ∈ {ME | E ∈ [D]}.
(4) If MF ∈ [MD], then MD ∼ MF . If D = 0, then MD = 0. By Lemma 9.1.7(1), MF = 0.
Thus MF = MD = 0 ∈ {ME | E ∈ [D] and E is faithful to M }. If D 6= 0, we have that
MD 6= 0 since D is faithful to M . By Lemma 9.1.7(1), MF 6= 0. By Lemma 9.1.7(3), MF ∈ {
ME | E ∈ [D] and E is faithful to M }.
Theorem 9.1.8. Let {Eα | α ∈ Ω¯} be all of the equivalence classes of C. and Eα =
∑{E |
E ∈ Eα}. Then
(1) For any α ∈ Ω¯, there exists a set Iα and subclasses E(α, i) ⊆ Eα such that ∪{E(α, i) | i ∈
Iα} = Eα and {ME(α,i) | α ∈ Ω¯, i ∈ Iα}
is the set of the equivalence classes of M (they are distinct except for zero equivalence class),
where ME(α,i) denotes {MD | D ∈ E(α, i)}.
(2) If M is a component faithfulness C-comodule, then {ME(α,i) | α ∈ Ω¯, i ∈ Iα} is the set of
the distinct equivalence classes of M .
(3)
M =
∑
α∈Ω¯
⊕M(Eα)(∞) =
∑
α∈Ω¯
∑
i∈Iα
⊕(ME(α,i))(∞) =
∑
α∈Ω¯
⊕(MEα)(∞)
and for any α ∈ Ω¯,
M(Eα)(∞) =
∑
i∈Iα
(ME(α,i))
(∞) = (MEα)
(∞)
where E(α, i) =
∑{E | E ∈ E(α, i)}.
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Proof. (1) By Theorem 9.1.3 and Lemma 9.1.7(3) we can immediately get part (1).
(2) IfM is a component faithfulness C-comodule, then C(M)1 = C(M)0 = C0. It follows from
Theorem 9.1.3 and part (1) that {ME(α,i) | α ∈ Ω¯, i ∈ Iα} consists of all the distinct equivalence
classes of M .
(3) We see that
M =MC =MP{(Eα)(∞)|α∈Ω¯} (by [121])
⊇∑α∈Ω¯M(Eα)(∞) (by Lemma 9.1.6(3))
⊇∑α∈Ω¯∑∞n=0M∧n+1Eα ( by Lemma 9.1.6(3))
⊇∑α∈Ω¯∑∞n=0 ∧n+1MEα (by Lemma 9.1.6(1))
=
∑
α∈Ω¯
∑∞
n=0 ∧n+1MPi∈Iα E(α,i) (by Theorem 9.1.8(1) )
⊇∑α∈Ω¯∑∞n=0 ∧n+1∑i∈Iα ME(α,i) (by Lemma 9.1.6(3))
⊇∑α∈Ω¯∑∞n=0∑i∈Iα ∧n+1ME(α,i) ( by Lemma 9.1.6(5)(6))
=
∑
α∈Ω¯
∑
i∈Iα
∑∞
n=0 ∧n+1ME(α,i)
=
∑
α∈Ω¯
∑
i∈Iα
(ME(α,i))
(∞)
=M (by [124, (4.10) in Theorem4.15] and Lemma 9.1.6(4) and part (1)).
Thus
M =
∑
α∈Ω¯
M(Eα)(∞) =
∑
α∈Ω¯
∑
i∈Iα
(ME(α,i))
(∞) (9.2)
and
M =
∑
α∈Ω¯
∑
i∈Iα
⊕(ME(α,i))(∞)
by [124, Theorem 4.15] and part (1). We see that
ME(α,i) ∧ME(α,i) ⊆ M(Eα)(∞) ∧M(Eα)(∞)
⊆ M(Eα)(∞)∧(Eα)(∞) (by Lemma 9.1.6(1))
= M(Eα)(∞) (by [54, Proposition 2.1.1 ]),
Thus
M(Eα)(∞) ⊇ (ME(α,i))(∞)
for any i ∈ Iα and for any α ∈ Ω¯, and
M(Eα)(∞) ⊇
∑
i∈Iα
(ME(α,i))
(∞) (9.3)
If M(Eα)(∞) ∩
∑
β∈Ω¯,β 6=αM(Eβ)(∞) 6= 0, then there exists a non-zero simple subcomodule C∗x ⊆
M(Eα)(∞) ∩
∑
β∈Ω¯,β 6=αM(Eβ)(∞) . By [124, Proposition 1.16], < x > is a minimal closed subco-
module of M . By Lemma 9.1.1(3), M(Eα)(∞) is a closed subcomodule of M . By [124, Lemma
3.3], there exists γ ∈ Ω¯ with γ 6= α such that C∗x ⊆ M(Eγ )(∞) . Thus M(Eγ )(∞) ∩M(Eα)(∞) 6= 0.
By Lemma 9.1.1 (7), (Eγ)
(∞) ∩ (Eα)(∞) 6= 0, which contradicts [121]. Thus for any α ∈ Ω¯,
M(Eα)(∞) ∩
∑
β∈Ω¯,β 6=αM(Eα)(∞) = 0, which implies that
M =
∑
α∈Ω¯
⊕M(Eα)(∞) .
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It follows from equations ( 9.2) and (9.3 ) that
M(Eα)(∞) =
∑
i∈Iα
(ME(α,i))
(∞) (9.4)
We see that
MEα ∧MEα ⊆ MEα∧Eα (by Lemma 9.1.6 (1))
⊆ M(Eα)(∞) .
Thus
M(Eα)(∞) ⊇ (MEα)(∞) ⊇
∑
i∈Iα
(ME(α,i))
(∞)
and
M(Eα)(∞) = (MEα)
(∞)
by relation ( 9.4 ). This completes the proof.
Definition 9.1.9. If M can be decomposed into a direct sum of two non-zero weak-closed
subcomodules, then M is called decomposable. If N is a subcomodule of M and N contains
exactly one non-zero minimal closed submodule, then N is said to be relative-irreducible.
Corollary 9.1.10. C is a coalgebra.
(1) If C is π-commutative, then every C-comodule M is also π-commutative;
(2) If C can be decomposed into a direct sum of its irreducible subcoalgebras, then every
C-comodule M can also be decomposed into a direct sum of its relative-irreducible subcomodules;
(3) If C is decomposable, then every component faithfulness C-comodule M is decomposable;
(4) If C is irreducible, then every non-zero C-comodule M is relative-irreducible;
(5) C is irreducible iff every component faithfulness C-comodule M is relative-irreducible.
Proof. (1) For any pair of non-zero closed subcomodules N and L of M , by Theorem 9.1.3,
there exist faithful simple subcoalgebras D and E of C to M such that N =MD and L =ME .
By Lemma 9.1.6(2), N ∧ L = MD ∧ME = MD∧E = ME∧D = ME ∧MD = L ∧N . Thus M is
π-commutative.
(2) Since C can be decomposed into a direct sum of its irreducible subcoalgebras, every
equivalence class of C contains only one element by [121]. By Theorem 9.1.8(1), every equivalence
class of M also contains only one element. Thus it follows from [124, Theorem 4.18] that M can
be decomposed into a direct sum of its relative-irreducible subcomodules.
(3) If C is decomposable, then there are at least two non-zero equivalence classes in C.
By Theorem 9.1.8(2), there are at least two non-zero equivalence classes in M . Thus M is
decomposable.
(4) If C is irreducible, then there is only one non-zero simple subcoalgebra of C and there is
at most one non-zero minimal closed subcomodule in M by Theorem 9.1.3. Considering M 6= 0,
we have that M is relative-irreducible.
(5) IfC is irreducible, then every component faithfulness C-comoduleM is relative-irreducible
by Corollary 9.1.10(4). Conversely, let M = C be the regular C-comodule. If D is a non-zero
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simple subcoalgebra of C, then 0 6= D ⊆MD. Thus M is a component faithfulness C-comodule.
SinceM is a relative-irreducible C-comodule by assumption, there is only one non-zero minimal
closed subcomodule in M and so there is also only one non-zero simple subcoalgebra in C by
Theorem 9.1.3. Thus C is irreducible.
Lemma 9.1.11. Let N be a C-subcomodule of M and ∅ 6= L ⊆M . Then
(1) C∗ · L = C(M)∗ · L; N⊥C∗⊥M = N⊥C(M)∗⊥M ;
(2) N is a (weak-) closed C-subcomodule iff N is a (weak-)closed C(M)-subcomodule;
(3) N is a minimal closed C-subcomodule iff N is a minimal closed C(M)-subcomodule;
(4) N is an indecomposable C-subcomodule iff N is an indecomposable C(M)-subcomodule;
(5) N is a relative-irreducible C-subcomodule iff N is a relative-irreducible C(M)-subcomodule.
Proof. (1) Let C = C(M)⊕ V, where V is a subspace of C. If f ∈ V ∗, then f ·L = 0. Thus
C∗ · L = (C(M)∗ + V ∗) · L = C(M)∗ · L. We now show the second equation. Obviously,
N⊥C
∗⊥M ⊆ N⊥C(M)∗⊥M .
Conversely, for any x ∈ N⊥C(M)∗⊥M and f ∈ N⊥C∗ , there exist f1 ∈ C(M)∗ and f2 ∈ V ∗ such
that f = f1+ f2. Obviously, f ·x = f1 ·x = 0. Thus x ∈ N⊥C∗⊥M and N⊥C(M)∗⊥M ⊆ N⊥C∗⊥M .
Therefore
N⊥C
∗⊥M = N⊥C(M)
∗⊥M .
(2) If N is a weak-closed C-subcomodule, then (C∗ · x)⊥C∗⊥M ⊆ N for any x ∈ N . We see
that
(C∗ · x)⊥C∗⊥M = (C(M)∗ · x)⊥C∗⊥M ( by Lemma 9.1.11(1))
= (C(M)∗ · x)⊥C(M)∗⊥M ( by Lemma 9.1.11(1))
Thus (C(M)∗ · x)⊥C(M)∗⊥M ⊆ N and so N is a weak-closed C(M)-subcomodule. Conversely,
if N is a weak-closed C(M)-subcomodule. Similarly, we can show that N is a weak-closed
C-subcomodule. We now show the second assertion. If N is a closed C-subcomodule, then
N⊥C
∗⊥M = N and N = N⊥C
∗⊥M = N⊥C(M)
∗⊥M by part (1), which implies that N is a closed
C(M)-subcomodule. Conversely, if N is a closed C(M)-subcomodule, similarly, we can show
that N is a closed C-subcomodule.
Similarly the others can be proved.
Proposition 9.1.12. Let every simple subcoalgebra in C(M) be faithful to M .
(1) If M is an indecomposable C-comodule, then C(M) is also an indecomposable subcoalge-
bra.
(2) M is a relative-irreducible C-comodule iff C(M) is an irreducible subcoalgebra.
Proof. (1) If M is an indecomposable C-comodule, then M is an indecomposable C(M)-
comodule by Lemma 9.1.11 and M is a component faithfulness C(M)-comodule. By Corollary
9.1.10(3), C(M) is indecomposable.
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(2) IfM is a relative-irreducible C-comodule, thenM is a relative-irreducible C(M)-comodule
by Lemma 9.1.11(5) and C(M) is irreducible. Conversely, if C(M) is irreducible, then M is a
relative-irreducible C(M)-comodule by Corollary 9.1.10(4) and so M is a relative-irreducible
C-comodule by Lemma 9.1.11(5).
Definition 9.1.13. If D ∼ E implies MD ∼ ME for any simple subcoalgebras D and E in
C(M), then M is called a W -relational hereditary C-comodule.
If M is a W -relational hereditary C-comodule, then C(M)1 = C(M)0. In fact, by Lemma
9.1.1(5) , C(M)1 ⊆ C(M)0. If C(M)1 6= C(M)0, then there exists 0 6= D ∈ C(M)0 such that
MD = 0. Since MD ∼M0 and M is W -relational hereditary, we have that D ∼ 0 and D = 0 by
Lemma 9.1.7(1). We get a contradiction. Thus C(M)1 = C(M)0.
Obviously, every π-commutative comodule isW -relational hereditary. If C is π-commutative,
then M is π-commutative by Corollary 9.1.10(1) and every C-comodule M is W -relational
hereditary. Furthermore, M is also a component faithfulness C(M)-comodule.
Proposition 9.1.14. Let the notation be the same as in Theorem 9.1.8. Then the following
conditions are equivalent.
(1) M is W -relational hereditary.
(2) For any α ∈ Ω¯, there is at most one non-zero equivalence class in {ME(α,i) | i ∈ Iα}, and
C(M)1 = C(M)0.
(3) For any D ∈ C(M)0,
[MD] ={ MF | F ∈ [D] and F ⊆ C(M) }
(4) For any D and E ∈ C(M)0 , MD ∼ME iff D ∼ E.
(5) For any α ∈ Ω¯, M(Eα)(∞) is indecomposable, and C(M)1 = C(M)0.
(6) For any α ∈ Ω¯, (MEα)(∞) is indecomposable, and C(M)1 = C(M)0;
(7) M =
∑
α∈Ω¯⊕(MEα)(∞) is its weak-closed indecomposable decomposition, and C(M)1 =
C(M)0;
(8) M =
∑
α∈Ω¯⊕M(Eα)(∞) is its weak-closed indecomposable decomposition, and C(M)1 =
C(M)0.
Proof. We prove it along with the following lines: (1) =⇒ (4) =⇒ (3) =⇒ (1) (3) ⇐⇒
(2)⇐⇒ (5)⇐⇒ (6)⇐⇒ (7)⇐⇒ (8).
(1) =⇒ (4) It follows from the discussion above that
C(M)1 = C(M)0.
If D and E ∈ C(M)0 and MD ∼ ME , then D ∼ E by Lemma 9.1.7 (2). If D ∼ E and D and
E ∈ C(M)0, then MD ∼ME .
(4) =⇒ (3) Considering Lemma 9.1.7(4) and C(M)1 = C(M)0, we only need to show that
{MF | F ∈ [D] and F ⊆ C(M)} ⊆ [MD].
For any F ∈ [D] with F ⊆ C(M), F ∼ D and MF ∼ MD by part (4), which implies that
MF ∈ [MD].
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(3) =⇒ (1) It is trivial.
(5)⇐⇒ (6)⇐⇒ (7)⇐⇒ (8) It follows from Theorem 9.1.8(3).
(5)⇐⇒ (2) By Theorem 9.1.8 (3),
M(Eα)(∞) =
∑
i∈Iα
(ME(α,i))
(∞).
Thus part (2) and part (5) are equivalent.
(2) =⇒ (3) It follows from Lemma 9.1.7 (4).
(3) =⇒ (2) If there are two non-zero equivalence classes ME(α,i1) 6= 0 and ME(α,i2) 6= 0
in {ME(α,i) | i ∈ Iα}, then there exist D1 ∈ E(α, i1) and D2 ∈ E(α, i2) such that MD1 6= 0
and MD2 6= 0. Let D = D1. Since MD1 and MD2 ∈ {MF | F ∈ [D] and F ⊆ C(M) }
and MD2 6∈ [MD] = ME(α,i1), this contradicts part (3). Thus there is at most one non-zero
equivalence class in {ME(α,i) | i ∈ Iα}.
Proposition 9.1.15. If M is a full, W -relational hereditary C-comodule, then
(1) M is indecomposable iff C is indecomposable;
(2) M is relative-irreducible iff C is irreducible.
(3)M can be decomposed into a direct sum of its weak-closed relative-irreducible subcomodules
iff C can be decomposed into a direct sum of its irreducible subcoalgebras.
(4) M is π-commutative iff C is π-commutative.
Proof. Since M is a full C-comodule, C(M) = C. Since M is W -relational hereditary,
C(M)1 = C(M)0 = C0. Thus M is a component faithfulness C-comodule.
(1) If M is indecomposable, then C is indecomposable by Proposition 9.1.12(1). Conversely,
if C is indecomposable, then there is at most one non-zero equivalence class in C. By Proposition
9.1.14(2), there is at most one non-zero equivalence class in M . Thus M is indecomposable.
(4) If M is π-commutative, then there is only one element in every equivalence class of M .
By Proposition 9.1.14(4) and Theorem 9.1.3, there is only one element in every equivalence
class of C. Thus C is π-commutative by [121]. Conversely, if C is π-commutative, then M is
π-commutative by Corollary 9.1.10(1).
(2) It follows from the above discussion and Proposition 9.1.12.
(3) ⇐⇒ (4) By [124, Theorem3.8 and Theorem 4.18] and [121], it is easy to check that (3)
and (4) are equivalent.
Proposition 9.1.16. If MD ∧ME = ME ∧MD implies D ∧ E = E ∧ D for any simple
coalgebras D and E in C(M), then M is W -relational hereditary.
Proof. Let D ∼ E. For any pair of subclasses M1 and M2 of M0 with M1 ∩ M2 = ∅
and M1 ∪ M2 = M0, if MD ∈ M1 and ME ∈ M2, let C1 = {F ∈ C0 | MF ∈ M1} and
C2 = {F ∈ C0 |MF ∈ M2}. By Theorem 9.1.3, C0 = C1 ∪ C2 and C1 ∩ C2 = ∅. Obviously, D ∈ C1
and E ∈ C2. By Definition 9.1.4, there exist D1 ∈ C1 and E1 ∈ C2 such that D1 ∧E1 6= E1 ∧D1.
By the assumption condition, we have that MD1 ∧ME1 6=ME1 ∧MD1 . Thus MD ∼ME , i.e. M
is W -relational hereditary.
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Proposition 9.1.17. Let M = C as a right C-comodule. Let N = D and L = E with N and
L as subcomodules of M with D and E as right coideals of C. Let X be an ideal of C∗ and F
be a subcoalgebra of C. Then:
(1) X⊥C = X⊥M ; N⊥C
∗⊥M = C(N); C(MF ) = F ;
(2) N is a closed subcomodule of M iff D is a subcoalgebra of C;
(3) N is a closed subcomodule iff N is a weak-closed subcomodule of M ;
(4) N is a minimal closed subcomodule of M iff D is a simple subcoalgebra of C;
(5) When N and L are closed subcomodules, N ∧M L = D ∧C E, where ∧M and ∧C denote
wedge in comodule M and in coalgebra C respectively;
(6) M is a full and W -relational hereditary C-comodule and a component faithfulness C-
comodule.
(7) The weak-closed indecomposable decomposition of M as a C-comodule and the indecom-
posable decomposition of C as coalgebra are the same.
Proof. (1) If x ∈ X⊥M , then f · x = 0 for any f ∈ X. Let ρ(x) =∑ni=1 xi ⊗ ci and x1, · · · ,
xn be linearly independent. Thus f(ci) = 0 and i = 1, · · · ,n. Since x =
∑n
i=1 ǫ(xi)ci, f(x) = 0,
which implies x ∈ X⊥C .
Conversely, if x ∈ X⊥C , we have that ρ(x) ∈ X⊥C ⊗ X⊥C since X⊥C is subcoalgebra
of C. Thus f · x = 0 for any f ∈ X, which implies x ∈ X⊥M . Thus X⊥M = X⊥C . By
Lemma 9.1.1(1), N⊥C
∗⊥M = C(N)⊥C
∗⊥M . By part (1), C(N)⊥C
∗⊥M = C(N)⊥C
∗⊥C . Thus
N⊥C
∗⊥M = C(N)⊥C
∗⊥C = C(N).
Finally, we show that C(MF ) = F . Obviously, C(MF ) ⊆ F . If we view F as a C-
subcomodule of M , then F ⊆ C(MF ). Thus F = C(MF ).
(2) If N is a closed subcomodule of M , then N⊥C
∗⊥M = N . By Proposition 9.1.17(1),
N⊥C
∗⊥M = C(N) = N . Thus ρ(N) = ∆(D) ⊆ N ⊗ N = D ⊗ D, which implies that D is
a subcoalgebra of C. Conversely, if D is a subcoalgebra of C, then ρ(N) ⊆ N ⊗ N . Thus
C(N) ⊆ D = N . By Proposition 9.1.17(1), N⊥C∗⊥M = C(N) ⊆ N . Thus N⊥C∗⊥M = N , i.e.
N is closed.
(3) If N is a closed subcomodule, then N is weak-closed. Conversely, if N is weak-closed,
then < x >⊆ N for x ∈ N . Since < x > is a closed subcomodule of M , < x > is subcoalgebra of
C if let < x > with structure of coalgebra C. This shows that ∆(x) ∈< x > ⊗ < x >⊆ D ⊗D.
Thus D is a subcoalgebra of C. By Proposition 9.1.17(2), N is a closed subcomodule of M .
(4) It follows from part (2).
(5) We only need to show that
(N⊥C
∗
L⊥C
∗
)⊥M = (D⊥C
∗
E⊥C
∗
)⊥C .
Since N and L are closed subcomodules, N⊥C
∗
= C(N)⊥C
∗
= D⊥C
∗
and L⊥C
∗
= C(L)⊥C
∗
=
E⊥C
∗
by Proposition 9.1.17(1) and Lemma 9.1.1(1). Thus we only need to show that
(D⊥C
∗
E⊥C
∗
)⊥M = (D⊥C
∗
E⊥C
∗
)⊥C .
The above formula follows from Proposition 9.1.17(1).
(6) By the proof of Corollary 9.1.10(5), we know that M is a component faithfulness C-
comodule. Let {mλ | λ ∈ Λ} be a basis of M . For any c ∈ C, ∆(c) =
∑
mλ ⊗ cλ, by the
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definition of C(M), cλ ∈ C(M). Since c =
∑
ǫ(mλ)cλ ∈ C(M), C ⊆ C(M), i.e. C = C(M).
Consequently, it follows from part (4)(5) that M is W -relational hereditary.
(7) Since M is W -relational hereditary, M =
∑
α∈Ω¯⊕M(Eα)(∞) is a weak-closed indecom-
posable decomposition of M by Proposition 9.1.14. By part (1) (3), C(M(Eα)(∞)) = (Eα)
(∞) =
(M(Eα)(∞))
⊥C∗⊥M = M(Eα)(∞) . Thus M =
∑
α∈Ω¯⊕M(Eα)(∞) =
∑
α∈Ω¯⊕(Eα)(∞). By [121],∑
α∈Ω¯⊕(Eα)(∞) = C is a indecomposable decomposition of C. Thus the weak-closed indecom-
posable decomposition of M as a C-comodule and the indecomposable decomposition of C as
coalgebra are the same. This completes the proof.
By Lemma 9.1.6(4) and Proposition 9.1.17, C is cosemisimple iff every C-comodule M is
cosemisimple.
9.2 The coradicals of comodules
Proposition 9.2.1. Let M be a C-comodule, J denote the Jacobson radical of C∗ and
rj(C(M)
∗) denote the Jacobson radical of C(M)∗.
(1)
M0 = (rj(C(M)
∗))⊥M = SocC∗M and rj(C(M)
∗) =M⊥C
∗
0 ;
(2) If we view C as a right C-comodule, then
C0 = SocC∗C = J
⊥C =
∑
{D | D is a minimal right coideal of C}.
Proof. (1) We first show that
M⊥C
∗
0 ⊆ J
when M is a full C-comodule. We only need to show that ǫ− f is invertible in C∗ for any f ∈
(M0)
⊥C∗ . Let I = (M0)
⊥C∗ . For any natural number n, fn+1 · (M0)(n) = 0 since fn+1 ∈ In+1,
where (M0)
(n) = ∧n+1M0. Thus
fn+1(C((M0)
(n))) = 0. (9.5)
by Lemma 9.1.1(1) and
M = (M0)
(∞) = ∪{(M0)(n) | n = 0, 1, · · · } (9.6)
by [124, Theorem 4.7]. We now show that
C = ∪{C((M0)(n)) | n = 0, 1, · · · } (9.7)
Since (M0)
(n) ⊆ (M0)(n+1), we have that there exists a basis {mλ | λ ∈ Λ} of M such that
for every given natural number n there exists a subset of {mλ | λ ∈ Λ}, which is a basis of
(M0)
(n). For any c ∈W (M), there exists m ∈M with ρ(m) =∑mλ ⊗ cλ such that cλ0 = c for
some λ0 ∈ Λ. By equation (9.6), there exists a natural number n such that m ∈ (M0)(n), which
implies that c ∈ C((M0)(n)) and C(M) ⊆ ∪∞0 C((M0)(n)). Thus
C = ∪{C((M0)(n)) | n = 0, 1, · · · }.
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Let
gn = ǫ+ f + · · · + fn, n = 1, 2, · · · .
For any c ∈ C, there exists a natural number n such that c ∈ C((M0)(n)) by relation (9.7).
We define
g(c) = gn(c) . (9.8)
Considering relation (9.5), we have that g is well-defined. Thus g ∈ C∗.
We next show that g is an inverse of ǫ − f in C∗. For any c ∈ C∗, there exists a natural
number n such that c ∈ C((M0)(n)) by relation (9.7). Thus ∆(c) ∈ C((M0)(n)) ⊗ C((M0)(n)).
We see that
g ∗ (ǫ− f)(c) =
∑
g(c1)(ǫ− f)(c2)
=
∑
gn(c1)(ǫ− f)(c2) (by relation (9.8 ))
= (gn ∗ (ǫ− f))(c)
= (ǫ− fn+1)(c)
= ǫ(c) ( by relation (9.5)) .
Thus g ∗ (ǫ− f) = ǫ. Similarly, (ǫ− f) ∗ g = ǫ. Thus ǫ− f has an inverse in C∗.
We next show that
M⊥C
∗
0 = J
when C(M) = C. It follows from Lemma 9.1.1(1) that
(M0)
⊥C∗ = ∩{N⊥C∗ | N is a minimal closed subcomodule of M}
= ∩{C(N)⊥C∗ | N is a minimal closed subcomodule of M}
⊇ J ( by [54, Proposition 2.1.4] and Proposition 9.1.2)
Thus M⊥C
∗
0 = J
We now show that
rj(C(M)
∗) =M⊥C
∗
0 and (rj(C(M)
∗))⊥M =M0
for any C-comodule M . If M is a C-comodule, then M is full C(M)-comodule and so
(rj(C(M)
∗) =M⊥C
∗
0 .
By [124, Proposition 4.6], M0 is closed. Thus ((rj(C(M)
∗))⊥M =M0.
Finally, we show that M0 = SocC∗M for any C-comodule M . By [124, Proposition 1.16],
SocC∗M ⊆ M0. Conversely, if x ∈ M0, let N = C∗x. By Lemma 9.1.6(4), MC0 = M0. Thus
N is a finite dimensional C0-comodule. By [114, Theorem14.0.1], N = N1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Nn and Ni
is a simple C∗0 -submodule. By [124, Lemma 1.1], Ni is a C0-subcomodule. Thus Ni is a C-
comodule. By [124, Lemma 1.1], Ni is a C
∗-submodule. If L is a non-zero C∗-submodule of M
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and L ⊆ Ni, then L is also a (C0)∗-submodule. Thus L = Ni. This shows that Ni is also a
simple C∗-submodule. Thus Ni ⊆ SocC∗M and N ⊆ SocC∗M . It follows from the above proof
that M0 = SocC∗M .
(2) It follows from Proposition 9.1.17 and part (1).
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Chapter 10
The Homological Dimensions of
Crossed Products
Throughout this chapter, k is a field, R is an algebra over k, and H is a Hopf algebra over k .
We say that R#σH is the crossed product of R and H if R#σH becomes an algebra over k by
multiplication:
(a#h)(b#g) =
∑
h,g
a(h1 · b)σ(h2, g1)#h3g2
for any a, b ∈ R,h, g ∈ H, where σ is a k-linear map from H ⊗H to R and ∆(h) =∑h1 ⊗ h2
( see [87, Definition 7.1.1].)
Let lpd(RM), lid(RM) and lfd(RM) denote the left projective dimension, the left injective
dimension and the left flat dimension of left R-moduleM respectively. Let lgD(R) and wD(R)
denote the left global dimension and the weak dimension of algebra R respectively.
Crossed products are very important algebraic structures. The relation between homological
dimensions of algebra R and crossed product R#σH is often studied. J.C. Mconnell and J.C.
Robson in [89, Theorem 7.5.6] obtained that
rgD(R) = rgD(R ∗G)
for any finite group G with | G |−1∈ k, where R ∗G is the skew group ring. It is clear that every
skew group ring R ∗ G is crossed product R#σkG with trivial σ. Zhong Yi in [126] obtained
that the global dimension of crossed product R ∗ G is finite when the global dimension of R is
finite and some other conditions hold.
In this chapter, we obtain that the global dimensions of R and the crossed product R#σH
are the same; meantime, their weak dimensions are also the same, whenH is a finite-dimensional
semisimple and cosemisimple Hopf algebra.
10.1 The homological dimensions of modules over crossed prod-
ucts
In this section, we give a relation between homological dimensions of modules over R and R#σH.
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If M is a left (right) R#σH-module, then M is also a left (right ) R-module since we can
view R as a subalgebra of R#σH.
Lemma 10.1.1. Let R be a subalgebra of algebra A.
(i) If M is a free A-module and A is a free R-module, then M is a free R-module;
(ii) If P is a projective left R#σH-module, then P is a projective left R-module;
(iii) If P is a projective right R#σH-module and H is a Hopf algebra with invertible antipode,
then P is a projective right R -module;
(iv) If
PM : · · ·Pn dn→ Pn−1 · · · → P0 d0→M → 0
is a projective resolution of left R#σH-module M , then PM is a projective resolution of left
R-module M ;
(v) If
PM : · · ·Pn dn→ Pn−1 · · · → P0 d0→M → 0
is a projective resolution of right R#σH-module M and H is a Hopf algebra with invertible
antipode, then PM is a projective resolution of right R-module M .
Proof. (i) It is obvious.
(ii) Since P is a projective R#σH-module, we have that there exists a free R#σH-module
F such that P is a summand of F . It is clear that R#σH ∼= R ⊗ H as left R-modules, which
implies that R#σH is a free R-module. Thus it follows from part (i) that F is a free R-module
and P is a summand of F as R-module. Consequently, P is a projective R-module.
(iii) By [87, Corollary 7.2.11], R#σH ∼= H ⊗ R as right R-modules. Thus R#σH is a free
right R-module. Using the method in the proof of part (i), we have that P is a projective right
R-module.
(iv) and (v) can be obtained by part (ii) and (iii).
Lemma 10.1.2. (i) Let R be a subalgebra of an algebra A. If M is a flat right ( left )
A-module and A is a flat right ( left ) R-module, then M is a flat right ( left ) R-module;
(ii) If F is a flat left R#σH-module, then F is a flat left R-module;
(iii) If F is a flat right R#σH-module and H is a Hopf algebra with invertible antipode, then
F is a flat right R -module;
(iv) If
FM : · · ·Fn dn→ Fn−1 · · · → F0 d0→M → 0
is a flat resolution of left R#σH-module M , then FM is a flat resolution of left R-module M ;
(v) If
FM : · · ·Fn dn→ Fn−1 · · · → F0 d0→M → 0
is a flat resolution of right R#σH-module M and H is a Hopf algebra with invertible antipode,
then FM is a flat resolution of M .
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Proof. (i) We only show part (i) in the case which M is a right A-module and A is a right
R-module; the other cases can be shown similarly . Let
0→ X f→ Y
be an exact left R#σH-module sequence. By umptions,
0→ A⊗R X A⊗f→ A⊗R Y
and
0→M ⊗A (A⊗R X) M⊗(A⊗f)→ M ⊗A (A⊗R Y )
are exact sequences. Obviously,
M ⊗A (A⊗R X) ∼=M ⊗R X and M ⊗A (A⊗R Y ) ∼=M ⊗R Y
as additive groups. Thus
0→M ⊗R X M⊗f→ M ⊗R Y
is an exact sequence, which implies M is a flat R-module.
(ii)–(v) are immediate consequence of part (i).
The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 10.1.1 and 10.1.2.
Proposition 10.1.3. (i) If M is a left R#σH-module, then
lpd(RM) ≤ lpd(R#σHM);
(ii) If M is a right R#σH-module and H is a Hopf algebra with invertible antipode, then
rpd(MR) ≤ rpd(MR#σH);
(iii) If M is a left R#σH-module, then
lfd(RM) ≤ lfd(R#σHM);
(iv) If M is a right R#σH-module and H is a Hopf algebra with invertible antipode, then
rfd(MR) ≤ rfd(MR#σH).
Lemma 10.1.4. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra, and let M and N
be left R#σH-modules. If f is an R-module homomorphism from M to N , and
f¯(m) =
∑
γ−1(t1)f(γ(t2)m)
for any m ∈ M, then f¯ is an R#σH-module homomorphism from M to N , where t ∈
∫ r
H
with
ǫ(t) = 1, γ is a map from H to R#σH sending h to 1#h and the convolution-inverse
γ−1(h) =
∑
σ−1(S(h2), h3)#S(h1)
for any h ∈ H.
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Proof. (See the proof of [87, Theorem 7.4.2]) For any a ∈ R,h ∈ H,m ∈M , we see that
f¯(am) =
∑
γ−1(t1)f(γ(t2)am)
=
∑
γ−1(t1)f((t2 · a)γ(t3)m)
=
∑
γ−1(t1)(t2 · a)f(γ(t3)m)
=
∑
aγ−1(t1)f(γ(t2)m)
= af¯(m)
and
f¯(γ(h)m) =
∑
γ−1(t1)f(γ(t2)γ(h)m)
=
∑
γ−1(t1)f(σ(t2, h1)γ(t3h2)m) by [87, Definition 7.1.1]
=
∑
γ−1(t1)σ(t2, h1)f(γ(t3h2)m)
=
∑
γ(h1)γ
−1(t1h2)f(γ(t2h3)m)
=
∑
γ(h)γ−1(t1)f(γ(t2)m) since
∑
h1 ⊗ t1h2 ⊗ t2h3 =
∑
h⊗ t1 ⊗ t2
= γ(h)f¯ (m)
Thus f¯ is an R#σH-module homomorphism.
In fact, we can obtain a functor by Lemma 10.1.4. Let R#σHM denote the full subcategory
of RM, its objects are all the left R#σH-modules and its morphisms from M to N are all
the R-module homomorphisms from M to N . For any M,N ∈ obR#σHM and R-module
homomorphism f from M to N , we define that
F : R#σHM−→ R#σHM
such that
F (M) =M and F (f) = f¯ ,
where f¯ is defined in Lemma 10.1.4. It is clear that F is a functor.
Lemma 10.1.5. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra, and let M and N
be right R#σH-modules. If f is an R-module homomorphism from M to N , and
f¯(m) =
∑
f(mγ−1(t1))γ(t2)
for any m ∈ M, then f¯ is an R#σH-module homomorphism from M to N , where t ∈
∫ r
H
with
ǫ(t) = 1, γ is a map from H to R#σH sending h to 1#h.
Proof. (See the proof of [87, Theorem 7.4.2].) For any a ∈ R and h ∈ H,m ∈ M , we see
that
f¯(ma) =
∑
f(maγ−1(t1))γ(t2)
=
∑
f(mγ−1(t1)(t2 · a))γ(t3)
=
∑
f(mγ−1(t1))(t2 · a)γ(t3)
=
∑
f(mγ−1(t1))γ(t2)a
= f¯(m)a
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and
f¯(mγ(h)) =
∑
f(mγ(h)γ−1(t1))γ(t2)
=
∑
f(mγ(h1)γ
−1(t1h2))γ(t2h3) since
∑
h1 ⊗ t1h2 ⊗ t2h3 =
∑
h⊗ t1 ⊗ t2
=
∑
f(mγ−1(t1)σ(t2, h1))γ(t3h2) by [87, Definition 7.1.1]
=
∑
f(mγ−1(t1))σ(t2, h1)γ(t3h2)
=
∑
f(mγ−1(t1))γ(t2)γ(h)
= f¯(m))γ(h)
Thus f¯ is an R#σH-module homomorphism.
Proposition 10.1.6. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra.
(i) If P is a left (right) R#σH-modules and a projective left (right) R-module, then P is a
projective left (right) R#σH-module;
(ii) If E is a left (right) R#σH-modules and an injective left (right) R-module, then E is
an injective left (right) R#σH-module;
(iii) If F is a left (right) R#σH-modules and a flat left (right) R-module, then F is a flat
left (right) R#σH-module.
Proof. (i) Let
X
f→ Y → 0
be an exact sequence of left (right ) R#σH-modules and g be a R#σH-module homomorphism
from P to Y . Since P is a projective left (right) R-module, we have that there exists an R-module
homomorphism ϕ from P to X such that
fϕ = g.
By Lemma 10.1.4 and 10.1.5, there exists an R#σH-module homomorphism ϕ¯ from P to X
such that
fϕ¯ = g.
Thus P is a projective left (right ) R#σH-module.
Similarly, we can obtain the proof of part (ii).
(iii) Since F is a flat left (right ) R-module, we have that characteristic moduleHomZ(F,Q/Z)
of F is an injective left (right ) R-module by [119, Theorem 2.3.6]. Obviously, HomZ(F,Q/Z)
is a left (right ) R#σH-module. By part (ii), HomZ(F,Q/Z) is an injective left ( right ) R#σH
-module. Thus F is a flat left (right ) R#σH-module.
Proposition 10.1.7. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra. Then for left
(right ) R#σH -modules M and N ,
ExtnR#σH(M,N) ⊆ ExtnR(M,N),
where n is any natural number.
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Proof. We view the Extn(M,N) as the equivalent classes of n- extensions of M and N (see
[119, Definition 3.3.7]). We only prove this result for the case n = 1. For other cases, we can
prove them similarly. We denote the equivalent classes in Ext1R#σH(M,N) and Ext
1
R(M,N) by
[E] and [F]’ respectively, where E is an extension of R#σH-modules M and N , and F is an
extension of R-modules M and N . We define a map
Ψ : Ext1R#σH(M,N)→ Ext1R(M,N), by sending [E] to [E]′.
Obviously, Ψ is a map. Now we show that Ψ is injective. Let
0→M f→ E g→ N → 0 and 0→M f
′
→ E′ g
′
→M → 0
are two extensions of R#σH-modules M and N , and they are equivalent in Ext
1
R(M,N). Thus
there exists an R-module homomorphism ϕ from E to E′ such that
ϕf = f ′ and ϕg = g′.
By lemma 10.1.4 , there exists an R#σH-module homomorphism ϕ¯ from E to E
′ such that
ϕ¯f = f ′ and ϕ¯g = g′.
Thus E and E′ are equivalent in Ext1R#σH(M,N), which implies that Ψ is injective.
Lemma 10.1.8. For any M ∈ MR#σH and N ∈ R#σHM, there exists an additive group
homomorphism
ξ :M ⊗R N →M ⊗R#σH N
by sending (m⊗ n) to m⊗ n, where m ∈M,n ∈ N .
Proof. It is trivial.
Proposition 10.1.9. If M is a right R#σH-modules and N is a left R#σH-module, then
there exists an additive group homomorphism
ξ∗ : Tor
R
n (M,N) −→ TorR#σHn (M,N)
such that ξ∗([zn]) = [ξ(zn)], where ξ is the same as in Lemma 10.1.8.
Proof. Let
PM : · · ·Pn dn→ Pn−1 · · · → P0 d0→M → 0
be a projective resolution of right R#σH-module M , and set
T = −⊗R#σHN and TR = −⊗RN.
We have that
TP
Mˆ
: · · ·T (Pn) Tdn→ T (Pn−1) · · · → T (P1) Td1→ TP0 → 0
and
TRP
Mˆ
: · · ·TR(Pn) T
Rdn→ TR(Pn−1) · · · → TR(P1) T
Rd1→ TR(P0)→ 0
are complexes . Thus ξ is a complex homomorphism from TRP
Mˆ
to TP
Mˆ
, which implies that
ξ∗ is an additive group homomorphism.
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10.2 The global dimensions and weak dimensions of crossed
products
In this section we give the relation between homological dimensions of R and R#σH.
Lemma 10.2.1. If R and R′ are Morita equivalent rings, then
(i) rgD(R) = rgD(R’);
(ii) lgD(R) = lgD(R’);
(iii) wD(R)= wD(R’).
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of [2, Proposition 21.6, Exercise 22.12].
Theorem 10.2.2. If H is a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra, then
(i) rgD(R#σH) ≤ rgD(R);
(ii) lgD(R#σH) ≤ lgD(R);
(iii) wD(R#σH) ≤ wD(R).
Proof. (i) When lgD(R) is infinite, obviously part (i) holds. Now we assume lgD(R) = n.
For any left R#σH-module M, and a projective resolution of left R#σH-module M :
PM : · · ·Pn dn→ Pn−1 · · · → P0 d0→M → 0,
we have that PM is also a projective resolution of left R-module M by Lemma 10.1.1. Let
Kn = ker dn be syzygy n of PM . Since lgD(R) = n, Extn+1R (M,N) = 0 for any left R-
module N by [119, Corollary 3.3.6]. Thus Ext1R(Kn, N) = 0, which implies Kn is a projective
R-module. By Lemma 10.1.6 (i), Kn is a projective R#σH-module and Ext
n+1
R#σH
(M,N) = 0
for any R#σH-module N . Consequently,
lgD(R#σH) ≤ n = lgD(R) by [119, Corollary 3.3.6] .
We complete the proof of part (i).
We can show part (ii) and part (iii) similarly.
Theorem 10.2.3. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple and cosemisimple Hopf algebra.
Then
(i) rgD(R) = rgD(R#σH);
(ii) rgD(R) = rgD(R#σH);
(iii) wD(R) = wD(R#σH).
Proof. (i) By the duality theorem (see [87, Corollary 9.4.17]), we have that (R#σH)#H
∗
and R are Morita equivalent algebras. Thus lgD(R) = lgD((R#σH)#H
∗) by Lemma 10.2.1
(i). Considering Theorem 10.2.2 (i), we have that
lgD((R#σH)#H
∗) ≤ lgD(R#σH) ≤ lgD(R).
Consequently,
lgD(R) = lgD(R#σH).
Similarly, we can prove (ii) and (iii) .
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Corollary 10.2.4. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra.
(i) If R is a left (right ) semi-hereditary, then so is R#σH;
(ii) If R is von Neumann regular, then so is R#σH.
Proof. (i) It follows from Theorem 10.2.2 and [119, Theorem 2.2.9] .
(ii) It follows from Theorem 10.2.2 and [119, Theorem 3.4.13].
By the way, part (ii) of Corollary 10.2.4 gives one case about the semiprime question in [87,
Question 7.4.9]. That is, if H is a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra and R is a von
Neumann regular algebra (notice that every von Neumann regular algebra is semiprime ), then
R#σH is semiprime.
Corollary 10.2.5. Let H be a finite-dimensional semisimple and cosemisimple Hopf algebra.
Then
(i) R is semisimple artinian iff R#σH is semisimple artinian;
(ii) R is left (right ) semi-hereditary iff R#σH is left (right ) semi-hereditary;
(iii) R is von Neumann regular iff R#σH is von Neumann regular.
Proof. (i) It follows from Theorem 10.2.3 and [119, Theorem 2.2.9].
(ii) It follows from Theorem 10.2.3 and [119, Theorem 2.2.9].
(iii) It follows from Theorem 10.2.3 and [119, Theorem 3.4.13].
If H is commutative or cocommutative, then S2 = idH by [114]. Consequently, by [104,
Proposition 2 (c)], H is semisimple and cosemisimple iff the character chark of k does not
divides dimH. Considering Theorem 10.2.3 and Corollary 10.2.5, we have
Corollary 10.2.6. Let H be a finite-dimensional commutative or cocommutative Hopf alge-
bra. If the character chark of k does not divides dimH, then
(i) rgD(R) = rgD(R#σH);
(ii) rgD(R) = rgD(R#σH);
(iii) wD(R) = wD(R#σH);
(iv) R is semisimple artinian iff R#σH is semisimple artinian;
(v) R is left (right ) semi-hereditary iff R#σH is left (right ) semi-hereditary;
(vi) R is von Neumann regular iff R#σH is von Neumann regular.
Since group algebra kG is a cocommutative Hopf algebra, we have that
rgD(R) = rgD(R ∗G).
Thus Corollary 10.2.6 implies [89, Theorem 7.5.6].
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Chapter 11
The Radicals of Hopf Module
Algebras
Remark 1
In this chapter, the characterization of H-prime radical is given in many ways. Meantime,
the relations between the radical of smash product R#H and the H-radical of Hopf module
algebra R are obtained.
In this chapter, let k be a commutative associative ring with unit, H be an algebra with unit
and comultiplication △ ( i.e. ∆ is a linear map: H → H ⊗H), R be an algebra over k (R may
be without unit) and R be an H-module algebra.
We define some necessary concept as follows.
If there exists a linear map
{
H ⊗R −→ R
h⊗ r 7→ h · r such that
h · rs =
∑
(h1 · r)(h2 · s) and 1H · r = r
for all r, s ∈ R,h ∈ H, then we say that H weakly acts on R. For any ideal I of R, set
(I : H) := {x ∈ R | h · x ∈ I for all h ∈ H}.
I is called an H-ideal if h · I ⊆ I for any h ∈ H. Let IH denote the maximal H-ideal of R
in I. It is clear that IH = (I : H). An H-module algebra R is called an H-simple module
algebra if R has not any non-trivial H-ideals and R2 6= 0. R is said to be H-semiprime if there
are no non-zero nilpotent H-ideals in R. R is said to be H-prime if IJ = 0 implies I = 0 or
J = 0 for any H-ideals I and J of R. An H-ideal I is called an H-(semi)prime ideal of R if
R/I is H-(semi)prime. {an} is called an H-m-sequence in R with beginning a if there exist
hn, h
′
n ∈ H such that a1 = a ∈ R and an+1 = (hn.an)bn(h′n.an) for any natural number n. If
every H-m-sequence {an} with a7.1.1 = a, there exists a natural number k such that ak = 0,
then a is called an H-m-nilpotent element. Set
WH(R) = {a ∈ R | a is an H-m-nilpotent element}.
1This chapter can be omitted
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R is called an H-module algebra if the following conditions hold:
(i) R is a unital left H-module(i.e. R is a left H-module and 1H · a = a for any a ∈ R);
(ii) h · ab =∑(h1 · a)(h2 · b) for any a, b ∈ R, h ∈ H, where ∆(h) =∑h1 ⊗ h2.
H-module algebra is sometimes called a Hopf module.
If R is an H-module algebra with a unit 1R, then
h · 1R =
∑
h
(h1 · 1R)(h2S(h3) · 1R)
=
∑
h
h1 · (1R(S(h2) · 1R)) =
∑
h
h1S(h2) · 1R = ǫ(h)1R,
i.e. h · 1R = ǫ(h)1R
for any h ∈ H.
An H-module algebra R is called a unital H-module algebra if R has a unit 1R such that
h · 1R = ǫ(h)1R for any h ∈ H. Therefore, every H-module algebra with unit is a unital H-
module algebra. A left R-moduleM is called an R-H-module ifM is also a left unital H-module
with h(am) =
∑
(h1 · a)(h2m) for all h ∈ H, a ∈ R,m ∈ M . An R-H-module M is called an
R-H- irreducible module if there are no non-trivial R-H-submodules in M and RM 6= 0. An
algebra homomorphism ψ : R → R′ is called an H-homomorphism if ψ(h · a) = h · ψ(a) for
any h ∈ H, a ∈ R. Let rb, rj , rl, rbm denote the Baer radical, the Jacobson radical, the locally
nilpotent radical, the Brown-MacCoy radical of algebras respectively. Let I ⊳H R denote that
I is an H-ideal of R.
11.1 The H-special radicals for H-module algebras
J.R. Fisher [48] built up the general theory of H-radicals for H-module algebras. We can easily
give the definitions of the H-upper radical and the H-lower radical for H-module algebras as in
[116]. In this section, we obtain some properties of H-special radicals for H-module algebras.
Lemma 11.1.1. (1) If R is an H-module algebra and E is a non-empty subset of R, then
(E) = H · E + R(H · E) + (H · E)R + R(H · E)R, where (E) denotes the H-ideal generated by
E in R.
(2) If B is an H-ideal of R and C is an H-ideal of B, then (C)3 ⊆ C, where (C) denotes
the H-ideal generated by C in R.
Proof. It is trivial.
Proposition 11.1.2. (1) R is H-semiprime iff (H · a)R(H · a) = 0 always implies a = 0 for
any a ∈ R.
(2) R is H-prime iff (H · a)R(H · b) = 0 always implies a = 0 or b = 0 for any a, b ∈ R.
Proof. If R is an H-prime module algebra and (H · a)R(H · b) = 0 for a, b ∈ R, then
(a)2(b)2 = 0, where (a) and (b) are the H-ideals generated by a and b in R respectively. Since
R is H-prime, (a) = 0 or (b) = 0. Conversely, if B and C are H-ideals of R and BC = 0, then
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(H · a)R(H · b) = 0 and a = 0 or b = 0 for any a ∈ B, b ∈ C, which implies that B = 0 or C = 0,
i.e. R is an H-prime module algebra.
Similarly, part (1) holds.
Proposition 11.1.3. If I ⊳H R and I is an H-semiprime module algebra, then
(1) I ∩ I∗ = 0; (2) Ir = Il = I∗; (3) I∗ ⊳H R, where Ir = {a ∈ R | I(H · a) = 0}, Il = {a ∈ R |
(H · a)I = 0}, I∗ = {a ∈ R | (H · a)I = 0 = I(H · a)}.
Proof . For any x ∈ I∗ ∩ I, we have that I(H · x) = 0 and (H · x)I(H · x) = 0. Since I is
an H-semiprime module algebra, x = 0, i.e. I ∩ I∗ = 0.
To show I∗ = Ir, we only need to show that (H ·x)I = 0 for any x ∈ Ir. For any y ∈ I, h ∈ H,
let z = (h · x)y. It is clear that (H · z)I(H · z) = 0. Since I is an H-semiprime module algebra,
z = 0, i.e. (H · x)I = 0. Thus I∗ = Ir. Similarly, we can show that Il = I∗.
Obviously, I∗ is an ideal of R. For any x ∈ I∗, h ∈ H, we have (H · (h · x))I = 0. Thus
h · x ∈ I∗ by part (2), i.e. I∗ is an H-ideal of R.
Definition 11.1.4. K is called an H-(weakly )special class if
(S1) K consists of H-(semiprime)prime module algebras.
(S2) For any R ∈ K, if 0 6= I ⊳H R then I ∈ K.
(S3) If R is an H-module algebra and B ⊳H R with B ∈ K, then R/B∗ ∈ K,
where B∗ = {a ∈ R | (H · a)B = 0 = B(H · a)}.
It is clear that (S3) may be replaced by one of the following conditions:
(S3’) If B is an essential H-ideal of R(i.e. B ∩ I 6= 0 for any non-zero H-ideal I of R) and
B ∈ K, then R ∈ K.
(S3”) If there exists an H-ideal B of R with B∗ = 0 and B ∈ K, then R ∈ K.
It is easy to check that if K is an H-special class, then K is an H-weakly special class.
Theorem 11.1.5. If K is an H-weakly special class, then rK(R) = ∩{I ⊳H R | R/I ∈ K},
where rK denotes the H-upper radical determined by K.
Proof. If I is a non-zero H-ideal of R and I ∈ K, then R/I∗ ∈ K by (S3) in Definition
11.1.4 and I 6⊆ I∗ by Proposition 11.1.3. Consequently, it follows from [48, Proposition 5] that
rK(R) = ∩{I | I is an H-ideal of R and R/I ∈ K} . 
Definition 11.1.6. If r is a hereditary H-radical(i.e. if R is an r-H-module algebra and B is
an H-ideal of R, then so is B ) and any nilpotent H-module algebra is an r-H-module algebra,
then r is called a supernilpotent H-radical.
Proposition 11.1.7. r is a supernilpotent H-radical, then r is H-strongly hereditary, i.e.
r(I) = r(R) ∩ I for any I ⊳H R.
Proof. It follows from [48, Proposition 4] .
Theorem 11.1.8. If K is an H-weakly special class, then rK is a supernilpotent H-radical.
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Proof. Let r = rK. Since every non-zero H-homomorphic image R′ of a nilpotent H-module
algebra R is nilpotent and is not H-semiprime, we have that R is an r-H-module algebra by
Theorem 11.1.5. It remains to show that any H-ideal I of r-H-module algebra R is an r-H-ideal.
If I is not an r-H-module algebra, then there exists an H-ideal J of I such that 0 6= I/J ∈ K.
By (S3), (R/J)/(I/J)∗ ∈ K. Let Q = {x ∈ R | (H · x)I ⊆ J and I(H · x) ⊆ J }. It is clear that
J and Q are H-ideals of R and Q/J = (I/J)∗. Since R/Q ∼= (R/J)/(Q/J) = (R/J)/(I/J)∗
and R/Q is an r-H- module algebra, we have (R/J)/(I/J)∗ is an r-H-module algebra. Thus
R/Q = 0 and I2 ⊆ J , which contradicts that I/J is a non-zero H-semiprime module algebra.
Thus I is an r-H-ideal.
Proposition 11.1.9. R is H-semiprime iff for any 0 6= a ∈ R, there exists an H-m-sequence
{an} in R with a7.1.1 = a such that an 6= 0 for all n.
Proof. If R is H-semiprime, then for any 0 6= a ∈ R, there exist b1 ∈ R , h1 and h′1 ∈ H such
that 0 6= a2 = (h1 ·a1)b1(h′1 ·a1) ∈ (H ·a1)R(H ·a1) by Proposition 11.1.2, where a1 = a. Similarly,
for 0 6= a2 ∈ R, there exist b2 ∈ R and h2 and h′2 ∈ H such that 0 6= a3 = (h2 · a2)b2(h′2 · a2) ∈
(H · a2)R(H · a2), which implies that there exists an H-m-sequence {an} such that an 6= 0 for
any natural number n. Conversely, it is trivial.
11.2 H-Baer radical
In this section, we give the characterization of H-Baer radical(H-prime radical) in many ways.
Theorem 11.2.1. We define a property rHb for H-module algebras as follows: R is an rHb-
H-module algebra iff every non-zero H-homomorphic image of R contains a non-zero nilpotent
H-ideal; then rHb is an H-radical property.
Proof. It is clear that every H-homomorphic image of rHb-H-module algebra is an rHb-H-
module algebra. If every non-zero H-homomorphic image B of H-module algebra R contains a
non-zero rHb-H-ideal I, then I contains a non-zero nilpotent H-ideal J . It is clear that (J) is a
non-zero nilpotent H-ideal of B, where (J) denotes the H-ideal generated by J in B. Thus R is
an rHb-H-module algebra. Consequently, rHb is an H-radical property.
rHb is called H-prime radical or H-Baer radical.
Theorem 11.2.2. Let
E = {R | R is a nilpotent H-module algebra },
then rE = rHb, where rE denotes the H-lower radical determined by E.
Proof. If R is an rHb-H-module algebra, then every non-zero H-homomorphic image B
of R contains a non-zero nilpotent H-ideal I. By the definition of the lower H-radical, I is
an rE -H-module algebra. Consequently, R is an rE -H-module algebra. Conversely, since every
nilpotent H-module algebra is an rHb-H-module algebra, rE ≤ rHb.
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Proposition 11.2.3. R is H-semiprime if and only if rHb(R) = 0.
Proof. If R is H-semiprime with rHb(R) 6= 0, then there exists a non-zero nilpotent H-ideal
I of rHb(R). It is clear that H-ideal (I), which the H-ideal generated by I in R, is a non-zero
nilpotent H-ideal of R. This contradicts that R is H-semiprime. Thus rHb(R) = 0. Conversely,
if R is an H-module algebra with rHb(R) = 0 and there exists a non-zero nilpotent H-ideal I of
R, then I ⊆ rHb(R). We get a contradiction. Thus R is H-semiprime if rHb(R) = 0.
Theorem 11.2.4. If K = {R | R is an H-prime module algebra}, then K is an H-special
class and rHb = r
K.
Proof. Obviously, (S1) holds. If I is a non-zero H-ideal of an H-prime module algebra
R and BC = 0 for H-ideals B and C of I, then (B)3(C)3 = 0 where (B) and (C) denote the
H-ideals generated by B and C in R respectively. Since R is H-prime, (B) = 0 or (C) = 0,
i.e. B = 0 or C = 0. Consequently, (S2) holds. Now we shows that (S3) holds. Let B be an
H-prime module algebra and be an H-ideal of R. If JI ⊆ B∗ for H-ideals I and J of R, then
(BJ)(IB) = 0, where B∗ = {x ∈ R | (H · x)B = 0 = B(H · x)}. Since B is an H-prime module
algebra, BJ = 0 or IB = 0. Considering I and J are H-ideals, we have that B(H · J) = 0 or
(H ·I)B = 0. By Proposition 11.1.3, J ⊆ B∗ or I ⊆ B∗, which implies that R/B∗ is an H-prime
module algebra. Consequently, (S3) holds and so K is an H-special class.
Next we show that rHb = r
K. By Proposition 11.1.5, rK(R) = ∩{I | I is an H-ideal of R and
R/I ∈ K}. If R is a nilpotent H-module algebra, then R is an rK-H-module algebra. It follows
from Theorem 11.2.2 that rHb ≤ rK. Conversely, if rHb(R) = 0, then R is an H-semiprime
module algebra by Proposition 11.2.3. For any 0 6= a ∈ R, there exist b1 ∈ R , h1, h′1 ∈ H such
that 0 6= a2 = (h1 · a1)b1(h′1 · a1) ∈ (H · a1)R(H · a1), where a1 = a. Similarly, for 0 6= a2 ∈ R,
there exist b2 ∈ R and h2, h′2 ∈ H such that 0 6= a3 = (h2 · a2)b2(h′2 · a2) ∈ (H · a2)R(H · a2).
Thus there exists an H-m-sequence {an} such that an 6= 0 for any natural number n. Let
F = {I | I is an H-ideal of R and I ∩ {a1, a2, · · · } = ∅}.
By Zorn’s Lemma, there exists a maximal element P in F . If I and J are H-ideals of R and
I 6⊆ P and J 6⊆ P , then there exist natural numbers n and m such that an ∈ I and am ∈ J .
Since 0 6= an+m+1 = (hn+m · an+m)bn+m(h′n+m · an+m) ∈ IJ , which implies that IJ 6⊆ P and so
P is an H-prime ideal of R. Obviously, a 6∈ P, which implies that a 6∈ rK(R) and rK(R) = 0.
Consequently, rK = rHb.
Theorem 11.2.5. rHb(R) =WH(R).
Proof. If 0 6= a 6∈ WH(R), then there exists an H-prime ideal P such that a 6∈ P by the
proof of Thoerem 11.2.4. Thus a 6∈ rHb(R), which implies that rHb(R) ⊆ WH(R). Conversely,
for any x ∈WH(R), let R¯ = R/rHb(R). Since rHb(R¯) = 0, R¯ is an H-semiprime module algebra
by Proposition 11.2.3. By the proof of Theorem 11.2.4, WH(R¯) = 0. For an H-m-sequence {a¯n}
with a¯1 = x¯ in R¯, there exist bn ∈ R and hn, h′n ∈ H such that
an+1 = (hn · an)bn(h′n · an)
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for any natural number n. Thus there exists a′n ∈ R such that a′1 = x and a′n+1 = (hn ·a′n)bn(h′n ·
a′n) for any natural number n. Since {a′n} is an H-m-sequence with a′1 = x in R, there exists
a natural number k such that a′k = 0. It is easy to show that an = a
′
n for any natural number n
by induction. Thus a¯k = 0 and x ∈ WH(R). Considering WH(R) = 0, we have x ∈ rHb(R) and
WH(R) ⊆ rHb(R). Therefore WH(R) = rHb(R).
Definition 11.2.6. We define an H-ideal Nα in H-module algebra R for every ordinal number
α as follows:
(i) N0 = 0.
Let us assume that Nα is already defined for α ≺ β.
(ii) If β = α+ 1, Nβ/Nα is the sum of all nilpotent H-ideals of R/Nα
(iii) If β is a limit ordinal number, Nβ =
∑
α≺βNα.
By set theory, there exists an ordinal number τ such that Nτ = Nτ+1.
Theorem 11.2.7. Nτ = rHb(R) = ∩{I | I is an H-semiprime ideal of R}.
Proof. Let D = ∩{I | I is an H-semiprime ideal of R}. Since R/Nτ has not any non-zero
nilpotent H-ideal, we have that rHb(R) ⊆ Nτ by Proposition 11.2.3. Obviously, D ⊆ rHb(R).
Using transfinite induction, we can show that Nα ⊆ I for every H-semiprime ideal I of R and
every ordinal number α (see the proof of [127, Theorem 3.7] ). Thus Nτ ⊆ D, which completes
the proof.
Definition 11.2.8. Let ∅ 6= L ⊆ H. An H-m-sequence {an} in R is called an L-m-sequence
with beginning a if a7.1.1 = a and an+1 = (hn.an)bn(h
′
n.an) such that hn, h
′
n ∈ L for all n. For
every L-m-sequence {an} with a7.1.1 = a, there exists a natural number k such that ak = 0,
then R is called an L-m-nilpotent element, written as WL(R) = {a ∈ R | a is an L-m-nilpotent
element}.
Similarly, we have
Proposition 11.2.9. If L ⊆ H and H = kL, then
(i) R is H-semiprime iff (L.a)R(L.a) = 0 always implies a = 0 for any a ∈ R.
(ii) R is H-prime iff (L.a)R(L.b) = 0 always implies a = 0 or b = 0 for any a, b ∈ R.
(iii) R is H-semiprime if and only if for any 0 6= a ∈ R, there exists an L-m-sequence {an}
with a1 = a such that an 6= 0 for all n.
(iv) WH(R) =WL(R).
11.3 The H-module theoretical characterization of H-special
radicals
If V is an algebra over k with unit and x ⊗ 1V = 0 always implies that x = 0 for any right
k-module M and for any x ∈M , then V is called a faithful algebra to tensor. For example, if k
is a field, then V is faithful to tensor for any algebra V with unit.
In this section, we need to add the following condition: H is faithful to tensor.
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We shall characterize H-Baer radical rHb, H-locally nil radical rHl, H-Jacobson radical rHj
and H-Brown-McCoy radical rHbm by R-H-modules.
We can view every H-module algebra R as a sub-algebra of R#H since H is faithful to
tensor. By computation, we have that
h · a =
∑
(1#h1)a(1#S(h2))
for any h ∈ H, a ∈ R, where S is the antipode of H.
Definition 11.3.1. An R-H-module M is called an R-H-prime module if for M the following
conditions are fulfilled:
(i) RM 6= 0;
(ii) If x is an element of M and I is an H-ideal of R, then I(Hx) = 0 always implies x = 0
or I ⊆ (0 :M)R, where (0 :M)R = {a ∈ R | aM = 0}.
Definition 11.3.2. We associate to every H-module algebra R a class MR of R-H-modules.
Then the class M = ∪MR is called an H-special class of modules if the following conditions are
fulfilled:
(M1) If M ∈ MR, then M is an R-H-prime module.
(M2) If I is an H-ideal of R and M ∈ MI , then IM ∈ MR.
(M3) If M ∈ MR and I is an H-ideal of R with IM 6= 0, then M ∈ MI .
(M4) Let I be an H-ideal of R and R¯ = R/I. If M ∈ MR and I ⊆ (0 :M)R, then M ∈ MR¯.
Conversely, if M ∈ MR¯, then M ∈MR.
Let M(R) denote ∩{(0 :M)R |M ∈ MR}, or R when MR = ∅.
Lemma 11.3.3. (1) If M is an R-H-module, then M is an R#H-module. In this case,
(0 :M)R#H ∩R = (0 :M)R and (0 :M)R is an H-ideal of R;
(2) R is a non-zero H-prime module algebra iff there exists a faithful R-H-prime module M ;
(3) Let I be an H-ideal of R and R¯ = R/I. If M is an R-H-(resp. prime, irreducible)module
and I ⊆ (0 :M)R, thenM is an R-H-(resp. prime, irreducible)module (defined by h·(a+I) = h·a
and (a + I)x = ax). Conversely, if M is an R¯-H-(resp. prime irreducible)module, then M is
an R-H-(resp. prime, irreducible)module(defined by h · a = h · (a + I) and ax = (a + I)x). In
the both cases, it is always true that R/(0 :M)R ∼= R/(0 :M)R;
(4) I is an H-prime ideal of R with I 6= R iff there exists an R-H-prime module M such
that I = (0 :M)R;
(5) If I is an H-ideal of R and M is an I-H-prime module, then IM is an R-H-prime
module with (0 :M)I = (0 : IM)R ∩ I;
(6) If M is an R-H-prime module and I is an H-ideal of R with IM 6= 0, then M is an
I-H-prime module;
(7) If R is an H-semiprime module algebra with one side unit, then R has a unit.
Proof. (1) Obviously, (0 : M)R = (0 : M)R#H ∩ R. For any h ∈ H, a ∈ (0 : M)R, we
see that (h · a)M = ∑(1#h1)a(1#S(h2))M ⊆ ∑(1#h1)aM = 0 for any h ∈ H, a ∈ R. Thus
h · a ∈ (0 :M)R, which implies (0 :M)R is an H-ideal of R.
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(2) If R is an H-prime module algebra, view M = R as an R-H-module. Obviously, M is
faithful. If I(H · x) = 0 for 0 6= x ∈M and an H-ideal I of R, then I(x) = 0 and I = 0, where
(x) denotes the H-ideal generated by x in R. Consequently, M is a faithful R-H-prime module.
Conversely, let M be a faithful R-H-prime module. If IJ = 0 for two H-ideals I and J of R
with J 6= 0, then JM 6= 0 and there exists 0 6= x ∈ JM such that I(Hx) = 0. Since M is a
faithful R-H-prime module, I = 0. Consequently, R is H-prime.
(3) IfM is an R-H-module, then it is clear that M is a (left)R-module and h(ax) = h(ax) =∑
(h1 · a)(h2x) =
∑
(h1 · a)(h2x) =
∑
(h1 · a)(h2x) for any h ∈ H, a ∈ R and x ∈ M . Thus
M is an R-H-module. Conversely, if M is an R-H-module, then M is an (left) R-module and
h(ax) = h(ax) =
∑
(h1 · a)(h2x) =
∑
h1 · a(h2x) =
∑
(h1 · a)(h2x)
for any h ∈ H, a ∈ R and x ∈M . This shows that M is an R-H-module.
Let M be an R-H-prime module and I be an H-ideal of R with I ⊆ (0 :M)R. If J(Hx) = 0
for 0 6= x ∈ M and an H-ideal J of R, then J(Hx) = 0 and J ⊆ (0 : M)R. This shows that
J¯ ⊆ (0 :M)R. Thus M is an R-H-prime module. Similarly, we can show the other assert.
(4) If I is an H-prime ideal of R with R 6= I, then R = R/I is an H-prime module algebra.
By Part (2), there exists a faithful R-H-prime module M . By part (3), M is an R-H-prime
module with (0 :M)R = I. Conversely, if there exists a R-H-prime M with I = (0 :M)R, then
M is a faithful R-H-prime module by part (3) and I is an H-prime ideal of R by part (2).
(5) First, we show that IM is an R-module. We define
a(
∑
i
aixi) =
∑
i
(aai)xi (11.1)
for any a ∈ R and ∑i aixi ∈ IM , where ai ∈ I and xi ∈ M . If ∑i aixi = ∑i a′ix′i with ai,
a′i ∈ R, xi, x′i ∈M , let y =
∑
i(aai)xi −
∑
i(aa
′
i)x
′
i. For any b ∈ I and h ∈ H, we see that
b(hy) =
∑
i
b{h[(aai)xi − (aa′i)x′i]}
=
∑
i
∑
(h)
b{[(h1 · (aai)](h2xi)− [h1 · (aa′i)](h2x′i)}
=
∑
(h)
∑
i
{b[(h1 · a)(h2 · ai)](h3xi))− b[(h1 · a)(h2 · a′i)](h3x′i)}
=
∑
(h)
∑
i
b(h1 · a)[h2(aixi)− h2(a′ix′i)]
=
∑
(h)
b(h1 · a)h2
∑
i
[aixi − a′ix′i] = 0.
Thus I(Hy) = 0. Since M is an I-H-prime module and IM 6= 0, we have that y = 0. Thus this
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definition in (11.1) is well-defined. It is easy to check that IM is an R-module. We see that
h(a
∑
i
aixi) =
∑
i
h[(aai)xi]
=
∑
i
∑
h
[h1 · (aai)][h2xi]
=
∑
i
∑
h
[(h1 · a)(h2 · ai)](h3x)
=
∑
h
(h1 · a)
∑
i
(h2 · ai)(h3xi)
=
∑
h
(h1 · a)[h2
∑
i
(aixi)]
for any h ∈ H and ∑i aixi ∈ IM. Thus IM is an R-H-module.
Next, we show that (0 : M)I = (0 : IM)R ∩ I. If a ∈ (0 :M)I , then aM = 0 and aIM = 0,
i.e. a ∈ (0 : IM)A ∩ I. Conversely, if a ∈ (0 : IM)R ∩ I, then aIM = 0. By part (1), (0 : IM)R
is an H-ideal of R. Thus (H · a)IM = 0 and (H · a)I ⊆ (0 :M)I . Since (0 :M)I is an H-prime
ideal of I by part (4), a ∈ (0 :M)I . Consequently, (0 :M)I = (0 : IM)R ∩ I.
Finally, we show that IM is an R-H-prime module. If RIM = 0, then RI ⊆ (0 : M)R and
I ⊆ (0 :M)R, which contradicts thatM is an I-H-prime module. Thus RIM 6= 0. If J(Hx) = 0
for 0 6= x ∈ IM and an H-ideal J of R, then JI(Hx) ⊆ J(Hx) = 0. Since M is an I-H-prime
module, JI ⊆ (0 :M)I and J(IM) = 0. Consequently, IM is an R-H-prime module.
(6) Obviously, M is an I-H-module. If J(Hx) = 0 for 0 6= x ∈ M and an H-ideal J of I,
then (J)3(Hx) = 0 and (J)3 ⊆ (0 : M)R, where (J) denotes the H-ideal generated by J in R.
Since (0 : M)R is an H-prime ideal of R, (J) ⊆ (0 : M)R and J ⊆ (0 : M)I . Consequently, M
is an I-H-prime module.
(7) We can assume that u is a right unit of R. We see that
(h · (au− a))b =
∑
(1#h1)(au− a)(1#S(h2))b = 0
for any a, b ∈ R,h ∈ H. Therefore (H · (au− a))R = 0 and au = a, which implies that R has a
unit.
Theorem 11.3.4. (1) If M is an H-special class of modules and K = { R | there exists a
faithful R-H-module M ∈ MR}, then K is an H-special class and rK(R) =M(R).
(2) If K is an H-special class and MR = { M | M is an R-H-prime module and R/(0 :
M)R ∈ K}, then M = ∪MR is an H-special class of modules and rK(R) =M(R).
Proof. (1) By Lemma 11.3.3(2), (S1) is satisfied. If I is a non-zero H-ideal of R and R ∈ K,
then there exists a faithful R-H-prime module M ∈ MR. Since M is faithful, IM 6= 0 and
M ∈ MI with (0 :M)I = (0 :M)R ∩ I = 0 by (M3). Thus I ∈ K and (S2) is satisfied. Now we
show that (S3) holds. If I is an H-ideal of R with I ∈ K, then there exists a faithful I-H-prime
moduleM ∈ MI . By (M2) and Lemma 11.3.3(5), IM ∈ MR and 0 = (0 :M)I = (0 : IM)R∩I.
Thus (0 : IM)R ⊆ I∗. Obviously, I∗ ⊆ (0 : IM)R. Thus I∗ = (0 : IM)R. Using (M4), we have
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that IM ∈ MR and IM is a faithful R-H-module with R = R/I∗. Thus R/I∗ ∈ K. Therefore
K is an H-special class.
It is clear that
{I | I is an H-ideal of R and R/I ∈ K} = {(0 :M)R |M ∈ MR}.
Thus rK(R) =M(R).
(2) It is clear that (M1) is satisfied. If I is an H-ideal of R with M ∈ MI , then M is an
I-H-prime module with I/(0 : M)I ∈ K. By Lemma 11.3.3(5), IM is an R-H-prime module
with (0 :M)I = (0 : IM)R ∩ I. It is clear that
(0 : IM)R = {a ∈ R | (H · a)I ⊆ (0 :M)I and I(H · a) ⊆ (0 :M)I}
and
(0 : IM)R/(0 :M)I = (I/(0 :M)I)
∗.
Thus R/(0 : IM)R ∼= (R/(0 : M)I)/((0 : IM)R/(0 : M)I) = (R/(0 : M)I)/(I/(0 : M)I)∗ ∈ K,
which implies that IM ∈ MR and (M2) holds. Let M ∈ MR and I be an H-ideal of R with
IM 6= 0. By Lemma 11.3.3(6), M is an I-H-prime module and I/(0 :M)I = I/((0 :M)R∩I) ∼=
(I + (0 : M)R)/(0 : M)R. Since R/(0 : M)R ∈ K, I/(0 : M)I ∈ K and M ∈ MI . Thus (M3)
holds. It follows from Lemma 11.3.3(3) that (M4) holds.
It is clear that
{I | I is an H-ideal of R and 0 6= R/I ∈ K} = {(0 :M)R |M ∈ MR}.
Thus rK(R) =M(R). 
Theorem 11.3.5. Let MR ={ M |M is an R-H-prime module} for any H-module algebra
R and M = ∪MR. Then M is an H-special class of modules and M(R) = rHb(R).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 11.3.3(3)(5)(6) that M is an H-special class of modules. By
Lemma 11.3.3(2),
{R | R is an H-prime module algebra with R 6= 0} =
{R | there exists a faithful R-H-prime module }.
Thus rHb(R) =M(R) by Theorem 11.2.4(1).
Theorem 11.3.6. Let MR ={ M | M is an R-H-irreducible module} for any H-module
algebra R and M = ∪MR. Then M is an H-special class of modules and M(R) = rHj(R),
where rHj is the H-Jacobson radical of R defined in [48].
Proof. If M is an R-H-irreducible module and J(Hx) = 0 for 0 6= x ∈ M and an H-ideal
J of R, let N = {m ∈ M | J(Hm) = 0}. Since J(h(am)) = J(∑h(h1 · a)(h2m)) = 0, am ∈ N
for any m ∈ N,h ∈ H, a ∈ R, we have that N is an R-submodule of M . Obviously, N is an
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H-submodule of M . Thus N is an R-H-submodule of M . Since N 6= 0, we have that N = M
and JM = 0, i.e. J ⊆ (0 : M)R. Thus M is an R-H-prime module and (M1) is satisfied. If
M is an I-H-irreducible module and I is an H-ideal, then IM is an R-H-module. If N is an
R-H-submodule of IM , then N is also an I-H-submodule of M, which implies that N = 0 or
N = M . Thus (M2) is satisfied. If M is an R-H-irreducible module and I is an H-ideal of R
with IM 6= 0, then IM = M . If N is an non-zero I-H-submodule of M , then IN is an R-H-
submodule of M by Lemma 11.3.3(5) and IN = 0 or IN = M . If IN = 0, then I ⊆ (0 : M)R
by the above proof and IM = 0. We get a contradiction. If IN =M , then N =M . Thus M is
an I-H-irreducible module and (M3) is satisfied.
It follows from Lemma 11.3.3(3) that (M4) holds. By Theorem 11.3.4(1), M(R) = rHj(R).
J.R. Fisher [48, Proposition 2] constructed an H-radical rH by a common hereditary radical
r for algebras, i.e. rH(R) = (r(R) : H) = {a ∈ R | h · a ∈ r(R) for any h ∈ H}. Thus we can get
H-radicals rbH , rlH , rjH , rbmH .
Definition 11.3.7. An R-H-module M is called an R-H-BM -module, if for M the following
conditions are fulfilled:
(i) RM 6= 0;
(ii) If I is an H-ideal of R and I 6⊆ (0 : M)R, then there exists an element u ∈ I such that
m = um for all m ∈M .
Theorem 11.3.8. Let MR = { M |M is an R-H-BM -module} for every H-module algebra
R and M = ∪MR. Then M is an H-special class of modules.
Proof. It is clear that M satisfies (M1) and (M4). To prove (M2) we exhibit: if I ⊳H R and
M ∈ MI , then M is an I-H-prime module and IM is an R-H-prime module. If J is an H-ideal
of R with J 6⊆ (0 : M)R, then JI is an H-ideal of I with JI 6⊆ (0 : M)I . Thus there exists an
element u ∈ JI ⊆ J such that um = m for every m ∈M . Hence IM ∈ MR.
To prove (M3), we exhibit: if M ∈ MR and I is an H-ideal of R with IM 6= 0. If J is an
H-ideal of I with J 6⊆ (0 : M)I , then (J) 6⊆ (0 : M)R, where (J) is the H-ideal generated by J
in R. Thus there exists an elements u ∈ (J) such that um = m for every m ∈M. Moreover,
m = um = uum = uuum = u3m
and u3 ∈ J. Thus M ∈MI .
Proposition 11.3.9. If M is an R-H-BM -module, then R/(0 :M)R is an H-simple module
algebra with unit.
Proof. Let I be any H- ideal of R with I 6⊆ (0 : M)R. Since M is an R-H-BM -module,
there exists an element u ∈ I such that uam = am for every m ∈ M,a ∈ R. It follows that
a − ua ∈ (0 : M)R, whence R = I + (0 : M)R. Thus (0 : M)R is a maximal H-ideal of R.
Therefore R/(0 :M)R is an H-simple module algebra.
Next we shall show that R/(0 :M)R has a unit. Now R 6⊆ (0 :M)R, since RM 6= 0. By the
above proof, there exists an element u ∈ R such that a − ua ∈ (0 : M)R for any a ∈ R. Hence
R/(0 :M)R has a left unit. Furthermore, by Lemma 11.3.7 (7) it has a unity element.
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Proposition 11.3.10. If R is an H-simple-module algebra with unit, then there exists a
faithful R-H-BM -module.
Proof. Let M = R. It is clear that M is a faithful R-H-BM - module.
Theorem 11.3.11. Let MR = { M | M is an R-H-BM -module} for every H-module al-
gebra R and M = ∪MR. Then rHbm(R) = M(R), where rHbm denotes the H-upper radical
determined by {R | R is an H-simple module algebra with unit }.
Proof. By Theorem 11.3.8, M is an H-special class of modules. Let
K = {R | there exists a faithful R-H-BM -module }.
By Theorem 11.3.4(1), K is an H-special class and rK(R) = M(R). Using Proposition 11.3.9
and 11.3.10, we have that
K = {R | R is an H-simple module algebra with unit }.
Therefore M(R) = rHbm(R).
Assume that H is a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra with t ∈ ∫ l
H
and ǫ(t) = 1.
Let
Gt(a) = {z | z = x+ (t.a)x+
∑
(xi(t.a)yi + xiyi) for all xi, yi, x ∈ R}.
R is called an rgt-H-module algebra, if a ∈ Gt(a) for all a ∈ R.
Theorem 11.3.12. rgr is an H-radical property of H-module algebra and rgt = rHbm.
Proof. It is clear that any H-homomorphic image of rgt-H- module algebra is an rgt-H-
module algebra. Let
N =
∑
{I⊳H | I is an rgt-H-ideal of R}.
Now we show that N is an rgt-H-ideal of R. In fact, we only need to show that I1 + I2 is an
rgt-H-ideal for any two rgt-H-ideals I1 and I2. For any a ∈ I1, b ∈ I2, there exist x, xi, yi ∈ R
such that
a = x+ (t · a)x+
∑
i
(xi(t · a)yi + xiyi).
Let
c = x+ (t · (a+ b))x+
∑
xi(t · (a+ b))yi + xiyi ∈ Gt(a+ b).
Obviously,
a+ b− c = b− (t · b)x−
∑
xi(t · b)yi ∈ I2.
Thus there exist w, uj , vj ∈ R such that
a+ b− c = w + (t · (a+ b− c))w +
∑
j
(uj(t · (a+ b− c))vj + ujvj).
Let d = (t · (a+ b))w +w +∑j(uj(t · (a+ b))vj + ujvj) and e = c−∑j uj(t · c)vj − (t · c)w. By
computation, we have that
a+ b = d+ e.
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Since c ∈ Gt(a + b) and d ∈ Gt(a + b), we get that e ∈ G(a + b) and a + b ∈ Gt(a + b), which
implies that I1 + I2 is an rgt-H-ideal.
Let R¯ = R/N and B¯ be an rgt-H-ideal of R¯. For any a ∈ B, there exist x, xi, yi ∈ R such
that
a¯ = x¯+ (t · a¯)x¯+
∑
(x¯i(t · a¯)y¯i + x¯iy¯i)
and
x+ (t · a)x+
∑
(xi(t · a)yi + xiyi)− a ∈ N.
Let
c = x+ (t · a)x+
∑
(xi(t · a)yi + xiyi) ∈ Gt(a).
Thus there exist w, uj , vj ∈ R such that
a− c = (t · (a− c))w + w +
∑
(uj(t · (a− c))vj + ujvj)
and
a = (t · a)w + w +
∑
uj(t · a)vj + ujvj + c− (t · c)w −
∑
uj(t · c)vj ∈ Gt(a),
which implies that B is an rgt-H-ideal and B¯ = 0. Therefore rgt is an H -radical property.
Proposition 11.3.13. If R is an H-simple module algebra, then rgr(R) = 0 iff R has a unit.
Proof. If R is an H-simple module algebra with unit 1, then −1 6∈ Gt(−1) since
x+ (t · (−1))x+
∑
(xi(t · (−1))yi + xiyi) = 0
for any x, xi, yi ∈ R. Thus R is rgt-H-semisimple. Conversely, if rgt(R) = 0, then there exists
0 6= a 6∈ Gt(a) and Gt(a) = 0, which implies that ax + x = 0 for any x ∈ R. It follows from
Lemma 9.3.3 (7) that R has a unit.
Theorem 11.3.14. rgt = rHbm.
Proof. By Proposition 11.3.13, rgt(R) ⊆ rHbm(R) for any H-module algebra R. It remains
to show that if a 6∈ rgt(R) then a 6∈ rHbm(R). Obviously, there exists b ∈ (a) such that b 6∈ Gt(b),
where (a) denotes the H-ideal generated by a in R. Let
E = {I ⊳H R | Gt(b) ⊆ I, b 6∈ I}.
By Zorn’s Lemma, there exists a maximal element P in E . P is a maximal H-ideal of R, for,
if Q is an H-ideal of R with P ⊆ Q and P 6= Q, then b ∈ Q and x = −bx + (bx + x) ∈ Q for
any x ∈ R. Consequently, R/P is an H-simple module algebra with rgt(R/P ) = 0. It follows
from Proposition 11.3.13 that R/P is an H-simple module algebra with unit and rHbm(R) ⊆ P.
Therefore b 6∈ rHbm(R) and so a 6∈ rHbm(R).
Definition 11.3.15. Let I be an H-ideal of H-module algebra R, N be an R-H-submodule
of R-H-module M . (N, I) are said to have “L-condition”, if for any finite subset F ⊆ I, there
exists a positive integer k such that F kN = 0.
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Definition 11.3.16. An R-H-module M is called an R-H-L-module, if for M the following
conditions are fulfilled:
(i) RM 6= 0.
(ii) For every non-zero R-H-submodule N of M and every H-ideal I of R, if (N, I) has
“L-condition”, then I ⊆ (0 :M)R.
Proposition 11.3.17. If M is an R-H-L-module, then R/(0 :M)R is an rlH-H-semisimple
and H-prime module algebra.
Proof. If M is an R-H-L-module, let R¯ = R/(0 :M)R. Obviously, R¯ is H-prime. If B¯ is an
rlH -H-ideal of R¯, then (M,B) has ”L-condition” in R-H-module M , since for any finite subset
F of B, there exists a natural number n such that Fn ⊆ (0 :M)R and FnM = 0. Consequently,
B ⊆ (0 :M)R and R¯ is rlH -semisimple.
Proposition 11.3.18. R is a non-zero rlH-H-semisimple and H-prime module algebra iff
there exists a faithful R-H-L-module.
Proof. If R is a non-zero rlH -H-semisimple and H-prime module algebra, let M = R.
Since R is an H-prime module algebra, (0 :M)R = 0. If (N,B) has ”L-condition” for non-zero
R-H-submodule of M and H-ideal B, then, for any finite subset F of B, there exists an natural
number n, such that FnN = 0 and Fn(NR) = 0, which implies that Fn = 0 and B is an
rlH -H-ideal, i.e. B = 0 ⊆ (0 :M)R. Consequently, M is a faithful R-H-L- module.
Conversely, if M is a faithful R-H-L-module, then R is an H-prime module algebra. If
I is an rlH -H-ideal of R, then (M, I) has “L-condition”, which implies I = 0 and R is an
rlH -H-semisimple module algebra.
Theorem 11.3.19. Let MR = { M | M is an R-H-L-module} for any H-module algebra
R and M = ∪MR. Then M is an H-special class of modules and M(R) = rHl(R), where
K = {R | R is an H-prime module algebra with rlH(R) = 0} and rHl = rK.
Proof. Obviously, (M1) holds. To show that (M2) holds, we only need to show that if I
is an H-ideal of R and M ∈ MI , then IM ∈ MR. By Lemma 11.3.3(5), IM is an R-H-prime
module. If (N,B) has the ”L-condition” for non-zero R-H-submodule N of IM and H-ideal
B of R, i.e. for any finite subset F of B, there exists a natural number n such that FnN = 0,
then (N,BI) has ”L-condition” in I-H-module M . Thus BI ⊆ (0 : M)I = (0 : IM)R ∩ I.
Considering (0 : IM)R is an H-prime ideal of R, we have that B ⊆ (0 : IM)R or I ⊆ (0 : IM)R.
If I ⊆ (0 : IM)R, then I2 ⊆ (0 : M)I and I ⊆ (0 : M)I , which contradicts IM 6= 0. Therefore
B ⊆ (0 : IM)R and so IM is an R-H-L- module.
To show that (M3) holds, we only need to show that if M ∈ MR and I ⊳H R with IM 6= 0,
thenM ∈ MI . By Lemma 11.3.3(6),M is an I-H-prime module. If (N,B) has the ”L-condition”
for non-zero I-H-submodule N of M and H-ideal B of I, then IN is an R-H-prime module and
(IN, (B)) has ”L-condition” in R-H-module M, since for any finite subset F of (B), F 3 ⊆ B
and there exists a natural number n such that F 3nIN ⊆ F 3nN = 0, where (B) is the H-ideal
generated by B in R. Therefore, (B) ⊆ (0 :M)R and B ⊆ (0 :M)I , which implies M ∈ MI .
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Finally, we show that (M4) holds. Let I⊳H R and R¯ = R/I. If M ∈ MR and I ⊆ (0 :M)R,
then M is an R¯-H- prime module. If (N, B¯) has ”L-condition” for H-ideal B¯ of R¯ and R¯-
H-submodule N of M , then subset F ⊆ B and there exists a natural number n such that
FnN = (F¯ )nN = 0. Consequently, M ∈ MR¯. Conversely, if M ∈ MR¯, we can similarly show
that M ∈ MR.
The second claim follows from Proposition 11.3.18 and Theorem 11.3.4(1).
Theorem 11.3.20. rHl = rlH .
Proof. Obviously, rlH ≤ rHl. It remains to show that rHl(R) 6= R if rlH(R) 6= R. There
exists a finite subset F of R such that Fn 6= 0 for any natural number n. Let
F = {I | I is an H-ideal of R with Fn 6⊆ I for any natural number n}.
By Zorn’s lemma, there exists a maximal element P in F . It is clear that P is an H-prime ideal
of R. Now we show that rlH(R/P ) = 0. If 0 6= B/P is an H-ideal of R/P , then there exists a
natural number m such that Fm ⊆ B. Since (Fm + P )n 6= 0+ P for any natural number n, we
have that B/P is not locally nilpotent and rlH(R/P ) = 0. Consequently, rHl(R) 6= R.
In fact, all of the results hold in braided tensor categories determined by (co)quasitriangular
structure.
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Chapter 12
The H-Radicals of Twisted
H-Module Algebras
Remark 1
J.R. Fisher [48] built up the general theory of H-radicals for H-module algebras. He studied
H-Jacobson radical and obtained
rj(R#H) ∩R = rHj(R) (12.1)
for any irreducible Hopf algebra H([48, Theorem 4]). J.R. Fisher [48] asked when is
rj(R#H) = rHj(R)#H (12.2)
and asked if
rj(R#H) ⊆ (rj(R) : H)#H (12.3)
R.J. Blattner, M. Cohen and S. Montgomery in [9] asked whether R#σH is semiprime with a
finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebraH whenR is semiprime, which is called the semiprime
problem.
If H is a finite-dimensional semisimple Hopf algebra and R is semiprime, then R#σH is
semiprime in the following five cases:
(i) k is a perfect field and H is cocommutative;
(ii) H is irreducible cocommutative;
(iii) The weak action of H on R is inner;
(iv) H = (kG)∗, where G is a finite group;
(v) H is cocommutative.
Part (i) (ii) are due to W. Chin [23, Theorem 2, Corollary 1]. Part (iii) is due to B.J. Blattner
and S. Montgomery [19, Theorem 2.7]. Part (iv) is due to M. Cohen and S. Montgomery [29,
Theorem 2.9]. Part (v) is due to S. Montgomery and H.J. Schneider [90, Corollary 7.13].
If H = (kG)∗, then relation (12.2) holds, due to M. Cohen and S. Montgomery [29, Theorem
4.1]
1This chapter can be omitted
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In this chapter we obtain the relation between H-radical of H-module algebra R and radical
of R#H. We give some sufficient conditions for (12.2) and (12.3) and the formulae, which are
similar to (12.1), (12.2) and (12.3) for H-prime radical respectively. We show that (12.1) holds
for any Hopf algebra H. Using radical theory and the conclusions in [90], we also obtain that
if H is a finite-dimensional semisimple, cosemisimle and either commutative or cocommutative
Hopf algebra, then R is H-semiprime iff R is semiprime iff R#σH is semiprime.
In this chapter, unless otherwise stated, let k be a field, R be an algebra with unit over k,
H be a Hopf algebra over k and H∗ denote the dual space of H.
R is called a twisted H-module algebra if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) H weakly acts on R;
(ii) R is a twisted H-module, that is, there exists a linear map σ ∈ Homk(H ⊗H,R) such
that h · (k · r) =∑σ(h1, k1)(h2k2 · r)σ−1(h3, k3) for all h, k ∈ H and r ∈ R.
It is clear that if σ is trivial, then twisted H-module algebra R is an H-module algebra.
Set
Spec(R) = {I | I is a prime ideal of R};
H-Spec(R) = {I | I is an H-prime ideal of R}.
12.1 The Baer radical of twisted H-module algebras
In this section, let k be a commutative associative ring with unit, H be an algebra with unit
and comultiplication △, R be an algebra over k (R may be without unit) and R be a twisted
H-module algebra.
Definition 12.1.1. rHb(R) := ∩{I | I is an H-semiprime ideal of R };
rbH(R) := (rb(R) : H)
rHb(R) is called the H-Baer radical ( or H-prime radical ) of twisted H-module algebra R.
Lemma 12.1.2. (1) If E is a non-empty subset of R, then (E) = (H ·E) +R(H ·E) + (H ·
E)R +R(H ·E)R, where (E) denotes the H-ideal generated by E in R;
(2) If I is a nilpotent H-ideal of R, then I ⊆ rHb(R).
Proof. (1) It is trivial.
(2) If I is a nilpotent H-ideal and P is an H-semiprime ideal, then (I + P )/P is nilpotent
simply because (I + P )/P ∼= I/(I ∩ P ) (as algebras) . Thus I ⊆ P and I ⊆ rHb(R).
Proposition 12.1.3. (1) rHb(R) = 0 iff R is H-semiprime;
(2) rHb(R/rHb(R)) = 0;
(3) R is H-semiprime iff (H · a)R(H · a) = 0 always implies a = 0 for any a ∈ R;
R is H-prime iff (H · a)R(H · b) = 0 always implies a = 0 or b = 0 for any a, b ∈ R;
(4) If R is H-semiprime, then WH(R) = 0.
Proof. (1) If rHb(R) = 0, then R is H-semiprime by Lemma 12.1.2 (2). Conversely, if R is
H-semiprime, then 0 is an H-semiprime ideal and so rHb(R) = 0 by Definition 12.1.1.
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(2) If B/rHb(R) is a nilpotent H-ideal of R/rHb(R), then B
k ⊆ rHb(R) for some nat-
ural number k and so B ⊆ rHb(R), which implies that R/rHb(R) is H-semiprime. Thus
rHb(R/rHb(R)) = 0 by part (1).
(3) If R is H-prime and (H · a)R(H · b) = 0 for a and b ∈ R, then (a)2(b)2 = 0 by Lemma
12.1.2 (1), where (a) and (b) are the H-ideals generated by a and b in R respectively. Since R
is H-prime, a = 0 or b = 0. Conversely, if both B and C are H-ideals of R and BC = 0, then
(H · a)R(H · b) = 0 and a = 0 or b = 0 for any a ∈ B and b ∈ C, which implies that B = 0 or
C = 0. Thus R is an H-prime. Similarly, the other assertion holds.
(4) For any 0 6= a ∈ R, there exist b1 ∈ R and h1, h′1 ∈ H such that 0 6= a2 = (h1 · a1)b1(h′1 ·
a1) ∈ (H · a1)R(H · a1) by part (3), where a1 = a. Similarly, for 0 6= a2 ∈ R, there exist b2 ∈ A,
h2, h
′
2 ∈ H such that 0 6= a3 = (h2 · a2)b2(h′2 · a2) ∈ (H · a2)R(H · a2), which implies that there
exists an H-m-sequence {an} such that an 6= 0 for any natural number n. Thus WH(R) = 0.
Theorem 12.1.4. rHb(R) =WH(R) = ∩{I | I is an H-prime ideal of R}.
Proof. Let D = ∩{I | I is an H-prime ideal of R }. Obviously, rHb(R) ⊆ D.
If 0 6= a 6∈ WH(R), then there exists an m-sequence {ai} in R with a1 = a and an+1 =
(hn·an)bn(h′n·an) 6= 0 for n = 1, 2, · · · . Let F = {I | I is anH-ideal of R and I∩{a1, a2, · · · } = ∅}.
By Zorn’s Lemma, there exists a maximal P in F . If both I and J are H-ideals of R with I 6⊆ P
and J 6⊆ P such that IJ ⊆ P , then there exist natural numbers n and m such that an ∈ I + P
and am ∈ J + P . Since an+m+1 = (hn+m · an+m)bn+m(h′n+m · an+m) ∈ (I + P )(J + P ) ⊆ P , we
get a contradiction. Thus P is an H-prime ideal of R. Obviously, a 6∈ P , which implies that
a 6∈ D. Therefore D ⊆WH(R).
For any x ∈ WH(R), let R¯ = R/rHb(R). It follows from Proposition 12.1.3 (1) (2) (4)
that WH(R¯) = 0. For any H-m-sequence {a¯n} with a¯1 = x¯ in R¯, there exist bn ∈ R and
hn, h
′
n ∈ H such that an+1 = (hn · an)bn(h′n · an) for any natural number n. Let a′1 = x and
a′n+1 = (hn · a′n)bn(h′n · a′n) for any natural number n. Since {a′n} is an H-m-sequence with
a′1 = x in R, there exists a natural number k such that a
′
k = 0. It is clear that an = a
′
n for any
natural number n by induction. Thus a¯k = 0 and x ∈ WH(R). Considering WH(R) = 0, we
have x ∈ rHb(R), which implies that WH(R) ⊆ rHb(R). Therefore WH(R) = rHb(R) = D.
12.2 The Baer and Jacobson radicals of crossed products
By [87, Lemma 7.1.2], if R#σH is crossed product defined in [87, Definition 7.1.1], then R is a
twisted H-module algebra.
Let R be an algebra and Mm×n(R) be the algebra of m× n matrices with entries in R. For
i = 1, 2, · · ·m and j = 1, 2, · · · n. Let (eij)m×n denote the matrix inMm×n(R), where (i, j)-entry
is 1R and the others are zero. Set
I(R) = {I | I is an ideal of R}.
rHj(R) := rj(R#σH) ∩R;
rjH(R) := (rj(R) : H).
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Lemma 12.2.1. Let MR be a free R-module with finite rank and R
′ = End(MR). Then there
exists a unique bijective map
Φ : I(R) −→ I(R′)
such that Φ(I)M =MI and
(1) Φ is a map preserving containments, finite products, and infinite intersections;
(2) Φ(I) ∼=Mn×n(I) for any ideal I of R;
(3) I is a (semi)prime ideal of R iff Φ(I) is a (semi)prime ideal of R′;
(4) rb(R
′) = Φ(rb(R));
(5) rj(R
′) = Φ(rj(R)).
Proof Since MR is a free R-module with rank n, we can assume M =Mn×1(R). Thus R
′ =
End(MR) =Mn×n(R) and the module operation ofM over R becomes the matrix operation. Set
M ′ = M1×n(R). Obviously, M
′M = R. Since (ei1)n×1(e1j)1×n = (eij)n×n for i, j = 1, 2, · · · n,
MM ′ =Mn×n(R) = R
′. Define
Φ(I) =MIM ′
for any ideal I of R. By simple computation, we have that Φ(I) is an ideal of R′ and Φ(I)M =
MI. If J is an ideal of R′ such that JM =MI, then JM = Φ(I)M and J = Φ(I), which implies
Φ is unique. In order to show that Φ is a bijection from I(R) onto I(R′), we define a map Ψ from
I(R′) to I(R) sending I ′ toM ′I ′M for any ideal I ′ of R′. Since ΦΨ(I ′) =MM ′I ′MM ′ = I ′ and
ΨΦ(I) =M ′MIM ′M = I for any ideal I ′ of R′ and ideal I of R, we have that Φ is bijective.
(1) Obviously Φ preserves containments. We see that
Φ(IJ) =MIJM ′ = (MIM ′)(MJM ′) = Φ(I)Φ(J)
for any ideals I and J of R. Thus Φ preserves finite products. To show that Φ preserves infinite
intersections, we first show that
M(∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω}) = ∩{MIα | α ∈ Ω} (12.4)
for any {Iα | α ∈ Ω} ⊆ I(R). Obviously, the right side of relation (12.4) contains the left side
of relation (12.4). Let {u1, u2, · · · , un } be a basis of M over R. For any x ∈ ∩{MIα | α ∈ Ω},
any α,α′ ∈ Ω, there exist ri ∈ Iα and r′i ∈ Iα′ such that x =
∑
uiri =
∑
uir
′
i. Since {ui} is a
basis, ri = r
′
i, which implies x ∈ M(∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω}). Thus the relation (12.4) holds. It follows
from relation (12.4) that
Φ(∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω})M = ∩{Φ(Iα)M | α ∈ Ω}
Since Φ(∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω})M = ∩{Φ(Iα)M | α ∈ Ω} ⊇ (∩{Φ(Iα) | α ∈ Ω})M , we have that
Φ(∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω}) ⊇ ∩{Φ(Iα) | α ∈ Ω}.
Obviously,
Φ(∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω}) ⊆ ∩{Φ(Iα) | α ∈ Ω}.
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Thus
Φ(∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω}) = ∩{Φ(Iα) | α ∈ Ω}.
(2) Obviously, Φ(I) = MIM ′ = Mn×1(R)IM1×n(R) ⊆ Mn×n(I). Since a(eij)n×n =
(ei1)n×1a(e1j)1×n ∈MIM ′ for all a ∈ I and i, j = 1, 2, · · · n,
Φ(I) =MIM ′ =Mn×1(R)IM1×n(R) ⊇Mn×n(I).
Thus part (2) holds.
(3) Since bijection Φ preserves products, part (3) holds.
(4) We see that
Φ(rb(R)) = Φ(∩{I | I is a prime ideal of R})
= ∩{Φ(I) | I is a prime ideal of R} by part (1)
= ∩{Φ(I) | Φ(I) is a prime ideal of R′} by part (3)
= ∩{I ′ | I ′ is a prime ideal of R′} since Φ is surjective
= rb(R
′)
(5) We see that
Φ(rj(R)) = Mn×n(rj(R)) by part (2)
= rj(Mn×n(R)) by [116, Theorem 30.1]
= rj(R
′) . 
Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and A = R#σH. Then A is a free right R-module
with finite rank by [87, Proposition 7.2.11] and End(AR) ∼= (R#σH)#H∗ by [87, Corollary
9.4.17]. By part (a) in the proof of [90, Theorem 7.2], it follows that Φ in Lemma 1.2 is the
same as in [90, Theorem 7.2].
Lemma 12.2.2. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and A = R#σH. Then
(1) If P is an H∗-ideal of A, then P = (P ∩R)#σH.
(2) Φ(I) = (I#σH)#H
∗ for every H-ideal I of R;
(3)
{P | P is an H-ideal of A#H∗} = {(I#σH)#H∗ | I is an H-ideal of R} (12.5)
{P | P is an H∗-ideal of A} = {I#σH | I is an H-ideal of R} (12.6)
{P | P is an H-prime ideal of A#H∗}
= {(I#σH)#H∗ | I is an H-prime ideal of R} (12.7)
(4) H-Spec(R) = {(I : H) | I ∈ Spec (R)};
(5)
(∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω} : H) = ∩{(Iα : H) | α ∈ Ω} (12.8)
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where Iα is an ideal of R for all α ∈ Ω;
(6)
(∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω})#αH = ∩{(Iα#σH) | α ∈ Ω} (12.9)
where Iα is an H-ideal of R for all α ∈ Ω;
(7) Φ(rb(R)) = rb(A#H
∗);
(8) Φ(rj(R)) = rj(A#H
∗);
(9) Φ(rHb(R)) = rHb(A#H
∗) = (rHb(R)#σH)#H
∗.
Proof (1) By [87, Corollary 8.3.11], we have that P = (P ∩R)A = (P ∩R)#σH.
(2) By the part (b) in the proof of [90, Theorem 7.2], it follows that
Φ(I) = (I#σH)#H
∗
for every H-ideal I of R.
(3) Obviously, the left side of relation (12.5) contains the right side of relation (12.5). If P
is an H-ideal of A#H∗, then P = (P ∩A)#H∗ = (((P ∩A) ∩R)#σH)#H∗ by part (1), which
implies that the right side of relation (12.5) contains the left side. Thus relation (12.5) holds.
Similarly, relation (12.6) holds. Now, we show that relation (12.7) holds. If P is an H-prime
ideal of A#H∗, there exists an H-ideal I of R such that P = (I#σH)#H
∗ by relation (12.5).
For any H-ideals J and J ′ of R with JJ ′ ⊆ I, since Φ(JJ ′) = Φ(J)Φ(J ′) ⊆ Φ(I) = P by Lemma
12.2.1 (1), we have that Φ(J) ⊆ Φ(I) or Φ(J ′) ⊆ Φ(I), which implies that J ⊆ I or J ′ ⊆ I by
Lemma 12.2.1. Thus I is an H-prime ideal of R. Conversely, if I is an H-prime ideal of R and
P = (I#σH)#H
∗, we claim that P is an H-prime of A#H∗. For any H-ideals Q and Q′ of
A#H∗ with QQ′ ⊆ P , there exist two H-ideals J and J ′ of R such that (J#σH)#H∗ = Q and
(J ′#σH)#H
∗ = Q′ by relation (12.5). Since Φ(JJ ′) = Φ(J)Φ(J ′) = QQ′ ⊆ P = Φ(I), JJ ′ ⊆ I,
which implies J ⊆ I, or J ′ ⊆ I, and so Q ⊆ P or Q′ ⊆ P . Thus P is an H-prime ideal of A#H∗.
Consequently, relation (12.7) holds.
(4) It follows from [90, Lemma 7.3 (1) (2)].
(5) Obviously, the right side of relation (12.8) contains the left side. Conversely, if x ∈
∩{(Iα : H) | α ∈ Ω}, then x ∈ (Iσ : H) and h · x ∈ Iα for all α ∈ Ω, h ∈ H, which implies that
h · x ∈ ∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω} and x ∈ (∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω} : H). Thus relation (12.8) holds.
(6) Let {h(1), · · · , h(n)} be a basis of H. Obviously, the right side of relation (12.9) contains
the left side of relation (12.9). Conversely, for u ∈ ∩{(Iα#σH) | α ∈ Ω} and α,α′ ∈ Ω, there
exist ri ∈ Iα and r′i ∈ Iα′ such that u =
∑n
i=1 ri#h
(i) =
∑n
i=1 r
′
i#h
(i). Since {h(1), · · · , h(n)} is
linearly independent, we have that ri = r
′
i, which implies that u ∈ (∩{Iα | α ∈ Ω})#αH. Thus
relation (12.9) holds.
(7) and (8) follow from Lemma 12.2.1(4)(5).
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(9) We see that
rHb(A#H
∗) = ∩{P | P is an H-prime ideal of A#H∗} by Theorem 12.1.4
= ∩{(I#σH)#H∗ | I is an H-prime ideal of R} by relation (12.7)
= (∩{I#σH | I is an H-prime ideal of R})#H∗ by part (6)
= ((∩{I | I is an H-prime ideal of R})#σH)#H∗ by part (6)
= (rHb(R)#σH)#H
∗ by Theorem 12.1.4
= Φ(rHb(R)) by part (2) .
(10) If H is cosemisimple, then H is semisimple by [87, Theorem 2.5.2]. Conversely, if H
is semisimple, then H∗ is cosemisimple. By [87, Theorem 2.5.2], H∗ is semisimple. Thus H is
cosemisimple.
Proposition 12.2.3. (1) rHb(R) ⊆ rb(R#σH) ∩R ⊆ rbH(R);
(2) rHb(R)#σH ⊆ rb(R#σH).
Proof. (1) If P is a prime ideal of R#σH, then P ∩ R is an H-prime ideal of R by [24,
Lemma 1.6]. Thus rb(R#σH) ∩ R = ∩{P ∩R | P is prime ideal of R#σH} ⊇ rHb(R). For any
a ∈ rb(R#σH) ∩ R and any m-sequence {ai} in R with a1 = a, it is easy to check that {ai} is
also an m-sequence in R#σH. Thus an = 0 for some natural n, which implies a ∈ rb(R). Thus
rb(R#σH) ∩R ⊆ rbH(R) by [19, Lemma 1.6]
(2) We see that
rHb(R)#σH = (rHb(R)#σ1)(1#σH)
⊆ rb(R#σH)(1#σH) by part (1)
⊆ rb(R#σH). 
Proposition 12.2.4. Let H be finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and A = R#σH. Then
(1) rH∗b(R#σH) = rHb(R)#σH;
(2) rHb(R) = rbH(R) = rb(R#σH) ∩R.
Proof
(1) We see that
rH∗b(R#σH) = ∩{P | P is an H∗-prime ideal of A}
= ∩{I#σH | I is an H-prime ideal of R} ( by [90, Lemma 7.3 (4)] )
= (∩{I | I is an H-prime ideal of R})#σH ( by Lemma 12.2.2 (6))
= rHb(R)#σH.
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(2) We see that
rHb(R) = ∩{P | P is an H-prime ideal of R}
= ∩{(I : H) | I ∈ Spec(R)} by Lemma 12.2.2 part (4)
= (∩{I | I ∈ Spec(R)} : H) by Lemma 12.2.2 part (5)
= (rb(R) : H)
= rbH(R).
Thus it follows from Proposition 12.2.3(1) that rHb(R) = rb(R#σH) ∩R = rbH(R).
Theorem 12.2.5. . Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and the weak action of H be
inner. Then
(1) rHb(R) = rb(R) = rbH(R);
Moreover, if H is semisimple, then
(2) rb(R#σH) = rHb(R)#σH.
Proof (1) Since the weak action is inner, every ideal of R is an H-ideal, which implies that
rHb(R) = rb(R) = rbH(R) by Proposition 12.2.4 (2).
(2) Considering Proposition 12.2.3(2), it suffices to show rb(R#σH) ⊆ rHb(R)#σH. It is
clear that
(R#σH)/(rHb(R)#σH) ∼= (R/rHb(R))#σH ( as algebras ). (12.10)
It follows by [87, Theorem 7.4.7] that (R/rHb(R))#σH is semiprime. Therefore
rb(R#σH) ⊆ rHb(R)#σH. 
Theorem 12.2.6. Let H be a finite-dimensional, semisimple and either commutative or
cocommutative Hopf algebra and let A = R#σH. Then
(1) rb(R#σH) = rHb(R)#σH;
(2) R is H semiprime iff R#σH is semiprime.
Moreover, if H is cosemisimple, or char k does not divide dim H, then both part (3) and
part (4) hold:
(3) rHb(R) = rbH(R) = rb(R);
(4) R is H-semiprime iff R is semiprime iff R#σH is semiprime.
Proof (1) Considering Proposition 12.2.3(2), it suffices to show
rb(R#σH) ⊆ rHb(R)#σH.
It follows by [90, Theorem 7.12 (3)] that (R/rHb(R))#σH is semiprime. Using relation (12.10),
we have that rb(R#σH) ⊆ rHb(R)#σH.
(2) It follows from part (1) and Proposition 12.1.3 (1).
(3) By [67, Theorem 4.3 (1)], we have that H is semisimple and cosemisimple.
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We see that
Φ(rb(R)) = rb(A#H
∗) by Lemma 12.2.2 (7)
= rH∗b(A)#H
∗ by part (1)
= (rHb(R)#σH)#H
∗ by Proposition 12.2.4 (1)
= Φ(rHb(R)) by Lemma 12.2.2 (2).
Thus rb(R) = rHb(R).
(4) It immediately follows from part (2) and part (3).
We now provide an example to show that the Baer radical rb(R) of R is not H-stable when
H is not cosemisimple.
Example: Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 and R = k[x]/(xp). Then we can define a
derivation d on R by sending x to x+ 1. Then d2(x) = d(x+1) = d(x) and then, by induction,
dp(x) = d(x). It follows that dp = d on all of R.Thus H = u(kd), the restricted enveloping
algebra, is semisimple by [87, Theorem 2.3.3]. clearly H acts on R, but H does not stabilize the
Baer radical of R which is the principal ideal generated by x. Note also that H is commutative
and cocommutative.
Proposition 12.2.7. If R is an H-module algebra, then
rHj(R) = ∩{(0 :M)R |M is an irreducible R-H-module}.
That is, rHj(R) is the H-Jacobson radical of the H-module algebra R defined in [48].
Proof. It is easy to show that M is an irreducible R-H-module iff M is an irreducible
R#H-module by [48, Lemma 1]. Thus
rHj(R) = rj(R#H) ∩R by definition 12.1.1
= (∩{(0 :M)R#H |M is an irreducible R#H-module}) ∩R
= ∩{(0 :M)R |M is an irreducible R-H-module}.
Proposition 12.2.8. (1) rj(R#σH) ∩R = rHj(R) ⊆ rjH(R);
(2) rHj(R)#σH ⊆ rj(R#σH).
Proof. (1) For any a ∈ rj(R#σH) ∩R, there exists u =
∑
i ai#hi ∈ R#σH such that
a+ u+ au = 0.
Let (id ⊗ ǫ) act on the above equation. We get that a +∑ aiǫ(hi) + a(∑ aiǫ(hi)) = 0, which
implies that a is a right quasi-regular element in R. Thus rj(R#σH) ∩R ⊆ rjH(R).
(2) It is similar to the proof of Proposition 12.2.3 (2).
Proposition 12.2.9. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and A = R#σH. Then
(1) rjH(R)#σH = rH∗j(R#σH);
(2) rHj(R) = rjH(R);
(3) rHj(A#H
∗) = (rHj(R)#σH)#H
∗.
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Proof (1) We see that
(rjH(R)#σH)#H
∗ = Φ(rjH(R))
= (Φ(rj(R)) ∩A)#H∗ by [90, Theorem 7.2]
= (rj(A#H
∗) ∩A)#H∗ by Lemma 12.2.2 (8)
= rH∗j(A)#H
∗ by Definition 12.1.1 .
Thus rH∗j(A) = rjH(R)#σH.
(2) We see that
rHj(R) = rj(A) ∩R
⊇ rH∗j(A) ∩R by Proposition 12.2.8 (1)
= rjH(R) by part (1) .
It follows by Proposition 12.2.1 (1) that rHj(R) = rjH(R).
(3) It immediately follows from part (1) (2).
By Proposition 12.2.8 and 12.2.9, it is clear that if H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra,
then relation (12.2) holds iff relation (12.3) holds.
Theorem 12.2.10. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and the weak action of H be
inner. Then
(1) rHj(R) = rj(R) = rjH(R).
Moreover, if H is semisimple, then
(2) rj(R#σH) = rHj(R)#σH.
Proof (1) Since the weak action is inner, every ideal of R is an H-ideal and rj(R) = rjH(R).
It follows from Proposition 12.2.2(2) that rHj(R) = rjH(R) = rj(R).
(2) Considering Proposition 12.2.8(2), it suffices to show
rj(R#σH) ⊆ rHj(R)#σH.
It is clear that
(R#σH)/(rHj(R)#σH) ∼= (R/rHj(R))#σH (as algebras).
It follows by [87, Corollary 7.4.3] and part (1) that (R/rHj(R))#σH is semiprimitive. Therefore
rj(R#σH) ⊆ rHj(R)#σH.
Theorem 12.2.11. Let H be a finite-dimensional, semisimple Hopf algebra, let k be an
algebraically closed field and let A = R#σH. Assume H is cosemisimple or char k does not
divide dim H.
(1) If H is cocommutative, then
rHj(R) = rjH(R) = rj(R);
(2) If H is commutative, then
rj(R#σH) = rHj(R)#σH.
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Proof By [67, Theorem 4.3 (1)] , we have that H is semisimple and cosemisimple.
(1) If g ∈ G(H), then the weak action of g on R is an algebraic homomorphism, which
implies that g · rj(R) ⊆ rj(R). Let H0 be the coradical of H,H1 = H0 ∧H0,Hi+1 = H0 ∧Hi for
i = 1, · · · , n, where n is the dimension dimH of H. It is clear that H0 = kG with G = G(H)
by [114, Theorem 8.0.1 (c)] and H = ∪Hi. It is easy to show that if k > i, then
Hi · (rj(R))k ⊆ rj(R)
by induction for i. Thus
H · (rj(R))dimH+1 ⊆ rj(R),
which implies that (rj(R))
dimH+1 ⊆ rjH(R).
We see that
rj(R/rjH(R)) = rj(R)/rjH(R)
= rb(R/rjH(R)) since rj(R)/rjH(R) is nilpotent
= rbH(R/rjH(R)) by Theorem 12.2.6 (3)
⊆ rjH(R/rjH(R))
= 0 .
Thus rj(R) ⊆ rjH(R), which implies that rj(R) = rjH(R).
(2) It immediately follows from part (1) and Proposition 12.2.9(1) (2).
12.3 The general theory of H-radicals for twisted H-module al-
gebras
In this section we give the general theory of H-radicals for twisted H-module algebras.
Definition 12.3.1. Let r be a property of H-ideals of twisted H-module algebras. An H-
ideal I of twisted H-module algebra R is called an r-H-ideal of R if it is of the r-property. A
twisted H-module algebra R is called an r-twisted H-module algebra if it is r-H-ideal of itself.
A property r of H-ideals of twisted H-module algebras is called an H-radical property if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(R1) Every twisted H-homomorphic image of r-twisted H-module algebra is an r twisted
H-module algebra;
(R2) Every twisted H-module algebra R has the maximal r-H-ideal r(R);
(R3) R/r(R) has not any non-zero r-H-ideal.
We call r(R) the H-radical of R.
Proposition 12.3.2. Let r be an ordinary hereditary radical property for rings. An H-ideal
I of twisted H-module algebra R is called an rH-H-ideal of R if I is an r-ideal of ring R. Then
rH is an H-radical property for twisted H-module algebras.
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Proof. (R1). If (R,σ) is an rH -twisted H-module algebra and (R,σ)
f∼ (R′, σ′), then
r(R′) = R′ by ring theory. Consequently, R′ is an rH -twisted H-module algebra.
(R2). For any twisted H-module algebra R, r(R) is the maximal r-ideal of R by ring theory.
It is clear that r(R)H is the maximal r-H-ideal, which is an rH -H-ideal of R. Consequently,
rH(R) = r(R)H is the maximal rH -H-ideal of R.
(R3). If I/rH(R) is an rH -H-ideal of R/rH(R), then I is an r-ideal of algebra R by ring
theory. Consequently, I ⊆ r(R) and I ⊆ rH(R).
Proposition 12.3.3. rHb is an H-radical property.
Proof. (R1). Let (R,σ) be an rHb-twisted H-module algebra and (R,σ)
f∼ (R′σ′). For any
x′ ∈ R′ and any H-m-sequence {a′n} in R′ with a′1 = x′, there exist b′n ∈ R′ and hn, h′n ∈ H such
that a′n+1 = (hn · a′n)b′n(h′n · a′n) for any natural number n. Let a1, bi ∈ R such that f(a1) = x′
and f(bi) = b
′
i for i = 1, 2, · · · . Set an+1 = (hn · an)bn(h′n · an) for any natural number n.
Since {an} is an H-m-sequence in R, there exists a natural number k such that ak = 0. It is
clear that f(an) = a
′
n for any natural number n by induction. Thus a
′
k = 0, which implies that
x′ is an H-m-nilpotent element. Consequently, R′ is an rHb-twisted H-module algebra.
(R2). By [130, Theorem 1.5], rHb(R) =WH(R) = {a | a is an H-m-nilpotent element in R}.
Thus rHb(R) is the maximal rHb-H-ideal of R.
(R3). It immediately follows from [130, Proposition 1.4].
12.4 The relations among radical of R , radical of R#σH, and
H-radical of R
In this section we give the relation among the Jacobson radical rj(R) of R ,the Jacobson radical
rj(R#σH) of R#σH, and H-Jacobson radical rHj(R) of R.
In this section, let k be a field, R an algebra with unit, H a Hopf algebra over k and R#σH
an algebra with unit. Let r be a hereditary radical property for rings which satisfies
r(Mn×n(R)) =Mn×n(r(R))
for any twisted H-module algebra R.
Example. rj, rbm and rn satisfy the above conditions by [116]. Using [130, Lemma 2.1 (2)],we
can easily prove that rb and rl also satisfy the above conditions.
Definition 12.4.1. r¯H(R) := r(R#σH) ∩R and rH(R) := (r(R) : H).
If H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and M = R#σH, then M is a free right R-module
with finite rank by [87, Proposition 7.2.11] and End(MR) ∼= (R#σH)#H∗ by [87, Corollary
9.4.17]. It follows from part (a) in the proof of [90, Theorem 7.2] that there exists a unique
bijective map
Φ : I(R) −→ I(R′)
such that Φ(I)M =MI, where R′ = (R#σH)#H
∗ and
I(R) = {I | I is an ideal of R}.
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Lemma 12.4.2. If H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, then
Φ(r(R)) = r((R#σH)#H
∗).
Proof. It is similar to the proof of [130, lemma 2.1 (5)].
Proposition 12.4.3. r¯H(R)#σH ⊆ rH∗(R#σH) ⊆ r(R#σH).
Proof. We see that
r¯H(R)#σH = (r¯H(R)#σ1)(1#σH)
⊆ r(R#σH)(1#σH)
⊆ r(R#σH).
Thus r¯H(R)#σH ⊆ rH∗(R#σH) since r¯H(R)#σH is an H∗-ideal of R#σH.
Proposition 12.4.4. If H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, then
(1) rH(R)#σH = r¯H∗(R#σH);
Furthermore, if r¯H ≤ rH , then
(2) r¯H = rH and rH(R)#σH ⊆ r(R#σH);
(3) R#σH is r-semisimple for any rH-semisimple R iff
r(R#σH) = rH(R)#σH.
Proof. Let A = R#σH.
(1) We see that
(rH(R)#σH)#H
∗ = Φ(rH(R))
= (Φ(r(R)) ∩A)#H∗ by [90, Theorem 7.2]
= (r(A#H∗) ∩A)#H∗ by Lemma 12.4.2
= r¯H∗(A)#H
∗ by Definition 12.4.1 .
Thus r¯H∗(A) = rH(R)#σH.
(2) We see that
r¯H(R) = r(A) ∩R
⊇ r¯H∗(A) ∩R by assumption
= rH(R) by part (1) .
Thus r¯H(R) = rH(R) by assumption.
(3) Sufficiency is obvious. Now we show the necessity. Since
r((R#σH)/(rH (R)#σH)) ∼= r(R/rH(R)#σ′H) = 0,
we have r(R#σH) ⊆ rH(R)#σH. Considering part (2), we have
r(R#σH) = rH(R)#σH. 
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Corollary 12.4.5. Let r denote rb, rl, rj , rbm and rn. Then
(1) r¯H ≤ rH ;
Furthermore, if H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, then
(2) r¯H = rH ;
(3) R#σH is r- semisimple for any rH-semisimple R iff r(R#σH) = rH(R)#σH;
(4) R#σH is rj- semisimple for any rHj-semisimple R iff rj(R#σH) = rHj(R)#σH.
Proof. (1) When r = rb or r = rj , it has been proved in [130, Proposition 2.3 (1) and 3.2
(1)] and in the preceding sections. The others can similarly be proved.
(2) It follows from Proposition 12.4.4 (2).
(3) and (4) follow from part (1) and Proposition 12.4.4 (3).
Proposition 12.4.6. If H = kG or the weak action of H on R is inner, then
(1). rH(R) = r(R);
(2) If, in addition, H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra and r¯H ≤ rH , then rH(R) =
r¯H(R) = r(R).
Proof. (1) It is trivial.
(2) It immediately follows from part (1) and Proposition 12.4.1 (1) (2).
Theorem 12.4.7. Let G be a finite group and | G |−1∈ k. If H = kG or H = (kG)∗, then
(1) rj(R) = rHj(R) = rjH(R);
(2) rj(R#σH) = rHj(R)#σH.
Proof. (1) Let H = kG. We can easily check rj(R) = rjH(R) using the method similar to
the proof of [129, Proposition 4.6]. By [130, Proposition 3.3 (2) ], rHj(R) = rjH(R). Now, we
only need to show that
rj(R) = rH∗j(R).
We see that
rj((R#σH
∗)#H) = rH∗j((R#σH
∗)#H) by [29, Theorem 4.4 (3)]
= rHj(R#σH
∗)#H by [130, Proposition 3.3 (1)]
= (rH∗j(R)#σH
∗)#H by [130, Proposition 3.3 (1)].
On the one hand, by [130, Lemma 2.2 (8)], Φ(rj(R)) = rj((R#σH
∗)#H). On the other hand,
we have that Φ(rH∗j(R)) = (rH∗j(R)#σH
∗)#H by [130, Lemma 2.2 (2)]. Consequently,
rj(R) = rH∗j(R).
(2) It immediately follows from part (1) and [130, Proposition 3.3 (1) (2)].
Corollary 12.4.8. Let H be a semisimple and cosemisimple Hopf algebra over algebraically
closed field k. If H is commutative or cocommutative, then
rj(R) = rHj(R) = rjH(R) and rj(R#σH) = rHj(R)#σH.
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Proof. It immediately follows from Theorem 12.4.7 and [114, Lemma 8.0.1 (c)].
We give an example to show that conditions in Corollary 12.4.8 can not be omitted.
Example 12.4.9. (see [130, Example P20]) Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0, R =
k[x]/(xp). We can define a derivation on R by sending x to x+1. Set H = u(kd), the restricted
enveloping algebra, and A = R#H. Then
(1) rb(A#H
∗) 6= rH∗b(A)#H∗;
(2) rj(A#H
∗) 6= rH∗j(A)#H∗;
(3) rj(A#H
∗) 6⊆ rjH∗(A)#H∗.
Proof. (1) By [130, Example P20], we have rb(R) 6= 0 and rbH(R) = 0. Since Φ(rb(R)) =
rb(A#H
∗) 6= 0 and Φ(rbH(R)) = rbH∗(A)#H∗ = 0, we have that part (1) holds.
(3) We see that rj(A#H
∗) = Φ(rj(R)) and rHj(A)#H
∗ = Φ(rHj(R)). Since R is commu-
tative, rj(R) = rb(R). Thus rHj(R) = rjH(R) = rbH(R) = 0 and rj(R) = rb(R) 6= 0, which
implies rj(A#H
∗) 6⊆ rjH∗(A)#H∗.
(2) It follows from part (3).
This example also answer the question J.R. Fisher asked in [48] :
Is rj(R#H) ⊆ rjH(R)#H ?
If F is an extension field of k, we write RF for R⊗k F (see [90, P49 ]) .
Lemma 12.4.10. If F is an extension field of k, then
(1) H is a semisimple Hopf algebra over k iff HF is a semisimple Hopf algebra over F ;
(2) Furthermore, if H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, then H is a cosemisimple Hopf
algebra over k iff HF is a cosemisimple Hopf algebra over F .
Proof. (1) It is clear that
∫ l
H
⊗F = ∫ l
HF
. Thus H is a semisimple Hopf algebra over k iff
HF is a semisimple Hopf algebra over F .
(2) (H⊗F )∗ = H∗⊗F sinceH∗⊗F ⊆ (H⊗F )∗ and dimF (H⊗F ) = dimF (H∗⊗F ) = dimkH.
Thus we can obtain part (2) by Part (1).
By the way, if H is a semisimple Hopf algebra, then H is a separable algebra by Lemma
12.4.10 (see [95, P284]).
Proposition 12.4.11. Let F be an algebraic closure of k, R an algebra over k and
r(R⊗k F ) = r(R)⊗k F.
If H is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra with cocommutative coradical over k , then
r(R)dimH ⊆ rH(R).
Proof. It is clear thatHF is a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over F and dimH = dimHF =
n. Let HF0 be the coradical of H
F , HF1 = H
F
0 ∧ HF0 ,HFi+1 = HF0 ∧ HFi for i = 1, · · · , n − 1.
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Notice HF0 ⊆ H0 ⊗ F . Thus HF0 is cocommutative. It is clear that HF0 = kG by [114, Lemma
8.0.1 (c)] and HF = ∪HFi . It is easy to show that if k > i, then
HFi · (r(RF ))k ⊆ r(RF )
by induction for i. Thus
HF · (r(RF ))dimH ⊆ r(RF ),
which implies that (r(RF ))dimH ⊆ r(RF )HF . By assumption, we have that (r(R) ⊗ F )dimH ⊆
(r(R) ⊗ F )HF . It is clear that (I ⊗ F )HF = IH ⊗ F for any ideal I of R. Consequently,
(r(R))dimH ⊆ r(R)H .
Theorem 12.4.12. Let H be a semisimple, cosemisimple and either commutative or cocom-
mutative Hopf algebra over k. If there exists an algebraic closure F of k such that
rj(R⊗ F ) = rj(R)⊗ F and rj((R#σH)⊗ F ) = rj(R#σH)⊗ F,
then
(1) rj(R) = rHj(R) = rjH(R);
(2) rj(R#σH) = rHj(R)#σH.
Proof. (1). By Lemma 12.4.10, HF is semisimple and cosemisimple. Considering Corol-
lary 12.4.8, we have that rj(R
F ) = rHF j(R
F ) = rjHF (R
F ). On the one hand, by assumption,
rj(R
F ) = rj(R) ⊗ F . On the other hand, rjHF (RF ) = (rj(R) ⊗ F )HF = rjH(R) ⊗ F . Thus
rj(R) = rjH(R).
(2). It immediately follows from part (1).
Considering Theorem 12.4.12 and [95, Theorem 7.2.13], we have
Corollary 12.4.13. Let H be a semisimple, cosemisimple and either commutative or co-
commutative Hopf algebra over k. If there exists an algebraic closure F of k such that F/k is
separable and algebraic, then
(1) rj(R) = rHj(R) = rjH(R);
(2) rj(R#σH) = rHj(R)#σH.
Lemma 12.4.14. (Szasz [116])
rj(R) = rk(R)
holds in the following three cases:
(1) Every element in R is algebraic over k ([116, Proposition 31.2]);
(2) The cardinality of k is strictly greater than the dimension of R and k is infinite ([116,
Theorem 31.4]);
(3) k is uncountable and R is finitely generated ([116, Proposition 31.5]).
Proposition 12.4.15. Let F be an extension of k. Then r(R) ⊗ F ⊆ r(R ⊗ F ), where r
denotes rb, rk, rl, rn.
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Proof. When r = rn, for any x ⊗ a ∈ rn(R) ⊗ F with a 6= 0, there exists y ∈ R such that
x = xyx. Thus x⊗ a = (x⊗ a)(y ⊗ a−1)(x⊗ a), which implies rn(R)⊗ F ⊆ rn(R⊗ F ).
Similarly, we can obtain the others.
Corollary 12.4.16. Let H be a semisimple, cosemisimple and commutative or cocommutative
Hopf algebra. If there exists an algebraic closure F of k such that F/k is a pure transcendental
extension and one of the following three conditions holds:
(i) every element in R#σH is algebraic over k;
(ii) the cardinality of k is strictly greater than the dimension of R and k is infinite;
(iii) k is uncountable and R is finitely generated;
then
(1) rj(R) = rHj(R) = rjH(R);
(2) rj(R#σH) = rHj(R)#σH;
(3) rj(R) = rk(R) and rj(R#σH) = rk(R#σH).
Proof. First, we have that part (3) holds by Lemma 12.4.14. We next see that
rj(R⊗ F ) ⊆ rj(R)⊗ F [95, Theorem 7.3.4]
= rk(R)⊗ F part (3)
⊆ rk(R ⊗ F ) proposition 12.4.15
⊆ rj(R⊗ F ).
Thus rj(R⊗ F ) = rj(R)⊗ F. Similarly, we can show that rj((R#σH)⊗ F ) = rj(R#σH)⊗ F.
Finally, using Theorem 12.4.12, we complete the proof.
12.5 The H-Von Neumann regular radical
In this section, we construct the H-von Neumann regular radical for H-module algebras and
show that it is an H-radical property.
Definition 12.5.1. Let a ∈ R. If a ∈ (H · a)R(H · a), then a is called an H-von Neumann
regular element, or an H-regular element in short. If every element of R is an H-regular, then
R is called an H-regular module algebra, written as rHn-H-module algebra. I is an H-ideal of
R and every element in I is H-regular, then I is called an H- regular ideal.
Lemma 12.5.2. If I is an H-ideal of R and a ∈ I, then a is H-regular in I iff a is H-regular
in H.
Proof. The necessity is clear.
Sufficiency: If a ∈ (H · a)R(H · a), then there exist hi, h′i ∈ H, bi ∈ R, such that
a =
∑
(hi · a)bi(h′i · a).
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We see that
a =
∑
i,j
[hi · ((hj · a)bj(h′j · a))]bi(h′i · a)
=
∑
i,j
[((hi)1 · (hj · a))((hi)2 · bj)((hi)3 · (h′j · a))]bi(h′i · a)
∈ (H · a)I(H · a).
Thus a is an H-regular in I.
Lemma 12.5.3. If x −∑i(hi · x)bi(h′i · x) is H-regular, then x is H-regular, where x, bi ∈
R,hi, h
′
i ∈ H.
Proof. Since x−∑i(hi · x)bi(h′i · x) is H-regular, there exist gi, g′i ∈ H, ci ∈ R such that
x−
∑
i
(hi · x)bi(h′i · x) =
∑
j
(gj · (x−
∑
i
(hi · x)bi(h′i · x)))cj(g′j · (x−
∑
i
(hi · x)bi(h′i · x))).
Consequently, x ∈ (H · x)R(H · x).
Definition 12.5.4.
rHn(R) := {a ∈ R | the H-ideal (a) generated by a is H-regular }.
Theorem 12.5.5. rHn(R) is an H-ideal of R.
Proof. We first show that RrHn(R) ⊆ rHn(R). For any a ∈ rHn(R), x ∈ R, we have that
(xa) is H-regular since (xa) ⊆ (a). We next show that a − b ∈ rHn(R) for any a, b ∈ rHn(R).
For any x ∈ (a− b), since (a− b) ⊆ (a) + (b), we have that x = u− v and u ∈ (a), v ∈ (b). Say
u =
∑
i(hi · u)ci(h′i · u) and hi, h′i ∈ H, ci ∈ R. We see that
x −
∑
i
(hi · x)ci(h′i · x)
= (u− v)−
∑
i
(hi · (u− v))ci(h′i · (u− v))
= −v −
∑
i
[−(hi · u)ci(h′i · v)− (hi · v)ci(h′i · u) + (hi · v)ci(h′i · v)]
∈ (v).
Thus x −∑i(hi · x)ci(h′i · x) is H-regular and x is H-regular by Lemma 12.5.3. Therefore
a− b ∈ rHn(R). Obviously, rHn(R) is H-stable. Consequently, rHn(R) is an H-ideal of R.
Theorem 12.5.6. rHn(R/rHn(R)) = 0.
Proof. Let R¯ = r/rHn(R) and b¯ = b + rHn(R) ∈ rHn(R/rHn(R)). It is sufficient to show
that b ∈ rHn(R). For any a ∈ (b), it is clear that a¯ ∈ (b¯). Thus there exist hi, h′i ∈ H, c¯i ∈ R¯
such that
a¯ =
∑
i
(hi · a¯)c¯i(h′i · a¯) =
∑
i
(hi · a)ci(h′i · a).
Thus a −∑i(hi · a)ci(h′i · a) ∈ rHn(R), which implies that a is H-regular. Consequently, b ∈
rHn(R). Namely, b¯ = 0 and rHn(R) = 0.
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Corollary 12.5.7. rHn is an H-radical property for H-module algebras and rnH ≤ rHn.
Proof. (R1) If R
f∼ R′ and R is an rHn -H-module algebra, then for any f(a) ∈ R′,
f(a) ∈ (H · f(a))R′(H · f(a)). Thus R′ is also an rHn- H-module algebra.
(R2) If I is an rHn-H-ideal of R and rHn(R) ⊆ I then, for any a ∈ I, (a) is H-regular since
(a) ⊆ I. Thus I ⊆ rHn(R).
(R3) It follows from Theorem 12.5.8.
Consequently rHn is an H-radical property for H-module algebras. It is straightforward to
check rnH ≤ rHn.
rHn is called the H-von Neumann regular radical.
Theorem 12.5.8. If I is an H-ideal of R, then rHn(I) = rHn(R) ∩ I. Namely, rHn is a
strongly hereditary H-radical property.
Proof. By Lemma 12.5.2, rHn(R)∩I ⊆ rHn(I). Now, it is sufficient to show that (x)I = (x)R
for any x ∈ rHn(I), where (x)I and (x)R denote the H-ideals generated by x in I and R
respectively. Let x =
∑
(hi · x)bi(h′i · x) , where hi, h′i ∈ H, bi ∈ I. We see that
R(H · x) = R(H · (
∑
(hi · x)bi(h′i · x))
⊆ R(H · x)I(H · x)
⊆ I(H · x).
Similarly,
(H · x)R ⊆ (H · x)I.
Thus (x)I = (x)R.
A graded algebra R of type G is said to be Gr-regular if for every homogeneous a ∈ Rg
there exists b ∈ R such that a = aba ( see [92] P258 ). Now, we give the relations between
Gr-regularity and H-regularity.
Theorem 12.5.9. If G is a finite group, R is a graded algebra of type G, and H = (kG)∗,
then R is Gr-regular iff R is H-regular.
Proof. Let {pg | g ∈ G} be the dual base of base {g | g ∈ G}. If R is Gr-regular for any
a ∈ R, then a = ∑g∈G ag with ag ∈ Rg. Since R is Gr-regular, there exist bg−1 ∈ Rg−1 such
that ag = agbg−1ag and
a =
∑
g∈G
ag =
∑
g∈G
agbg−1ag =
∑
g∈G
(pg · a)bg−1(pg · a).
Consequently, R is H-regular.
Conversely, if R is H-regular, then for any a ∈ Rg, there exists bx,y ∈ R such that
a =
∑
x,y∈G
(px · a)cx,y(py · a).
Considering a ∈ Rg, we have that a = abg,ga. Thus R is Gr-regular .
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12.6 About J.R. Fisher’s question
In this section, we answer the question J.R. Fisher asked in [48]. Namely, we give a necessary
and sufficient condition for validity of relation (2) .
Throughout this section, let k be a commutative ring with unit, R an H- module algebra
and H a Hopf algebra over k.
Theorem 12.6.1. Let K be an ordinary special class of rings and closed with respect to
isomorphism. Set r = rK and r¯H(R) = r(R#H) ∩ R for any H-module algebra R. Then r¯H is
an H-radical property of H-module algebras. Furthermore, it is an H-special radical.
Proof. Let M¯R = {M |M is an R-prime module and R/(0 :M)R ∈ K} for any ring R and
M¯ = ∪M¯R. Set MR = {M | M ∈ M¯R#H} for any H- module algebra R and M = ∪MR. It
is straightforward to check that M¯ satisfies the conditions of [129, Proposition 4.3]. Thus M
is an H-special module by [129, Proposition 4.3]. It is clear that M(R) = M¯(R#H) ∩ R =
r(R#H) ∩ R for any H-module algebra R. Thus r¯H is an H-special radical by [129, Theorem
3.1].
Using the Theorem 12.6.1, we have that r¯bH , r¯lH , r¯kH , r¯jH , r¯bmH are all H-special radicals.
Proposition 12.6.2. Let K be a special class of rings and closed with respect to isomorphism.
Set r = rK. Then
(1) r¯H(R)#H ⊆ r(R#H);
(2) r¯H(R)#H = r(R#H) iff there exists an H-ideal I of R such that r(R#H) = I#H;
(3) R is an r¯H -H-module algebra iff r(R#H) = R#H;
(4) I is an r¯H-H-ideal of R iff r(I#H) = I#H;
(5) r(r¯H(R)#H) = r¯H(R)#H ;
(6) r(R#H) = r¯H(R)#H iff r(r¯H(R)#H) = r(R#H).
Proof. (1) It is similar to the proof of Proposition 12.4.3.
(2) It is a straightforward verification.
(3) If R is an r¯H -module algebra, then R#H ⊆ r(R#H) by part (1). Thus R#H = r(R#H).
The sufficiency is obvious.
(4), (5) and (6) immediately follow from part (3) .
Theorem 12.6.3. If R is an algebra over field k with unit and H is a Hopf algebra over field
k, then
(1) r¯jH(R) = rHj(R) and rj(rHj(R)#H) = rHj(R)#H;
(2) rj(R#H) = rHj(R)#H iff rj(rHj(R)#H) = rj(R#H) iff rj(rj(R#H) ∩ R#H) =
rj(R#H);
(3) Furthermore, if H is finite-dimensional, then rj(R#H) = rHj(R)#H iff
rj(rjH(R)#H) = rj(R#H).
Proof. (1) By [130, Proposition 3.1 ], we have r¯jH(R) = rHj(R). Consequently, rj(rHj(R)#H) =
rHj(R)#H by Proposition 12.6.2 (5).
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(2) It immediately follows from part (1) and Proposition 12.6.2 (6).
(3) It can easily be proved by part (2) and [130, Proposition 3.3 (2)].
The theorem answers the question J.R. Fisher asked in [48] : When is rj(R#H) = rHj(R)#H
?
Proposition 12.6.4. If R is an algebra over field k with unit and H is a finite-dimensional
Hopf algebra over field k, then
(1) r¯bH(R) = rHb(R) = rbH(R) and rb(rHb(R)#H) = rHb(R)#H;
(2) rb(R#H) = rHb(R)#H iff rb(rHb(R)#H) = rb(R#H) iff rb(rbH(R)#H) = rb(R#H) iff
rb(rb(R#H) ∩R#H) = rb(R#H).
Proof. (1) By [130, Proposition 2.4 ], we have r¯bH(R) = rHb(R). Thus rb(rHb(R)#H) =
rHb(R)#H by Proposition 12.6.2 (5).
(2) It follows from part (1) and Proposition 12.6.2 (6) .
In fact, if H is commutative or cocommutative, then S2 = idH by [114, Proposition 4.0.1],
and H is semisimple and cosemisimple iff the character chark of k does not divides dimH
( see [104, Proposition 2 (c)] ). It is clear that if H is a finite-dimensional commutative or
cocommutative Hopf algebra and the character chark of k does not divides dimH, then H
is a finite-dimensional semisimple, cosemisimple, commutative or cocommutative Hopf algebra.
Consequently, the conditions in Corollary 12.4.8, Theorem 12.4.12, Corollary 12.4.13 and 12.4.16
can be simplified
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Chapter 13
Classical Yang-Baxter Equation And
Low Dimensional Triangular Lie
Algebras
The concept and structures of Lie coalgebras were introduced and studied by W. Michaelis in [85]
[86]. V.G.Drinfel’d and A.A.Belavin in [42] [10] introduced the notion of triangular, coboundary
Lie bialgebra L associated to a solution r ∈ L ⊗ L of the CYBE and gave a classification
of solutions of CYBE with parameter for simple Lie algebras. W. Michaelis in [84] obtained
the structure of a triangular, coboundary Lie bialgebra on any Lie algebra containing linearly
independent elements a and b satisfying [a, b] = αb for some non-zero α ∈ k by setting r =
a⊗ b− b⊗ a.
The Yang-Baxter equation first came up in a paper by Yang as factorization condition of
the scattering S-matrix in the many-body problem in one dimension and in the work of Baxter
on exactly solvable models in statistical mechanics. It has been playing an important role in
mathematics and physics ( see [10] , [125] ). Attempts to find solutions of The Yang-Baxter
equation in a systematic way have led to the theory of quantum groups. The Yang-Baxter
equation is of many forms. The classical Yang-Baxter equation is one of these.
In many applications one needs to know the solutions of classical Yang-Baxter equation and
know if a Lie algebra is a coboundary Lie bialgebra or a triangular Lie bialgebra. A systematic
study of low dimensional Lie algebras, specially, of those Lie algebras that play a role in physics
(as e.g. sl(2,C), or the Heisenberg algebra), is very useful.
In this chapter, we obtain all solutions of constant classical Yang-Baxter equation (CYBE) in
Lie algebra L with dim L ≤ 3 and give the sufficient and necessary conditions for (L, [ ],∆r, r)
to be a coboundary (or triangular ) Lie bialgebra. We find the strongly symmetric elements in
L⊗L and show they are all solutions of CYBE in L with dim L ≤ 3. Using these conclusions,
we study the Lie algebra sl(2).
In order to make the chapter somewhat self-contained, we begin by recalling the definition
of Lie bialgebra.
Let k be a field with char k 6= 2 and L be a Lie algebra over k. If r =∑ ai⊗ bi ∈ L⊗L and
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x ∈ L, we define [
r12, r13
]
:=
∑
i,j
[ai, aj ]⊗ bi ⊗ bj
[
r12, r23
]
:=
∑
i,j
ai ⊗ [bi, aj ]⊗ bj
[
r13, r23
]
:=
∑
i,j
ai ⊗ aj ⊗ [bi, bj ]
x · r :=
∑
i
[x, ai]⊗ bi + ai ⊗ [x, bi]
∆r(x) := x · r
and call
[r12, r13] + [r12, r23] + [r13, r23] = 0
the classical Yang-Baxter equation (CYBE).
Let
τ : L⊗ L −→ L⊗ L
denote the natural twist map ( defined by x⊗ y 7→ y ⊗ x ), and let
ξ : L⊗ L⊗ L −→ L⊗ L⊗ L
the map defined by x⊗ y ⊗ z 7→ y ⊗ z ⊗ x for any x, y, z ∈ L.
A vector space L is called a Lie coalgebra, if there exists a linear map
∆ : L −→ L⊗ L
such that
(i) Im∆ ⊆ Im(1− τ) and
(ii) (1 + ξ + ξ2)(1⊗∆)∆ = 0
A vector space (L, [ ],∆) is called a Lie bialgebra if
(i) (L, [ ]) is a Lie algebra;
(ii) (L,∆) is a Lie coalgebra; and
(iii) for all x, y ∈ L,
∆[x, y] = x ·∆(y)− y ·∆(x),
where, for all x, ai, bi ∈ L,
(L, [ ],∆, r) is called a coboundary Lie bialgebra, if (L, [ ],∆) is a Lie bialgebra and r ∈
Im(1− τ) ⊆ L⊗ L such that
∆(x) = x · r
for all x ∈ L. A coboundary Lie bialgebra (L, [ ],∆, r) is called triangular, if r is a solution of
CYBE.
Jacobson gave a classification of Lie algebras with their dimension dimL ≤ 3 in [59, P
11-14]. We now write their whole operations as follows:
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(I) If L is an abelian Lie algebra, then its operation is trivial;
(II) If dim L= dim L′ = 3, then there exists a base {e1, e2, e3} and α, β ∈ k with αβ 6= 0
such that [e1, e2] = e3, [e2, e3] = αe1, [e3, e1] = βe2;
(III) If dim L = 3 and L′ ⊆ the center of L with dim L′ = 1, then there exist a base
{e1, e2, e3} and α, β ∈ k with α = β = 0 such that [e1, e2] = e3, [e2, e3] = αe1, [e3, e1] = βe2;
(IV) If k is an algebraically closed field and dim L = 3 with dim L′ = 2, then there exists a
base {e1, e2, e3} and β, δ ∈ k with δ 6= 0 such that [e1, e2] = 0, [e1, e3] = e1 + βe2, [e2, e3] = δe2;
(V) If dim L = 3 and L′ 6⊆ the center of L, then there exists a base {e1, e2, e3} and β, δ ∈ k
with β = δ = 0 such that [e1, e2] = 0, [e1, e3] = e1 + βe2, [e2, e3] = δe2;
(VI) If dim L = 2 with dim L′ = 1, then there exists a base {e, f} such that [e, f ] = e.
Remark: In Case (IV), the condition which k is an algebraically closed field is required. In
other word, A lie algebra L with dim L = 3 and dim L′ = 2, it is possible that there is not the
basis in (IV). We shall consider the general case in Section 6–9.
13.1 The solutions of CYBE
In this section, we find the general solution of CYBE for Lie algebra L with dim L ≤ 3.
Definition 13.1.1. Let {e1, e2, · · · , en} be a base of vector space V and r =
∑n
i,j=1 kij(ei ⊗
ej) ∈ V ⊗ V, where kij ∈ k, for i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n.
(i) If
kij = kji kijklm = kilkjm
for i, j, l,m = 1, 2, · · · , n, then r is called strongly symmetric to the base {e1, e2, · · · , en};
(ii) If kij = −kji, for i, j = 1, 2, · · · , n, then r is called skew symmetric.
(iii) Let dim V = 3, k11 = x, k22 = y, k33 = z, k12 = p, k21 = q, k13 = s, k31 = t, k23 =
u, k32 = v, α, β ∈ k. If p = −q, s = −t, u = −v, x = αz, y = βz and
αβz2 + βs2 + αu2 + p2 = 0,
then r is called α, β-skew symmetric to the base {e1, e2, e3}.
Obviously, skew symmetry does not depend on the particular choice of bases of V . We need
to know if strong symmetry depends on the particular choice of bases of V .
Lemma 13.1.2. (I) If V is a finite-dimensional vector space, then the strong symmetry does
not depend on the particular choice of bases of V ;
(II) Let {e1, e2, e3} be a base of vector space V, p, q, s, t, u, v, x, y, z, α, β ∈ k and r = p(e1 ⊗
e2)+q(e2⊗e1)+s(e1⊗e3)+t(e3⊗e1)+u(e2⊗e3)+v(e3⊗e2)+x(e1⊗e1)+y(e2⊗e2)+z(e3⊗e3).
Then r is strongly symmetric iff
xy = p2, xz = s2, yz = u2, xu = sp, ys = pu, zp = su, p = q, s = t, u = v
iff
xy = p2, xz = s2, yz = u2, xu = sp, p = q, s = t, u = v
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iff
xy = p2, xz = s2, yz = u2, ys = up, p = q, s = t, u = v
iff
xy = p2, xz = s2, yz = u2, zp = su, p = q, s = t, u = v
iff
r = z−1su(e1 ⊗ e2) + z−1su(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3) + s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) + u(e3 ⊗ e2) +
z−1s2(e1 ⊗ e1) + z−1u2(e2 ⊗ e2) + z(e3 ⊗ e3) with z 6= 0; or
r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) + p(e2 ⊗ e1) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) + x−1p2(e2 ⊗ e2) with x 6= 0; or
r = y(e2 ⊗ e2).
Proof. (I) Let {e1, e2, · · · , en} and {e′1, e′2, · · · , e′n} are two bases of V and r =
∑n
i,j=1 kij(ei⊗
ej) be strongly symmetric to the base {e1, e2, · · · , en}. It is sufficient to show that r is strongly
symmetric to the base {e′1, e′2, · · · , e′n}. Obviously, there exists qij ∈ k such that ei =
∑
s e
′
sqsi
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. By computation, we have that
r =
∑
s,t
(
∑
i,j
kijqsiqtj)(es ⊗ et).
If we set k′st =
∑
i,j kijqsiqtj , then for l,m, u, v = 1, 2, · · · , n, we have that
k′lmk
′
uv =
∑
i,j,s,t
kijkstqliqmjqusqvt
=
∑
i,j,s,t
kiskjtqliqmjqusqvt ( by kijkst = kiskjt)
= k′luk
′
mv
and
k′lm = k
′
ml,
which implies that r is strongly symmetric to the base {e′1, e′2, · · · , e′n}.
(II) We only show that if
xy = p2, xz = s2, yz = u2, xu = sp, p = q, s = t, u = v,
then
ys = pu, zp = su.
If p 6= 0, then ysp = yxu = up2 and usp = uxu = xyz = zp2, which implies ys = up and
us = zp. If p = 0, then x = 0 or y = 0, which implies s = 0 or u = 0. Consequently, ys = up
and us = zp.
Proposition 13.1.3. Let L be a Lie algebra with dim L = 2. Then r is a solution of CYBE
iff r is strongly symmetric or skew symmetric.
Proof. It is not hard since the tensor r has only 4 coefficients.
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Proposition 13.1.4. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis {e1, e2, e3} such that [e1, e2] =
e3, [e2, e3] = αe1, [e3, e1] = βe2, where α, β ∈ k. Let p, q, s, t, u, v, x, y, z ∈ k.
(I) If r is strongly symmetric or α, β-skew symmetric to basis {e1, e2, e3}, then r is a solution
of CYBE;
(II) If α 6= 0, β 6= 0, then r is a solution of CYBE in L iff r is strongly symmetric or
α, β-skew symmetric;
(III) If α = β = 0, then r is a solution of CYBE in L iff
r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) + p(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3) + t(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) + v(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) +
y(e2 ⊗ e2) + z(e3 ⊗ e3)
with p 6= 0, p2 = xy, xu = sp, xv = tp, tu = vs, or
r = s(e1 ⊗ e3) + t(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) + v(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) + y(e2 ⊗ e2) + z(e3 ⊗ e3)
with xy = xu = xv = ys = yt = 0 and tu = vs.
Proof . Let r =
∑3
i,j=1 kij(ei ⊗ ej) ∈ L⊗ L and kij ∈ k with i, j = 1, 2, 3. It is clear that
[
r12, r13
]
=
3∑
i,j=1
3∑
s,t=1
kijkst[ei, es]⊗ ej ⊗ et
[
r12, r23
]
=
3∑
i,j=1
3∑
s,t=1
kijkstei ⊗ [ej , es]⊗ et
[
r13, r23
]
=
3∑
i,j=1
3∑
s,t=1
kijkstei ⊗ es ⊗ [ej , et].
By computation, for i, j, n = 1, 2, 3, we have that the coefficient of ej ⊗ ei⊗ ei in [r12, r13] is zero
and ei ⊗ ei ⊗ ej in [r13, r23] is zero.
We now see the coefficient of ei ⊗ ej ⊗ en
in [r12, r13] + [r12, r23] + [r13, r23].
(1) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(αk12k31 − αk13k21);
(2) e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2(−βk21k32 + βk23k12);
(3) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(k31k23 − k32k13);
(4) e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3(αk22k33 − αk32k23 − βk11k33 + βk13k13 + k11k22 − k12k21);
(5) e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(βk33k11 − βk13k31 − k22k11 + k21k21 + αk22k33 − αk23k32);
(6) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2(k11k22 − k21k12 − αk33k22 + αk32k32 + βk33k11 − βk31k13);
(7) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2(−αk33k22 + αk23k32 + k11k22 − k12k12 − βk11k33 + βk13k31);
(8) e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1(−k22k11 + k12k21 + βk33k11 − βk31k31 − αk33k22 + αk32k23);
(9) e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(−βk11k33 + βk31k13 + αk22k33 − αk23k23 − k22k11 + k21k12);
(10) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2(−αk31k22 + αk21k32 + αk12k32 − αk13k22);
(11) e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(−αk23k21 + αk22k31 + αk22k13 − αk23k12);
(12) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(αk21k33 − αk31k23 + αk12k33 − αk13k23);
(13) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(αk32k31 − αk33k21 + αk32k13 − αk33k12);
(14) e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1(−βk12k31 + βk32k11 + βk23k11 − βk21k31);
(15) e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2(−βk11k32 + βk13k12 − βk11k23 + βk13k21);
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(16) e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3(βk32k13 − βk12k33 − βk21k33 + βk23k13);
(17) e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2(−βk31k32 + βk33k12 + βk33k21 − βk31k23);
(18) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(k13k21 − k23k11 + k31k21 − k32k11);
(19) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2(−k23k12 + k13k22 − k32k12 + k31k22);
(20) e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(k21k23 − k22k13 + k21k32 − k22k31);
(21) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(−k12k13 + k11k23 − k12k31 + k11k32);
(22) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(αk23k31 − αk33k21 − k12k11 + k11k21 + αk12k33 − αk13k32);
(23) e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1(−αk32k21 + αk22k31 − βk11k31 + βk13k11 − αk13k22 + αk12k23);
(24) e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2(βk31k12 − βk11k32 + αk22k32 − αk23k22 − βk21k13 + βk23k11);
(25) e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2(−βk13k32 + βk33k12 + k21k22 − k22k12 − βk21k33 + βk23k31);
(26) e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3(k12k23 − k22k13 − βk31k33 + βk33k13 + k31k22 − k32k21);
(27) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(−k21k13 + k11k23 + αk32k33 − αk33k23 + k31k12 − k32k11).
Let k11 = x, k22 = y, k33 = z, k12 = p, k21 = q, k13 = s, k31 = t, k23 = u, k32 = v.
It follows from (1)–(27) that
(28) αpt = αqs;
(29) βqv = βpu;
(30) tu = vs;
(31) αyz − βxz + xy − αuv + βs2 − pq = 0;
(32) βzx− yx+ αyz − βst+ q2 − αuv = 0;
(33) xy − αzy + βzx− pq + αv2 − βst = 0;
(34) −αzy + xy − βxz + αuv − p2 + βst = 0;
(35) −xy + βxz − αyz + pq − βt2 + αuv = 0;
(36) −βxz + αyz − yx+ βst− αu2 + pq = 0;
(37) α(−ty + qv + pv − sy) = 0;
(38) α(−uq + yt+ ys− up) = 0;
(39) α(qz − tu+ pz − su) = 0;
(40) α(vt− zq + vs − zp) = 0;
(41) β(−pt+ vx+ ux− qt) = 0;
(42) β(−xv + sp− xu+ sq) = 0;
(43) β(vs − pz + us− qz) = 0;
(44) β(−tv + zp+ zq − tu) = 0;
(45) sq − ux+ tq − vx = 0;
(46) −up+ sy − vp+ ty = 0;
(47) qu− ys+ qv − yt = 0;
(48) −ps+ xu− pt+ xv = 0;
(49) αut− αzq − px+ xq + αpz − αsv = 0;
(50) −αvq + αyt− βxt+ βsx− αsy + αpu = 0;
(51) βtp− βxv + αyv − αuy − βqs+ βux = 0;
(52) −βsv + βzp+ qy − yp− βqz + βut = 0;
(53) pu− ys− βtz + βzs+ ty − vq = 0;
(54) −qs+ xu+ αvz − αzu+ tp− vx = 0.
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It is clear that r is the solution of CYBE iff relations (28)–(54) hold.
(I) By computation, we have that if r is strongly symmetric or α, β-skew symmetric, then
relations (28)–(54) hold and so r is a solution of CYBE;
(II) Let α 6= 0 and β 6= 0. By part (I), we only need show that if r is a solution of CYBE,
then r is strongly symmetric or α, β-skew symmetric.
By computation, we have
(55) q2 = p2 (by (34)+ (32));
(56) u2 = v2 ( by (33)+ (36));
(57) t2 = s2 ( by (31)+ (35) ).
(a) If s = t 6= 0, then we have that
p = q by (28);
u = v by (30) ;
(58) yz = u2 by (35)− (32);
(59) xz = s2 by (32) + (33);
(60) xy = p2 by (36) − (31);
(61) xu = sp by (41).
Thus r is strongly symmetric.
Similarly, we can show that if p = q 6= 0, or u = v 6= 0, then r is strongly symmetric.
(b) If s = −t 6= 0, then we have that
p = −q by (28);
u = −v by (30) ;
y = βz by (53);
x = αz by (50);
αβz2 + αu2 + βs2 + p2 = 0 by (31).
Then r is α, β-skew symmetric.
Similarly, we have that if p = −q 6= 0 or u = −v 6= 0, then r is α, β-skew symmetric.
(c) If s = t = u = v = p = q = 0, then we have that
xz = 0 by (32) + (33);
yz = 0 by (32) + (31);
xy = 0 by (31).
Thus r is strongly symmetric.
(III) Let α = β = 0. It is clear that the system of equations (28)–(54) is equivalent to the
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below 
tu = vs, q = p, p2 = xy
(s+ t)p− (u+ v)x = 0
(s+ t)y − (u+ v)p = 0
(t− s)y + (u− v)p = 0
(t− s)p+ (u− v)x = 0
It is easy to check that if r is one case in part (III), then the system of equations hold.
Conversely, if r is a solution of CYBE, we shall show that r is one of the two cases in part (III).
If p 6= 0, then r is the first case in part (III). If p = 0, then r is the second case in part (III).
In particular, Proposition 13.1.4 implies:
Example 13.1.5. Let
sl(2) := {x | x is a 2× 2 matrix with trace zero over k}
and
e1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, e2 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
, e3 =
(
2 0
0 −2
)
.
Thus L is a Lie algebra (defined by [x, y] = xy − yx) with a basis {e1, e2, e3}. It is clear that
[e1, e2] = e3, [e2, e3] = 4e1, [e3, e1] = −4e2.
Consequently, r is a solution of CYBE iff r is strongly symmetric or 4, −4-skew symmetric to
the basis {e1, e2, e3}.
Proposition 13.1.6. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis {e1, e2, e3} such that [e1, e2] =
0, [e1, e3] = e1 + βe2, [e2, e3] = δe2, where β, δ ∈ k. Let p, q, s, t, u, v, x, y, z ∈ k.
(I) If r is strongly symmetric, then r is a solution of CYBE.
(II) If β = 0, δ 6= 0, then r is a solution of CYBE in L iff r is strongly symmetric, or
r = p(e1⊗e2)+q(e2⊗e1)+s(e1⊗e3)−s(e3⊗e1)+u(e2⊗e3)−u(e3⊗e2)+x(e1⊗e1)+y(e2⊗e2)
with xu = xs = ys = yu = (1− δ)us = (1 + δ)s(q + p) = (1 + δ)u(q + p) = 0
(III) If β 6= 0 and δ = 1, then r is a solution of CYBE in L iff r is strongly symmetric, or
r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) + q(e2 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3)− u(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) + y(e2 ⊗ e2)
with xu = yu = u(q + p) = 0
(IV) If β = δ = 0, then r is a solution of CYBE in L iff
r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) + q(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3) + s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) + v(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) +
y(e2 ⊗ e2) + z(e3 ⊗ e3)
with z 6= 0, zp = vs, zq = us, zx = s2, or
r = p(e1⊗e2)+q(e2⊗e1)+s(e1⊗e3)−s(e3⊗e1)+u(e2⊗e3)+v(e3⊗e2)+x(e1⊗e1)+y(e2⊗e2)
with us = vs = xs = xu = xv = 0, up = qv, s(p+ q) = 0.
Proof. Let r =
∑3
i,j=1 kij(ei ⊗ ej) ∈ L⊗ L and kij ∈ k with i, j = 1, 2, 3. By computation,
for all i, j, n = 1, 2, 3, we have that the coefficient of ej⊗ei⊗ei in [r12, r13] is zero and ei⊗ei⊗ej
in [r13, r23] is zero.
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We now see the coefficient of ei ⊗ ej ⊗ en
in [r12, r13] + [r12, r23] + [r13, r23].
(1) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(−k13k11 + k11k31);
(2) e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2(−βk23k12 + βk21k32 − δk23k22 + δk22k32);
(3) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(0);
(4) e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3(−k32k13 + k12k33 − βk13k13 + βk11k33 − δk13k23 + δk12k33);
(5) e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(−βk33k11 + βk13k31 − δk33k21 + δk23k31 − k23k31 + k21k33);
(6) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2(−k33k12 + k31k32 − βk33k11 + βk31k13 − δk33k12 + δk32k13);
(7) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2(−k33k12 + k13k32 − βk13k32 + βk11k33 − δk13k32 + δk12k33);
(8) e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1(−βk33k11 + βk31k31 − δk33k21 + δk32k31 − k33k21 + k31k23);
(9) e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(−βk31k13 + βk11k33 − δk31k23 + δk21k33 − k23k13 + k21k33);
(10) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2(−k31k12 + k11k32 − k13k12 + k11k32);
(11) e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(−k23k11 + k21k31 − k23k11 + k21k13);
(12) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(−k31k13 + k11k33 − k13k13 + k11k33);
(13) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(−k33k11 + k31k31 − k33k11 + k31k13);
(14) e2⊗e2⊗e1(−βk32k11+βk12k31−δk32k21+δk22k31−βk23k11+βk21k31−δk23k21+δk22k31);
(15) e1⊗e2⊗e2(−βk13k12+βk11k32−δk13k22+δk12k32−βk13k21+βk11k23−δk13k22+δk12k23);
(16) e2⊗e2⊗e3(−βk32k13+βk12k33−δk32k23+δk22k33−βk23k13+βk21k33−δk23k23+δk22k33);
(17) e3⊗e2⊗e2(−βk33k12+βk31k32−δk33k22+δk32k32−βk33k21+βk31k23−δk33k22+δk32k23);
(18) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(0);
(19) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(0);
(20) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2(0);
(21) e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(0);
(22) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(−k33k11 + k13k31 − k13k31 + k11k33) = e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(0);
(23) e1⊗ e2⊗ e1(−k32k11+ k12k31−βk13k11+βk11k31− δk13k21+ δk12k31− k13k21+ k11k23);
(24) e2⊗e1⊗e2(−βk31k12+βk11k32−δk31k22+δk21k32−k23k12+k21k32−βk23k11+βk21k13−
δk23k12 + δk22k13);
(25) e2⊗e3⊗e2(−βk33k12+βk13k32−δk33k22+δk23k32−βk23k31+βk21k33+δk33k22−δk22k33);
(26) e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3(−βk33k13 + βk31k33 − δk33k23 + δk32k33);
(27) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(−k33k13 + k31k33);
Let k11 = x, k22 = y, k33 = z, k12 = p, k21 = q, k13 = s, k31 = t, k23 = u, k32 = v.
It follows from (1)–(27) that
(28) −sx+ xt = 0;
(29) −βup+ βqv − δuy + δyv = 0;
(30) −vs+ pz − βs2 + βxz − δsu+ δzp = 0;
(31) −βxz + βst− δzq + δut− ut+ qz = 0;
(32) −zp+ tv − βzx+ βts− δzp + δvs = 0;
(33) −zp+ sv − βst+ βxz − δsv + δzp = 0;
(34) −βzx+ βtt− δzq + δvt − zq + tu = 0;
(35) −βst+ βxz − δtu+ δqz − us+ qz = 0;
(36) −tp+ xv − sp+ vx = 0;
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(37) −ux+ qt− ux+ qs = 0;
(38) −st+ xz − s2 + xz = 0;
(39) −zx+ tt− zx+ st = 0;
(40) −βvx+ βpt− δvq + δyt− βux+ βqt− δuq + δyt = 0;
(41) −βsp+ βxv − δsy + δpv − βsq + βxu− δsy + δpu = 0;
(42) −βvs+ βpz − δvu + δyz − βsu+ βzq − δu2 + δyz = 0;
(43) −βzp+ βtv − δzy + δvv − βzq + βtu− δzy + δvu = 0;
(44) −vx+ pt− βsx+ βxt− δsq + δpt− sq + xu = 0;
(45) −βpt+ βvx− δty + δqv − up+ qv − βux+ βqs− δup + δys = 0;
(46) −βzp+ βsv − βut+ βqz = 0;
(47) −βzs+ βtz − δzu + δvz = 0;
(48) −zs+ tz = 0.
It is clear that r is a solution of CYBE iff (28)–(48) hold.
(I) It is trivial.
(II) Let β = 0 and δ 6= 0. We only show that if r is a solution of CYBE, then r is one of
the two cases in part (II). If z 6= 0, we have that u = v, s = t, yz = u2, xz = s2 and ux = sp by
(47), (48), (42), (38) and (36) respectively. It follows from (30) and (33) that pz = us and from
(31) and (34) that qz = us. Thus q = p and xy = p2 since xyz = xu2 = spu = zp2. By Lemma
13.1.2, r is strongly symmetric.
If z = 0, we have that u = −v and s = −t by (43), (42), (38) and (39). It follows from
(28), (29), (36), (40), (30), (44) and (45) that sx = 0, yu = 0, xv = 0, ys = 0, (1 − δ)us =
0, (1 + δ)s(p + q) = 0 and (1 + δ)u(p + q) = 0 respectively. Consequently, r is the second case.
(III) Let β 6= 0, δ = 1. We only show that if r is a solution of CYBE, then r is one case in
part (III). If z 6= 0, we have that t = s, u = v, q = p, xz = s2, zp = su, sp = xu and u2 = yz by
(48), (47), (46), (38), (32), (36) and (42) respectively. Since xyz = xu2 = spu = zp2, xy = p2.
Thus r is strongly symmetric by Lemma 13.1.2.
If z = 0, then st = 0, t = 0 and s = 0 by (31), (39) and (38) respectively. It follows from (42)
and (43) that u = −v. By (36), (45) and (29), xu = 0, u(p + q) = 0 and uy = 0. Consequently,
r is the second case.
(IV) Let β = δ = 0. We only show that if r is a solution of CYBE, then r is one case in part
(IV). If z 6= 0, we have that s = t, s2 = xz, zp = vs and zq = us by (48), (38), (32) and (34)
respectively. Consequently, r is the first case in part (IV). If z = 0,
then s = −t by (38) and (39). It follows from (30), (31), (28), (37), (36), (45) and (44) that
vs = 0, us = 0, xs = 0, xu = 0, xv = 0, up = qv and s(p + q) = 0. Consequently, r is the second
case in part (IV).
Corollary 13.1.7. Let L be a Lie algebra with dim L ≤ 3 and r ∈ L ⊗ L. If r is strongly
symmetric, then r is a solution of CYBE in L.
Proof . If k is algebraically closed, then r is a solution of CYBE by Proposition 13.1.4,
13.1.6 and 13.1.3. If k is not algebraically closed, let P be algebraically closure of k. We can
construct a Lie algebra LP = P ⊗L over P , as in [59, section 8]. Set Ψ : L −→ LP by sending x
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to 1⊗ x. It is clear that LP is a Lie algebra over P and Ψ is homomorphic with kerΨ = 0 over
k. Let
r¯ = (Ψ⊗Ψ)(r).
Obviously, r¯ is strongly symmetric. Therefore r¯ is a solution of CYBE in LP and so is r in L.
13.2 Coboundary Lie bialgebras
In this section, using the general solution, which are obtained in the preceding section, of CYBE
in Lie algebra L with dim L ≤ 3, we give the the sufficient and necessary conditions for
(L, [ ],∆r, r) to be a coboundary (or triangular ) Lie bialgebra.
We now observe the connection between solutions of CYBE and triangular Lie bialgebra
structures. It is clear that if (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra then r is a solution of
CYBE. Conversely, if r is a solution of CYBE and r is skew symmetric with r ∈ L ⊗ L , then
(L, [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra by [118, Proposition 1] .
Theorem 13.2.1. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis {e1, e2, e3} such that [e1, e2] = e3, [e2, e3] =
αe1, [e3, e1] = βe2, where α, β ∈ k and αβ 6= 0 or α = β = 0. Let p, u, s ∈ k and r =
p(e1 ⊗ e2)− p(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3)− s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3)− u(e3 ⊗ e2). Then
(I) (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff r is skew symmetric;
(II) (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra iff
βs2 + αu2 + p2 = 0.
Proof. (I) It is sufficient to show that
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1⊗∆)∆(ei) = 0
for i = 1, 2, 3. First, by computation, we have that
(1⊗∆)∆(e1)
= {(e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3)(βps − βps) + (e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(βps) + (e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1)(−βsp)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2)(−βps+ βps) + (e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βps) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3)(βsp)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(αβsu) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βαsu) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3)(−αpu) + (e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1)(αpu) + (e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(−β2s2) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2)(0) + (e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(β2s2)}
+ {(e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1)(p2) + (e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3)(−p2) + (e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3)(0)}.
Thus
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1⊗∆)∆(e1) = 0.
Similarly, we have that
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1 ⊗∆)∆(e2) = 0, (1 + ξ + ξ2)(1 ⊗∆)∆(e3) = 0.
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Thus (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra.
(II) By part (I), it is sufficient to show that r is a solution of CYBE iff
βs2 + αu2 + p2 = 0.
(a) Let α 6= 0 and β 6= 0. Considering r is skew symmetric, by Proposition 13.1.4 (II), we have
that r is a solution of CYBE iff
βs2 + αu2 + p2 = 0.
(b) Let α = β = 0. Considering r is skew symmetric, by Proposition 13.1.4 (III), we have that
r is a solution of CYBE iff
βs2 + αu2 + p2 = 0.
Let (L, [ ]) be a familiar Lie algebra, namely, Euclidean 3-space under vector cross product.
By Theorem 13.2.1, (L, [ ],∆r, r) is not a triangular Lie bialgebra for any 0 6= r ∈ L ⊗ L. In
fact, [84, Example 2.14] already contains the essence of this observation.
Example 13.2.2. Under Example 13.1.5, we have the following:
(i) (sl(2), [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff r is skew symmetric;
(ii) (sl(2), [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra iff
−4s2 + 4u2 + p2 = 0,
where r = p(e1⊗ e2)−p(e2⊗ e1)+ s(e1⊗ e3)− s(e3⊗ e1)+u(e2⊗ e3)−u(e3⊗ e2) and p, s, u ∈ k.
Theorem 13.2.3. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis {e1, e2, e3} such that
[e1e2] = 0, [e1, e3] = e1 + βe2, [e2, e3] = δe2,
where δ, β ∈ k. Let p, s, u ∈ k and r = p(e1 ⊗ e2)− p(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3)− s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗
e3)− u(e3 ⊗ e2).
(I) (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff
(δ + 1)((δ − 1)u+ βs)s = 0;
(II) If β = 0, then (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra iff
(1− δ)us = 0;
(III) If β 6= 0 and δ = 1, then (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra iff
s = 0
iff (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra.
Proof . (I) We get by computation
(1⊗∆)∆(e1)
= {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(βδss − δus) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βδss + δus) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βus+ uu+ β2s2 − βsu)
+ (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(βus − uu+ βus− β2s2) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2)(0)}
(1⊗∆)∆(e2)
= {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(δ2ss) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−δ2s2) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(δβss − δsu) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(δsu − δβss) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2)(0)}
(1⊗∆)∆(e3)
= {(e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3)(δsu+ βss) + (e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1)(−δus − βss)
+ (e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(δδus + βδss + βss− su)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2)(−δsu− βss) + (e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βδss − δδus − βss+ su)
+ (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3)(δus + βss)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(−δsp− δδps + sp+ δsp)
+ (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(δps + δδps − δsp − sp) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3)(ss) + (e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1)(−ss) + (e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βps+ pu− δβsp− δδup − δβps+ δpu− βsp− δup)
+ (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(βps − pu+ δβsp + δδup + δβps − δpu+ βsp+ δup))
− (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2)(0)}
+ {(e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3)(δδuu + δβus + βδus + ββss)
+ (e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2)(−δδuu − δβus − βδus − ββss) + (e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2)(0)}.
Consequently,
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1⊗∆)∆(e1) = 0,
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1 ⊗∆)∆(e2) = 0
and
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1 ⊗∆)∆(e3) = 0
iff
δ2us+ δβs2 + βs2 − us = 0.
This implies that (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff
δ2us+ δβs2 + βs2 − us = 0 .
(II) If (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra, then (δ
2−1)us = 0 by part (I). If (δ+1) 6= 0,
then (1 − δ)us = 0. If δ + 1 = 0, then (1 − δ)us = 0 by Proposition 13.1.6 (II). Conversely, if
(1− δ)us = 0, then we have that (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra by part (I). Since
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r is skew symmetric, we have that r is a solution of CYBE by Proposition 13.1.6 (II) (IV). Thus
(L, [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra.
(III) Similarly, we can show that part (III) holds by part (I) and Proposition 13.1.6 (III).
Theorem 13.2.4. If L is a Lie algebra with dimL = 2 and r ∈ L⊗L, then (L, [ ],∆r, r) is
a triangular Lie bialgebra iff (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff r is skew symmetric.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the main result of [84].
13.3 Strongly symmetric elements
In this section, we show that all strongly symmetric elements are solutions of constant clas-
sical Yang-Baxter equation in Lie algebra, or of quantum Yang-Baxter equation in algebra.
Throughout this section k is an arbitrary field.
Definition 13.3.1. Let {ei | i ∈ Ω} be a basis of vector space V and r =
∑
i,j∈Ω kij(ei⊗ej) ∈
V ⊗ V, where kij ∈ k.
If
kij = kji and kijklm = kilkjm
for i, j, l,m ∈ Ω, then r is said to be strongly symmetric to the basis {ei | i ∈ Ω}.
Obviously, symmetry does not depend on the particular choice of basis of V . We need to
know if strong symmetry depends on the particular choice of basis of V .
Lemma 13.3.2. Let {ei | i ∈ Ω} be a basis of vector space V and r =
∑
i,j∈Ω kij(ei ⊗ ej) ∈
V ⊗ V, where kij ∈ k. Then
(I) the strong symmetry does not depend on the particular choice of basis of V ;
(II) r is strongly symmetric iff
kijklm = kilkjm
for any i, j, l,m ∈ Ω;
(III) r is strongly symmetric iff
kijklm = kstkuv
where {s, t, u, v} = {i, j, l,m} as sets for any i, j, l,m ∈ Ω;
(IV) r is strongly symmetric iff
r = 0 or
r =
∑
i,j∈Ω ki0iki0jk
−1
i0i0
(ei ⊗ ej) ∈ V ⊗ V, where ki0i0 6= 0.
Proof. (I) Let {e′i | i ∈ Ω′} be another basis of V . It is sufficient to show that r is strongly
symmetric to the basis {e′i | i ∈ Ω′}. Obviously, there exists qij ∈ k such that ei =
∑
s e
′
sqsi for
i ∈ Ω. By computation, we have that
r =
∑
s,t∈Ω
(
∑
i,j∈Ω′
kijqsiqtj)(e
′
s ⊗ e′t).
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If set k′st =
∑
i,j kijqsiqtj , then for l,m, u, v ∈ Ω′ we have that
k′lmk
′
uv =
∑
i,j,s,t
kijkstqliqmjqusqvt
=
∑
i,j,s,t
kiskjtqliqmjqusqvt ( by kijkst = kiskjt)
= k′luk
′
mv
and
k′lm = k
′
ml,
which implies that r is strongly symmetric to the basis {e′i | i ∈ Ω′}.
(II) The necessity is obvious. Now we show the sufficiency. For any i, j ∈ Ω, if kii 6= 0, then
kij = kji since kijkii = kiikji. If kii = 0, then kij = kji = 0 since k
2
ij = kiikjj = 0 = k
2
ji.
(III) The sufficiency follows from part (II). Now we show the necessity. For any i, j, l,m ∈ Ω,
we see that kijklm = kijkml = kilkjm = kilkmj = kimklj .
Similarly, we can get that kijklm = kstkuv when s = j or s = l or s = m.
(IV) If r is a case in part (IV), then r is strongly symmetric by straightforward verification.
Conversely, if r is strongly symmetric and r 6= 0, then there exists i0 ∈ Ω such that ki0i0 6= 0.
Thus kij = ki0iki0jk
−1
i0i0
.
If A is an algebra, then we can get a Lie algebra L(A) by defining [x, y] = xy − yx for any
x, y ∈ A.
Theorem 13.3.3. Let A be an algebra and r ∈ A ⊗ A be strongly symmetric. Then r is a
solution of CYBE in L(A); meantime, it is also a solution of QYBE in A.
Proof. Let {ei | i ∈ Ω} be a basis of A and the multiplication of A be defined as follows:
eiej =
∑
m
amij em
for any i, j ∈ Ω, amij ∈ k.
We first show that r is a solution of CYBE in Lie algebra L(A). By computation, for all
i, j, l ∈ Ω, we have that the coefficient of ei ⊗ ej ⊗ el in [r12, r13] is∑
st
ais,tksjktl − aitsksjktl
=
∑
s,t
aistksjktl −
∑
s,t
aistktjksl
= 0 by Lemma 13.3.2 (III).
Similarly, we have that the coefficients of ei ⊗ ej ⊗ el in [r12, r23] and [r13, r23] are zero. Thus r
is a solution of CYBE in L(A).
Next we show that r is a solution of QYBE in algebra A. We denote r by R since the solution
of QYBE is usually denoted by R.
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By computation, for all i, j, l ∈ Ω, we have that the coefficient of ei⊗ ej ⊗ el in R12R13R23 is∑
s,t,u,v,w,m
aista
j
uma
l
vwksuktvkmw
and the coefficient of ei ⊗ ej ⊗ el in R23R13R12 is∑
s,t,u,v,w,m
aitma
j
swa
l
uvksuktvkmw
=
∑
s,t,u,v,w,m
aista
j
uma
l
vwksuktvkmw by Lemma 13.3.2 (III).
Thus r is a solution of QYBE in algebra A.
Corollary 13.3.4. Let L be a Lie algebra and r ∈ L⊗L be strongly symmetric. Then r is a
solution of CYBE.
Proof: Let A denote the universal enveloping algebra of L . It is clear that r is also strongly
symmetric in A⊗A. Thus
[r12, r13] + [r12, r23] + [r13, r23] = 0
by Theorem 13.3.3 . Consequently, r is a solution of CYBE in L.
13.4 The solutions of CYBE in the case of chark = 2
In this section, we find the general solution of CYBE for Lie algebra L over field k of characteristic
2 with dim L ≤ 3. Throughout this section, the characteristic of k is 2.
Proposition 13.4.1. Let L be a Lie algebra with dim L = 2. Then r is a solution of CYBE
iff r is symmetric.
Proof. The proof is not hard since the tensor r has only 4 coefficients.
If r = x(e1⊗ e1) + y(e2⊗ e2)+ z(e3⊗ e3)+ p(e1⊗ e2) + p(e2⊗ e1)+ s(e1⊗ e3)+ s(e3⊗ e1) +
u(e2⊗ e3)+u(e3⊗ e2) with αyz+βxz+xy+βs2+αu2+p2 = 0, then r is called α, β-symmetric
to the basis {e1, e2, e3}.
Proposition 13.4.2. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis {e1, e2, e3} such that [e1, e2] =
e3, [e2, e3] = αe1, [e3, e1] = βe2, where α, β ∈ k. Let p, q, s, t, u, v, x, y, z ∈ k.
Then (I) if r is α, β-symmetric to basis {e1, e2, e3}, then r is a solution of CYBE in L;
(II) if αβ 6= 0, then r is a solution of the CYBE in L iff r is α, β- symmetric to the basis
{e1, e2, e3};
(III) if α = β = 0, then r is a solution of the CYBE in L iff
r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) + p(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3) + t(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) + v(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) +
y(e2 ⊗ e2) + z(e3 ⊗ e3)
with tu = vs, xy = p2, (s+ t)p+ (u+ v)x = 0 (s+ t)y + (u+ v)p = 0.
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Proof . Let r =
∑3
i,j=1 kij(ei ⊗ ej) ∈ L⊗ L and kij ∈ k, with i, j = 1, 2, 3. It is clear that
[
r12, r13
]
=
3∑
i,j=1
3∑
s,t=1
kijkst[ei, es]⊗ ej ⊗ et ,
[
r12, r23
]
=
3∑
i,j=1
3∑
s,t=1
kijkstei ⊗ [ej , es]⊗ et ,
[
r13, r23
]
=
3∑
i,j=1
3∑
s,t=1
kijkstei ⊗ es ⊗ [ej , et].
By computation, for all i, j, n = 1, 2, 3, we have that the coefficient of ej ⊗ ei ⊗ ei in [r12, r13] is
zero and ei ⊗ ei ⊗ ej in [r13, r23] is zero.
We now see the coefficient of ei ⊗ ej ⊗ en
in [r12, r13] + [r12, r23] + [r13, r23].
(1) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(αk12k31 − αk13k21);
(2) e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2(−βk21k32 + βk23k12);
(3) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(k31k23 − k32k13);
(4) e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3(αk22k33 − αk32k23 − βk11k33 + βk13k13 + k11k22 − k12k21);
(5) e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(βk33k11 − βk13k31 − k22k11 + k21k21 + αk22k33 − αk23k32);
(6) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2(k11k22 − k21k12 − αk33k22 + αk32k32 + βk33k11 − βk31k13);
(7) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2(−αk33k22 + αk23k32 + k11k22 − k12k12 − βk11k33 + βk13k31);
(8) e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1(−k22k11 + k12k21 + βk33k11 − βk31k31 − αk33k22 + αk32k23);
(9) e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(−βk11k33 + βk31k13 + αk22k33 − αk23k23 − k22k11 + k21k12);
(10) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2(−αk31k22 + αk21k32 + αk12k32 − αk13k22);
(11) e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(−αk23k21 + αk22k31 + αk22k13 − αk23k12);
(12) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(αk21k33 − αk31k23 + αk12k33 − αk13k23);
(13) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(αk32k31 − αk33k21 + αk32k13 − αk33k12);
(14) e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1(−βk12k31 + βk32k11 + βk23k11 − βk21k31);
(15) e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2(−βk11k32 + βk13k12 − βk11k23 + βk13k21);
(16) e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3(βk32k13 − βk12k33 − βk21k33 + βk23k13);
(17) e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2(−βk31k32 + βk33k12 + βk33k21 − βk31k23);
(18) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(k13k21 − k23k11 + k31k21 − k32k11);
(19) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2(−k23k12 + k13k22 − k32k12 + k31k22);
(20) e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(k21k23 − k22k13 + k21k32 − k22k31);
(21) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(−k12k13 + k11k23 − k12k31 + k11k32);
(22) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(αk23k31 − αk33k21 − k12k11 + k11k21 + αk12k33 − αk13k32);
(23) e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1(−αk32k21 + αk22k31 − βk11k31 + βk13k11 − αk13k22 + αk12k23);
(24) e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2(βk31k12 − βk11k32 + αk22k32 − αk23k22 − βk21k13 + βk23k11);
(25) e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2(−βk13k32 + βk33k12 + k21k22 − k22k12 − βk21k33 + βk23k31);
(26) e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3(k12k23 − k22k13 − βk31k33 + βk33k13 + k31k22 − k32k21);
(27) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(−k21k13 + k11k23 + αk32k33 − αk33k23 + k31k12 − k32k11).
Let k11 = x, k22 = y, k33 = z, k12 = p, k21 = q, k13 = s, k31 = t, k23 = u, k32 = v.
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It follows from (1)–(27) that
(28) αpt = αqs;
(29) βqv = βpu;
(30) tu = vs;
(31) αyz − βxz + xy − αuv + βs2 − pq = 0;
(32) βzx− yx+ αyz − βst+ q2 − αuv = 0;
(33) xy − αzy + βzx− pq + αv2 − βst = 0;
(34) −αzy + xy − βxz + αuv − p2 + βst = 0;
(35) −xy + βxz − αyz + pq − βt2 + αuv = 0;
(36) −βxz + αyz − yx+ βst− αu2 + pq = 0;
(37) α(−ty + qv + pv − sy) = 0;
(38) α(−uq + yt+ ys− up) = 0;
(39) α(qz − tu+ pz − su) = 0;
(40) α(vt− zq + vs − zp) = 0;
(41) β(−pt+ vx+ ux− qt) = 0;
(42) β(−xv + sp− xu+ sq) = 0;
(43) β(vs − pz + us− qz) = 0;
(44) β(−tv + zp+ zq − tu) = 0;
(45) sq − ux+ tq − vx = 0;
(46) −up+ sy − vp+ ty = 0;
(47) qu− ys+ qv − yt = 0;
(48) −ps+ xu− pt+ xv = 0;
(49) αut− αzq − px+ xq + αpz − αsv = 0;
(50) −αvq + αyt− βxt+ βsx− αsy + αpu = 0;
(51) βtp− βxv + αyv − αuy − βqs+ βux = 0;
(52) −βsv + βzp+ qy − yp− βqz + βut = 0;
(53) pu− ys− βtz + βzs+ ty − vq = 0;
(54) −qs+ xu+ αvz − αzu+ tp− vx = 0.
It is clear that r is the solution of CYBE iff relations (28)–(54) hold.
(55) q2 = p2 (by (34)+ (32));
(56) αu2 = αv2 ( by (33)+ (36));
(57) βt2 = βs2 ( by (31)+ (35) );
By computation, we have that if r is α, β-symmetric then relations (28)–(54) hold and so r
is a solution of CYBE. That is, part (I) holds.
(II) By part (I), we have that the sufficiency of part (II) holds. For the necessity, if r is a
solution of CYBE, then p = q, s = t and u = v by (55)–(57), since char k = 2. By relation (31),
we have that
αyz + βxz + xy + βs2 + αu2 + p2 = 0.
Thus r is α, β-symmetric.
(III) It is trivial .
In particular, Proposition 13.4.2 implies:
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Example 13.4.3. Let
sl(2) := {x | x is a 2× 2 matrix with trace zero over k}
and
e1 =
(
0 0
1 0
)
, e2 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
, e3 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
.
Thus L is a Lie algebra (defined by [x, y] = xy − yx) with a basis {e1, e2, e3}. It is clear that
[e1, e2] = e3, [e2, e3] = 0e1, [e3, e1] = 0e2.
Consequently, r is a solution of CYBE iff
r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) + p(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3) + t(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) + v(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) +
y(e2 ⊗ e2) + z(e3 ⊗ e3)
with tu = vs, xy = p2, (s+ t)p+ (u+ v)x = 0, (s+ t)y + (u+ v)p = 0.
By the way, we have that α, β-symmetry does not depend on the particular choice of basis
of L when αβ 6= 0.
Proposition 13.4.4. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis {e1, e2, e3} such that [e1, e2] =
0, [e1, e3] = e1 + βe2, [e2, e3] = δe2, where β, δ ∈ k. Let p, q, s, t, u, v, x, y, z ∈ k.
(I) If β = 0, δ 6= 0, then r is a solution of CYBE in L iff
r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) + q(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3) + s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) + u(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) +
y(e2 ⊗ e2) + z(e3 ⊗ e3)
where (δ + 1)zp = (δ + 1)qz = (δ + 1)us, (δ + 1)uq = (δ + 1)up and (δ + 1)ps = (δ + 1)qs.
(II) If β 6= 0, δ = 1, then r is a solution of CYBE in L iff
r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) + q(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3) + s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) + u(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) +
y(e2 ⊗ e2) + z(e3 ⊗ e3)
with sp = sq, up = qu, zq = zp and s2 = xz.
(III) If β = δ = 0, then r is a solution of CYBE in L iff
r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) + q(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3) + s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) + v(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) +
y(e2 ⊗ e2) + z(e3 ⊗ e3)
with vs = pz, us = qz, qv = pu and (u+ v)x = (p+ q)s.
Proof. Let r =
∑3
i,j=1 kij(ei ⊗ ej) ∈ L⊗ L and kij ∈ k, with i, j = 1, 2, 3. By computation,
for all i, j, n = 1, 2, 3, we have that the coefficient of ej⊗ei⊗ei in [r12, r13] is zero and ei⊗ei⊗ej
in [r13, r23] is zero.
We now see the coefficient of ei ⊗ ej ⊗ en
in [r12, r13] + [r12, r23] + [r13, r23].
(1) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(−k13k11 + k11k31);
(2) e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2(−βk23k12 + βk21k32 − δk23k22 + δk22k32);
(3) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(0);
(4) e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3(−k32k13 + k12k33 − βk13k13 + βk11k33 − δk13k23 + δk12k33);
(5) e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(−βk33k11 + βk13k31 − δk33k21 + δk23k31 − k23k31 + k21k33);
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(6) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2(−k33k12 + k31k32 − βk33k11 + βk31k13 − δk33k12 + δk32k13);
(7) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2(−k33k12 + k13k32 − βk13k32 + βk11k33 − δk13k32 + δk12k33);
(8) e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1(−βk33k11 + βk31k31 − δk33k21 + δk32k31 − k33k21 + k31k23);
(9) e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(−βk31k13 + βk11k33 − δk31k23 + δk21k33 − k23k13 + k21k33);
(10) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2(−k31k12 + k11k32 − k13k12 + k11k32);
(11) e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(−k23k11 + k21k31 − k23k11 + k21k13);
(12) e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(−k31k13 + k11k33 − k13k13 + k11k33);
(13) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1(−k33k11 + k31k31 − k33k11 + k31k13);
(14) e2⊗e2⊗e1(−βk32k11+βk12k31−δk32k21+δk22k31−βk23k11+βk21k31−δk23k21+δk22k31);
(15) e1⊗e2⊗e2(−βk13k12+βk11k32−δk13k22+δk12k32−βk13k21+βk11k23−δk13k22+δk12k23);
(16) e2⊗e2⊗e3(−βk32k13+βk12k33−δk32k23+δk22k33−βk23k13+βk21k33−δk23k23+δk22k33);
(17) e3⊗e2⊗e2(−βk33k12+βk31k32−δk33k22+δk32k32−βk33k21+βk31k23−δk33k22+δk32k23);
(18) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(0);
(19) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(0);
(20) e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2(0);
(21) e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3(0);
(22) e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(−k33k11 + k13k31 − k13k31 + k11k33) = e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1(0);
(23) e1⊗ e2⊗ e1(−k32k11+ k12k31−βk13k11+βk11k31− δk13k21+ δk12k31− k13k21+ k11k23);
(24) e2⊗e1⊗e2(−βk31k12+βk11k32−δk31k22+δk21k32−k23k12+k21k32−βk23k11+βk21k13−
δk23k12 + δk22k13);
(25) e2⊗e3⊗e2(−βk33k12+βk13k32−δk33k22+δk23k32−βk23k31+βk21k33+δk33k22−δk22k33);
(26) e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3(−βk33k13 + βk31k33 − δk33k23 + δk32k33);
(27) e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3(−k33k13 + k31k33);
Let k11 = x, k22 = y, k33 = z, k12 = p, k21 = q, k13 = s, k31 = t, k23 = u, k32 = v.
It follows from (1)–(27) that
(28) −sx+ xt = 0;
(29) −βup+ βqv − δuy + δyv = 0;
(30) −vs+ pz − βs2 + βxz − δsu+ δzp = 0;
(31) −βxz + βst− δzq + δut− ut+ qz = 0;
(32) −zp+ tv − βzx+ βts− δzp + δvs = 0;
(33) −zp+ sv − βst+ βxz − δsv + δzp = 0;
(34) −βzx+ βtt− δzq + δvt − zq + tu = 0;
(35) −βst+ βxz − δtu+ δqz − us+ qz = 0;
(36) −tp+ xv − sp+ vx = 0;
(37) −ux+ qt− ux+ qs = 0;
(38) −st+ xz − s2 + xz = 0;
(39) −zx+ tt− zx+ st = 0;
(40) −βvx+ βpt− δvq + δyt− βux+ βqt− δuq + δyt = 0;
(41) −βsp+ βxv − δsy + δpv − βsq + βxu− δsy + δpu = 0;
(42) −βvs+ βpz − δvu + δyz − βsu+ βzq − δu2 + δyz = 0;
(43) −βzp+ βtv − δzy + δvv − βzq + βtu− δzy + δvu = 0;
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(44) −vx+ pt− βsx+ βxt− δsq + δpt− sq + xu = 0;
(45) −βpt+ βvx− δty + δqv − up+ qv − βux+ βqs− δup + δys = 0;
(46) −βzp+ βsv − βut+ βqz = 0;
(47) −βzs+ βtz − δzu + δvz = 0;
(48) −zs+ tz = 0;
It is clear that r is a solution of CYBE iff (28)–(48) hold.
By computation we have that
(49) t = s (by (39) + (38) );
(50) δu = δv (by (42) + (43) ).
(I) Let β = 0 and δ 6= 0. If r is the case in part (II), then r is a solution of CYBE by
straightforward verification. Conversely, if r is a solution of CYBE, then u = v by (50) and we
have that
(1 + δ)zp = (1 + δ)us by (30)
(1 + δ)zq = (1 + δ)us by (31)
(1 + δ)sp = (1 + δ)qs by (44)
(1 + δ)qu = (1 + δ)up by (45)
Thus r is the case in part (II).
(II) Let β 6= 0 and δ = 1. If r is the case in part (III), then r is a solution of CYBE by
straightforward verification. Conversely, if r is a solution of CYBE then u = v by (50) and we
have that
up = qu by (29)
s2 = xz by (30)
sp = qs by (40)
zp = zq by (46)
Thus r is the case in part (III).
(III) Let β = δ = 0. It is clear that the system of equations (28)–(48) is equivalent to the
following: 
s = t
us = qz
vs = zp
up = qv
(p+ q)s = (u+ v)x
Thus we complete the proof.
13.5 Coboundary Lie bialgebras in the case of chark = 2
In this section, using the general solution, which are obtained in the preceding section, of CYBE
in Lie algebra L with dim L ≤ 3, we give the the sufficient and necessary conditions for
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(L, [ ],∆r, r) to be a coboundary (or triangular ) Lie bialgebra over field k of characteristic 2.
Throughout this section, the characteristic of field k is 2.
We now observe the connection between solutions of CYBE and triangular Lie bialgebra
structures.
Lemma 13.5.1. If r ∈ Im(1− τ), then
x · C(r) = (1 + ξ + ξ2)(1⊗∆)∆(x)
for any x ∈ L.
Proof: Let r =
∑
i(ai ⊗ bi − bi ⊗ ai).
We see that
C(r) =
∑
i,k
([ak, ai]⊗ bk ⊗ bi − [ak, bi]⊗ bk ⊗ ai − [bk, ai]⊗ ak ⊗ bi
+ [bk, bi]⊗ ak ⊗ ai + ak ⊗ [bk, ai]⊗ bi − ak ⊗ [bk, bi]⊗ ai
− bk ⊗ [ak, ai]⊗ bi − bk ⊗ [ak, ai]⊗ bi + bk ⊗ [ak, bi]⊗ ai
+ ak ⊗ ai ⊗ [bk, bi]− ak ⊗ bi ⊗ [bk, ai]− bk ⊗ ai ⊗ [ak, bi]
+ bk ⊗ bi ⊗ [ak, ai])
and
(1⊗∆)∆(x)
=
∑
i,k
([x, ak]⊗ [bk, ai]⊗ bi + [x, ak]⊗ ai ⊗ [bk, bi]− [x, ak]⊗ [bk, bi]⊗ ai
− [x, ak]⊗ bi ⊗ [bk, ai]− [x, bk]⊗ [ak, ai]⊗ bi − [x, bk]⊗ ai ⊗ [ak, bi]
+ [x, bk]⊗ [ak, bi]⊗ ai + [x, bk]⊗ bi ⊗ [ak, ai] + ak ⊗ [[x, bk], ai]⊗ bi
+ ak ⊗ ai ⊗ [[x, bk], bi]− ak ⊗ [[x, bk], bi]⊗ ai − ak ⊗ bi ⊗ [[x, bk], ai]
− bk ⊗ [[x, ak], ai]⊗ bi − bk ⊗ ai ⊗ [[x, ak], bi] + bk ⊗ [[x, ak], bi]⊗ ai
+ bk ⊗ bi ⊗ [[x, ak], ai]).
It is easy to check that the sum of the terms whose third factor in (1 + ξ + ξ2)(1 + ∆)∆(x)
includes element x is equal to
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∑
i,k
{[bk, ai]⊗ bi ⊗ [x, ak] + ai ⊗ [bk, bi]⊗ [x, ak]− [bk, bi]⊗ ai ⊗ [x, ak]
− bi ⊗ [bk, ai]⊗ [x, ak]− [ak, ai]⊗ bi ⊗ [x, bk]− ai ⊗ [ak, bi]⊗ [x, bk]
+ [ak, bi]⊗ ai ⊗ [x, bk] + bi ⊗ [ak, ai]⊗ [x, bk]
+ (bi ⊗ ak ⊗ [[x, bk], ai]− bk ⊗ ai ⊗ [[x, ak], bi])
+ (ak ⊗ ai ⊗ [[x, bk], bi]− ai ⊗ ak ⊗ [[x, bk], bi])
+ (−ak ⊗ bi ⊗ [[x, bk], ai] + ai ⊗ bk ⊗ [[x, ak], bi])
+ (−bi ⊗ bk ⊗ [[x, ak], ai] + bk ⊗ bi ⊗ [[x, ak], ai])}
= (1⊗ 1⊗ Lx)C(r) by Jacobi identity,
where Lx denotes the adjoint action Lx(y) = [x, y] of L on L.
Consequently,
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1⊗∆)∆(x) = (Lx ⊗ Lx ⊗ Lx)C(r) = x · C(r)
for any x ∈ L.
By Lemma 13.5.1 and [84, Proposition 2.11 ], we have
Theorem 13.5.2. (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra iff r is a solution of CYBE in
L and r ∈ Im(1− τ).
Consequently, we can easily get a triangular Lie bialgebra structure by means of a solution
of CYBE.
Theorem 13.5.3. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis {e1, e2, e3} such that [e1, e2] = e3, [e2, e3] =
αe1, [e3, e1] = βe2, where α, β ∈ k , αβ 6= 0 or α = β = 0. Then
(I) (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff r ∈ Im(1− τ) ;
(II) (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra iff r ∈ Im(1− τ) and r is α, β- symmetric to
the basis of {e1, e2, e3}.
Proof. (I) Obviously, r ∈ Im(1 − τ) when (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra.
Conversely, if r ∈ Im(1 − τ), let r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) − p(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3) − s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗
e3)− u(e3 ⊗ e2). It is sufficient to show that
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1⊗∆)∆(ei) = 0
for i = 1, 2, 3 by [84, Proposition 2.11]. First, by computation, we have that
(1⊗∆)∆(e1)
= {(e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3)(βps − βps) + (e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(βps) + (e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1)(−βsp)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2)(−βps+ βps) + (e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βps) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3)(βsp)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(αβsu) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βαsu) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3)(−αpu) + (e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1)(αpu) + (e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(−β2s2) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2)(0) + (e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(β2s2)}
+ {(e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1)(p2) + (e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3)(−p2) + (e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3)(0)}.
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Thus
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1⊗∆)∆(e1) = 0.
Similarly, we have that
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1 ⊗∆)∆(e2) = 0, (1 + ξ + ξ2)(1 ⊗∆)∆(e3) = 0.
Thus (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra.
(II) It follows from Theorem 13.5.2 and Proposition 13.4.2.
Example 13.5.4. Under Example 13.4.3, we have the following:
(i) (sl(2), [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff r ∈ Im(1− τ) ;
(ii) (sl(2), [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra iff r is 0, 0- symmetric to the basis of
{e1, e2, e3} iff r = s(e1 ⊗ e3) + s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) + u(e3 ⊗ e2).
Theorem 13.5.5. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis {e1, e2, e3} such that
[e1, e2] = 0, [e1, e3] = e1 + βe2, [e2, e3] = δe2,
where δ, β ∈ k and δ = 1 when β 6= 0. Let p, s, u ∈ k and r = p(e1 ⊗ e2) − p(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗
e3)− s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3)− u(e3 ⊗ e2). Then
(I) (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff r ∈ Im(1− τ) and
(δ + 1)((δ + 1)u+ βs)s = 0;
(II) (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a triangular Lie bialgebra iff r ∈ Im(1− τ) and
βs+ (1 + δ)us = 0.
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Proof . (I) We get by computation
(1⊗∆)∆(e1)
= {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(βδss − δus) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βδss + δus) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βus+ uu+ β2s2 − βsu)
+ (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(βus − uu+ βus− β2s2) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2)(0)}
(1⊗∆)∆(e2)
= {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(δ2ss) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−δ2s2) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(δβss − δsu) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(δsu − δβss) + (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2)(0)}
(1⊗∆)∆(e3)
= {(e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3)(δsu+ βss) + (e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1)(−δus − βss)
+ (e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(δδus + βδss + βss− su)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2)(−δsu− βss) + (e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βδss − δδus − βss+ su)
+ (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3)(δus + βss)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(−δsp− δδps + sp+ δsp)
+ (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(δps + δδps − δsp − sp) + (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e3)(ss) + (e1 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e1)(−ss) + (e3 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1)(0)}
+ {(e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e1)(−βps+ pu− δβsp− δδup − δβps+ δpu− βsp− δup)
+ (e2 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e2)(βps − pu+ δβsp + δδup + δβps − δpu+ βsp+ δup))
− (e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2)(0)}
+ {(e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3)(δδuu + δβus + βδus + ββss)
+ (e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e2)(−δδuu − δβus − βδus − ββss) + (e3 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2)(0)}.
Consequently,
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1⊗∆)∆(e1) = 0,
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1 ⊗∆)∆(e2) = 0
and
(1 + ξ + ξ2)(1 ⊗∆)∆(e3) = 0
iff
δ2us+ δβs2 + βs2 − us = 0.
This implies that (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff r ∈ Im(1− τ) and
(δ + 1)((δ + 1)u+ βs)s = 0 .
(II) It follows from Theorem 13.5.2 and Proposition 13.4.4.
Theorem 13.5.6. If L is a Lie algebra with dimL = 2 and r ∈ L⊗L, then (L, [ ],∆r, r) is
a triangular Lie bialgebra iff (L, [ ],∆r, r) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff r ∈ Im(1− τ).
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the main result of [84].
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13.6 The solutions of CYBE with char k 6= 2
In this section, we find the general solution of CYBE for Lie algebra L with dim L =3 and dim
L′ = 2, where char k 6= 2. If k is not algebraically closed, let P be algebraic closure of k. we
can construct a Lie algebra LP = P ⊗ L over P , as in [59, Section 8].
By [59, P11–14], we have that
Lemma 13.6.1. Let L be a vector space over k. Then L is a Lie algebra over field k with dim
L =3 and dim L
′
= 2 iff there is a basis e1, e2, e3 in L such that [e1, e2] =0, [e1, e3] = αe1+βe2,
[e2, e3] = γe1 + δe2, where α, β, γ, δ ∈ k, and αδ − βγ 6= 0.
In following three sections, we only study the Lie algebra L in Lemma 13.6.1. Set A =(
α γ
β δ
)
. Thus A is similar to
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
or
(
λ1 0
1 λ1
)
in the algebraic closure P of
k. Therefore, there is an invertible matrix D over P such that AD = D
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
, or
AD = D
(
λ1 0
1 λ2
)
. Let Q =
(
D 0
0 1
λ1
)
and (e
′
1, e
′
2, e
′
3) = (e1, e2, e3)Q. By computation,
we have that [e
′
1, e
′
2] = 0, [e
′
1, e
′
3] = e
′
1+β
′
e
′
2, [e
′
2, e
′
3] = δ
′
e
′
2, where β
′
= 0 and δ
′
= λ1
λ2
when A is
similar to
(
λ1 0
0 λ2
)
; β
′
= 1
λ1
and δ
′
= 1 when A is similar to
(
λ1 0
1 λ1
)
. Let Q = (qij)3×3
and Q−1 = (q¯ij)3×3. If r =
∑3
i,j=1 kij(ei ⊗ ej) =
∑3
i,j=1 k
′
ij(e
′
i ⊗ e
′
j), where kij ∈ k, k
′
ij ∈ P for
i, j =1, 2, 3, then
k
′
ij =
3∑
m,n
kmnqimqjn and kij =
3∑
m,n
k
′
mnqimqjn
for i, j = 1, 2, 3. Obviously, k33 = k
′
33.
Lemma 13.6.2. (i) ki3 = k3i, for i =1, 2, 3 iff k
′
i3 = k
′
3i for i = 1, 2, 3;
(ii) ki3 = −k3i for i =1, 2, 3 iff k′i3 = −k
′
3i for i =1, 2, 3;
(iii) kij = kji for i, j =1, 2, 3 iff k
′
ij = k
′
ji for i, j = 1, 2, 3;
(iv) kij = −kji for i, j =1, 2, 3 iff k′ij = −k
′
ji for i, j =1, 2, 3.
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Proof (i) If k
′
i3 = k
′
3i for i =1, 2, 3, we see that
ki3 =
3∑
m,n
k
′
mnqimq3n
=
3∑
m
k
′
m3qimq33 ( since q31 = q32 = 0)
=
3∑
m
k
′
3mqimq33 ( by assumption)
=
3∑
m
k
′
3mq33qim
=
3∑
m,n
k
′
mnq3nqim
= k3i.
Therefore, ki3 = k3i for i =1, 2, 3. The others can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 13.6.3. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis e1, e2, e3 such that [e1, e2] =0, [e1, e3] =
αe1+βe2, [e2, e3] = γe1+δe2, where α, β, γ, δ ∈ k, and αδ−βγ 6= 0. Let p, q, s, t, u, v, x, y, z ∈ k.
Then r is a solution of CYBE iff r is strongly symmetric, or r = p(e1⊗ e2)+ q(e2⊗ e1)+ s(e1⊗
e3) − s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) − u(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) + y(e2 ⊗ e2) with s(2αx + γ(p + q)) =
u(2δy + β(q + p)) = u(2αx + γ(q + p)) = s(2δy + β(q + p)) = (α − δ)us + γu2 − βs2 =
s(2γy + 2βx+ (α+ δ)(q + p)) = u(2γy + 2βx+ (α+ δ)(p + q)) = 0.
Proof Let r =
∑3
i,j=1 kij(ei⊗ ej) ∈ L⊗L, and kij ∈ k, with i, j =1, 2, 3. By computation,
for all i, j, n =1, 2, 3, we have that the cofficient of ej ⊗ ei ⊗ ei in [r12, r23] is zero and the
cofficient of ei ⊗ ei ⊗ ej in [r13, r23] is zero.
We can obtain the following equations by seeing the cofficient of ei ⊗ ej ⊗ en in [r12, r13] +
[r12, r23]+ [r13, r23], as in [131, Proposition 2.6]. To simplify notation, let k11 = x, k22 = y, k33 =
z, k12 = p, k21 = q, k13 = s, k31 = t, k23 = u, k32 = v.
(1) −αsx+ αxt− γsq + γpt = 0;
(2) −βup+ βqv − δuy + δyv = 0;
(3) −αvs+ αpz − γuv + γyz − βs2 + βxz − δsu+ δzp = 0;
(4) −βxz + βst− δzq + δut− αut+ αqz − γuv + γyz = 0;
(5) −αzp+ αtv − γzy + γuv − βzx+ βts− δzp + δvs = 0;
(6) −αzp+ αsv − γzy + γuv − βst+ βxz − δsv + δzp = 0;
(7) −βzx+ βtt− δzq + δvt− αzq + αtu− γzy + γuv = 0;
(8) −βst+ βxz − δtu+ δqz − αus+ αqz − γuu+ γyz = 0;
(9) −αtp+ αxv − γty + γqv − αsp+ αvx− γsy + γpv = 0;
(10) −αux+ αqt− γuq + γyt− αux+ αqs− γup+ γys = 0;
(11) −αst+ αxz − γtu+ γqz − αs2 + αxz − γsu+ ypz = 0;
(12) −αzx+ αtt− γzq + γvt− αzx+ αst− γzp + γvs = 0;
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(13) −βvx+ βpt− δvq + δyt− βux+ βqt− δuq + δyt = 0;
(14) −βsp− βxv − δsy + δpv − βsq + βxu− δsy + δpu = 0;
(15) −βvs+ βpz − δvu + δyz − βsu+ βzq − δu2 + δyz = 0;
(16) −βzp+ βtv − δzy + δvv − βzq + βtu− δzy + δvu = 0;
(17) −γzq + γut− γsv + γpz = 0;
(18) −αvx+ αpt− γvq + γyt− βsx+ βxt− δsq + δpt− αsq + αxu− γsy + γpu = 0;
(19) −βpt+ βvx− δty + δqv − αup+ αqv − γuy + γyv − βux+ βqs− δup + δys = 0;
(20) −βzp+ βsv − δzy + δuv − βut+ βqz − δuv + δyz = 0;
(21) −βzs+ βtz − δzu + δvz = 0;
(22) −αzs+ αtz − γzu+ γvz = 0;
It is clear that r is a solution of CYBE iff (1)-(22) hold.
By simple computation, we have the sufficiency. Now we show the necessity, If k33 6= 0, then
k
′
33 6= 0′ and so r is a strongly symmetric element in LP ⊗LP by [131, The proof of Proposition
1.6 ]. Thus r is a strongly symmetric element in L ⊗ L. If k33 =0, then k′33 =0. By [131,
Proposition 1.6], we have that k
′
i3 = −k
′
3i for i =1, 2, 3, which implies that ki3 = −k3i for i =1,
2, 3 by Lemma 13.6.2.
It immediately follows from (1)-(22) that
(23) s(−2αx− γ(q + p)) = 0;
(24) u(2δy + β(q + p)) = 0;
(25) γu2 − βs2 + (α− δ)us = 0;
(26) u(2αx + γ(q + p)) = 0;
(27) s(2δy + β(q + p)) = 0;
(28) 2αux− 2γys− 2βxs + (−s(α+ δ) + γu)(q + p) = 0;
(29) −2βux+ 2δys− 2γuy + (−u(α+ δ) + βs)(q + p) = 0;
By (26), (27), (28) and (29), we have that
(30) s(2γy + 2βx+ (α+ δ)(q + p)) = 0;
(31) u(2γy + 2βx+ (α+ δ)(p + q)) = 0. 
Example 13.6.4. Let L be a Lie algebra over real field R with dim L =3 and dim L
′
= 2. If
there is complex characteristic root λ1 = a+ bi of A and the root is not real, then r ∈ L⊗L is a
solution of CYBE iff r is strongly symmetric, or r = p(e1⊗e2)+q(e2⊗e1)+x(e1⊗e1)+y(e2⊗e2)
for any p, q, x, y ∈ R.
Proof. There are two different characteristic roots: λ1 = a + bi and λ2 = a − bi, where
a, b ∈ R, Thus A must be similar to
(
a b
−b a
)
. By Theorem 13.6.3, we can complete the
proof. 
13.7 The solutions of CYBE with char k =2
In this section, we find the general solution of CYBE for Lie algebra L with dim L =3 and dim
L
′
= 2, where char k =2.
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Theorem 13.7.1. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis e1, e2, e3 such that [e1, e2] =0, [e1, e3] =
αe1+βe2, [e2, e3] = γe1+ δe2, where α, β, γ, δ ∈ k, and αδ−βγ 6= 0. Let p, q, s, t, u, v, x, y, z ∈ k
and A =
(
α γ
β δ
)
.
(I) If two characteristic roots of A are equal and A is similar to a diagonal matrix in the
algebraic closure P of k, then r is a solution of CYBE in L for any r ∈ L⊗ L;
(II) If the condition in Part (1)does not hold, then r is a solution of CYBE in L iff r =
p(e1 ⊗ e1) + p(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3) + s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3) − +u(e3 ⊗ e2) + x(e1 ⊗ e1) +
y(e2 ⊗ e2) + z(e3 ⊗ e3) with αus+ αpz + γu2 + γyz + βs2 + βxz + δsu+ δzp = 0 and z 6= 0; or
r = p(e1⊗e2)+q(e2⊗e1)+s(e1⊗e3)+s(e3⊗e1)+u(e2⊗e3)+u(e3⊗e2)+x(e1⊗e1)+y(e2⊗e2)
with sγ(p+ q) = uβ(p+ q) = uγ(p+ q) = sβ(p+ q) = (α+ δ)us+ γu2+βs2 = s(α+ δ)(p+ q) =
u(α+ δ)(p + q) = 0.
Proof We only show the necessity since the sufficiency can easily be shown. By the proof
of Theorem 13.6.3, there exists an invertible matrix Q such that (e
′
1, e
′
2, e
′
3) = (e1, e2, e3)Q and
[e
′
1, e
′
2] = 0, [e
′
1, e
′
3] = e
′
1 + β
′
e
′
2, [e
′
2, e
′
3] = δ
′
e
′
2. We use the notations before Lemma 13.6.2. By
[11, Proposition2.4], k
′
i3 = k
′
3i for i =1, 2, 3, which implies that k3i = ki3 for i =1, 2, 3 by
Lemma 13.6.2.
(I) If A is similar to
(
λ1 0
0 λ1
)
, then β
′
= 0 and δ′ = 1. By [11, Proposition 2.4], we have
Part (I).
(II) Let A be not similar to
(
λ1 0
0 λ1
)
.
(a). If z 6= 0, then k′33 6= 0 T˙hus k
′
12 = k
′
21 by [136, Proposition 2.4], which implies k12 = k21.
It is straightforward to check that relation (1)-(22) in the proof of Theorem 13.6.3 hold iff
αus+ αpz + γu2 + γyz + βs2 + βxz + δsu+ δzp = 0.
(b). If z =0, then we can obtain that r is the second case in Part (II) by using the method
similar to the proof of Theorem 13.6.3. 
13.8 Coboundary Lie bialgebras
In this section, using the general solution, which are obtained in the section above, of CYBE
in Lie algebra L with dim L =3 and dim L
′
=2, we give the sufficient and necessary conditions
which ( L, [ ],∆r, r ) is a coboundary (or triangular)Lie bialgebra.
Theorem 13.8.1. Let L be a Lie algebra with a basis e1, e2, e3 such that [e1, e2] =0, [e1, e3] =
αe1 + βe2, [e2, e3] = γe1 + δe2, where α, β, γ, δ ∈ k, and αδ − βγ 6= 0. Set A =
(
α γ
β δ
)
. Let
p, u, s ∈ k, r ∈ Im(1− τ) and r = p(e1⊗ e2)− p(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1⊗ e3)− s(e3⊗ e1) + u(e2⊗ e3)−
u(e3 ⊗ e2). Then
(I) ( L, [ ],∆r, r ) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff
(s, u)
(
βδ + αβ −βγ − α2
δ2 + γβ −δγ − γα
)(
s
u
)
= 0;
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(II) If two characteristic roots of A are equal and A is similar to a diagonal matrix in the
algebraic closure P of k with char k =2, then ( L, [ ],∆r, r ) is a triangular Lie bialgebra for
any r ∈ Im(1− τ);
(III) If the condition in Part(II) does not hold, then( L, [ ],∆r, r ) is a triangular Lie bialgebra
iff −βs2 + γu2 + (α− δ)us = 0.
Proof We can complete the proof as in the proof of [131, Theorem 3.3]. 
Example 13.8.2. Under Example 13.6.4, and r ∈ Im(1− τ), we have the following :
(I) ( L, [ ],∆r, r ) is a coboundary Lie bialgebra iff r = p(e1 ⊗ e2)− p(e2 ⊗ e1) + s(e1 ⊗ e3)−
s(e3 ⊗ e1) + u(e2 ⊗ e3)− u(e3 ⊗ e2) with a(s2 + u2) = 0;
(II) ( L, [ ],∆r, r )is a triangular Lie bialgebra iff r = p(e1 ⊗ e2)− p(e2 ⊗ e1).
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Chapter 14
Classification of PM Quiver Hopf
Algebras
In noncommutative algebras quivers and associated path algebras are intensively studied be-
cause of a remarkable interaction between homology theory, algebraic geometry, and Lie theory.
Ringel’s approach to quantum groups via quivers suggested that there may be an interesting
overlapping also between the theory of quivers and Hopf algebras. Some years ago Cibils and
Rosso [36, 37] started to study quivers admitting a (graded) Hopf algebra structure and there
are many papers (e.g. [21, 94] ) follow these works. The representation theory of (graded) Hopf
algebras has applications in many branches of physics and mathematics such as the construction
of solutions to the quantum Yang-Baxter equation and topological invariants (see e.g. [74, 108].
Quivers have also been used in gauge theory and string theory (see e.g. [144, 105]).
This chapter can be viewed an extension of the analysis of Cibils and Rosso. Let G be a group
and kG be the group algebra of G over a field k. It is well-known [37] that the kG-Hopf bimodule
category kGkGMkGkG is equivalent to the direct product category
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) , where K(G) is
the set of conjugate classes in G, u : K(G)→ G is a map such that u(C) ∈ C for any C ∈ K(G),
Zu(C) = {g ∈ G | gu(C) = u(C)g} and MkZu(C) denotes the category of right kZu(C)-modules
(see [37, Proposition 3.3] [36, Theorem 4.1] and Theorem 14.1.2). Thus for any Hopf quiver
(Q,G, r), the kG-Hopf bimodule structures on the arrow comodule kQc1 can be derived from
the right kZu(C)-module structures on
u(C)(kQc1)
1 for all C ∈ K(G). If the arrow comodule kQc1
admits a kG-Hopf bimodule structure, then there exist six graded Hopf algebras: co-path Hopf
algebra kQc, one-type-co-path Hopf algebras kG[kQc1], one-type-path Hopf algebras (kG)
∗[kQa1],
semi-path Hopf algebra kQs, semi-co-path Hopf algebra kQsc and path Hopf algebra kQa. We
call these Hopf algebras quiver Hopf algebras over G. If the corresponding kZu(C)-modules
u(C)(kQc1)
1 is pointed (i.e. it is zero or a direct sum of one dimensional kZu(C)-modules) for all
C ∈ K(G), then kQc1 is called a PM kG-Hopf bimodule. The six graded Hopf algebras derived
from the PM kG-Hopf bimodule kQc1 are called PM quiver Hopf algebras. A Yetter-Drinfeld
H-module V is pointed if V = 0 or V is a direct sum of one dimensional YD H-modules. If V is
a pointed YD H-module, then the corresponding Nichols algebra B(V ) is called a PM Nichols
algebra. For example, when G is a finite abelian group of exponent m and k contains a primitive
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m-th root of 1 (e.g. k is the complex field ), all quiver Hopf algebras are PM ( see Lemma
14.1.3), all YD kG-modules are pointed and all Nichols algebras of all YD kG-modules are PM
(see Lemma 14.2.3).
The aim of this chapter is to provide parametrization of PM quiver Hopf algebras, multiple
Taft algebras and PM Nichols algebras. In other words, this chapter provides a kind of classifi-
cation of these Hopf algebras. This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 14.1, we examine
the PM quiver Hopf algebras by means of ramification system with characters. In Section 14.2,
we describe PM Nichols algebras and multiple Taft algebras by means of element system with
characters. In Section 14.3, we show that the diagram of a quantum weakly commutative mul-
tiple Taft algebra is not only a Nichols algebra but also a quantum linear space in kGkGYD; the
diagram of a semi-path Hopf algebra of ESC is a quantum tensor algebra in kGkGYD; the quan-
tum enveloping algebra of a complex semisimple Lie algebra is a quotient of a semi-path Hopf
algebra.
Throughout this chapter, we work over a fixed field k. All algebras, coalgebras, Hopf algebras,
and so on, are defined over k; dim, ⊗ and Hom stand for dimk, ⊗k and Homk, respectively. Books
[40, 87, 114] provide the necessary background for Hopf algebras and book [3] provides a nice
description of the path algebra approach.
Let Z, Z+ and N denote sets of all integers, all positive integers and all non-negative integers,
respectively. For sets X and Y , we denote by |X| the cardinal number of X and by XY or X |Y|
the Cartesian product Πy∈YXy with Xy = X for any y ∈ Y . If X is finite, then |X| is the
number of elements in X. If X = ⊕i∈IX(i) as vector spaces, then we denote by ιi the natural
injection from X(i) to X and by πi the corresponding projection from X to X(i). We will use
µ to denote the multiplication of an algebra, ∆ to denote the comultiplication of a coalgebra,
α−, α+, δ− and δ+ to denote the left module, right module, left comodule and right comodule
structure maps, respectively. The Sweedler’s sigma notations for coalgebras and comodules are
∆(x) =
∑
x(1) ⊗ x(2), δ−(x) =
∑
x(−1) ⊗ x(0), δ+(x) =
∑
x(0) ⊗ x(1). Let G be a group. We
denote by Z(G) the center of G. Let Ĝ denote the set of characters of all one-dimensional
representations of G. It is clear that Ĝ = {χ | χ is a group homomorphism from G to the
multiplicative group of all non-zero elements in k }.
A quiver Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t) is an oriented graph, where Q0 and Q1 are the sets of vertices
and arrows, respectively; s and t are two maps from Q1 to Q0. For any arrow a ∈ Q1, s(a) and
t(a) are called its start vertex and end vertex, respectively, and a is called an arrow from s(a)
to t(a). For any n ≥ 0, an n-path or a path of length n in the quiver Q is an ordered sequence
of arrows p = anan−1 · · · a1 with t(ai) = s(ai+1) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. Note that a 0-path is
exactly a vertex and a 1-path is exactly an arrow. In this case, we define s(p) = s(a1), the start
vertex of p, and t(p) = t(an), the end vertex of p. For a 0-path x, we have s(x) = t(x) = x. Let
Qn be the set of n-paths. Let
yQxn denote the set of all n-paths from x to y, x, y ∈ Q0. That is,
yQxn = {p ∈ Qn | s(p) = x, t(p) = y}.
A quiver Q is finite if Q0 and Q1 are finite sets. A quiver Q is locally finite if
yQx1 is a finite
set for any x, y ∈ Q0.
Let G be a group. Let K(G) denote the set of conjugate classes in G. A formal sum r =
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∑
C∈K(G) rCC of conjugate classes of G with cardinal number coefficients is called a ramification
(or ramification data ) of G, i.e. for any C ∈ K(G), rC is a cardinal number. In particular, a
formal sum r =
∑
C∈K(G) rCC of conjugate classes of G with non-negative integer coefficients is
a ramification of G.
For any ramification r and a C ∈ K(G), since rC is a cardinal number, we can choice a set
IC(r) such that its cardinal number is rC without lost generality. Let Kr(G) := {C ∈ K(G) |
rC 6= 0} = {C ∈ K(G) | IC(r) 6= ∅}. If there exists a ramification r of G such that the cardinal
number of yQx1 is equal to rC for any x, y ∈ G with x−1y ∈ C ∈ K(G), then Q is called a Hopf
quiver with respect to the ramification data r. In this case, there is a bijection from IC(r) to
yQx1 , and hence we write
yQx1 = {a(i)y,x | i ∈ IC(r)} for any x, y ∈ G with x−1y ∈ C ∈ K(G).
Denote by (Q,G, r) the Hopf quiver of G with respect to r.
The coset decomposition of Zu(C) in G is
G =
⋃
θ∈ΘC
Zu(C)gθ, (14.1)
where ΘC is an index set. It is easy to check that |ΘC | = |C|. We always assume that the repre-
sentative element of the coset Zu(C) is the identity 1 of G. We claim that θ = η if g
−1
θ u(C)gθ =
g−1η u(C)gη. In fact, by the equation g
−1
θ u(C)gθ = g
−1
η u(C)gη one gets gηg
−1
θ u(C) = u(C)gηg
−1
θ .
Thus gηg
−1
θ ∈ Zu(C), and hence θ = η. For any x, y ∈ G with x−1y ∈ C ∈ K(G), there exists a
unique θ ∈ ΘC such that
x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ. (14.2)
Without specification, we will always assume that x, y, θ and C satisfy the above relation (14.2).
Note that θ is only determined by x−1y. For any h ∈ G and θ ∈ ΘC , there exist unique
h′ ∈ Zu(C) and θ′ ∈ ΘC such that gθh = h′gθ′ . Let ζθ(h) = h′. Then we have
gθh = ζθ(h)gθ′ . (14.3)
If u(C) lies in the center Z(G) of G, we have ζθ = idG. In particular, if G is abelian, then
ζθ = idG since Zu(C) = G.
Let H be a Hopf algebra. A (left-left) Yetter-Drinfeld module V over H (simply, YD H-
module) is simultaneously a left H-module and a left H-comodule satisfying the following com-
patibility condition:∑
(h · v)(−1) ⊗ (h · v)(0) =
∑
h(1)v(−1)S(h(3))⊗ h(2) · v(0), v ∈ V, h ∈ H. (14.4)
We denote by HHYD the category of YD H-modules; the morphisms in this category preserve
both the action and the coaction of H.
The structure of a Nichols algebra appeared first in the paper [91], and N. Andruskiewitsch
and H. J. Schneider used it to classify finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras [4, 5, 7, 6]. Its
definition can be found in [7, Definition 2.1].
If φ : A→ A′ is an algebra homomorphism and (M,α−) is a left A′-module, thenM becomes
a left A-module with the A-action given by a·x = φ(a)·x for any a ∈ A, x ∈M , called a pullback
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A-module through φ, written as φM . Dually, if φ : C → C ′ be a coalgebra homomorphism and
(M, δ−) is a left C-comodule, then M is a left C ′-comodule with the C ′-comodule structure
given by δ′− := (φ⊗ id)δ−, called a push-out C ′-comodule through φ, written as φM .
Let A be an algebra and M be an A-bimodule. Then the tensor algebra TA(M) of M over A
is a graded algebra with TA(M)(0) = A, TA(M)(1) =M and TA(M)(n) = ⊗nAM for n > 1. That
is, TA(M) = A⊕ (
⊕
n>0⊗nAM). Let D be another algebra. If h is an algebra map from A to D
and f is an A-bimodule map from M to hDh, then by the universal property of TA(M) (see [91,
Proposition 1.4.1]) there is a unique algebra map TA(h, f) : TA(M)→ D such that TA(h, f)ι0 = h
and TA(h, f)ι1 = f . One can easily see that TA(h, f) = h +
∑
n>0 µ
n−1Tn(f), where Tn(f) is
the map from ⊗nAM to ⊗nAD given by Tn(f)(x1 ⊗ x2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ xn) = f(x1)⊗ f(x2)⊗ · · · ⊗ f(xn),
i.e., Tn(f) = f ⊗A f ⊗A · · · ⊗A f . Note that µ can be viewed as a map from D ⊗A D to D.
Dually, let C be a coalgebra and let M be a C-bicomodule. Then the cotensor coalgebra
T cC(M) of M over C is a graded coalgebra with T
c
C(M)(0) = C, T
c
C(M)(1) = M and T
c
C(M)n =
nCM for n > 1. That is, T
c
C(M) = C ⊕ (
⊕
n>0
n
CM). Let D be another coalgebra. If
h is a coalgebra map from D to C and f is a C-bicomodule map from hDh to M such that
f(corad(D)) = 0, then by the universal property of T cC(M) (see [91, Proposition 1.4.2]) there is a
unique coalgebra map T cC(h, f) from D to T
c
C(M) such that π0T
c
C(h, f) = h and π1T
c
C(h, f) = f .
It is not difficult to see that T cC(h, f) = h +
∑
n>0 T
c
n(f)∆n−1, where T
c
n(f) is the map from
nCD to 
n
CM induced by T
c
n(f)(x1⊗x2⊗ · · · ⊗xn) = f(x1)⊗ f(x2)⊗ · · · ⊗ f(xn), i.e., T cn(f) =
f ⊗ f ⊗ · · · ⊗ f .
14.1 PM quiver Hopf algebras
In this section we describe PM quiver Hopf algebras by parameters.
We first describe the category of Hopf bimodules by categories of modules.
Let G be a group and let (B, δ−, δ+) be a kG-bicomodule. Then the (x, y)-isotypic component
of B is
yBx = {b ∈ B | δ−(b) = y ⊗ b, δ+(b) = b⊗ x},
where x, y ∈ G. Let M be another kG-bicomodule and f : B → M be a kG-bicomodule
homomorphism. Then f(yBx) ⊆ yMx for any x, y ∈ G. Denote by yfx the restriction map
f |yBx : yBx → yMx, x, y ∈ G.
Theorem 14.1.1. (See [37, Proposition 3.3] and [36, Theorem 4.1]) The category kGkGMkGkG
of kG-Hopf bimodules is equivalent to the Cartesian product category
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) of cat-
egories MkZu(C) of right kZu(C)-modules for all C ∈ K(G).
For later use, we give the mutually inverse functors between the two categories here. The
functors W from kGkGMkGkG to
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) is defined by
W (B) = {u(C)B1}C∈K(G), W (f) = {u(C)f1}C∈K(G)
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for any object B and morphism f in kGkGMkGkG, where the right kZu(C)-module action on u(C)B1
is given by
b⊳ h = h−1 · b · h, b ∈ u(C)B1, h ∈ Zu(C). (14.5)
The functor V from
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) to kGkGMkGkG is defined as follows:
For M = {M(C)}C∈K(G) ∈
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) , V (M) is given by
yV (M)x = x⊗M(C)⊗kZu(C) gθ,
h · (x⊗m⊗kZu(C) gθ) = hx⊗m⊗kZu(C) gθ,
(x⊗m⊗kZu(C) gθ) · h = xh⊗m⊗kZu(C) gθh = xh⊗ (m⊳ ζθ(h))⊗kZu(C) gθ′ ,
(14.6)
where h, x, y ∈ G with x−1y ∈ C and the relation (14.2) and (14.3), m ∈ M(C). For any
morphism f = {fC}C∈K(G) : {M(C)}C∈K(G) → {N(C)}C∈K(G), V (f)(x ⊗ m ⊗kZu(C) gθ) =
x ⊗ fC(m) ⊗kZ(u(C)) gθ for any m ∈ MC , x, y ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ. That is, yV (f)x =
id⊗ fC ⊗ id.
An A-module M is called pointed if M = 0 or M is a direct sum of one dimensional A-
modules.
Definition 14.1.2. A kG-Hopf bimodule N is called a kG-Hopf bimodule with pointed module
structure ( or a PM kG-Hopf bimodule in short) if there exists an object
∏
C∈K(G)M(C)
in
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) such that M(C) is a right pointed kZu(C)-module for any C ∈ K(G) and
N ∼= V ({M(C)}C∈K(G)) :=
⊕
y=g−1θ u(C)gθ , x,y∈G
x ⊗M(C) ⊗kZu(C) gθ as kG-Hopf bimodules.
Here V ({M(C)}C∈K(G)) :=
⊕
y=g−1
θ
u(C)gθ , x,y∈G
x⊗M(C)⊗kZu(C) gθ is defined in the proof of
Theorem 14.1.1.
Lemma 14.1.3 – 14.1.7, Theorem 14.1.9 and Lemma 14.2.7 are well-known.
Lemma 14.1.3. Assume that G is a finite commutative group of exponent m. If k contains
a primitive m-th root of 1, then (i) every kG-module is a pointed module; (ii) every kG-Hopf
bimodule is PM.
Lemma 14.1.4. Let H =
⊕
i≥0H(i) be a graded Hopf algebra. Set B := H(0) and M := H(1).
Then M is a B-Hopf bimodule with the B-actions and B-coactions given by
α− = π1µ(ι0 ⊗ ι1), α+ = π1µ(ι1 ⊗ ι0), δ− = (π0 ⊗ π1)∆ι1, δ+ = (π1 ⊗ π0)∆ι1.
Lemma 14.1.5. (i) Let B be an algebra and M be a B-bimodule. Then the tensor algebra
TB(M) of M over B admits a graded Hopf algebra structure if and only if B admits a Hopf
algebra structure and M admits a B-Hopf bimodule structure.
(ii) Let B be a coalgebra and M be a B-bicomodule. Then the cotensor coalgebra T cB(M)
of M over B admits a graded Hopf algebra structure if and only if B admits a Hopf algebra
structure and M admits a B-Hopf bimodule structure.
Let B be a bialgebra (Hopf algebra) andM be a B-Hopf bimodule. Then T cB(M) is a graded
bialgebra (Hopf algebra) by Lemma 14.1.5. Let B[M ] denote the subalgebra of T cB(M) generated
by B and M . Then B[M ] is a bialgebra (Hopf algebra) of type one by [91, section 2.2, p.1533].
B[M ] is a graded subspace of T cB(M).
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Lemma 14.1.6. Let B and B′ be two Hopf algebras. Let M and M ′ be B-Hopf bimodule and
B′-Hopf bimodule, respectively. Assume that φ : B → B′ be a Hopf algebra map. If ψ is simulta-
neously a B-bimodule and B′-bicomodule map from φMφ to φM
′
φ, then (i) TB(ι0φ, ι1ψ) := ι0φ+∑
n>0 µ
n−1Tn(ι1ψ) is a graded Hopf algebra map from TB(M) to TB′(M
′). (ii) T cB′(φπ0, ψπ1) :=
φπ0 +
∑
n>0 T
c
n(ψπ1)∆n−1 is a graded Hopf algebra map from T
c
B(M) to T
c
B′(M
′).
Lemma 14.1.7. Let B and B′ be two Hopf algebras. Let M and M ′ be B-Hopf bimodule
and B′-Hopf bimodule, respectively. Then the following statements are equivalent: (i) There
exists a Hopf algebra isomorphism φ : B → B′ such that M ∼= φ−1φ M ′φ
−1
φ as B-Hopf bimodules.
(ii) TB(M) and TB′(M
′) are isomorphic as graded Hopf algebras. (iii) T cB(M) and T
c
B′(M
′)
are isomorphic as graded Hopf algebras. (iv) B[M ] and B′[M ′] are isomorphic as graded Hopf
algebras.
Let Q = (G,Q1, s, t) be a quiver of a group G. Then kQ1 becomes a kG-bicomodule under
the natural comodule structures:
δ−(a) = t(a)⊗ a, δ+(a) = a⊗ s(a), a ∈ Q1, (14.7)
called an arrow comodule, written as kQc1. In this case, the path coalgebra kQ
c is exactly
isomorphic to the cotensor coalgebra T ckG(kQ
c
1) over kG in a natural way (see [27] and [36]).
We will regard kQc = T ckG(kQ
c
1) in the following. Moreover, when G is finite, kQ1 becomes a
(kG)∗-bimodule with the module structures defined by
p · a := 〈p, t(a)〉a, a · p := 〈p, s(a)〉a, p ∈ (kG)∗, a ∈ Q1, (14.8)
written as kQa1, called an arrow module. Therefore, we have a tensor algebra T(kG)∗(kQ
a
1). Note
that the tensor algebra T(kG)∗(kQ
a
1) of kQ
a
1 over (kG)
∗ is exactly isomorphic to the path algebra
kQa. We will regard kQa = T(kG)∗(kQ
a
1) in the following.
Assume that Q is a finite quiver on finite group G. Let ξkQa1 denote the linear map from kQ
a
1
to (kQc1)
∗ by sending a to a∗ for any a ∈ Q1 and ξkQc1 denote the linear map from kQc1 to (kQa1)∗
by sending a to a∗ for any a ∈ Q1. Here {a∗ | a∗ ∈ (kQ1)∗} is the dual basis of {a | a ∈ Q1}.
Lemma 14.1.8. Assume that Q is a finite Hopf quiver on finite group G. Then
(i) If (M,α−, α+, δ−, δ+) is a finite dimensional B-Hopf bimodule and B is a finite dimen-
sional Hopf algebra, then (M∗, δ−∗, δ+∗, α−∗, α+∗) is a B∗-Hopf bimodule.
(ii) If (kQc1, α
−, α+, δ−, δ+) is a kG- Hopf bimodule, then there exist unique left (kG)∗-
comodule operation δ−kQa1
and right (kG)∗-comodule operation δ+kQa1
such that (kQa1, α
−
kQa1
, α+kQa1
,
δ−kQa1
, δ+kQa1
) becomes a (kG)∗-Hopf bimodule and ξkQa1 becomes a (kG)
∗-Hopf bimodule isomor-
phism from (kQa1, α
−
kQa1
, α+kQa1
, δ−kQa1
, δ+kQa1
) to ((kQc1)
∗, δ−∗, δ+∗, α−∗, α+∗).
(iii) If (kQa1, α
−, α+, δ−, δ+) is a (kG)∗- Hopf bimodule, then there exist unique left kG-
module operation α−kQc1
and right kG-module operation α+kQc1
such that (kQc1, α
−
kQc1
, α+kQc1
, δ−kQc1
,
δ+kQc1
) become a kG-Hopf bimodule and ξkQc1 becomes a kG-Hopf bimodule isomorphism from
(kQc1, α
−
kQc1
, α+kQc1
, δ−kQc1
, δ+kQc1
) to ((kQa1)
∗, δ−∗, δ+∗, α−∗, α+∗).
(iv) ξkQa1 is a (kG)
∗-Hopf bimodule isomorphism from (kQa1 , α
−
kQa1
, α+kQa1
, δ−kQa1
, δ+kQa1
) to ((kQc1)
∗, δ−kQc1
∗, δ+kQc1
∗, α−kQc1
∗, α+kQc1
∗)
if and only if ξkQc1 becomes a kG-Hopf bimodule isomorphism from (kQ
c
1, α
−
kQc1
, α+kQc1
, δ−kQc1
, δ+kQc1
)
to ((kQa1)
∗, δ−kQa1
∗, δ+kQa1
∗, α−kQa1
∗, α+kQa1
∗).
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Proof. It is easy to check (i)–(iii). Now we show (iv). Let A := kQa1, B := kQ
c
1. Let σB
denote the canonical linear isomorphism from B to B∗∗ by sending b to b∗∗ for any b ∈ B, where
< b∗∗, f >=< f, b > for any f ∈ B∗. If A
ξA∼= B∗ as (kG)∗-Hopf bimodules, then B
σB∼= B∗∗
(ξA)
∗
∼= A∗
as kG-Hopf bimodules. It is easy to check ξB = (ξA)
∗σB . Therefore ξB is a kG-Hopf bimodule
isomorphism. Conversely, if B
ξB∼= A∗ as kG-Hopf bimodules, we can similarly show that A ∼= B∗
as (kG)∗-Hopf bimodules. 
Theorem 14.1.9. (see [36, Theorem 3.3] and [37, Theorem 3.1]) Let Q be a quiver over
group G. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
(i) Q is a Hopf quiver.
(ii) Arrow comodule kQc1 admits a kG-Hopf bimodule structure.
Furthermore, if Q is finite, then the above are equivalent to the following:
(iii) Arrow module kQa1 admits a (kG)
∗-Hopf bimodule structure.
Assume that Q is a Hopf quiver. It follows from Theorem 14.1.9 that there exist a left kG-
module structure α− and a right kG-module structure α+ on arrow comodule (kQc1, δ
−, δ+) such
that (kQc1, α
−, α+, δ−, δ+) becomes a kG-Hopf bimodule, called a kG-Hopf bimodule with arrow
comodule, written (kQc1, α
−, α+) in short. We obtain three graded Hopf algebras TkG(kQ
c
1),
T ckG(kQ
c
1) and kG[kQ
c
1], called semi-path Hopf algebra, co-path Hopf algebra and one-type-
co-path Hopf algebra, written kQs(α−, α+), kQc(α−, α+) and kG[kQc1, α
−, α+], respectively.
Dually, when Q is finite, it follows from Theorem 14.1.9 that there exist a left (kG)∗-comodule
structure δ− and a right (kG)∗-comodule structure δ+ on arrow module (kQa1, α
−, α+) such that
(kQa1, α
−, α+, δ−, δ+) becomes a (kG)∗-Hopf bimodule, called a (kG)∗-Hopf bimodule with arrow
module, written (kQa1, δ
−, δ+) in short. We obtain three graded Hopf algebras T(kG)∗(kQ
a
1),
T c(kG)∗(kQ
a
1) and (kG)
∗[kQa1], called path Hopf algebra, semi-co-path Hopf algebra and one-
type-path Hopf algebra, written kQa(δ−, δ+), kQsc(δ−, δ+) and (kG)∗[kQa1, α1, α
+], respectively.
We call the six graded Hopf algebras the quiver Hopf algebras (over G). We usually omit the
(co)module operations when we write these quiver Hopf algebras.
If ξkQa1 or ξkQc1 is a Hopf bimodule isomorphism, then, by Lemma 14.1.7 and Lemma 14.1.8,
T(kG)∗(ι0, ι1ξkQa1) and T
c
kG(π0, ξkQc1π1) are graded Hopf algebra isomorphisms from T(kG)∗(kQ
a
1)
to T(kG)∗((kQ
c
1)
∗) and from T ckG(kQ
c
1) to T
c
kG((kQ
a
1)
∗), respectively; T c(kG)∗(π0, ξkQa1π1) and
TkG(ι0, ι1ξkQc1) are graded Hopf algebra isomorphisms from T
c
(kG)∗(kQ
a
1) to T
c
(kG)∗((kQ
c
1)
∗) and
from TkG(kQ
c
1) to TkG((kQ
a
1)
∗), respectively. In this case, (kQa1, kQ
c
1), (kQ
a, kQc) and (kQs, kQsc)
are said to be arrow dual pairings.
If (kQc1, α
−, α+, δ−, δ+) is a PM kG-Hopf bimodule, and (kQc1, kQ
a
1) is an arrow pairing, then
(kQa1, α
−∗, α+∗) is called a PM (kG)∗-Hopf bimodule and six quiver Hopf algebras induced by
kQc1 and kQ
a
1 are called PM quiver Hopf algebras.
Now we are going to describe the structure of all PM kG-Hopf bimodules and the corre-
sponding graded Hopf algebras.
Definition 14.1.10. (G, r,−→χ , u) is called a ramification system with characters (or RSC
in short ), if r is a ramification of G, u is a map from K(G) to G with u(C) ∈ C for any
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C ∈ K(G), and −→χ = {χ(i)C }i∈IC(r),C∈Kr(G) ∈
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(Ẑu(C))
rC with χ
(i)
C ∈ Ẑu(C) for any
i ∈ IC(r), C ∈ Kr(G).
RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) and RSC(G′, r′,−→χ′ , u′) are said to be isomorphic if the following conditions
are satisfied:
• There exists a group isomorphism φ : G→ G′.
• For any C ∈ K(G), there exists an element hC ∈ G such that φ(h−1C u(C)hC) = u′(φ(C)).
• For any C ∈ Kr(G), there exists a bijective map φC : IC(r) → Iφ(C)(r′) such that
χ′
(φC(i))
φ(C) (φ(h
−1
C hhC)) = χ
(i)
C (h) for all h ∈ Zu(C) and i ∈ IC(r).
Remark. Assume that G = G′, r = r′ and u(C) = u′(C) for any C ∈ Kr(G). If there is a
permutation φC on IC(r) for any C ∈ Kr(G) such that χ′(φC(i))C = χ(i)C for all i ∈ IC(r), then
obviously RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= RSC(G, r,−→χ′ , u).
Proposition 14.1.11. If N is a PM kG-Hopf bimodule, then there exist a Hopf quiver
(Q,G, r), an RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) and a kG-Hopf bimodule (kQc1, α−, α+) with
α−(h⊗ a(i)y,x) := h · a(i)y,x = a(i)hy,hx, α+(a(i)y,x ⊗ h) := a(i)y,x · h = χ(i)C (ζθ(h))a(i)yh,xh
where x, y, h ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ, ζθ is given by (14.3), C ∈ Kr(G) and i ∈ IC(r), such
that N ∼= (kQc1, α−, α+) as kG-Hopf bimodules.
Proof. Since N is a PM kG-Hopf bimodule, there exists an object
∏
C∈K(G)M(C)
in
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) such that M(C) is a pointed kZu(C)-module for any C ∈ K(G) and N ∼=
V ({M(C)}C∈K(G)) =
⊕
y=g−1θ u(C)gθ , x,y∈G
x ⊗ M(C) ⊗kZu(C) gθ as kG-Hopf bimodules. Let
r =
∑
C∈K(G) rCC with rC = dimM(C) for any C ∈ K(G). Notice that dimM(C) denotes
the cardinal number of a basis of a basis of M(C) when M(C) is infinite dimensional. Since
(M(C), αC) is a pointed kZu(C)-module, there exist a k-basis {x(i)C | i ∈ IC(r)} in M(C) and a
family of characters {χ(i)C ∈ Ẑu(C) | i ∈ IC(r)} such that αC(x(i)C ⊗ h) = x(i)C ⊳ h = χ(i)C (h)x(i)C for
any i ∈ IC(r) and h ∈ Zu(C).
We have to show that (kQc1, α
−, α+) is isomorphic to
⊕
y=g−1θ u(C)gθ, x,y∈G
x⊗M(C)⊗kZu(C)gθ
as kG-Hopf bimodules. Observe that there is a canonical kG-bicomodule isomorphism ϕ : kQ1 →⊕
y=g−1θ u(C)gθ, x,y∈G
x⊗M(C)⊗kZu(C) gθ given by
ϕ(a(i)y,x) = x⊗ x(i)C ⊗kZu(C) gθ (14.9)
where x, y ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ, C ∈ Kr(G) and i ∈ IC(r). Now we have
ϕ(α−(h⊗ a(i)y,x)) = ϕ(a(i)hy,hx) = hx⊗ x(i)C ⊗kZu(C) gθ
= h · (x⊗ x(i)C ⊗kZu(C) gθ) (see (14.6))
= h · ϕ(a(i)y,x)
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and
ϕ(α+(a(i)y,x ⊗ h)) = χ(i)C (ζθ(h))ϕ(a(i)yh,xh) = χ(i)C (ζθ(h))xh ⊗ x(i)C ⊗kZu(C) gθ′
(since hg−1θ′ = g
−1
θ ζθ(h) and yh = xhg
−1
θ′ u(C)gθ′)
= (x⊗ x(i)C ⊗kZu(C) gθ) · h ( see (14.6))
= ϕ(a(i)y,x) · h,
where x, y, h ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ, ζθ is given by (14.3), C ∈ Kr(G) and i ∈ IC(r).
Consequently, ϕ is a kG-Hopf bimodule isomorphism. 
Let (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) denote the kG-Hopf bimodule (kQc1, α−, α+) given in Lemma 14.1.11.
Furthermore, if (kQc1, kQ
a
1) is an arrow dual pairing, then we denote the (kG)
∗-Hopf bimodule
kQa1 by (kQ
a
1, G, r,
−→χ , u). We obtain six quiver Hopf algebras kQc(G, r,−→χ , u), kQs(G, r,−→χ , u),
kG[kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u], kQa(G, r,−→χ , u), kQsc(G, r,−→χ , u), (kG)∗[kQa1, G, r,−→χ , u], called the quiver
Hopf algebras determined by RSC(G, r, −→χ , u).
From Proposition 14.1.11, it seems that the right kG-action on (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) depends on
the choice of the set {gθ | θ ∈ ΘC} of coset representatives of Zu(C) in G (see, Eq.(14.1)). The
following lemma shows that (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) is, in fact, independent of the choice of the coset
representative set {gθ | θ ∈ ΘC}, up to kG- Hopf bimodule isomorphisms. For a while, we write
(kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) = (kQc1, G, r,−→χ , u, {gθ}) given before. Now let {hθ ∈ G | θ ∈ ΘC} be another
coset representative set of Zu(C) in G for any C ∈ K(G). That is,
G =
⋃
θ∈ΘC
Zu(C)hθ. (14.10)
Lemma 14.1.12. With the above notations, (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u, {gθ}) and (kQc1, G, r,−→χ , u, {hθ})
are isomorphic kG-Hopf bimodules.
Proof. We may assume Zu(C)hθ = Zu(C)gθ for any C ∈ K(G) and θ ∈ ΘC .
Then gθh
−1
θ ∈ Zu(C). Now let x, y, h ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ. Then x−1y =
h−1θ (gθh
−1
θ )
−1u(C)(gθh
−1
θ )hθ = h
−1
θ u(C)hθ and hθh = (hθg
−1
θ )gθh = (hθg
−1
θ )ζθ(h)gθ′ = (hθg
−1
θ )ζθ(h)(gθ′h
−1
θ′ )hθ′ ,
where gθh = ζθ(h)gθ′ . Hence from Proposition 14.1.11 we know that the right kG-action on
(kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u, {hθ}) is given by
a
(i)
y,x · h = χ(i)C ((hθg−1θ )ζθ(h)(gθ′h−1θ′ ))a(i)yh,xh
= χ
(i)
C ((gθh
−1
θ )
−1)χ
(i)
C (ζθ(h))χ
(i)
C (gθ′h
−1
θ′ )a
(i)
yh,xh, i ∈ IC(r).
However, we also have
(xh)−1(yh) = h−1(x−1y)h = h−1g−1θ u(C)gθh = g
−1
θ′ u(C)gθ′ .
It follows that the k-linear isomorphism f : kQ1 → kQ1 given by
f(a(i)y,x) = χ
(i)
C (gθh
−1
θ )a
(i)
y,x
for any x, y ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ, C ∈ Kr(G) and i ∈ IC(r), is a kG-Hopf bimodule
isomorphism from (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u, {gθ}) to (kQc1, G, r,−→χ , u, {hθ}). 
Now we state one of our main results, which classifies the PM (co-)path Hopf algebras, PM
semi-(co-)path Hopf algebras and PM one-type-path Hopf algebras.
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Theorem 14.1.13. Let (G, r,−→χ , u) and (G′, r′,−→χ′ , u′) are two RSC’s. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
(i) RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= RSC(G′, r′,−→χ′ , u′).
(ii) There exists a Hopf algebra isomorphism φ : kG → kG′ such that (kQc1, G, r,−→χ , u) ∼=
φ−1
φ ((kQ
′
1
c, G′, r′,
−→
χ′ , u′))φ
−1
φ as kG-Hopf bimodules.
(iii) kQc(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= kQ′c(G, r,−→χ , u). (iv) kQs(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= kQ′s(G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′).
(v) kG[kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u] ∼= kG′[kQ′1c, G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′].
Furthermore, if Q is finite, then the above are equivalent to the following:
(vi) kQa(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= kQ′a(G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′). (vii) kQsc(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= kQ′sc(G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′).
(viii) (kG)∗[kQa1, G, r,
−→χ , u] ∼= (kG′)∗[kQ′1a, G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′]. Notice that the isomorphisms above
are ones of graded Hopf algebras but (i) (ii).
Proof. By Lemma 14.1.7 and Lemma 14.1.8, we only have to prove (i) ⇔ (ii).
(i) ⇒ (ii). Assume that RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= RSC(G′, r′,−→χ′ , u′). Then there exist a group
isomorphism φ : G → G′, an element hC ∈ G such that φ(h−1C u(C)hC) = u′(φ(C)) for any
C ∈ K(G) and a bijective map φC : IC(r) → Iφ(C)(r′) such that χ′(φC(i))φ(C) (φ(h−1C hhC)) = χ
(i)
C (h)
for any h ∈ Zu(C), C ∈ Kr(G) and i ∈ IC(r). Then φ(h−1C Zu(C)hC) = Zu′(φ(C)) and φ : kG→ kG′
is a Hopf algebra isomorphism. Now let G =
⋃
θ∈ΘC
Zu(C)gθ be given as in (14.2) for any
C ∈ K(G), and assume that the kG-Hopf bimodule (kQc1, G, r,−→χ , u) is defined by using these
coset decompositions. Then
G′ =
⋃
θ∈ΘC
Zu′(φ(C))(φ(h
−1
C gθhC)) (14.11)
is a coset decomposition of Zu′(φ(C)) in G
′ for any φ(C) ∈ K(G′). By Lemma 14.1.12, we
may assume that the structure of the kG′-Hopf bimodule (kQ′1
c, G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′) is obtained by
using these coset decompositions (14.11). Define a k-linear isomorphism ψ : (kQ1, G, r,
−→χ , u)→
(kQ′1, G
′, r′,−→χ ′, u′) by
ψ(a(i)y,x) = χ
(i)
C (ζθ(h
−1
C ))a
(φC (i))
φ(y),φ(x)
for any x, y ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ, and i ∈ IC(r), where C ∈ Kr(G) and gθh−1C =
ζθ(h
−1
C )gη with ζθ(h
−1
C ) ∈ Zu(C) and θ, η ∈ ΘC . It is easy to see that ψ is a kG-bicomodule
homomorphism from (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) to φ−1φ (kQ′1c, G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′)φ
−1
φ . Since (hx)
−1(hy) = x−1y
for any x, y, h ∈ G, it follows from Proposition 14.1.11 that ψ is also a left kG-module homo-
morphism from (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) to φ−1φ (kQ′1c, G, r,−→χ , u)φ
−1
φ .
Now let x, y, h ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ, C ∈ Kr(G) and θ ∈ ΘC . Assume that
gθh
−1
C = ζθ(h
−1
C )gη , gθh = ζθ(h)gθ′ , gη(hChh
−1
C ) = ζη(hChh
−1
C )gη′ and gθ′h
−1
C = ζθ′(h
−1
C )gθ′′ with
ζθ(h
−1
C ), ζθ(h), ζη(hChh
−1
C ), ζθ′(h
−1
C ) ∈ Zu(C) and η, θ′, η′, θ′′ ∈ ΘC . Then we have
gθhh
−1
C = ζθ(h)gθ′h
−1
C = ζθ(h)ζθ′(h
−1
C )gθ′′
and
gθhh
−1
C = (gθh
−1
C )(hChh
−1
C ) = ζθ(h
−1
C )gη(hChh
−1
C ) = ζθ(h
−1
C )ζη(hChh
−1
C )gη′ .
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It follows that θ′′ = η′ and
ζθ(h)ζθ′(h
−1
C ) = ζθ(h
−1
C )ζη(hChh
−1
C ). (14.12)
By Proposition 14.1.11, a
(i)
y,x · h = χ(i)C (ζθ(h))a(i)yh,xh for any i ∈ IC(r). Moreover, we have
(xh)−1(yh) = h−1g−1θ u(C)gθh = g
−1
θ′ u(C)gθ′ . This implies that
ψ(a(i)y,x · h) = χ(i)C (ζθ(h))ψ(a(i)yh,xh) = χ(i)C (ζθ(h))χ(i)C (ζθ′(h−1C ))a(φC(i))φ(yh),φ(xh).
On the other hand, we have gθ = gθh
−1
C hC = ζθ(h
−1
C )gηhC , and hence
φ(x)−1φ(y) = φ(x−1y) = φ(g−1θ u(C)gθ) = φ(h
−1
C g
−1
η u(C)gηhC)
= φ(h−1C g
−1
η hC)φ(h
−1
C u(C)hC)φ(h
−1
C gηhC)
= φ(h−1C gηhC)
−1u′(φ(C))φ(h−1C gηhC).
We also have
φ(h−1C gηhC)φ(h) = φ(h
−1
C gηhChh
−1
C hC)
= φ(h−1C ζη(hChh
−1
C )gη′hC)
= φ(h−1C ζη(hChh
−1
C )hC)φ(h
−1
C gη′hC).
Thus by Proposition 14.1.11 one gets
a
(φC(i))
φ(y),φ(x) · φ(h) = χ′
(φC(i))
φ(C) (φ(h
−1
C ζη(hChh
−1
C )hC))a
(φC (i))
φ(yh),φ(xh)
= χ
(i)
C (ζη(hChh
−1
C ))a
(φC(i))
φ(yh),φ(xh).
Now it follows from Eq.(14.12) that
ψ(a
(i)
y,x) · φ(h) = χ(i)C (ζθ(h−1C ))a(φC(i))φ(y),φ(x) · φ(h)
= χ
(i)
C (ζθ(h
−1
C ))χ
(i)
C (ζη(hChh
−1
C ))a
(φC (i))
φ(yh),φ(xh)
= ψ(a
(i)
y,x · h).
This shows that φ is a right kG-module homomorphism, and hence a kG-Hopf bimodule iso-
morphism from (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) to φ−1φ (kQ′1c, G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′)φ
−1
φ .
(ii)⇒ (i). Assume that there exist a Hopf algebra isomorphism φ : kG→ kG′ and a kG-Hopf
bimodule isomorphism ψ : (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) → φ−1φ (kQ′1c, G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′)φ
−1
φ . Then φ : G → G′
is a group isomorphism. Let C ∈ K(G). Then φ(u(C)), u′(φ(C)) ∈ φ(C) ∈ K(G′), and
hence u′(φ(C)) = φ(hC)
−1φ(u(C))φ(hC ) = φ(h
−1
C u(C)hC) for some hC ∈ G. Since ψ is a kG′-
bicomodule isomorphism from φ(kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u)φ to (kQ′1c, G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′) and φ(h−1C u(C)hC) =
u′(φ(C)), by restriction one gets a k-linear isomorphism
ψC :
h−1C u(C)hC (kQ1)
1 → u′(φ(C))(kQ′1)1, x 7→ ψ(x).
We also have a k-linear isomorphism
fC :
u(C)(kQ1)
1 → h−1C u(C)hC (kQ1)1, x 7→ h−1C · x · hC .
Since φ(h−1C u(C)hC) = u
′(φ(C)) and h−1C Zu(C)hC = Zh−1C u(C)hC
, one gets φ(h−1C Zu(C)hC) =
Zu′(φ(C)). Hence φ and hC induce an algebra isomorphism
σC : kZu(C) → kZu′(φ(C)), h 7→ φ(h−1C hhC).
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Using the hypothesis that ψ is a kG-bimodules homomorphism from (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) to φ(kQ′1c,
G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′)φ, one can easily check that the composition ψCfC is a right kZu(C)-module iso-
morphism from u(C)(kQ1)
1 to (u
′(φ(C))(kQ′1)
1)σC . Since both
u(C)(kQ1)
1 and (u
′(φ(C))(kQ′1)
1)σC
are pointed right kZu(C)-modules, they are semisimple kZu(C)-modules for any C ∈ Kr(G).
Moreover, ka
(i)
u(C),1 and ka
(j)
u′(φ(C)),1 are simple submodules of
u(C)(kQ1)
1 and (u
′(φ(C))(kQ′1)
1)σC ,
respectively, for any i ∈ IC(r) and j ∈ Iφ(C)(r′), where C ∈ Kr(G). Thus for any C ∈ Kr(G),
there exists a bijective map φC : IC(r) → Iφ(C)(r′) such that ka(i)u(C),1 and (ka
(φC(i))
u′(φ(C)),1)σC are
isomorphic right kZu(C)-modules for any i ∈ IC(r), which implies χ(i)C (h) = χ′(φC(i))φ(C) (φ(h−1C hhC))
for any h ∈ Zu(C) and i ∈ IC(r). It follows that RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= RSC(G′, r′,
−→
χ′ , u′). 
Up to now we have classified the PM quiver Hopf algebras by means of RSC’s. In other
words, ramification systems with characters uniquely determine their corresponding PM quiver
Hopf algebras up to graded Hopf algebra isomorphisms.
Example 14.1.14. Assume that k is a field with char(k) 6= 2. Let G = {1, g} ∼= Z2 be the
cyclic group of order 2 with the generator g. Let r be a ramification data of G with r1 = m
and r{g} = 0 and (Q,G, r) be the corresponding Hopf quiver, where m is a positive integer.
Then 1(Q1)
1 = {a(i)1,1 | i = 1, 2, · · · ,m}, g(Q1)g = {a(i)g,g | i = 1, 2, · · · ,m}, 1(Q1)g and g(Q1)1
are two empty sets. For simplification, we write xi = a
(i)
1,1 and yi = a
(i)
g,g for any 1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Clearly, Zu({1}) = G and Ĝ = {χ+, χ−}, where χ±(g) = ±1. For any 0 ≤ n ≤ m, put
−→χn ∈ (Gˆ)m with χ(i)n{1} =
{
χ−, if i > n;
χ+, otherwise.
Then {RSC(G, r,−→χn, un) | n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,m}
are all non-isomorphic RSC’s. Thus by Theorem 14.1.13 we know that the path coalgebra
kQc exactly admits m + 1 distinct PM co-path Hopf algebra structures kQc(G, r,−→χn, un), 0 ≤
n ≤ m, up to graded Hopf algebra isomorphism. Now let 0 ≤ n ≤ m. Then by Proposition
14.1.11, the kG-actions on (kQc1, G, r,
−→χn, un) are given by g · xi = yi, g · yi = xi, 1 ≤
i ≤ m; xi · g =
{
−yi, if i > n,
yi, otherwise,
yi · g =
{
−xi, if i > n,
xi, otherwise.
Thus by [36, p.245
or Theorem 3.8], the products of these arrows xi, yj in kQ
c(G, r,−→χn, un) can be described as
follows. For any i, j = 1, 2, · · · ,m, xi.xj = xixj + xjxi, yi.xj = yiyj + yjyi, xi.yj ={
−(yiyj + yjyi) , if i > n,
yiyj + yjyi , otherwise,
yi.yj =
{
−(xixj + xjxi) , if i > n,
xixj + xjxi , otherwise,
where x.y de-
notes the product of x and y in kQc(G, r,−→χn, un) for any x, y ∈ kQc(G, r,−→χn, un), xixj and yiyj
denote the 2-paths in the quiver Q as usual for any 1 ≤ i, j ≤ m.
14.2 Multiple Taft algebras
In this section we discuss the PM quiver Hopf algebras determined by the RSC’s with ∪Kr(G) ⊆
Z(G). We give the classification of PM Nichols algebras and multiple Taft algebras by means of
element system with characters when G is finite abelian group and k is the complex field.
Let r be a ramification data of G and (Q,G, r) be the corresponding Hopf quiver. If C con-
tains only one element of G for any C ∈ Kr(G), then C = {g} for some g ∈ Z(G), the center of
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G. In this case, we say that the ramification r is central, and that RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) a central ram-
ification system with characters, or a CRSC in short. If RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) is CRSC, then the PM
co-path Hopf algebra kQc(G, r,−→χ , u) is called a multiple crown algebra and kG[kQc1, G, r,−→χ , u]
is called a multiple Taft algebra.
Definition 14.2.1. (G,−→g ,−→χ , J) is called an element system with characters (simply, ESC)
if G is a group, J is a set, −→g = {gi}i∈J ∈ Z(G)J and −→χ = {χi}i∈J ∈ ĜJ with gi ∈ Z(G) and
χi ∈ Ĝ. ESC(G,−→g ,−→χ , J) and ESC(G′,
−→
g′ ,
−→
χ′ , J ′) are said to be isomorphic if there exist a group
isomorphism φ : G→ G′ and a bijective map σ : J → J ′ such that φ(gi) = g′σ(i) and χ′σ(i)φ = χi
for any i ∈ J .
ESC(G,−→g ,−→χ , J) can be written as ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) for convenience. Throughout this
chapter, let qji := χi(gj), qi = qii and Ni be the order of qi (Ni = ∞ when qi is not a root of
unit, or qi = 1) for i, j ∈ J .
Let H be a Hopf algebra with a bijective antipode S. A YD H-module V is pointed if V = 0
or V is a direct sum of one dimensional YD H-modules. If V is a pointed YD H-module, then
the corresponding Nichols algebra B(V ) is called a PM Nichols algebra.
Lemma 14.2.2. Let (V, α−, δ−) be a YD kG-module. Then (V, α−, δ−) is a pointed YD
kG-module if and only if (V, α−) is a pointed (left) kG-module with δ−(V ) ⊆ kZ(G)⊗ V .
Proof. We may assume V 6= 0. Assume that V is a pointed YD kG-module. Then V is
obviously a pointed kG-module. Now let U be a one dimensional YD kG-submodule of V and let
0 6= x ∈ U . Then δ−(x) = g⊗x for some g ∈ G. Let h ∈ G. Then h ·x = βx for some 0 6= β ∈ k.
By Eq.(14.4), one gets that βg ⊗ x = δ−(βx) = δ−(h · x) = hgh−1 ⊗ h · x = βhgh−1 ⊗ x. This
implies that hgh−1 = g for any h ∈ G, and hence g ∈ Z(G). It follows that δ−(V ) ⊆ kZ(G)⊗V .
Conversely, assume that V is a pointed kG-module and δ−(V ) ⊆ kZ(G) ⊗ V . For any g ∈ G,
let
Vg = {v ∈ V | δ−(v) = g ⊗ v}.
Then Vg is a kG-subcomodule of V and any subspace of Vg is a kG-subcomodule for all g ∈ G.
By δ−(V ) ⊆ kZ(G) ⊗ V , we know that V = ⊕g∈Z(G) Vg. Now let g ∈ Z(G). Then it follows
from Eq.(14.4) that Vg is a kG-submodule of V . Since V is a pointed kG-module, any submodule
of V is pointed, and hence Vg is a pointed kG-module. Thus if Vg 6= 0 then Vg is a direct sum of
some one dimensional kG-submodules of Vg. However, any one dimensional kG-submodule of Vg
is also a kG-subcomodule, and hence a YD kG-submodule. Thus V is a pointed YD kG-module.

Lemma 14.2.3. Assume that G is a finite abelian group of exponent m. If k contains a
primitive m-th root of 1, then every YD kG-module is pointed and Nichols algebra of every YD
kG -module is PM.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 14.1.3 and Lemma 14.2.2. 
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Let (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) be an ESC. Let V be a k-vector space with dim(V ) = |J |. Let
{xi | i ∈ J} be a basis of V over k. Define a left kG-action and a left kG-coaction on V by
g · xi = χi(g)xi, δ−(xi) = gi ⊗ xi, i ∈ J, g ∈ G.
Then it is easy to see that V is a pointed YD kG-module and kxi is a one dimensional YD
kG-submodule of V for any i ∈ J . Denote by V (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) the pointed YD kG-module V .
Note that V (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) = 0 if J is empty.
Proposition 14.2.4. V is pointed YD kG-module if and only if V is isomorphic to V (G, gi, χi;
i ∈ J) for some ESC (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J).
Proof. If V ∼= V (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) for some ESC (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) of G, then V is obviously a
pointed YD kG-module. Conversely, assume that V is a nonzero pointed YD kG-module. By
Lemma 14.2.2, V =
⊕
g∈Z(G) Vg and Vg = {v ∈ V |δ−(v) = g⊗v} is a pointed YD kG-submodule
of V for any g ∈ Z(G). Let g ∈ Z(G) with Vg 6= 0. Then Vg is a nonzero pointed kG-module.
Hence there is a k-basis {xi | i ∈ Jg} such that kxi is a kG-submodule of Vg for any i ∈ Jg.
It follows that there is a character χi ∈ Ĝ for any i ∈ Jg such that h · xi = χi(h)xi for all
h ∈ G. For any i ∈ Jg, put gi = g. We may assume that these index sets Jg are disjoint, that
is, Jg ∩ Jh = ∅ for any g 6= h in Z(G) with Vg 6= 0 and Vh 6= 0. Now let J be the union of all the
Jg with g ∈ Z(G) and Vg 6= 0. Then one can see that (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is an ESC of G, and that
V is isomorphic to V (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) as a YD kG-module. 
Now we give the relation between RSC and ESC. Assume that (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is an ESC
of G. We define a binary relation ∼ on J by
i ∼ j ⇔ gi = gj ,
where i, j ∈ J . Clearly, this is an equivalence relation. Denote by J/∼ the quotient set
of J modulo ∼. For any i ∈ J , let [i] denote the equivalence class containing i. That is,
[i] := {j ∈ J | j ∼ i}. Choose a subset J¯ ⊆ J such that the assignment i 7→ [i] is a bijective
map from J¯ to J/∼. That is, J¯ is a set of representative elements of the equivalence class. Then
J =
⋃
i∈J¯ [i] is a disjoint union. Let r{gi} = |[i]| for any i ∈ J¯ . Then r =
∑
i∈J¯ r{gi}{gi} is a central
ramification of G with I{gi}(r) = [i] for i ∈ J¯ . Moreover, Kr(G) = {{gi} | i ∈ J¯}. Put χ(j){gi} := χj
for any i ∈ J¯ and j ∈ [i]. We obtain an CRSC, written CRSC(G, r(gi, χi; i ∈ J), −→χ (gi, χi; i ∈
J), u). Let (Q,G, r) be the corresponding Hopf quiver with r = r(gi, χi; i ∈ J) and denote
by (kQc1, gi, χi; i ∈ J) the kG-Hopf bimodule (kQc1, G, r,−→χ , u). Denote by kQc(G, gi, χi; i ∈
J) and kG[kQc1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ] the corresponding multiple crown algebra kQc(G, r,−→χ , u) and
multiple Taft algebra kG[kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u], respectively. We also denote by kQa(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J),
kQsc(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J), kQs(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) and (kG)∗[kQa1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ] the corresponding
path Hopf algebra kQa(G, r,−→χ , u), semi-co-path Hopf algebra kQsc(G, r,−→χ , u), semi-path Hopf
algebra kQs(G, r,−→χ , u) and one-type- path Hopf algebra (kG)∗[kQa1, G, r,−→χ , u], respectively.
Conversely, assume that (G, r,−→χ , u) is a CRSC. We may assume I{g}(r) ∩ I{h}(r) = ∅ for
any {g} 6= {h} in Kr(G). Let J :=
⋃
{g}∈Kr(G)
I{g}(r). For any i ∈ J , put gi := g and χi := χ(i){g}
if i ∈ I{g}(r) with {g} ∈ Kr(G). We obtain an ESC, written ESC(G,−→g (r,−→χ , u), −→χ (r,−→χ , u), J).
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From now on, assume I{g}(r) ∩ I{h}(r) = ∅ for any {g}, {h} ∈ Kr(G) with {g} 6= {h}. Note
that, in two cases above, for any i, j ∈ I{g}(r), we have
gi = gj = g, a
(j)
gi,1
= a
(j)
gj ,1
, χ
(j)
{gi}
= χ
(j)
{gj}
= χj . (14.13)
Throughout this chapter, let Ej := a
(j)
gj ,1
for any j ∈ J .
Proposition 14.2.5. CRSC(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= CRSC(G′, r′,−→χ′ , u′) if and only if ESC(G,
−→g (r,−→χ , u), −→χ (r,−→χ , u), J) ∼= ESC(G′,−→g′ (r′,−→χ′ , u′),−→χ′(r′,−→χ′ , u′), J ′).
Proof. We use notations above. If CRSC(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= CRSC(G′, r′,−→χ ′, u′), then there
exists a group isomorphism φ : G → G′; for any C ∈ Kr(G), there exists a bijective map
φC : IC(r)→ Iφ(C)(r′) such that χ′(φC(i))φ(C) φ = χ
(i)
C . Let σ be the bijection from J to J
′ such that
σ(i) = φC(i) for any C ∈ Kr(G), i ∈ IC(r). It is clear that φ(gj) = g′σ(j) and χ′σ(j)φ = χj for
any j ∈ J. Thus ESC(G,−→g (r,−→χ , u),−→χ (r,−→χ , u), J) ∼= ESC(G′,−→g′ (r′,−→χ′ , u′), −→χ′(r′,−→χ′ , u′), J ′).
Conversely, if ESC(G, −→g (r,−→χ , u), −→χ (r,−→χ , u), J) ∼= ESC(G′,−→g′ (r′,−→χ′ , u′), −→χ′(r′,−→χ′ , u′), J ′),
then there exist a group isomorphism φ : G → G′, a bijective map σ : J → J ′ such that
φ(gj) = g
′
σ(j) and χ
′
σ(j)φ = χj for any j ∈ J. For any C = {gi} ∈ Kr(G), j ∈ IC(r), we define
φC = σ |IC(r) and have
χ′
(φC(j))
φ(C) φ = χ
′(σ(j))
g′
σ(i)
φ = χ′σ(j)φ = χj = χ
(j)
C . 
If (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is an ESC, then (kQc1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is a kG-Hopf bimodule with module
operations α− and α+. Define a new left kG-action on kQ1 by
g ⊲ x := g · x · g−1, g ∈ G,x ∈ kQ1,
where g · x = α−(g ⊗ x) and x · g = α+(x ⊗ g) for any g ∈ G and x ∈ kQ1. With this
left kG-action and the original left (arrow) kG-coaction δ−, kQ1 is a YD kG-module. Let
Q11 := {a ∈ Q1 | s(a) = 1}. It is clear that kQ11 is a YD kG-submodule of kQ1, denoted by
(kQ11, ad(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J)).
Lemma 14.2.6. (kQ11, ad(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J)) and V (G, gi, χ−1i ; i ∈ J) are isomorphic YD kG-
modules.
Proof. By definition, V (G, gi, χ
−1
i ; i ∈ J) has a k-basis {xi | i ∈ J} such that δ−(xi) = gi⊗xi
and g · xi = χ−1i (g)xi for all i ∈ J and g ∈ G. By Proposition 14.1.11, for any j ∈ J, we have
that g⊲a
(j)
gj,1
= χj(g
−1)a
(j)
gj ,1
and δ−(a
(j)
gj ,1
) = gj ⊗a(j)gj ,1. It follows that there is a YD kG-module
isomorphism from (kQ11, ad(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J)) to V (G, gi, χ−1i ; i ∈ J) given by a(j)gj ,1 7→ xj for any
j ∈ J . 
Lemma 14.2.7. Let B and B′ be two Hopf algebras with bijective antipodes. Let V be a YD
B-module. Assume that there is a Hopf algebra isomorphism φ : B′ → B. Then φ−1φ B(V ) ∼=
B(φ−1φ V ) as graded braided Hopf algebras in B
′
B′YD.
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Proof. We first show that φ
−1
φ B(V ) is a Nichols algebra of φ
−1
φ V by following steps. Let
R :=φ
−1
φ B(V ). (i) Obviously, R0 = k, R1 = P (R) and R is generated by R1 as algebras. Since
C(x⊗y) = C ′(x′⊗y′) for any x′, y′ ∈ R, x, y ∈ B(V ) with x′ = x, y′ = y, where C and C ′ denote
the braidings in BBYD and B
′
B′YD, respectively, we have that R is a graded braided Hopf algebra
in B
′
B′YD. (ii) R1 =φ
−1
φ B(V )1 ∼=φ
−1
φ V as YD B
′-modules, since B(V )1 ∼= V as YD B-modules.
Consequently, φ
−1
φ B(V ) is a Nichols algebra of φ
−1
φ V . By [7, Proposition 2.2 (iv) ], R
∼=
B(φ−1φ V ) as graded braided Hopf algebra in B
′
B′YD. 
Theorem 14.2.8. Assume that (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) and (G′, g′i, χ′i; i ∈ J ′) are two ESC’s. Then
the following statements are equivalent:
(i) ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) ∼= ESC(G′, g′i, χ′i; i ∈ J ′).
(ii) CRSC(G, r(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J), −→χ (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J), u) ∼= CRSC(G′, r′(G′, g′i, χ′i; i ∈ J ′),−→
χ′(G′, g′i, χ
′
i; i ∈ J ′), u′).
(iii) There is a Hopf algebra isomorphism φ : kG → kG′ such that V (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) ∼=
φ−1
φ V
′(G′g′i, χ
′
i; i ∈ J ′) as YD kG-modules.
(iv) There is a Hopf algebra isomorphism φ : kG → kG′ such that B(V (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J)) ∼=
φ−1
φ B(V ′(G′, g′i, χ′i; i ∈ J ′)) as graded braided Hopf algebras in kGkGYD.
(v) There is a Hopf algebra isomorphism φ : kG→ kG′ such that (kQ11, ad(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J)) ∼=
φ−1
φ (kQ
′1
1, ad(G
′, g′i, χ
′
i; i ∈ J ′)) as YD kG-modules.
(vi) kG[kQc1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ] ∼= kG′[kQ′c1, G′, g′i, χ′i; i ∈ J ′].
Proof. We use he notations before Proposition 14.2.5.
(i) ⇒ (ii). There exist a group isomorphism φ : G→ G′ and a bijective map σ : J → J ′ such
that φ(gj) = g
′
σ(j) and χ
′
σ(j)φ = χj for any j ∈ J . For any C = {gi} ∈ Kr(G) and j ∈ IC(r), we
have gi = gj and
χ
(j)
C = χ
(j)
{gi}
= χj = χ
′
σ(j)φ
= χ′
(σ(j))
{g′
σ(i)
}
φ = χ′
(φgi (j))
{φ(gi)}
φ = χ′
(φC(j))
φ(C) φ .
(ii) ⇒ (i). There is a group isomorphism φ : G→ G′ and a bijection φC : IC(r)→ Iφ(C)(r′)
such that χ′
φC(j)
φ(C) φ = χ
(j)
C for any C = {gi} ∈ Kr(G), j ∈ IC(r). Define a map σ : J → J ′
such that σ |IC(r)= φC for any C ∈ Kr(G). Thus σ is bijective. For any C = {gi} ∈ Kr(G) and
j ∈ I{gi}(r), we have φ(gj) = φ(gi) = g′σ(j) and χ′σ(j)φ = χ′φ{gi}(j)φ = χ
′(φ{gi}(j))
φ({gi})
φ = χ
(j)
{gi}
= χj.
This shows that ESC(G,−→g , −→χ , J) ∼= ESC(G′,−→g′ , −→χ′ , J ′).
(i) ⇔ (iii). Let V := V (G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) and V ′ := V ′(G′g′i, χ′i; i ∈ J ′). By definition V has
a k-basis {xi | i ∈ J} such that g · xi = χi(g)xi and δ−(xi) = gi ⊗ xi for any i ∈ J and g ∈ G.
Similarly, V ′ has a k-basis {yj | j ∈ J ′} such that h · yj = χ′j(h)yj and δ−(yj) = g′j ⊗ yj for all
j ∈ J ′ and h ∈ G′.
Assume ESC(G,−→g , −→χ , J) ∼= ESC(G′,−→g′ , −→χ′ , J ′). Then there is a group isomorphism φ :
G → G′ and a bijective map σ : J → J ′ such that φ(gi) = g′σ(i) and χ′σ(i)φ = χi for any i ∈ J .
Hence φ : kG→ kG′ is a Hopf algebra isomorphism. Define a k-linear isomorphism ψ : V → V ′
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by ψ(xi) = yσ(i) for any i ∈ J . Then it is straightforward to check that ψ is a YD kG-module
homomorphism from V to φ
−1
φ V
′.
Conversely, assume that φ : kG→ kG′ is a Hopf algebra isomorphism and ψ : V → φ−1φ V ′ is
a YD kG-module isomorphism. Then φ : G→ G′ is a group isomorphism. We use the notations
in the proof of Lemma 14.2.2 and the notations above. Then ψ(Vg) = V
′
φ(g) for any g ∈ G. Since
V =
⊕
i∈J¯ Vgi and V
′ =
⊕
i∈J¯ ′ Vg′i , there is a bijection τ : J¯ → J¯ ′ such that ψ(Vgi) = V ′g′τ(i)
for any i ∈ J¯ . This shows that φ(gi) = g′τ(i) and Vgi ∼= φ(V ′g′
τ(i)
) as left kG-modules for any
i ∈ J¯ . However, Vgi is a pointed kG-module and kxj is its one dimensional submodule for any
j ∈ [i]. Similarly, Vg′
τ(i)
is a pointed kG′-module and kyj is its one dimensional submodule for
any j ∈ [τ(i)]. Hence there is a bijection φ{gi} : [i] → [τ(i)] for any i ∈ J¯ such that kxj and
φ(kyφ{gi}(j)
) are isomorphic kG-modules for all j ∈ [i]. This implies that χj = χ′φ{gi}(j)φ for all
j ∈ [i] and i ∈ J¯ . Then the same argument as in the proof of (ii) ⇒ (i) shows that ESC(G,−→g ,
−→χ , J) ∼= ESC(G′,−→g′ , −→χ′ , J ′). (iii) ⇔ (iv) It follows from Lemma 14.2.7. (iii) ⇔ (v) It follows
from Lemma 14.2.6. (ii) ⇔ (vi) It follows from Theorem 14.1.13. 
Up to now we have classified Nichols algebras and YD modules over finite abelian group
and the complex field up to isomorphisms, which are under means of Theorem 14.2.8 (iv)(iii),
respectively. In fact, we can explain these facts above by introducing some new concepts about
isomorphisms. For convenience, if B is a Hopf algebra and M is a B-Hopf bimodule, then
we say that (B,M) is a Hopf bimodules. For any two Hopf bimodules (B,M) and (B′,M ′),
if φ is a Hopf algebra homomorphism from B to B′ and ψ is simultaneously a B-bimodule
homomorphism from M to φM
′
φ and a B
′-bicomodule homomorphism from φMφ to M ′, then
(φ,ψ) is called a pull-push Hopf bimodule homomorphism. Similarly, we say that (B,M) and
(B,X) are a YD module and a YD Hopf algebra if M is a YD B-module and X is a braided
Hopf algebra in Yetter-Drinfeld category BBYD, respectively. For any two YD modules (B,M)
and (B′,M ′), if φ is a Hopf algebra homomorphism from B to B′, and ψ is simultaneously a left
B-module homomorphism from M to φM
′ and a left B′-comodule homomorphism from φM to
M ′, then (φ,ψ) is called a pull-push YD module homomorphism. For any two YD Hopf algebra
(B,X) and (B′,X ′), if φ is a Hopf algebra homomorphism from B to B′, ψ is simultaneously a
left B-module homomorphism from X to φX
′ and a left B′-comodule homomorphism from φX
to X ′, meantime, ψ also is algebra and coalgebra homomorphism from X to X ′, then (φ,ψ) is
called a pull-push YD Hopf algebra homomorphism.
Consequently, we have classified Nichols algebras over finite abelian group and the complex
field up to pull-push graded YD Hopf algebra isomorphisms and YD modules over finite abelian
group and the complex field up to pull-push YD module isomorphisms, respectively. In other
words, element systems with characters uniquely determine their corresponding Nichols algebras
and YD modules up to their isomorphisms.
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14.3 The relation between quiver Hopf algebras and quotients
of free algebras
In this section we show that the diagram of a quantum weakly commutative multiple Taft
algebra is not only a Nichols algebra but also a quantum linear space in kGkGYD; the diagram of a
semi-path Hopf algebra of ESC is a quantum tensor algebra in kGkGYD; the quantum enveloping
algebra of a complex semisimple Lie algebra is a quotient of a semi-path Hopf algebra.
14.3.1 The structure of multiple Taft algebras and semi-path Hopf algebras
Assume that H =
⊕
i≥0H(i) is a graded Hopf algebra with invertible antipode S. Let B = H(0),
and let π0 : H → H(0) = B and ι0 : B = H(0) → H denote the canonical projection and
injection. Set ω := idH ∗ (ι0π0S) : H → H. Then it is clear that (H, δ+, α+) is a right B-Hopf
module with δ+ := (id⊗π0)∆ and α+ := µ(id⊗ ι0). Let R := HcoB := {h ∈ H | δ+(h) = h⊗1},
which is a graded subspace of H. Then it is known that R = Im(ω) and ∆(R) ⊆ H ⊗R. Hence
R is a left coideal subalgebra of H, and so R is a left H-comodule algebra. It is well known that
R is a graded braided Hopf algebra in BBYD with the same multiplication, unit and counit as in
H, the comultiplication ∆R = (ω⊗ id)∆ , where the left B-action αR and left B-coaction δR on
R are given by
αR(b⊗ x) = b ⇀ad x =
∑
b(1)xS(b(2)), δ
−
R(x) =
∑
π0(x(1))⊗ x(2), b ∈ B, x ∈ R (14.14)
( see the proof of [99, Theorem 3]). R is called the diagram of H, written diag(H). Note that
diagram R of H is dependent on the gradation of H. By [99, Theorem 1], the biproduct of R
and B is a Hopf algebra, written RδRαR#B, or R#B in short. The biproduct R
δR
αR
#B is also
called the bosonization of R. Furthermore, we have the following well known result.
Theorem 14.3.1. (see [91, p.1530], [4] and [99]) Under notations above, if H =
⊕
i≥0H(i)
is a graded Hopf algebra, then R is a graded braided Hopf algebra in BBYD and R#B ∼= H as
graded Hopf algebras, where the isomorphism is α+ := µH(idH ⊗ ι0).
Remark: If A be a Hopf algebra whose coradical A0 is a Hopf subalgebra, then it is clear
that H := grA is a graded Hopf algebra. The diagram of H with respect to gradation of grA is
called the diagram of A in [5, Introduction ].
Lemma 14.3.2. (i) Assume that H and H ′ are two graded Hopf algebras with B = H(0)
and B′ = H ′(0). Then H
∼= H ′ as graded Hopf algebras if and only if there exists a Hopf algebra
isomorphism φ : B → B′ such that diag(H) ∼= φ−1φ diag(H ′) as YD B-modules and as graded
braided Hopf algebras in BBYD.
(ii) Let B and B′ be two Hopf algebras. Let M and M ′ be B-Hopf bimodule and B′-Hopf
bimodule, respectively. Then B[M ] ∼= B′[M ′] as graded Hopf algebras if and only if there exists
a Hopf algebra isomorphism φ : B → B′ such that diag(B[M ]) ∼= φ−1φ diag(B′[M ′]) as YD
B-modules and as graded braided Hopf algebras in BBYD.
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Proof. (i) Assume that ξ is a graded Hopf algebra isomorphism from H to H ′. Let R :=
diag(H), R′ := diag(H ′), φ := ξ |B and ψ := ξ |R. It is easy to check that ψ is the map required.
Conversely, by Theorem 14.3.1, R#B ∼= H and R′#B′ ∼= H ′ as graded Hopf algebras. Let ξ
be a linear map from R#B to R′#B′ by sending r#b to ψ(r)#φ(b) for any r ∈ R, b ∈ B. Let
ν be a linear map from R′#B′ to R#B by sending r′#b′ to ψ−1(r′)#φ−1(b′) for any r′ ∈ R′,
b′ ∈ B′. Obviously, ν is the inverse of ξ. Since ψ is graded, so is ξ.
Now we show that ξ is an algebra homomorphism. For any r, r′ ∈ R, b, b′ ∈ B, see
ξµR#B((r#b)⊗ (r′#b′)) = ψ(r(b(1) · r′))#φ(b(2)b′)
= ψ(r)(φ(b(1)) · ψ(r′))#φ(b(2))φ(b)
(since ψ is a pullback module homomorphism
and an algebra homomorphism. )
= µR′#B′(ξ(r#b)⊗ ξ(r′#b′)).
Similarly, we can show that ξ is a coalgebra homomorphism.
(ii) It follows from (i). 
Lemma 14.3.3. (i) (kQc(G, r,−→χ , u))co kG = span{β | β is a path with s(β) = 1}. (ii)
(kG[kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u])co kG is the subalgebra of kG[kQc1, G, r,−→χ , u] generated by Q11 as algebras.
(iii) (kG[kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u])co kG #kG ∼= kG[kQc1, G, r,−→χ , u] as graded Hopf algebra isomorphism.
(iv) (kQs(G, r,−→χ , u))co kG is the subalgebra of kGs(G, r,−→χ , u) generated by Q11 as algebras.
Proof. (i) For a path β, see that
δ+(β) = (id⊗ π0)∆(β) = β ⊗ s(β).
This implies (kQc)co kG = span{β | β is a path with s(β) = 1}.
(ii) Since every path generated by arrows in Q11 is of start vertex 1, this path belongs
to (kG[kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u])co kG. Let R := (kG[kQc1, G, r,−→χ , u])co kG and A := the subalgebra
of kG[kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u] generated by Q11 as algebras. Obviously, A ⊆ R. It is clear that
α+(R#kG) = α+(A#kG) = kG[kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u] and α+ is injective. Thus R#kG = A#kG
and R = A.
(iii) It follows from Theorem 14.3.1.
(iv) We first show (kQs)co kG = span{β | β = 1, or β = βn ⊗kG βn−1 ⊗kG · · · ⊗kG β1 with∏n
i=1 s(βi) = 1 and βi ∈ Q1, i = 1, 2, · · · , n;n ∈ Z+}. Indeed, obviously right hand side ⊆ the
left hand side. For any β = βn⊗kG βn−1⊗kG · · · ⊗kG β1 with βi ∈ Q1, called a monomial, define
s(β) =
∏n
i=1 s(βi). For any 0 6= u ∈ (kQs)co kG with u 6∈ kG, there exist linearly independent
monomials u1, u2, · · · , un such that u =
∑n
i=1 biui with 0 6= bi ∈ k for i = 1, 2, · · · n. See δ+(u)
=
∑n
i=1 biui ⊗ s(ui) = u ⊗ 1. Consequently, s(ui) = 1 for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. This implies that u
belongs to the right hand side.
For any β = βn ⊗kG βn−1 ⊗kG · · · ⊗kG β1with
∏n
i=1 s(βi) = 1 and βi ∈ Q1, i = 1, 2, · · · , n,
we show that β can be written as multiplication of arrows in Q11 by induction. When n = 1, it
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is clear. For n > 1, see β = βn ⊗kG βn−1 ⊗kG · · · ⊗kG β2 · s(β1) ⊗kG (s(β1)−1 · β1). Thus β can
be written as multiplication of arrows in Q11. Consequently, we complete the proof of (iv). 
Recall that a braided algebra A in braided tensor category (C, C) with braiding C is said
to be braided commutative or quantum commutative, if ab = µC(a ⊗ b) for any a, b ∈ A. An
ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is said to be quantum commutative if
χi(gj)χj(gi) = 1
for any i, j ∈ J . An ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is said to be quantum weakly commutative if
χi(gj)χj(gi) = 1
for any i, j ∈ J with i 6= j.
Lemma 14.3.4. (i) ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is quantum weakly commutative if and only if in
diag(kG[kQc1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ]),
Ei ·Ej = χj(g−1i )Ej ·Ei (14.15)
for any i, j ∈ J with i 6= j.
(ii) diag(kG[kQc1 , G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ]) is quantum commutative in kGkGYD if and only if ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈
J) is quantum commutative.
Proof. (ii) By Theorem 14.3.1, R := diag(kG[kQc1, gi, χi; i ∈ J ]) is a braided Hopf algebra
in kGkGYD. If diag(kG[kQc1, gi, χi; i ∈ J ]) is quantum commutative in kGkGYD, then
Ei ·Ej = χj(g−1i )Ej ·Ei (14.16)
for any i, j ∈ J . By [36, Theorem 3.8] and Proposition 14.1.11, we have
Ei ·Ej = a(j)gigj ,gia(i)gi,1 + qija
(i)
gigj ,gja
(j)
gj ,1
,
Ej ·Ei = qjia(j)gigj ,gia(i)gi,1 + a
(i)
gigj ,gja
(j)
gj ,1
.
Thus χi(g
−1
j ) = χj(gi).
Conversely, if χi(g
−1
j ) = χj(gi) for any i, j ∈ J, see
Ei ·Ej = a(i)gi,1 · a
(j)
gj ,1
= a
(j)
gigj ,gia
(i)
gi,1
+ qija
(i)
gigj ,gja
(j)
gj ,1
= qij(qjia
(j)
gigj ,gia
(i)
gi,1
+ a
(i)
gigj ,gja
(j)
gj ,1
)
= qija
(j)
gj ,1
· a(i)gi,1
= qijEj · Ei.
Since E′is generate R as algebras, R is quantum commutative.
(i) It is similar to the proof of (ii). 
For any positive integers m and n, let
Dn+mn = {d = (dn+m, dn+m−1, · · · , d1) | di = 0 or 1,
n+m∑
i=1
di = n}.
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Let d ∈ Dn+mn and let A = anan−1 · · · a1 ∈ Qn be an n-path. We define a sequence dA =
((dA)n+m, · · · , (dA)1) by
(dA)i =
{
t(ad(i)) , if di = 0;
ad(i) , if di = 1,
where 1 ≤ i ≤ n+m and d(i) =∑ij=1 dj . Such a sequence dA is called an n +m-thin splits of
the n-path A. Note that if d(i) = 0 then we regard t(ad(i)) = s(a1), since s(ad(i)+1) = s(a1) in
this case.
If 0 6= q ∈ k and 0 ≤ i ≤ n < ord(q) (the order of q), we set (0)q! = 1,(
n
i
)
q
=
(n)q!
(i)q!(n− i)q! , where (n)q! =
∏
1≤i≤n
(i)q, (n)q =
qn − 1
q − 1 .
In particular, (n)q = n when q = 1.
Lemma 14.3.5. In kQc(G, r,−→χ , u), assume {g} ∈ Kr(G) and j ∈ I{g}(r). Let q := χ(j){g}(g).
If i1, i2, · · · , im be non-negative integers, then
a
(j)
gim+1,gim
· a(j)
gim−1+1,gim−1
· · · · · a(j)
gi1+1,gi1
= qβm(m)q!P
(j)
gαm (g,m)
where αm = i1 + i2 + · · · + im, P (j)h (g,m) = a(j)gmh,gm−1ha
(j)
gm−1h,gm−2h
· · · a(j)gh,h, β1 = 0 and
βm =
∑m−1
j=1 (i1 + i2 + · · ·+ ij) if m > 1.
Proof. We prove the equality by induction on m. For m = 1, it is easy to see that the
equality holds. Now suppose m > 1. We have
a
(j)
gim+1,gim
· a(j)
gim−1+1,gim−1
· · · · · a(j)
gi1+1,gi1
= a
(j)
gim+1,gim
· (a(j)
gim−1+1,gim−1
· · · · · a(j)
gi1+1,gi1
)
= qβm−1(m− 1)q!a(j)gim+1,gim · P
(j)
gαm−1
(g,m− 1) (by inductive assumption )
= qβm−1(m− 1)q!a(j)gim+1,gim · (a
(j)
gαm−1+m−1,gαm−1+m−2
· · · a(j)
gαm−1+1,gαm−1
)
= qβm−1(m− 1)q!
∑m
l=1[(g
im+1 · a(j)
gαm−1+m−1,gαm−1+m−2
) · · · (gim+1 · a(j)
gαm−1+l,gαm−1+l−1
)
(a
(j)
gim+1,gim
· gαm−1+l−1)(gim · a(j)
gαm−1+l−1,gαm−1+l−2
) · · · (gim · a(j)
gαm−1+1,gαm−1
)]
(by [36, Theorem 3.8] )
= qβm−1(m− 1)q!
∑m
l=1[a
(j)
gαm+m,gαm+m−1
· · · a(j)
gαm+l+1,gαm+l
(χ
(j)
{g}(g
αm−1+l−1)a
(j)
gαm+l,gαm+l−1
)a
(j)
gαm+l−1,gαm+l−2
· · · a(j)
gαm+1,gαm
] (by Proposition14.1.11)
= qβm−1(m− 1)q!
∑m
l=1 q
αm−1+l−1P
(j)
gαm (g,m)
= qβm−1+αm−1(m)q!P
(j)
gαm (g,m)
= qβm(m)q!P
(j)
gαm (g,m). 
Lemma 14.3.6. (See [5, Lemma 3.3]) Let B be a Hopf algebra and R a braided Hopf algebra
in BBYD with a linearly independent set {x1 . . . , xt} ⊆ P (R). Assume that there exist gj ∈ G(B)
(the set of all group-like elements in B) and χj ∈ Alg(B, k) such that
δ(xj) = gj ⊗ xj , h · xj = χj(h)xj , for all h ∈ B, j = 1, 2, · · · , t.
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Then
{xm11 xm22 · · · xmtt | 0 ≤ mj < Nj , 1 ≤ j ≤ t}.
is linearly independent, where Ni is the order of qi := χi(gi) ( Ni =∞ when qi is not a root of
unit, or qi = 1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
Proof. By the quantum binomial formula, if 1 ≤ nj < Nj , then
∆(x
nj
j ) =
∑
0≤ij≤nj
(
nj
ij
)
qj
x
ij
j ⊗ xnj−ijj .
We use the following notation:
n = (n1, · · · , nj , · · · , nt), xn = xn11 · · · xnjj · · · xntt , |n| = n1 + · · ·+ nj + · · · + nt;
accordingly, N = (N1, · · · , Nt), 1 = (1, · · · , 1). Also, we set
i ≤ n if ij ≤ nj, j = 1, · · · , t.
Then, for n < N, we deduce from the quantum binomial formula that
∆(xn) = xn ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ xn +
∑
0≤i≤n, 06=i 6=n
cn,ix
i ⊗ xn−i, (14.17)
where cn,i 6= 0 for all i.
We shall prove by induction on r that the set
{xn | |n| ≤ r, n < N}
is linearly independent.
Let r = 1 and let a0+
∑t
i=1 aixi = 0, with aj ∈ k, 0 ≤ j ≤ t. Applying ǫ, we see that a0 = 0;
by hypothesis we conclude that the other aj ’s are also 0.
Now let r > 1 and suppose that z =
∑
|n|≤r,n<N anx
n = 0. Applying ǫ, we see that a0 = 0.
Then
0 = ∆(z) = z ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z +
∑
1≤|n|≤r,n<N
an
∑
0≤i≤n, 06=i 6=n
cn,ix
i ⊗ xn−i
=
∑
1≤|n|≤r,n<N
∑
0≤i≤n, 06=i 6=n
ancn,ix
i ⊗ xn−i.
Now, if |n| ≤ r, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and 0 6= i 6= n, then |i| < r and |n− i| < r. By inductive hypothesis,
the elements xi ⊗ xn−i are linearly independent. Hence ancn,i = 0 and an = 0 for all n, |n| ≥ 1.
Thus an = 0 for all n. 
Assume that (G, gi, χi; j ∈ J) is an ESC. Let T (G, gi, χi; j ∈ J) be the free algebra generated
by set {xj | j ∈ J}. Let S(G, gi, χi; j ∈ J) be the algebra generated by set {xj | j ∈ J} with
relations
xixj = χj(gi)xjxi for any i, j ∈ J with i 6= j. (14.18)
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Let R(G, gi, χi; j ∈ J) be the algebra generated by set {xj | j ∈ J} with relations
xNll = 0, xixj = χj(gi)xjxi for any i, j, l ∈ J with Nl <∞, i 6= j. (14.19)
Define their coalgebra operations and kG-(co-)module operations as follows:
∆xi = xi ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ xi, ǫ(xi) = 0, δ−(xi) = gi ⊗ xi, h · xi = χi(h)xi. (14.20)
T (G, gi, χi; j ∈ J) is called a quantum tensor algebra in kGkGYD, S(G, gi, χi; j ∈ J) is called a
quantum symmetric algebra in kGkGYD and R(G, gi, χi; j ∈ J) is called a quantum linear space in
kG
kGYD. Note that when ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is quantum weakly commutative with finite J and
finite Nj for any j ∈ J , the definition of quantum linear space is the same as in [5, Lemma 3.4].
Obviously, if Ni is infinite for all i ∈ J , then S(G, gi, χi; j ∈ J) = R(G, gi, χi; j ∈ J).
Theorem 14.3.7. Assume that ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is quantum weakly commutative. Let ≺
be a total order of J . Then
(i) The multiple Taft algebra kG[kQc1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ] has a k-basis
{g ·Em1ν1 ·Em2ν2 · · · · ·Emtνt | 0 ≤ mj < Nj ; νj ≺ νj+1, νj ∈ J, j = 1, 2, · · · , t; t ∈ Z+, g ∈ G}.
Moreover, kG[kQc1, Ggi, χi; i ∈ J ] is finite dimensional if and only if |G |, |J | and Nj are finite for
any j ∈ J . In this case, dimk(kG[kQc1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ]) = |G|N1N2 · · ·Nt with J = {1, 2, · · · , t}.
(ii) diag(kG[kQc1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ]) has a k-basis
{Em1ν1 ·Em2ν2 · · · · · Emtνt | 0 ≤ mj < Nj; νj ≺ νj+1, νj ∈ J, j = 1, 2, · · · , t; t ∈ Z+}. (14.21)
(iii) diag(kG[kQc1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ]) is a Nichols algebra in kGkGYD and R(G, gi, χ−1i ; j ∈ J) ∼=
diag(kG[kQc1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ]) as graded braided Hopf algebras in kGkGYD, by sending xj to a(j)gj ,1
for any j ∈ J .
(iv) T (G, gi, χ−1i ; j ∈ J) ∼= diag(kQs(gi, χi; i ∈ J)) as graded braided Hopf algebras in kGkGYD
algebras, by sending xj to a
(j)
gj ,1
for any j ∈ J .
(v) kQs(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) ∼= T (G, gi, χ−1i ; j ∈ J)#kG as graded Hopf algebras and kQs(G, gi, χi; i ∈
J) has a k-basis
{g · Eν1 ⊗kG Eν2 ⊗kG · · · ⊗kG Eνt | νj ∈ J, j = 1, 2, · · · , t; t ∈ Z+ ∪ {0}, g ∈ G},
where g ·Eν1 ⊗kG Eν2 ⊗kG · · · ⊗kG Eνt = g when t = 0.
Note that (iv) and (v) still hold without quantum weakly commutative condition.
Proof. (ii) Since (Nj)qj ! = 0, it follows from Lemma 14.3.3 that E
Nj
j = 0 when Nj < ∞.
By Lemma 14.3.4, Ei · Ej = χj(g−1i )Ej · Ei for any i, j ∈ J with i 6= j. Considering Lemma
14.3.6, we complete the proof.
(iii) By Lemma 14.3.3 and Eq.(14.15), there exists an algebra homomorphism ψ fromR(G, gi, χ−1i ; j ∈
J) to diag(kG[kQc1 , G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ]) by sending xj to a(j)gj ,1 for any j ∈ J . By (ii), ψ is bijective.
It is clear that ψ is a graded braided Hopf algebra isomorphism.
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Let R := R(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J). Obviously, R(1) ⊆ P (R). It is sufficient to show that any
non-zero homogeneous element z ∈ R, whose degree deg(z) is not equal to 1, is not a primitive
element. Obviously, z is not a primitive element when deg(z) = 0. Now deg(z) > 1. We can
assume, without lost generality, that there exist ν1, ν2, · · · , νt ∈ J such that z =
∑
|i|=n kix
i,
where ki ∈ k, xi = xi1ν1xi2ν2 · · · xitνt with i1 + i2 + · · ·+ it = n. It is clear
∆(z) =
∑
|i|=n
ki∆(x
i) = z ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z +
∑
|i|=n
∑
0≤j≤i, 06=j 6=i
kici,jx
j ⊗ xi−j. (14.22)
If z is a primitive element, then
∑
|i|=n
∑
0≤j≤i, 06=j 6=i kici,jx
j ⊗ xi−j = 0. Since ci,j 6= 0, we have
ki = 0 for any i with | i |= n, hence z = 0. We get a contradiction. Thus z is not a primitive
element. This show R(1) = P (R) and R is a Nichols algebra.
(iv) and (v). Let A := T (G, gi, χ−1i ; j ∈ J) and R = diag(kQs(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J)). Let ψ be an
algebra homomorphism from T (G, gi, χ−1i ; j ∈ J) to diag(kQs(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J)) by sending xj to
a
(j)
gj ,1
.
It is clear that T (G, gi, χ−1i ; j ∈ J) is a kG-module algebra. Define a linear map ν from
A#kG to kQs by sending xj#g to a
(j)
gj ,1
· g = α+(a(j)gj ,1 ⊗ g) for any g ∈ G, j ∈ J . That is, ν is
the composition of
A#kG
ψ⊗id→ R#kG α
+∼= kQs,
where α+ = µkQs(id ⊗ ι0) (see Theorem 14.3.1). Define a linear map λ from kG to A#kG by
sending g to 1#g for any g ∈ G and another linear map γ from kQc1 to A#kG by sending a(i)gih,h
to χ−1i (h)xi#h for any h ∈ G, i ∈ J. It is clear that γ is a kG-bimodule homomorphism from
kQc1 to λ(A#kG)λ. Considering kQ
s = TkG(kQ
c
1) and universal property of tensor algebra over
kG, we have that there exists an algebra homomorphism φ = TkG(λ, γ) from kQ
s to A#kG.
Obviously, φ is the inverse of ν. Thus φ is bijective. It is easy to check that φ is graded Hopf
algebra isomorphism. Obviously, {xν1xν2 · · · xνt#g | νj ∈ J, j = 1, 2, · · · , t; t ∈ Z+ ∪ {0}, g ∈ G}
is a basis of T (G, gi, χ−1i ; j ∈ J)#kG. See
ν(xν1xν2 · · · xνt#g)
= Eν1 ⊗kG Eν2 ⊗kG · · · ⊗kG Eνt · g
= χν1(g)χν2(g) · · · χνt(g)g ·Eν1 ⊗kG Eν2 ⊗kG · · · ⊗kG Eνt .
Thus {g ·Eν1 ⊗kG Eν2 ⊗kG · · · ⊗kG Eνt | νj ∈ J, j = 1, 2, · · · , t; t ∈ Z+ ∪ {0}, g ∈ G} is a basis of
kQs. It is easy to check that ψ is graded braided Hopf algebra isomorphism.
(i) Considering (ii), Lemma 14.3.3 and Theorem 14.3.1, we complete the proof. 
14.3.2 A characterization of multiple Taft algebras
In this subsection we characterize multiple Taft algebras by means of elements in themselves.
Definition 14.3.8. For a quantum weakly commutative ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J), let A be the
Hopf algebra to satisfy the following conditions: (i) G is a subgroup of G(A); (ii) there exists a
linearly independent subset {Xi | i ∈ J} of A such that A is generated by set {Xi | i ∈ J} ∪ G
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as algebras; (iii) Xj is (1, gj)-primitive, i.e., ∆(Xj) = Xj ⊗ 1 + gj ⊗ Xj , for any j ∈ J ;
(iv) Xjg = χj(g)gXj , for any j ∈ J,, g ∈ G; (v) XjXi = χj(gi)XiXj , for i, j ∈ J with
i 6= j; (vi) A(0) ∩ A(1) = 0, where A(0) := kG and A(1) is the vector space spanned by set
{hXi | i ∈ J ;h ∈ G}. Furthermore, let J(A) denote the ideal of A generated by the set
{XNii | Ni <∞, i ∈ J}
and H(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) the quotient algebra A/J(A).
Lemma 14.3.9. (See [5, Lemma 3.3] ) Let H be a Hopf algebra with a linearly independent
set {x1 . . . , xt} and G a subgroup of G(H). Assume that gi ∈ Z(G) and χi ∈ Gˆ such that
∆(xi) = xi ⊗ 1 + gi ⊗ xi, xih = χi(h)hxi, for i = 1, 2, · · · , t, h ∈ G. If the intersection of kG
and span {hxi | 1 ≤ i ≤ t, h ∈ G} is zero, then
{hxm11 xm22 · · · xmtt | 0 ≤ mj < Nj , 1 ≤ j ≤ t;h ∈ G}.
is linearly independent, where Ni is the order of qi := χi(gi) ( Ni =∞ when qi is not a root of
unit, or qi = 1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
Proof. (i) We first show set {hxi | i = 1, 2, · · · , t;h ∈ G} is linearly independent. Indeed,
suppose that z =
∑
h∈G
∑t
i=1 ki,hhxi = 0 with ki,h ∈ k for h ∈ G, 1 ≤ i ≤ t. Applying ∆, we
get ∑
h∈G
t∑
i=1
ki,h(hgi ⊗ hxi + hxi ⊗ h) = 0,
which implies that
∑t
i=1 ki,hhxi = 0 for any h ∈ H, hence ki,h = 0 for any h ∈ H, i = 1, 2, · · · , t.
(ii) We use the notation in the proof of Lemma 14.3.6. We shall prove by induction on r
that the set
{hxn | |n| ≤ r, n < N;h ∈ G}
is linearly independent.
By the quantum binomial formula, if 1 ≤ nj < Nj , then
∆(x
nj
j ) =
∑
0≤ij≤nj
(
nj
ij
)
qj
g
ij
j x
nj−ij
j ⊗ xijj . (14.23)
For n < N, we deduce from Eq. (14.23) or [40, Eq. (5.9)]) that
∆(xn) = xn ⊗ 1 + gn ⊗ xn +
∑
0≤i≤n, 06=i 6=n
cn,ig
ixn−i ⊗ xi, (14.24)
where gi = gi11 g
i2
2 · · · gitt and 0 6= cn,i ∈ k for all i. Obviously, the claim holds when r = 0.
Let r = 1 and let
∑
h∈G bhh+
∑
h∈G
∑t
i=1 bh,ihxi = 0, with bh,j, bh ∈ k, 0 ≤ j ≤ t. It follows
from hypothesis that
∑
h∈G bhh = 0 and
∑
h∈G
∑t
i=1 bh,ihxi = 0, hence bh = 0 and bh,i = 0 by
(i) for any h ∈ G, 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
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Now let r > 1 and suppose that z =
∑
h∈G
∑
|n|≤r, n<N bh,nhx
n = 0. Then
0 = ∆(z) = z ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z +
∑
h∈G
bh,0h⊗ h+
∑
h∈G
∑
1≤|n|≤r,n<N
bh,n
∑
0≤i≤n, 06=i 6=n
cn,ihg
ixn−i ⊗ xi
=
∑
h∈G
∑
1≤|n|≤r,n<N
∑
0≤i≤n, 06=i 6=n
bh,ncn,ihg
ixn−i ⊗ xi.
Now, if |n| ≤ r, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, and 0 6= i 6= n, then |i| < r and |n− i| < r. By inductive hypothesis,
the set {hgixn−i ⊗ hxi | 0 ≤ i ≤ n,0 6= i 6= n, | n |< r,n < N, h ∈ G} ∪{h ⊗ h | h ∈ G} are
linearly independent. Hence bh,o = 0 and bh,ncn,i = 0, which implies bh,n = 0 for any h ∈ G, all
n. 
Proposition 14.3.10. If ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is quantum weakly commutative, then H(G;
gi, χi; i ∈ J) and multiple Taft algebra kG[kQc1, G, gi, χi; i ∈ J ] are isomorphic as graded Hopf
algebras.
Proof. Let H := H(G; gi, χi; i ∈ J). Denote by Xj the image of Xj under the canonical
projection A → A/J(A). We say that hXi1ν1Xi2ν2 · · ·Xitνt is a monomial with degree n if h ∈ G
and i1 + i2 + · · · + it = n, where ν1, ν2, · · · , νt ∈ J , t ∈ Z+. Let H(0) := kG and H(n) be the
vector space spanned by all monomials with degree n. It follows from Lemma 14.3.9 that H is
a graded Hopf algebra. By the method similar to the proof of Lemma 14.3.3(ii), we can obtain
that Hco kG is a subalgebra of H generated by X ′is. By Theorem 14.3.1, H
co kG is a braided
Hopf algebra in kGkGYD and H is the bosonization of Hco kG. Considering Theorem 14.3.7 (iii),
we only need to show that R(G, gi, χ−1i ; j ∈ J) ∼= Hco kG as graded braided Hopf algebras. Let
≺ be a total order of J . Since (Nj)qj ! = 0, it follows from Lemma 14.3.3 that XNjj = 0 when
Nj <∞. Considering Lemma 14.3.6, we have that
{Xm1ν1 Xm2ν2 · · ·Xmtνt | 0 ≤ mj < Nj ; νj ≺ νj+1, νj ∈ J, j = 1, 2, · · · , t; t ∈ Z+}
is a basis of diag(H). Consequently, we have an algebra isomorphism ψ from R(G, gi, χ−1i ; i ∈ J)
to Hco kG by sending xi to Xi. It is easy to check that ψ is also a graded braided Hopf algebra
isomorphism. 
Remark: H(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) just is H(C,n, c, c∗, 0, 0) in [40, Definition 5.6.8 and Definition
5.6.15] with G = C, J = {1, 2, · · · , t}, 1 < ni = Ni <∞, gi = ci, c∗i = χi for i = 1, 2, · · · , t.
14.3.3 The relation between semi-path Hopf algebras and quantum envelop-
ing algebras
If 0 6= q ∈ k and 0 ≤ i ≤ n < ord(q) (the order of q), we set[
n
i
]
q
=
[n]q!
[i]q![n− i]q! , where [n]q! =
∏
1≤i≤n
[i]q, [n]q =
qn − q−n
q − q−1 .
Let B be a Hopf algebra and R a braided Hopf algebra in BBYD. For convenience, we denote
r#1 by r and 1#b by b in biproduct R#B for any r ∈ R, b ∈ B.
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Lemma 14.3.11. Let B be a Hopf algebra and R a braided Hopf algebra in BBYD with x1, x2 ∈
P (R) and g1, g2 ∈ Z(G(B)). Assume that there exist χ1, χ2 ∈ Alg(B, k) with
√
χi(gj) ∈ k such
that
δR(xj) = gj ⊗ xj, h · xj = χj(h−1)xj ,
for all h ∈ B, j = 1, 2.
(i) If r is a positive integer and
χ2(g1)χ1(g2)χ1(g1)
r−1 = 1, χ1(g1)
1
2
(r−1)χ2(g1) = 1, r − 1 < ord(χ1(g1)), (14.25)
then
r∑
m=0
(−1)m
[
r
m
]
√
χ1(g
−1
1 )
xr−m1 x2x
m
1 (14.26)
= (adcx1)
rx2 is a primitive element of R and a (1, g
r
1g2)-primitive element of biproduct R#B,
where (adcx1)x2 = x1x2 − χ2(g−11 )x2x1.
(ii) If
√
χ1(g2)
√
χ2(g1) = 1 and xigj = χi(gj)gjxi for i, j = 1, 2, then√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1
is a primitive element of R and√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1 − β(g1g2 − 1)
is a (1, g1g2)-primitive element of biproduct R#B for any β ∈ k.
Proof. (i) Let z :=
∑r
m=0(−1)m
[
r
m
]
√
χ1(g
−1
1 )
xr−m1 x2x
m
1 . By [6, Lemma A.1], (adcx1)
rx2
is primitive. However,
(adcx1)
rx2
=
r∑
m=0
(−1)m
(
r
m
)
χ1(g
−1
1 )
χ1(g
−1
1 ))
1
2
m(m−1)χ2(g
−1
1 ))
mxr−m1 x2x
m
1 (by [6, (A.8)])
=
r∑
m=0
(−1)m
[
r
m
]
√
χ1(g
−1
1 )
χ1(g
−1
1 ))
1
2
m(r−1)χ2(g
−1
1 ))
mxr−m1 x2x
m
1 (by [6, P40])
=
r∑
m=0
(−1)m
[
r
m
]
√
χ1(g
−1
1 )
xr−m1 x2x
m
1 (by assumption (14.25)).
Thus z is primitive in R, i.e.
∆R(z) = z ⊗ 1 + 1⊗ z. (14.27)
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Since
δR(z) =
r∑
m=0
(−1)m
[
r
m
]
√
χ1(g
−1
1 )
δR(x
r−m
1 x2x
m
1 )
=
r∑
m=0
(−1)m
[
r
m
]
√
χ1(g
−1
1 )
gr1g2 ⊗ xr−m1 x2xm1
= gr1g2 ⊗ z,
we have
∆R#B(z) = ∆R#B(z#1)
= (idR ⊗ µB ⊗ idR ⊗ idB)(idR ⊗ idB ⊗CR,B ⊗ idB)
(idR ⊗ δR ⊗∆B)(1#z ⊗ 1) + z ⊗ 1 (by Theorem 14.3.1)
= gr1g2 ⊗ z + z ⊗ 1,
where CR,B denotes the ordinary twist map from R⊗B to B ⊗R by sending r ⊗ b to b⊗ r for
any r ∈ R, b ∈ B.
(ii) See
∆R#B(
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1)
=
√
χ2(g1)(g1g2 ⊗ x1x2 + x1g2 ⊗ x2 + g1x2 ⊗ x1 + x1x2 ⊗ 1)
−
√
χ1(g2)(g1g2 ⊗ x2x1 + x2g1 ⊗ x1 + g2x1 ⊗ x2 + x2xi ⊗ 1)
= g1g2 ⊗ (
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1) + (
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1)⊗ 1
(by assumption of (ii))
and
∆R#B(
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1)−∆R#B(β(g1g2 − 1))
= g1g2 ⊗ (
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1 − β(g1g2 − 1))
+(
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1 − β(g1g2 − 1))⊗ 1.
Thus
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1 − β(g1g2 − 1) is a (1, g1g2)-primitive element of R#B. See
∆R(
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1)
=
√
χ2(g1)(1⊗ x1x2 + x1 ⊗ x2 + χ2(g1)−1x2 ⊗ x1 + x1x2 ⊗ 1)
−
√
χ1(g2)(1⊗ x2x1 + x2 ⊗ x1 + χ1(g2)−1x1 ⊗ x2 + x2x1 ⊗ 1)
= 1⊗ (
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1) + (
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1)⊗ 1
(by assumption of (ii)).
Thus
√
χ2(g1)x1x2 −
√
χ1(g2)x2x1 is a primitive element of R. 
For an ESC(G,χi, gi; i ∈ J), we give the follows notations:
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(FL1) N is a set and J = ∪s∈N (Js ∪ J ′s) is a disjoint union.
(FL2) There exists a bijection σ : J (1) → J (2) such that σ |Ju is a bijection from Ju to J ′u for
u ∈ N, where J (1) := ∪u∈NJu and J (2) := ∪u∈NJ ′u.
(FL3) There exists a J (1)×J (1)-matrix A = (aij) with aii = 2 and non-positive integer aij for
any i, j ∈ J (1) and i 6= j. For any u ∈ N , there exists an integer d(u)i such that d(u)i aij = d(u)j aji
for any i, j ∈ Ju.
(FL4) For any u ∈ N , there exists 0 6= qu ∈ k such that χi(gj) = q−2d
(u)
i aij
u , χσ(i)(gj) =
χ−1i (gj) and gσ(j) = gj for i, j ∈ Ju.
(FL5) There exists ξi ∈ G such that χσ(i)(ξj) = χ−1i (ξj), ξσ(i) := ξ−1i and gi = gσ(i) := ξ2i for
any i, j ∈ Ju, u ∈ N ; there exists a positive integer rij such that rσ(i),σ(j) = rij for any i, j ∈ J (1)
with i 6= j.
(FL6) χj(gi)χi(gj)χi(gi)
rij−1 = 1, χi(ξj) = χj(ξi), χi(gi)
1
2
(rij−1)χj(gi) = 1, for any i, j ∈ Ju,
i 6= j, u ∈ N.
(FL7) G is a free commutative group generated by generator set {ξi | i ∈ J (1)}.
An ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is said to be a local FL-matrix type (see [6, P.4]) if (FL1)–(FL4)
hold. An ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is said to be a local FL-type if (FL1), (FL2), (FL5) and (FL6)
hold. An ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is said to be a local FL-free type if (FL1), (FL2), (FL5), (FL6)
and (FL7) hold. An ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is said to be a local FL-quantum group type if (FL1)–
(FL4) and (FL7) hold. If N only contains one element and J (1) = {1, 2, · · · , n}, then we delete
‘local’ in the terms above.
Let ESC(G,χi, gi; i ∈ J) be a local FL-free type. Let I be the ideal of kQs(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J)
generated by the following elements:
χj(ξi)EiEj − χ−1i (ξj)EjEi − δσ(i),j
g2i − 1
χi(ξi)− χi(ξi)−1 , for i ∈ Ju, j ∈ J
′
u, u ∈ N ; (14.28)
rij∑
m=0
(−1)m
[
rij
m
]
χi(ξ
−1
i )
E
rij−m
i EjE
m
i , (14.29)
for any i, j ∈ Ju or i, j ∈ J ′u, i 6= j and rij − 1 < ord(χi(gi));u ∈ N.
Let U be the algebra generated by set {Ki,Xi | i ∈ J} with relations
XiXj −XjXi = δσ(i),j K
2
i −K
−2
i
χi(ξi)−χi(ξi)−1
, for any i ∈ Ju, j ∈ J ′u;u ∈ N ;
KiKσ(i) = Kσ(i)Ki = 1 for any i ∈ J (1);
χj(ξi)KiXj = XjKi, KiKj −KjKi = 0, for any i, j ∈ J ;∑rij
m=0(−1)m
[
rij
m
]
χi(ξ
−1
i )
X
rij−m
i XjX
m
i = 0,
for i, j ∈ Ju or i, j ∈ J ′u, i 6= j and rij − 1 < ord(χi(gi));u ∈ N.
(14.30)
The comultiplication, counit and antipode of U are defined by
∆(Xj) = Xj ⊗Kσ(j) +Kj ⊗Xj , S(Xj) = −χj(ξj)Xj , ǫ(Xi) = 0,
∆(Ki) = Ki ⊗Ki, S(Kj) = Kσ(j), ε(Ki) = 1,
∆(Xσ(j)) = Xσ(j) ⊗Kσ(j) +Kj ⊗Xσ(j), S(Xσ(j)) = −χσ(j)(ξj)Xσ(j)
(14.31)
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for any j ∈ J (1), i ∈ J.
In fact, Kσ(j) = K
−1
j in U for any j ∈ J (1).
Theorem 14.3.12. Under notation above, if ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is a local FL-free type,
then kQs(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J)/I ∼= U as Hopf algebras.
Proof. For any i, j ∈ Ju, u ∈ N, see χσ(i)(ξσ(j)) = χi(ξj) = χj(ξi) = χσ(j)(ξσ(i)), χσ(i)(ξj) =
χ−1i (ξj) = χ
−1
j (ξi) = χj(ξσ(i)), χi(ξσ(j)) = χi(ξj)
−1 = χj(ξi)
−1 = χσ(j)(ξi). Therefore,
χi(ξj) = χj(ξi) (14.32)
For any i, j ∈ Ju ∪ J ′u, u ∈ N. Obviously, for i, j ∈ J ′u, i 6= j, u ∈ N , (FL6) holds.
We show this theorem by following several steps.
(i) There is a algebra homomorphism Φ from kQs to U such that Φ(ξi) = Ki, Φ(a
(i)
hgi,h
) =
Φ(h)KiXi and Φ(a
(σ(i))
hgσ(i),h
) = Φ(h)KiXσ(i) for all h ∈ G and i ∈ J (1). Indeed, define algebra
homomorphism φ : kG → U given by φ(ξi) = Ki for i ∈ J and a k-linear map ψ : kQc1 → U
by ψ(a
(j)
ggj ,g) = φ(g)KjXj and ψ(a
(σ(j))
ggσ(j),g) = φ(g)KjXσ(j) for any j ∈ J (1), g ∈ G. For any
g, h ∈ G, j ∈ J (1), see
ψ(h · a(j)ggj ,g) = ψ(a(j)hggj ,hg) = φ(hg)KjXj = φ(h)φ(g)KjXj = φ(h)ψ(a
(j)
ggj ,g),
and
ψ(a
(j)
ggj ,g · h) = χj(h)ψ(a(j)hggj ,hg) = χj(h)φ(hg)KjXj
= φ(g)KjXjφ(h) ( since Xjφ(h) = φ(h)χj(h)Xj)
= ψ(a
(j)
ggj ,g)φ(h).
Similarly, ψ(h · a(σ(j))ggσ(j),g) = φ(h)ψ(a(σ(j))ggσ(j) ,g) and ψ(a(σ(j))ggσ(j),g · h) = ψ(a(σ(j))ggσ(j),g)φ(h). This implies
that ψ is a kG-bimodule map from (kQc1, gi, χi; i ∈ J) to φUφ. Using the universal property of
tensor algebra over kG, we complete the proof.
(ii) Φ(I) = 0. For any i ∈ Ju, j ∈ J ′u, see that
Φ(χj(ξi)EiEj − χi(ξj)−1EjEi − δσ(i),j g
2
i−1
χi(ξi)−χi(ξi)−1
)
= χj(ξi)KiXiK
−1
j Xj − χi(ξj)−1K−1j XjKiXi − δσ(i),j K
4
i −1
χi(ξ)−χi(ξi)−1
= KiK
−1
j XiXj −K−1j KiXjXi − δσ(i),j K
4
i −1
χi(ξ)−χi(ξi)−1
= KiK
−1
j (XiXj −XjXi − δσ(i),j K
3
iKj−K
−1
i Kj
χi(ξi)−χi(ξi)−1
)
= KiK
−1
j (XiXj −XjXi − δσ(i),j K
2
i −K
−2
i
χi(ξi)−χi(ξi)−1
) = 0.
For i, j ∈ Ju, i 6= j, see that
Φ(E
rij−m
i EjE
m
i )
= (KiXi)
rij−mKjXj(KiXi)
m
= χi(ξi)
1
2
((rij−m)(rij−m−1)+m(m−1)+2(rij−m)m)χi(ξj)
rij−mχj(ξi)
mX
rij−m
i XjX
m
i
= χi(ξi)
1
2
(rij−1)rijχi(ξj)
rijX
rij−m
i XjX
m
i ((by (FL6))
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and
Φ(
rij∑
m=0
(−1)m
[
rij
m
]
χi(ξ
−1
i )
E
rij−m
i EjE
m
i ) = 0.
Similarly, the equation above holds for i, j ∈ J ′u, i 6= j, u ∈ N.
By (ii), there exists an algebra homomorphism Φ¯ from kQs/I to U such that Φ¯(x+I) = Φ(x)
for any x ∈ kQs. For convenience, we will still use x to denote x+ I.
(iii) It follows from the definition of U that there exists a unique algebra map Ψ : U → kQs/I
such that Ψ(Ki) = ξi, Ψ(Xi) = ξ
−1
i Ei and Ψ(Xσ(i)) = ξ
−1
i Eσ(i) for all i ∈ J (1). It is easy to see
that ΨΦ = id and Φ¯Ψ = id.
(iv) We show that I is a Hopf ideal of kQs. It follows from Theorem 14.3.7 that R :=
diag(kQs) is a braided Hopf algebra with δ−(Ei) = gi ⊗ Ei, h⊲ Ei = χ−1i (h)Ei for any h ∈ G,
i ∈ J. By Theorem 14.3.1, R#B ∼= kQs as Hopf algebras. It follows from Lemma 14.3.11 that
I is a Hopf ideal of kQs.
Obviously, Ψ preserve the comultiplication and counit. Since kQs/I is a Hopf algebra, then
Ψ is a Hopf algebra isomorphism. 
Corollary 14.3.13. The quantum enveloping algebra of a complex semisimple Lie algebra is
isomorphic to a quotient of a semi-path Hopf algebra as Hopf algebras.
Proof. Let k be the complex field and L a complex semisimple Lie algebra determined by
A = (aij)n×n. So A is a symmetrizable Cartan matrix with di ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that diaij = djaji
for any i, j ∈ J (1) = {1, 2, · · · , n}. Let |N |= 1, J (2) = {n+ 1, n+ 2, · · · , n+ n}, J = J (1) ∪ J (2)
and σ : J (1) → J (2) by sending i to i + n. Let G be a free commutative group generated by
generator set {ξi | i ∈ J (1)}. Set ξσ(i) = ξ−1i , gi = gσ(i) := ξ2i , rij = rσ(i),σ(j) = 1 − aij for any
i, j ∈ J (1), i 6= j. Define χi(ξj) = q−diaij and χσ(i)(ξj) = χ−1i (ξj) for any i, j ∈ J (1), where q is
not a root of 1 with 0 6= q ∈ k. It is easy to check (FL1)– (FL7) hold, i.e. ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J)
is an FL-quantum group type. U in Theorem 14.3.12 exactly is the quantum enveloping algebra
Uq(L) of L (see [87, p.218] or [72]). Therefore the conclusion follows from Theorem 14.3.12. 
In fact, for any a generalized Cartan matrix A, we can obtain an FL-quantum group type
ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) as in the proof above. By the way, if ESC(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) is a Local FL-
type, then there exist the Hopf ideals, which generated by (14.28) and (14.29), in co-path Hopf
algebra kQc(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J) and multiple Taft algebra kQc(G, gi, χi; i ∈ J), respectively.
14.4 Classification of ramification systems for the symmetric
group
Unless specified otherwise, in the section we have the following assumptions and notations. n
is a positive integer with n 6= 6; F is a field containing a primitive n-th root of 1; G = Sn, the
symmetric group; AutG and InnG denote the automorphism group and inner automorphism
group, respectively; SI denotes the group of full permutations of set I; Z(G) denotes the center
of G and Zx the centralizer of x; 1 denotes the unity element of G; Ĝ denotes the set of characters
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of all one-dimensional representations of G. φh denotes the inner automorphism induced by h
given by φh(x) = hxh
−1, for any x ∈ G. Cn is cyclic group of order n; DB denotes the cartesian
product
∏
i∈B
Di, where Di = D for any i ∈ B.
Proposition 14.4.1. (i) There are n!
λ1!λ2!···λn!1λ12λ2 ···nλn
permutations of type 1λ12λ2 · · ·nλn
in Sn;
(ii) If n 6= 6, then Aut(Sn)=Inn(Sn); If n 6= 2, 6, then Inn(Sn) ∼= Sn;
(iii) S′n = An, where An is the alternating group. In addition,
Sn/An ∼=
{
C2 n ≥ 2
C1 n = 1
.
Proof. (i) It follows from [57, Exercise 2.7.7].
(ii) By [141, Theorem 1.12.7], Aut(An) ∼= Sn when n > 3 and n 6= 6. By [56, Theorem
1.6.10], An is a non-commutative simple group when n 6= 4 and n > 1. Thus it follows from [141,
Theorem 1.12.6 ] that Aut(Sn) = Inn(Sn) ∼= Sn when n 6= 6 and n > 4. Applying [141, Example
in Page 100], we obtain Aut(Sn) = Inn(Sn) ∼= Sn when n = 3, 4. Obviously, Aut(Sn) = Inn(Sn)
when n = 1, 2.
(iii) It follows from [122, Theorem 2.3.10]. 
Definition 14.4.2. A group G is said to act on a non-empty set Ω, if there is a map G×Ω→
Ω, denoted by (g, x) 7→ g ◦ x, such that for all x ∈ Ω and g1, g2 ∈ G:
(g1g2) ◦ x = g1 ◦ (g2 ◦ x) and 1 ◦ x = x,
where 1 denote the unity element of G.
For each x ∈ Ω, let
Gx := {g ◦ x | g ∈ G},
called the orbit of G on Ω. For each g ∈ G, let
Fg := {x ∈ Ω | g ◦ x = x},
called the fixed point set of g.
Burnside’s lemma, sometimes also called Burnside’s counting theorem, which is useful to
compute the number of orbits.
Theorem 14.4.3. (See [57, Theorem 2.9.3.1]) ( Burnside’s Lemma ) Let G be a finite group
that acts on a finite set Ω, then the number N of orbits is given by the following formula:
N = 1| G |
∑
g∈G
| Fg | .
Definition 14.4.4. Let G be a group. A character of a one-dimensional representation of G
is a homomorphism from G to F − {0}, that is , a map χ : G→ F such that χ(xy) = χ(x)χ(y)
and χ(1) = 1 for any x, y ∈ G. The set of all characters of all one-dimensional representations
of G is denoted by Ĝ.
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For convenience, a character of a one-dimensional representation of G is called a character
of G in short. [22, Page 36, example 4] indicated that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between characters of G and characters of G/G′.
Proposition 14.4.5. Let G be a finite abelian group and F contains |G |th primitive root of
1, then there are exactly |G | characters of G, i.e. | Ĝ |=| G | .
Corollary 14.4.6. Let G be a finite group and F contains |G |th primitive root of 1, then
there are exactly |G/G′ | characters of G, i.e. | Ĝ |=| G/G′ | .
14.4.1 Ramification Systems and Isomorphisms
We begin with defining ramification and ramification system.
Definition 14.4.7. Let G be a finite group and K(G) the set of all conjugate classes of G. r
is called a ramification data or ramification of G if r =
∑
C∈K(G)
r
C
C, where rC is a non-negative
integer for any C in K(G). For convenience, we choice a set IC(r) such that rC =| IC(r) | for
any C in K(G).
Let Kr(G) = {C ∈ K(G) | rC 6= 0} = {C ∈ K(G) | IC(r) 6= ∅}.
Definition 14.4.8. (G, r,−→χ , u) is called a ramification system with characters (or RSC in
short), if r is a ramification of G, u is a map from K(G) to G with u(C)∈ C for any C∈ K(G),
and −→χ = {χ(i)C }i∈IC(r),C∈Kr(G) ∈
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(Ẑu(C))
r
C .
Definition 14.4.9. RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) and RSC(G′, r′,−→χ′ , u′) are said to be isomorphic(denoted
RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= RSC(G′, r′,−→χ′ , u′)) if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) There exists a group isomorphism φ : G→ G′;
(ii) For any C ∈ K(G),there exists an element hC ∈ G such that φ(hCu(C)h−1C ) = u′(φ(C));
(iii) For any C ∈ Kr(G),there exists a bijective map φC : IC(r) → Iφ(C)(r′) such that
χ
′(φC(i))
φ(C) (φ(hChh
−1
C )) = χ
(i)
C (h), for all h ∈ Zu(C), for all i ∈ IC(r).
Remark. Obviously, if u(C) = u′(C) for any C ∈ Kr(G), thenRSC(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= RSC(G, r,−→χ , u′).
In fact, let φ = idG and φC = idIC(r) for any C ∈ Kr(G). It is straightforward to check the
conditions in Definition14.4.9 hold.
Lemma 14.4.10. Given an RSC(G, r,−→χ , u).If RSC(G′, r′,−→χ′ , u′) ∼= RSC(G, r,−→χ , u), then
there exists a group isomorphism φ : G→ G′ such that
(i) r′
φ(C) = rC for any C ∈ K(G);
(ii) Kr′(G′) = φ(Kr(G)) = {φ(C) | C ∈ Kr(G)}.
Proof. (i) By Definition 14.4.9, there exists a group isomorphism φ : G → G′ such that
r′
φ(C) = rC for any C ∈ Kr(G). If C /∈ Kr(G), i.e. rC = 0, then r′φ(C) = rC = 0;
(ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). 
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Proposition 14.4.11. Given a RSC(G, r,−→χ , u), then RSC(G, r′,−→χ′ , u′) ∼= RSC(G, r,−→χ , u)
if and only if there exists a group isomorphism φ ∈ AutG such that:
(i) r′ =
∑
C∈K(G)
rφ−1(C)C;
(ii) χ
′(i)
φ(C) = χ
(φ−1C (i))
C (φφhC )
−1 and u′(φ(C)) = φφhC (u(C)) for any C ∈ Kr(G) , i ∈ IC(r),
φ ∈ AutG and φC ∈ Sr
C
, hC ∈ G.
Proof. If RSC(G, r′,
−→
χ′ , u′) ∼= RSC(G, r,−→χ , u), then, by Lemma 14.4.10(i), there exists
φ ∈ AutG such that
r′ =
∑
C∈K(G)
r′CC =
∑
C∈K(G)
r′φ(C)φ(C) =
∑
C∈K(G)
r
C
φ(C) =
∑
C∈K(G)
rφ−1(C)C.
This shows Part (i).
By Definition 14.4.9 (ii), there exists hC ∈ G such that u′(φ(C)) = φ(hCu(C)h−1C ) =
φφhC (u(C)) for any C ∈ Kr(G); By Definition 14.4.9 (iii), there exists φC ∈ SIC(r) = SrC
such that χ
′(φC(i))
φ(C) (φ(hChh
−1
C )) = χ
′(φC(i))
φ(C) φφhC (h) = χ
(i)
C (h) for any h ∈ Zu(C). Consequently,
χ
′(φC(i))
φ(C) = χ
(i)
C (φφhC )
−1,
i.e.
χ
′(i)
φ(C) = χ
(φ−1C (i))
C (φφhC )
−1,
where C ∈ Kr(G). That is, (ii) holds.
Conversely, if (i) and (ii) hold, let
r′ =
∑
C∈K(G)
rφ−1(C)C
and
Iφ(C)(r
′) = IC(r)
for any C ∈ K(G), φ ∈AutG. Obviously, Kr′(G) = {φ(C) | C ∈ Kr(G)}. For any C ∈
Kr(G), hC ∈ G,φC ∈ SIC(r) = SrC , let
u′(φ(C)) = φ(hCu(C)h
−1
C )
and
χ
′(i)
φ(C) = χ
(φ−1C (i))
C (φφhC )
−1
for any i ∈ Iφ(C)(r′). It is easy to check RSC(G, r′,
−→
χ′ , u′) ∼= RSC(G, r,−→χ , u).
Corollary 14.4.12. If G = Sn with n 6= 6, then RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) ∼= RSC(G, r′,
−→
χ′ , u′) if and
only if
(i) r′ = r;
(ii) χ
′(i)
C = χ
(φ−1C (i))
C φ
−1
g
C
and u′(C) = φg
C
(u(C)) for any C ∈ Kr(G), i ∈ IC(r), φ ∈ AutG
and g
C
∈ G.
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Proof. By Proposition 14.4.1(ii), AutG = InnG and φ(C) = C for any φ ∈AutG,C ∈
K(G). There exists g
C
∈ G such that φφhC = φgC since φφhC ∈ AutG = InnG for any
hC ∈ G,φ ∈AutG,C ∈ K(G). Considering Proposition 14.4.11, we complete the proof.
From now on, we suppose that G = Sn(n 6= 6). For a given ramification r of G, let
Ω(G, r) be the set of all RSC’s of G with the ramification r, namely, Ω(G, r) := {(G, r,−→χ , u) |
(G, r,−→χ , u) is an RSC}. Let N (G, r) be the number of isomorphic classes in Ω(G, r). This
article is mostly devoted to investigate the formula of N (G, r).
14.4.2 Action of Group
Denote RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) by
({
χ
(i)
C
}
i
, u(C)
)
C∈Kr(G)
for short. LetM :=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(AutG×SIC(r))
=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(InnG× Sr
C
). Define the action of M on Ω(G, r) as follows:
(φg
C
, φC)C ◦
({
χ
(i)
C
}
i
, u(C)
)
C
=
({
χ
(φ−1C (i))
C φ
−1
g
C
}
i
, φg
C
u(C)
)
C
(14.33)
In term of Corollary 14.4.12, each orbit of Ω(G, r) represents an isomorphic class of RSC’s. As
a result, N (G, r) is equal to the number of orbits in Ω(G, r).
We compute the the number of orbits by following steps.
14.4.3 The structure of centralizer in Sn
We recall the semidirect product and the wreath product of groups (see [22, Page 21], [111, Page
268-272], ).
Definition 14.4.13. Let N and K be groups, and assume that there exists a group homo-
morphism α : K → AutN . The semidirect product N ⋊α K of N and K with respect to α is
defined as follows:
(1) As set, N ⋊α K is the Cartesian product of N and K;
(2) The multiplication is given by
(a, x)(b, y) = (aα(x)(b), xy)
for any a ∈ N and x ∈ N.
Remark. Let L = N ⋊α K. If we set
N¯ = {(a, 1) | a ∈ N}, K¯ = {(1, x) | x ∈ K)},
then N¯ and K¯ are subgroups of L which are isomorphic to N and K, respectively, and will be
identified with N and K.
Definition 14.4.14. Let A and H be two groups and H act on the set X. Assume that B is
the set of all maps from X to A. Define the multiplication of B and the group homomorphism
α from H to Aut B as follows:
(bb′)(x) = b(x)b′(x) and α(h)(b)(x) = b(h−1 · x)
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for any x ∈ X,h ∈ H, b, b′ ∈ B.
The semidirect product B ⋊α H is called the (general) wreath product of A and H, written
as A wrH.
Remark.[111, Page 272] indicated that in Definition 14.4.14 B ∼= ∏
x∈X
Ax, where Ax = A for
any x ∈ X. Hence W = A wrH = B ⋊H = ( ∏
x∈X
Ax) ⋊H. In particular. the wreath product
plays an important role in the structure of centralizer in Sn when H = Sn and X = {1, 2, · · · , n}.
Now we keep on the work in [111, Page 295-299 ]. Let Yi be the set of all letters which belong
to those cycles of length i in the independent cycle decomposition of σ. Clearly, Yi
⋂
Yj = ∅ for
i 6= j and ⋃
i
Yi = {1, 2, · · · , n}.
Lemma 14.4.15. ρ ∈ Zσ if and only if Yi is ρ-invariant, namely ρ(Yi) ⊂ Yi, and the
restriction ρi of ρ on Yi commutes with the restriction σi of σ on Yi for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
Proof.It follows from [111, Page 295].
Proposition 14.4.16. If σ and σi is the same as above, then
(i) Zσ =
∏
i
Zσi ;
(ii) Zσi
∼= Ci wr Sλi ∼= (Ci)λi ⋊ Sλi , where Zσi is the centralizer of σi in SYi; (Ci)λi =
λi︷ ︸︸ ︷
Ci × · · · ×Ci; define Zσi = 1 and Sλi = 1 when λi = 0.
Proof. (i) It follows from Lemma 14.4.15.
(ii) Assume
τ = (a10a11 · · · a1,l−1)(a20 · · · a2,l−1) · · · (am0 · · · am,l−1)
and
X = {1, 2, · · · ,m}, Y = {aij | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ l − 1}.
Obviously, in order to prove (ii), it suffices to show that Zτ ∼= Cl wr Sm, where Zτ is the
centralizer of τ in SY . The second index of aij ranges over {0, 1, · · · , l − 1}. It is convenient to
identify this set with Cl = Z/(l), and to use notation such as ai,l+j = aij . We will define an
isomorphism ϕ from Zτ onto Cl wr Sm. For any element ρ of Zσ, we will define a permutation
θ(ρ) ∈ Sm and a function f(ρ) from X into Cl by
ρ−1(ai0) = ajk, j = θ(ρ)
−1(i), fρ(i) = g
k,
where g is the generator of Cl, 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Let
ϕ(ρ) = (fρ, θ(ρ)).
Then ϕ maps Zσ into Cl wr Sm. First we show that ϕ is surjective. In fact, for any (f, θ) ∈
Cl wr Sm and i ∈ X, if f(i) = gk, θ(j) = i, then there exists a permutation ρ such that
ρ−1(air) = aj,k+r. It is easy to verify that ρ ∈ Zσ and ϕ(ρ) = (f, θ). Next we show that ϕ is
injective. If ρ ∈ Kerϕ, then θ(ρ) = 1 and fρ(i) = g0, this means that ρ(ai0) = ai0 for all i.
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Hence, ρ(aij) = aij for all i and j and ρ = 1Y , which implies that ϕ is bijective. We complete
the proof if ϕ is homomorphism, which is proved below. For any ρ, π ∈ Zτ , suppose that
(ρπ)−1(ai0) = π
−1(ajk) = as,t+k,
where j = θ(ρ)−1(i), gk = fρ(i), s = θ(π)
−1(j) = θ(π)−1θ(ρ)−1(i), gt = fπ(j) = fπ(θ(ρ)
−1(i)).
Consequently,
θ(ρπ)−1(i) = s = (θ(ρ)θ(π))−1(i), fρπ(i) = g
t+k = fρ(i)fπ(j) = fρ(i)fπ(θ(ρ)
−1(i)).
On the other hand, in view of Definition 14.4.14, θ(ρ)(fπ)(i) = fπ(θ(ρ)
−1(i)) = fρπ(i),
whence
(fρ, θ(ρ))(fπ, θ(π)) = (fρθ(ρ)(fπ), θ(ρ)θ(π)) = (fρπ, θ(ρπ)).
It follows that
ϕ(ρπ) = ϕ(ρ)ϕ(π),
which is just what we need. 
Corollary 14.4.17. (i) |Zσ| = λ1!λ2! · · ·λn!1λ12λ2 · · · nλn , where σ is the same as above;
(ii)
∑
h∈C
|Zh| = |G| = n! for any C ∈ K(G),
Proof. (i) It follows from 14.4.16 that
| Zσ |=
∏
i
| Zσi |=
∏
i
| (Ci)λi ⋊ Sλi |=
∏
i
| (Ci)λi || Sλi |=
∏
i
(iλiλi!).
(ii) Assume the type of C is 1λ12λ2 · · ·nλn . Combining (i) and Proposition 14.4.1(i), we have∑
h∈C
| Zh |= (λ1!λ2! · · · λn!1λ12λ2 · · ·nλn) n!
λ1!λ2! · · · λn!1λ12λ2 · · ·nλn = n! . 
Proposition 14.4.16 shows that Zσ is a direct product of some wreath products such as
Cl wr Sm. Denote by ((bi)i, σ) the element of Cl wr Sm = (Cl)
m⋊Sm where bi ∈ Cl, σ ∈ Sm. By
Definition 14.4.13 and 14.4.14, we have
((bi)i, σ)((b
′
i)i, σ
′) = ((bi)i · σ((b′i)i), σσ′)
= ((bi)i · (b′σ−1(i))i, σσ′)
= ((bib
′
σ−1(i))i, σσ
′)
and
((bi)i, σ)
−1 = ((b−1
σ(i))i, σ
−1).
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14.4.4 Characters of Zσ
Lemma 14.4.18. If H = H1 × · · · ×Hr, then
(i) H ′ = H ′1 × · · · ×H ′r;
(ii) H/H ′ ∼=
r∏
i=1
Hi/H
′
i.
Proof. (i) It follows from [141, Page 77];
(ii) It follows from [56, Corollary 8.11] and (i). 
According to Proposition 14.4.16(i) and Lemma 14.4.18(ii), to investigate the structure of
Zσi/Z
′
σi
, we have to study (Cl wr Sm)/(Cl wr Sm)
′.
Lemma 14.4.19. Let B = (Cl)
m, B¯ =
{
(bi)i ∈ B |
m∏
i=1
bi = 1
}
and W = Clwr Sm = B⋊Sm.
Then W ′ = B¯ ⋊ S′m = B¯ ⋊Am.
Proof. Obviously, B¯ ⊳B.
For any ((bi)i, σ), ((b
′
i)i, σ
′) ∈W, see
((bi)i, σ)
−1((b′i)i, σ
′)−1((bi)i, σ)((b
′
i)i, σ
′)
= ((b−1
σ(i))i, σ
−1)((b′−1
σ′(i))i, σ
′−1)((bib
′
σ−1(i))i, σσ
′)
= ((b−1
σ(i)b
′−1
σ′σ(i))i, σ
−1σ′−1)((bib
′
σ−1(i))i, σσ
′)
= ((b−1
σ(i)b
′−1
σ′σ(i)bσ′σ(i)b
′
σ−1σ′σ(i))i, σ
−1σ′−1σσ′).
Considering
∏
i
bτ(i) =
∏
i
bi for any τ ∈ Sm, we have
∏
i
(
b−1
σ(i)b
′−1
σ′σ(i)bσ′σ(i)b
′
σ−1σ′σ(i)
)
=
∏
i
b−1i
∏
i
b′−1i
∏
i
bi
∏
i
b′i
= 1
and b−1
σ(i)
b′−1
σ′σ(i)
bσ′σ(i)b
′
σ−1σ′σ(i) ∈ B¯. By Proposition 14.4.1(iii), σ−1σ′−1σσ′ ∈ S′m = Am. Thus
((bi)i, σ)
−1((b′i)i, σ
′)−1((bi)i, σ)((b
′
i)i, σ
′) ∈ B¯ ⋊Am,
which implies W ′ ⊂ B¯ ⋊Am.
Conversely, for any b = ((bi)i, 1) ∈ B¯, then
m∏
i=1
bi = 1. Let σ = (1, 2, · · · ,m), b′1 = 1, b′i =
i−1∏
j=1
bj (2 ≤ i ≤ m), See
((b′i)i, 1)
−1(1, σ)−1((b′i)i, 1)(1, σ) = ((b
′−1
i )i, 1)(1, σ
−1)((b′i)i, σ)
= ((b′−1i , b
′
σ(i))i, 1)
= ((
i−1∏
j=1
b−1j
i∏
j=1
bj)i, 1)
= ((bi)i, 1) = b.
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Therefore, b is a commutator of ((b′i)i, 1) and (1, σ), i.e. b ∈W ′. This show B¯ ⊂W ′.
Furthermore, for any σ, σ′ ∈ Sm,, we have
(1, σ)−1(1, σ′)−1(1, σ)(1, σ′) = (1, σ−1σ′−1σσ′),
which implies (1, σ−1σ′−1σσ′) ∈W ′ and S′m = Am ⊂W ′.
Consequently, B¯ ⋊Am ⊂W ′.
Proposition 14.4.20. (i) Let B and B¯ be the same as in Lemma 14.4.19. Then B/B¯ ∼= Cl;
(ii) Let W and W ′ be the same as in Lemma 14.4.19. Then
W/W ′ ∼=

Cl ×C2 m ≥ 2
Cl m = 1
1 m = 0
;
(iii) Let σ be the same as in Proposition 14.4.16. Then
Zσ/Z
′
σ
∼=
∏
λi=1
Ci
∏
λi≥2
(Ci × C2)
 .
Proof. (i) It is clear that ν : B → Cl by sending (bi)i to
∏
i
bi is a group homomorphism
with Kerν = B¯. Thus (i) holds.
(ii) By (i) and Proposition 14.4.1(iii), we have to show W/W ′ ∼= (B/B¯)× (Sm/Am). Define
ψ : W → (B/B¯)× (Sm/Am)
(b, σ) 7→ (b¯, σ¯),
where b¯ and σ¯ are the images of b and σ under canonical epimorphisms B → B/B¯ and Sm →
Sm/Am, respectively. Therefore
ψ((b′, σ′)(b, σ)) = (b′σ′(b), σ′σ) = (b¯′σ′(b), σ¯′σ¯).
Let b = (bi)i. Since ν(σ
′(b)) = ν((bσ′−1(i))i) =
∏
i
bσ′−1(i) =
∏
i
bi = ν(b), we have σ′(b) = b¯.
Consequently,
ψ((σ′, b′)(σ, b)) = (b¯′σ(b), σ¯′σ¯) = (b¯′b¯, σ¯′σ¯, ) = ψ((b′, σ′))ψ((b, σ)).
This show that ψ is a group homomorphism. Obviously, it is surjective and Kerψ = B¯ ⋊Am =
W ′. we complete the proof of (ii).
(iii) By Proposition 14.4.16(i) and Lemma 14.4.18(ii), Zσ/Z
′
σ = (
∏
i
Zσi)/(
∏
i
Z ′σi)
∼=∏
i
(Zσi/Z
′
σi
).
Applying (ii), we complete the proof of (iii). 
Corollary 14.4.21. If σ ∈ C is a permutation of type 1λ12λ2 · · ·nλn, then | Ẑσ |=
( ∏
λi=1
i
)( ∏
λi≥2
2i
)
,
written as γC .
Proof. It follows from Corollary 14.4.6 and Proposition 14.4.20(iii). 
Remark. Obviously, γ
C
only depends on the conjugate class C
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14.4.5 Fixed Point Set F(φg
C
,φC)C
Let (φg
C
, φ
C
)C ∈M . If
({
χ
(i)
C
}
i
, u(C)
)
C
∈ F(φg
C
,φC)C , then, according to (14.33), we have
(φg
C
, φC)C ◦
({
χ
(i)
C
}
i
, u(C)
)
C
=
({
χ
(φ−1C (i))
C φ
−1
g
C
}
i
, φg
C
u(C)
)
C
=
({
χ
(i)
C
}
i
, u(C)
)
C
.
Consequently,
φg
C
(u(C)) = u(C) (14.34)
and
χ
(φ−1C (i))
C φ
−1
g
C
= χ
(i)
C (14.35)
for any C ∈ Kr(G), i ∈ IC(r).
(14.34) implies u(C) ∈ Zg
C
and g
C
∈ Zu(C). Considering u(C) ∈ C, we have u(C) ∈ ZgC ∩C.
Conversely, if σ ∈ Zg
C
∩C, then u(C) = σ satisfies (14.34). Consequently, the number of u(C)’s
which satisfy (14.34) is | Zg
C
∩ C |, written
βg
C
:=| Zg
C
∩ C | .
(14.35) is equivalent to
χ
(i)
C φ
−1
g
C
= χ
(φC(i))
C , (14.36)
where φC ∈ SIC(r) = SrC . It is clear that (14.36) holds if and only if the following (14.36′) holds
for every cycle, such as τ = (i1, · · · , ir), of σ:
χ
(i)
C φ
−1
g
C
= χ
(τ(i))
C , i = i1, . . . , ir. (14.36
′)
By (14.36′), we have
χ
(i2)
C = χ
(i1)
C φ
−1
g
C
,
χ
(i3)
C = χ
(i2)
C φ
−1
g
C
= χ
(i1)
C (φ
−1
g
C
)2,
· · ·
χ
(ir)
C = χ
(ir−1)
C φ
−1
g
C
= χ
(i1)
C (φ
−1
g
C
)r−1,
χ
(i1)
C = χ
(ir)
C φ
−1
g
C
= χ
(i1)
C (φ
−1
g
C
)r. (14.37)
We can obtain χ
(i2)
C , · · · , χ(ir)C when we obtain χ(i1)C . Notice (φ−1gC )
r = (φrg
C
)−1 = (φgr
C
)−1.
Therefore (14.37) is equivalent to
χ
(i1)
C φgrC
= χ
(i1)
C ,
i.e.
χ
(i1)
C
(
gr
C
h(gr
C
)−1
)
= χ
(i1)
C (h) (14.38)
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for any h ∈ Zu(C). Since gC ∈ Zu(C) implies grC ∈ Zu(C), we have
χ
(i1)
C
(
gr
C
h(gr
C
)−1
)
= χ
(i1)
C
(
gr
C
)
χ
(i1)
C (h)χ
(i1)
C
(
(gr
C
)−1
)
= χ
(i1)
C (h) .
This shows (14.38) holds for any characters in Zu(C), By Corollary 14.4.21, there exist γC
characters χ
(i1)
C ’s such that (14.37) holds. Assume that φC is written as multiplication of kφC in-
dependent cycles. Thus given a u(C), there exist γ
kφC
C elements {χ(i)C }i’s such that (14.36) holds.
Consequently, for any C ∈ Kr(G), there exist γkφCC βgC distinct elements
({
χ
(i)
C
}
i
, u(C)
)
’s such
that both (14.34)and (14.35) hold.
Consequently, we have
| F(φg
C
,φC)C |=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(
γ
kφC
C βgC
)
(14.39)
for any φg
C
, φC)C ∈M.
14.4.6 The Formula Computing the Number of Isomorphic Classes
Applying Burnside’s Lemma and (14.39), we have
N (G, r) = 1|M |
∑
(φg
C
,φC)C∈M
| F(φg
C
,φC)C |
=
1
|M |
∑
(φg
C
,φC)C∈M
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(
γ
kφC
C βgC
)
=
1
|M |
∏
C∈Kr(G)
∑
φg
C
∈InnG
φC∈SrC
(
γ
kφC
C βgC
)
=
1
|M |
∏
C∈Kr(G)
∑
φg
C
∈InnG
∑
φC∈SrC
(
γ
kφC
C βgC
)
=
1
|M |
∏
C∈Kr(G)
 ∑
φg
C
∈InnG
βg
C
∑
φC∈SrC
γ
kφC
C
 (14.40)
where βg
C
and kφC are the same as above. | M |=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(n!r
C
!) when n 6= 2, 6; | M |=∏
C∈Kr(G)
(r
C
!) when n = 2.
Next we simplify formula (14.40). In (14.40), since γC depends only on conjugate class, it can
be computed by means of Corollary 14.4.21. Notice that kφC denotes the number of independent
cycles in independent cycle decomposition of φC in Sr
C
.
Definition 14.4.22. (See [123, pages 292-295] ) Let
[x]n = x(x− 1)(x− 2) · · · (x− n+ 1) n = 1, 2, · · · .
Obviously, [x]n is a polynomial with degree n. Let (−1)n−ks(n, k) denote the coefficient of xk in
[x]n and s(n, k) is called the 1st Stirling number. That is,
[x]n =
n∑
k=1
(−1)n−ks(n, k)xk.
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[123, Theorem 8.2.9] obtained the meaning about the 1st Stirling number:
Lemma 14.4.23. ([123, Theorem 8.2.9]) There exactly exist s(n, k) permutations in Sn, of
which the numbers of independent cycles in independent cycle decomposition are k. That is,
s(n, k) = | {τ ∈ Sn | the number of independent cycles in independent cycle decomposition of τ
is k}|.
About βg, we have
Lemma 14.4.24. Let G = Sn. Then
∑
g∈G
βg =
∑
g∈G
| Zg ∩ C |=| G |= n! for any C ∈ K(G).
Proof. For any C ∈ K(G), we have
∑
g∈G
| Zg ∩ C | =
∑
g∈G
∣∣∣∣∣ ⋃
h∈C
(Zg ∩ {h})
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∑
g∈G
∑
h∈C
|Zg ∩ {h}|
=
∑
h∈C
∑
g∈G
|Zg ∩ {h}|
=
∑
h∈C
| Zh |
= n! ( by Corollary 14.4.17(ii)). 
Theorem 14.4.25. Let G = Sn with n 6= 6. Then
N (G, r) =
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(
γC + rC − 1
rC
)
. (14.41)
Proof. We shall show in following two cases.
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(i) n 6= 2, 6. By Proposition 14.4.1(ii), InnG = G. Applying (14.40), we have
N (Sn, r) = 1∏
C∈Kr(G)
(n!rC !)
∏
C∈Kr(G)
∑
g
C
∈G
βg
C
∑
φC∈SrC
γ
kφC
C

=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
 1
n!
∑
g
C
∈G
βg
C
 ∏
C∈Kr(G)
 1
rC !
∑
φC∈SrC
γ
kφC
C

=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(
1
n!
n!
) ∏
C∈Kr(G)
(
1
rC !
r
C∑
k=1
s(r
C
, k)γkC
)
(by Lemma 14.4.24, 14.4.23)
=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(
1
rC !
(−1)rC
r
C∑
k=1
(−1)rC−ks(r
C
, k)(−γC)k
)
=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(
1
rC !
(−1)rC (−γC)(−γC − 1) · · · (−γC − rC + 1)
)
(by Definition 14.4.22)
=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(γC + rC − 1) · · · (γC + 1)γC
r
C
!
=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(
γC + rC − 1
rC
)
. 
(ii) n = 2. In this case we have InnG = {1}, φg
C
= 1 and βg
C
= 1 in (14.40). Thus
N (Sn, r) = 1∏
C∈Kr(G)
(rC !)
∏
C∈Kr(G)
∑
φC∈SrC
(
γ
kφC
C
)
=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
 1
rC !
∑
φC∈SrC
γ
kφC
C
 ( similar to the computation of (i))
=
∏
C∈Kr(G)
(
γC + rC − 1
rC
)
. 
Corollary 14.4.26. If r =
∑
C∈K(G)
C, i.e. r
C
= 1 for any C ∈ K(G), then
N (G, r) =
∏
C∈K(G)
γC . (14.42)
Proof. Considering Kr(G) = K(G) and applying Theorem 14.4.25, we can complete the
proof. 
Corollary 14.4.27. If C0 = {(1)} and Kr(G) = {C0}, then
N (G, r) =
{
1 n = 1
r
C0
+ 1 n ≥ 2 .
Proof. By Corollary 14.4.21, we have γ
C0
= 1 when n = 1; γ
C0
= 2 when n ≥ 2. Applying
Theorem 14.4.25, we can complete the proof. 
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14.4.7 Represetative
We have obtained the number of isomorphic classes, now we give the representatives
Definition 14.4.28. Given an RSC(G, r,−→χ , u), written Ẑu(C) = {ξ(i)u(C) | i = 1, 2, · · · , γC}
and ni := | {j | χ(j)C = ξ(i)u(C)} |, for any C ∈ Kr(G) and 1 ≤ i ≤ γu(C) , then
{(n1, n2, · · · , nγC )}C∈Kr(G) is called the type of RSC(G, r,−→χ , u).
Lemma 14.4.29. RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) and RSC(G, r,−→χ′ , u) are isomorphic if and only if they
have the same type.
Proof. If RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) and RSC(G, r,−→χ′ , u) have the same type, then there exists a
bijective map φC ∈ SrC such that χ′(φC(i))C = χ(i)C for any i ∈ IC(r), C ∈ Kr(G). Let φ = idG
and g
C
= 1. It follows from Corollary 14.4.12 that they are isomorphic.
Conversely, if RSC(G, r,−→χ , u) and RSC(G, r,−→χ′ , u) are isomorphic, then, by Corollary
14.4.12, there exist φ ∈ AutG and φC ∈ SrC , as well as gC ∈ G such that u(C) = φgC (u(C))
and χ
′(φC(i))
C φgC (h) = χ
(i)
C (h) for any C ∈ Kr(G), h ∈ Zu(C), i ∈ IC(r). Thus gC ∈ Zu(C) and
χ
′(φC(i))
C φgC (h) = χ
′(φC(i))
C (gChg
−1
C ) = χ
′(φC(i))
C (h) = χ
(i)
C (h) for any h ∈ Zu(C), i.e. χ′(φC(i))C =
χ
(i)
C . This implies that RSC(G, r,
−→χ , u) and RSC(G, r,−→χ′ , u) have the same type. 
Theorem 14.4.30. Let G = Sn(n 6= 6) and u0 be a map from K(G) → G with u0(C) ∈ C
for any C ∈ K(G). Let Ω¯(G, r, u0) denote the set consisting of all elements with distinct type
in {(G, r,−→χ , u0) | (G, r,−→χ , u0) is an RSC }. Then Ω¯(G, r, u0) becomes the representative set of
Ω(G, r).
Proof. According to Theorem 14.4.25 and [35], the number of elements in Ω¯(G, r, u0) is
the same as the number of isomorphic classes in Ω(G, r). Applying Lemma 14.4.29 we complete
the proof. 
For example, applying Corollary 14.4.26 we compute N (G, r) for G = S3, S4, S5 and r =∑
C∈K(G)
C.
Example 14.4.31. (i) Let G = S3 and r =
∑
C∈K(G)
C. Then
type 13 1121 31
γC 2 2 3
By (14.42), N (S3, r) = 12. We explicitly write the type of representative elements as follows:
{(1, 0)13 , (1, 0)1121 , (1, 0, 0)31}, {(0, 1)13 , (1, 0)1121 , (1, 0, 0)31}, {(1, 0)13 , (0, 1)1121 , (1, 0, 0)31},
{(0, 1)13 , (0, 1)1121 , (1, 0, 0)31}, {(1, 0)13 , (1, 0)1121 , (0, 1, 0)31}, {(1, 0)13 , (1, 0)1121 , (0, 0, 1)31},
{(0, 1)13 , (1, 0)1121 , (0, 1, 0)31}, {(0, 1)13 , (1, 0)1121 , (0, 0, 1)31}, {(1, 0)13 , (0, 1)1121 , (0, 1, 0)31},
{(1, 0)13 , (0, 1)1121 , (0, 0, 1)31}, {(0, 1)13 , (0, 1)1121 , (0, 1, 0)31}, {(0, 1)13 , (0, 1)1121 , (0, 0, 1)31}.
(ii) Let G = S4 and r =
∑
C∈K(G)
C. Then
type 14 1131 1221 22 41
γC 2 3 4 4 4
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By (14.42), N (S4, r) = 384.
(iii) Let G = S4 and r =
∑
C∈K(G)
C. Then
type 15 1141 1231 1321 1122 2131 51
γC 2 4 6 4 4 6 5
By (14.42), N (S5, r) = 23040.
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Chapter 15
Appendix
The proof of Theorem 14.1.1: We define two functors W and V as follows.
W : kGkGMkGkG →
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C)
B 7→ {u(C)B1}C∈K(G)
f 7→ W (f),
where for any morphism f : B → B′ in kGkGMkGkG, W (f) = {u(C)f1}C∈K(G).
V :
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) → kGkGMkGkG
{M(C)}C∈K(G) 7→
⊕
y=xg−1
θ
u(C)gθ, x,y∈G
x⊗M(C)⊗kZu(C) gθ,
f 7→ V (f),
where for any morphism f = {fC}C∈K(G) : {M(C)}C∈K(G) → {N(C)}C∈K(G), V (f)(x ⊗
m ⊗kZu(C) gθ) = x ⊗ fC(m) ⊗kZ(u(C)) gθ for any m ∈ MC , x, y ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ.
That is, yV (f)x = id⊗ fC ⊗ id.
We will show that W and V are mutually inverse functors by three steps.
(i) Let B be a kG-Hopf bimodule. Then it is easy to see that u(C)B1 is a right kZu(C)-module
with the module action given by
b⊳ h = h−1 · b · h, b ∈ u(C)B1, h ∈ Zu(C). (15.1)
Hence W (B) is an object in
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) . Moreover, one can see that W (f) is a morphism
from W (B) to W (B′) in
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) if f : B → B′ is a morphism in kGkGMkGkG. Now it is
straightforward to check that W is a functor from kGkGMkGkG to
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) .
(ii) Let M = {M(C)}C∈K(G) ∈
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) , we define
yV (M)x = x⊗M(C)⊗kZu(C) gθ,
h · (x⊗m⊗kZu(C) gθ) = hx⊗m⊗kZu(C) gθ,
(x⊗m⊗kZu(C) gθ) · h = xh⊗m⊗kZu(C) gθh = xh⊗ (m⊳ ζθ(h))⊗kZu(C) gθ′ ,
(15.2)
where h, x, y ∈ G with x−1y ∈ C and the relation (14.2) and (14.3), m ∈ M(C). It is easy
to check that V (M) is a kG-Hopf bimodule. If f : {M(C)}C∈K(G) → {N(C)}C∈K(G) is a
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morphism in
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) , then one can see that V (f) : V (M) → V (N) is a morphism
in kGkGMkGkG. Now let f : {M(C)}C∈K(G) → {N(C)}C∈K(G) and f ′ : {N(C)} → {L(C)}C∈K(G)
be two morphisms in
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) . Then for any x, y ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ and
m ∈M(C), we have
V (f ′f)(x⊗m⊗kZu(C) gθ) = x⊗ (f ′f)C(m)⊗kZu(C) gθ
= x⊗ f ′C(fC(m))⊗kZu(C) gθ
= V (f ′)(V (f)(x⊗m⊗kZu(C) gθ)).
Therefore, V (f ′f) = V (f ′)V (f). It follows that V is a functor from
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) to
kG
kGMkGkG.
(iii) We now construct two natural isomorphisms ϕ and ψ as follows. Let B ∈ kGkGMkGkG.
Define a k-linear map ϕB from B to VW (B) =
⊕
y=xg−1
θ
u(C)gθ , x,y∈G
x⊗ u(C)B1 ⊗kZu(C) gθ by
ϕB(b) = x⊗ (gθx−1) · b · g−1θ ⊗kZu(C) gθ, (15.3)
for any x, y ∈ G satisfying Eq.(14.2), b ∈ yBx. Now we have
δ−(gθx
−1 · b · g−1θ ) = (gθx−1) · (δ−(b)) · g−1θ (B is a kG-Hopf bimodule.)
= (gθx
−1) · (y ⊗ b) · g−1θ
= gθx
−1yg−1θ ⊗ gθx−1 · b · g−1θ
= u(C)⊗ gθx−1 · b · g−1θ (by Eq.(14.2))
and
δ+(gθx
−1 · b · g−1θ ) = gθx−1 · b · g−1θ ⊗ 1.
It follows that gθx
−1 · b · g−1θ ∈ u(C)B1, and hence x ⊗ gθx−1 · b · g−1θ ⊗kZu(C) gθ ∈ yV W (B)x.
This shows that ϕB is a kG-bicomodule map.
Next, let x, y ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ, C ∈ K(G), and let b ∈ yBx and h ∈ G. Then
h · b ∈ hyBhx and (hx)−1(hy) = x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ. Hence
ϕB(h · b) = hx⊗ gθ(hx)−1 · (h · b) · g−1θ ⊗kZu(C) gθ
= hx⊗ gθx−1 · b · g−1θ ⊗kZu(C) gθ
= h · (x⊗ gθx−1 · b · g−1θ ⊗kZu(C) gθ)
= h · ϕB(b).
This shows that ϕB is a left kG-module map. On the other hand, b·h ∈ yhBxh and (xh)−1(yh) =
h−1x−1yh = h−1g−1θ u(C)gθh. By Eq.(14.3), one gets gθh = ζθ(h)gθ′ with ζθ(h) ∈ Zu(C) and
θ′ ∈ ΘC . Hence (xh)−1(yh) = g−1θ′ ζθ(h)−1u(C)ζθ(h)gθ′ = g−1θ′ u(C)gθ′ . Thus we have
ϕB(b · h) = xh⊗ gθ′(xh)−1 · (b · h) · g−1θ′ ⊗kZu(C) gθ′
= xh⊗ gθ′h−1x−1 · b · hg−1θ′ ⊗kZu(C) gθ′
= xh⊗ ζθ(h)−1gθx−1 · b · g−1θ ζθ(h)⊗kZu(C) gθ′
= xh⊗ ((gθx−1 · b · g−1θ )⊳ ζθ(h)) ⊗kZu(C) gθ′ (by (14.5))
= (x⊗ gθx−1 · b · g−1θ ⊗kZu(C) gθ) · h
= ϕB(b) · h.
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It follows that ϕB is a right kG-module map, and hence ϕB is a kG-Hopf bimodule map.
Suppose that ϕB(b) = 0 with b ∈ yBx. Then x ⊗ gθx−1 · b · g−1θ ⊗kZu(C) gθ = 0, and hence
gθx
−1 · b · g−1θ ⊗kZu(C) gθ = 0. Since M(C) ⊗kZu(C) kZu(C)gθ ∼= M(C) ⊗kZu(C) kZu(C) ∼= M(C)
as k-vector spaces for any right kZu(C)-module M(C), we have gθx
−1 · b · g−1θ = 0. This implies
b = 0. It follows that ϕB is injective.
Let x⊗b⊗kZu(C)gθ ∈ yV W (B)x with b ∈ u(C)B1 and x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ. Put b′ := xg−1θ ·b·gθ.
Then
δ−(b′) = xg−1θ · δ−(b) · gθ
= xg−1θ · (u(C)⊗ b) · gθ
= y ⊗ b′,
δ+(b′) = b′ ⊗ x.
Hence b′ ∈ yBx and ϕB(b′) = x⊗ b⊗kZu(C) gθ. This shows that ϕB is surjective.
If f : B → B′ is a kG-Hopf bimodule map, then it is easy to see that ϕB′ ◦f = (V W )(f)◦ϕB.
Thus we have proven that ϕ is a natural equivalence from the identity functor idB(kG) to the
composition functor VW .
Now for any M = {M(C)}C∈K(G) ∈
∏
C∈K(G)MkZu(C) , it follows from Eq.(14.2) that
u(C)V (M)1 = 1 ⊗ M(C) ⊗kZu(C) 1. Hence WV (M) = {1 ⊗M(C) ⊗kZu(C) 1}C∈K(G). Define
a map ψM from M to WV (M) by
(ψM )C(m) = 1⊗m⊗kZu(C) 1,
where C ∈ K(G),m ∈M(C). Clearly, (ψM )C is k-linear. Let m ∈M(C), h ∈ Zu(C). Then
((ψM )C(m))⊳ h = (1⊗m⊗kZu(C) 1)⊳ h
= h−1 · (1⊗m⊗kZu(C) 1) · h
= 1⊗m⊳ h⊗kZu(C) 1)
= (ψM )C(m⊳ h).
That is, (ψM )C is a kZu(C)-module map. Obviously, (ψM )C is bijective and ψ is a natural
transformation. Thus ψ is a natural equivalence from the identity functor idQ
C∈K(G)MkZu(C)
to
the composition functor WV . 
The proof of Lemma 14.1.3: (i) We first show that every irreducible representation of G is
one dimensional. In fact, this is a well-known conclusion. For the completeness, we give a proof.
Assume that ρ is an irreducible representation of G corresponding to V . For any g ∈ G, since
ρ(gm) = idV , all eigenvalues of ρ(g) is m-th roots of 1, which belong to k. Say that λg is an
eigenvalue of ρ(g). It is clear that Ker(ρ(g)−λgidV ) :=W is a kG-submodule of V and W 6= 0
since λg is an eigenvalue of ρ(g). Therefore, W = V , which implies ρ(g) = λgidV . Considering
V is irreducible, we have that dim V = 1.
Next we show that the order n of G is not divisible by char(k) = p. Assume that β ∈ k is
a primitive m-root of 1. If p | n, then p | m since there exists an element with order p. Say
m = pt. See (βm − 1) = (βt − 1)p = 0, which implies βt = 1. We get a contradiction.
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Using Maschke’s Theorem, we have that every kG-module is a pointed module.
(ii) Assume M is a kG- Hopf bimodule. By Theorem 14.1.1, M ∼=⊕y=g−1
θ
u(C)gθ, x,y∈G
x⊗
M(C)⊗kZu(C) gθ as kG-Hopf bimodules with M(C) =u(C)M1 for any C ∈ K(G). It follows from
(i) that M(C) is a right pointed kG-module. Therefore, M is a PM kG-Hopf bimodule. 
The proof of Lemma 14.1.4: It is clear that If ξ is a graded linear map from graded vector
space V =
⊕
i≥0 V(i) to graded vector space V
′ =
⊕
i≥0 V
′
(i), then
ξιiπi = ιiπiξ, ξιi = ιiπiξιi, πiξ = πiξιiπi. (15.4)
for i = 1, 2, · · · .
Observe that (M,α−, α+) is a B-bimodule. Since ∆H and µH are graded, we have the
following equation by (15.4):
∆ι1π1 = (ι1π1 ⊗ ι0π0)∆ + (ι0π0 ⊗ ι1π1)∆. (15.5)
Since π1ι1 = id, it follows from Eq.(15.5) that
∆ι1 = (ι1π1 ⊗ ι0π0)∆ι1 + (ι0π0 ⊗ ι1π1)∆ι1. (15.6)
By a straightforward computation, one can show the following two equations:
δ−π1 = (π0 ⊗ π1)∆, δ+π1 = (π1 ⊗ π0)∆. (15.7)
Now we have
(id⊗ δ−)δ− = (id⊗ δ−)(π0 ⊗ π1)∆ι1
= (π0 ⊗ π0 ⊗ π1)(id ⊗∆)∆ι1 ( by Eq.(15.7)),
and
(∆B ⊗ id)δ− = (∆B ⊗ id)(π0 ⊗ π1)∆ι1
= (π0 ⊗ π0 ⊗ π1)(∆⊗ id)∆ι1.
This shows that (id ⊗ δ−)δ− = (∆B ⊗ id)δ−. Clearly, (ε ⊗ id)δ− = id. Hence (M, δ−) is a left
B-comodule. Similarly, one can show that (M, δ+) is a right B-comodule and (M, δ−, δ+) is a
B-bicomodule. Next, we have
δ−α+ = (π0 ⊗ π1)∆ι1π1µ(ι1 ⊗ ι0)
= (π0 ⊗ π1)∆µ(ι1 ⊗ ι0) ( by Eq.(15.5))
= (π0µ⊗ π1µ)(id⊗ τ ⊗ id)(∆ι1 ⊗∆ι0)
= (µB ⊗ π1)(π0 ⊗ π0 ⊗ µ)(id ⊗ τ ⊗ id)(∆⊗ ι0 ⊗ ι0)(ι1 ⊗∆B)
= (µB ⊗ π1)(id ⊗ id⊗ µ)(id ⊗ id⊗ ι1 ⊗ ι0)(id ⊗ τ ⊗ id)(π0 ⊗ π1 ⊗ id⊗ id)
(∆ι1 ⊗∆B) ( by Eq.(15.6))
= (µ⊗ α+)(id⊗ τ ⊗ id)(δ− ⊗∆B),
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where τ is the usual twist map. This shows that δ− is a right B-module map. Similarly, one
can show that δ− is a left B-module map, and hence a B-bimodule map. A similar argument
shows that δ+ is also a B-bimodule map. Hence (M,α−, α+, δ−, δ+) is a B-Hopf bimodule. 
Proof of Lemma 14.1.5: (i) Suppose that the tensor algebra TB(M) of M over B admits a
graded Hopf algebra structure. Obviously, B is a Hopf algebra. It follows from Lemma 14.1.4
that M is a B-Hopf bimodule.
Conversely, suppose that B admits a Hopf algebra structure and M admits a B-Hopf bi-
module structure. By [91, Section 1.4], TB(M) is a bialgebra with the counit ε = εBπ0 and
the comultiplication ∆ = (ι0 ⊗ ι0)∆B +
∑
n>0 µ
n−1Tn(∆M ), where εB is the counit of B,
∆M = (ι0 ⊗ ι1)δ−M + (ι1 ⊗ ι0)δ+M . It is easy to see that TB(M) is a graded bialgebra. Then
it follows from [91, Proposition 1.5.1] that TB(M) is a graded Hopf algebra.
(ii) Assume that the cotensor coalgebra T cB(M) of M over B admits a graded Hopf algebra
structure. Clearly, B is a Hopf algebra. By Lemma 14.1.4 one gets thatM is a B-Hopf bimodule.
Conversely, assume that B admits a Hopf algebra structure andM admits aB-Hopf bimodule
structure. By [91, Section 1.4], T cB(M) is a bialgebra containing B as a subbialgebra, and the
multiplication of T cB(M) is µ = µB(π0 ⊗ π0) +
∑
n>0 T
c
n(µM )∆n−1, where µM = α
−
M (π0 ⊗ π1) +
α+M (π1 ⊗ π0). Since ∆ preserves the grading, µ is a graded map. Thus T cB(M) is a graded
bialgebra. By [91, Proposition 1.5.1], T cB(M) is a graded Hopf algebra. 
The proof of Lemma 14.1.6: (i) Since φ is a Hopf algebra map, ι0φ : B → TB′(M ′) is an
algebra map. Since ψ is a B-bimodule map from M to φM
′
φ, ι1ψ is a B-bimodule map from
M to ι0φTB′(M
′)ι0φ. It follows that TB(ι0φ, ι1ψ) is an algebra homomorphism from TB(M) to
TB′(M
′). Clearly, TB(ι0φ, ι1ψ) preserves the gradation of TB(M) and TB′(M
′).
Let Φ := TB(ι0φ, ι1ψ). Then both ∆TB′ (M ′)Φ and (Φ ⊗ Φ)∆TB(M) are graded algebra maps
from TB(M) to TB′(M
′) ⊗ TB′(M ′). Now we show that ∆TB′ (M ′)Φ = (Φ ⊗ Φ)∆TB(M). By the
universal property of TB(M), we only have to prove that ∆TB′(M ′)Φιn = (Φ ⊗ Φ)∆TB(M)ιn for
n = 1, 2. Since φ is a coalgebra map, one can see that ∆TB′ (M ′)Φι0 = (Φ ⊗ Φ)∆TB(M)ι0. Note
that ψ is a B′-bicomodule map from φMφ to M ′. Hence by the proof of Lemma 14.1.5 we have
∆TB′(M ′)Φι1 = ∆TB′ (M ′)ι1ψ
= (ι0 ⊗ ι1)δ−M ′ψ + (ι1 ⊗ ι0)δ+M ′ψ
= (ι0 ⊗ ι1)(φ⊗ ψ)δ−M + (ι1 ⊗ ι0)(ψ ⊗ φ)δ+M
= (ι0φ⊗ ι1ψ)δ−M + (ι1ψ ⊗ ι0φ)δ+M
= (Φ⊗ Φ)(ι0 ⊗ ι1)δ−M + (Φ ⊗ Φ)(ι1 ⊗ ι0)δ+M
= (Φ⊗ Φ)[(ι0 ⊗ ι1)δ−M + (ι1 ⊗ ι0)δ+M ]
= (Φ⊗ Φ)∆TB(M)ι1.
Furthermore, it is easy to see that εTB′ (M ′)Φ = εTB(M). It follows that Φ is a coalgebra map,
and hence a Hopf algebra map since any bialgebra map between two Hopf algebras is a Hopf
algebra map.
(ii) Since φ is a Hopf algebra map, φπ0 : T
c
B(M) → B′ is e a coalgebra map. Since ψ is a
B′-bicomodule map from φMφ to M ′, ψπ1 is a B
′-bicomodule map from φπ0T cB(M)
φπ0 to M ′.
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We also have corad(T cB(M)) ⊆ ι0(B), and hence (ψπ1)(corad(T cB(M))) = 0. It follows that
T cB′(φπ0, ψπ1) is a coalgebra map from T
c
B(M) to T
c
B′(M
′). Clearly, T cB′(φπ0, ψπ1) is a graded
map.
Put Ψ := T cB′(φπ0, ψπ1). Then both ΨµT cB(M) and µT
c
B′
(M ′)(Ψ⊗Ψ) are graded coalgebra maps
from T cB(M)⊗T cB(M) to T cB′(M ′). Since T cB(M)⊗T cB(M) is a graded coalgebra, corad(T cB(M)⊗
T cB(M)) ⊆ (T cB(M) ⊗ T cB(M))0 = ι0(B) ⊗ ι0(B). It follows that (π1ΨµT cB(M))(corad(T cB(M) ⊗
T cB(M))) = 0 and (π1µT cB′ (M
′)(Ψ ⊗ Ψ))(corad(T cB(M) ⊗ T cB(M))) = 0. Thus by the universal
property of T cB′(M
′), in order to prove ΨµT cB(M) = µT
c
B′
(M ′)(Ψ ⊗ Ψ), we only need to show
πnΨµT c
B
(M) = πnµT c
B′
(M ′)(Ψ ⊗ Ψ) for n = 1, 2. However, this follows from a straightforward
computation dual to Part (i). Furthermore, one can see Ψ(1) = 1. Hence Ψ is an algebra map,
and so a Hopf algebra map. 
The Proof of Lemma 1.6: (i) ⇒ (ii) Assume that φ : B → B′ is a Hopf algebra isomorphism
and ψ :M → φ−1φ M ′φ
−1
φ is a B-Hopf bimodule isomorphism. Then φ
−1 : B′ → B is also a Hopf
algebra isomorphism and ψ−1 :M ′ → φ
φ−1
Mφ
φ−1
is a B′-Hopf bimodule isomorphism. By Lemma
14.1.6(i), we have two graded Hopf algebra homomorphisms TB(ι0φ, ι1ψ) : TB(M) → TB′(M ′)
and TB′(ι0φ
−1, ι1ψ
−1) : TB′(M
′)→ TB(M). Then we have
TB′(ι0φ
−1, ι1ψ
−1)TB(ι0φ, ι1ψ)ι0 = TB′(ι0φ
−1, ι1ψ
−1)ι0φ
= ι0φ
−1φ = ι0
and
TB′(ι0φ
−1, ι1ψ
−1)TB(ι0φ, ι1ψ)ι1 = TB′(ι0φ
−1, ι1ψ
−1)ι1ψ
= ι1ψ
−1ψ = ι1.
It follows from the universal property of TB(M) that TB′(ι0φ
−1, ι1ψ
−1)TB(ι0φ, ι1ψ) = idTB(M).
Similarly, one can show that TB(ι0φ, ι1ψ)TB′(ι0φ
−1, ι1ψ
−1) = idTB′ (M ′). Hence TB(M)
∼=
TB′(M
′) as graded Hopf algebras.
(i) ⇒ (iii) It is similar to the proof above.
(ii) ⇒ (i) Assume that f : TB(M) → TB′(M ′) is a graded Hopf algebra isomorphism. Put
φ := π0fι0 and ψ := π1fι1. Then it is easy to check that φ is a Hopf algebra isomorphism from
B to B′ and ψ is a B-Hopf bimodule isomorphism from M to φ
−1
φ M
′φ
−1
φ .
(iv) ⇒ (i) Assume that ϕ is a graded Hopf algebra isomorphism from B[M ] to B′[M ′]. Let
φ := π0ϕι0 and ψ := π1ϕι1. Obviously, φ is a Hopf algebra isomorphism from B to B
′ and ψ is
a bijection from M to M ′. Now we show that ψ is a B-Hopf bimodule isomorphism from M to
φ−1
φ M
′φ
−1
φ . Assume that α
−, α+, δ− and δ+ are the module operations and comodule operations
of M ; α′−, α′+, δ′− and δ′+ are the module operations and comodule operations of M ′.
See that
α′−(φ⊗ ψ) = π1µ(ι0π0ϕι0 ⊗ ι1π1ϕι1)
= π1µ(ϕι0 ⊗ ϕι1) and
ψα− = π1ϕι1π1µ(ι0 ⊗ ι1)
= π1ϕµ(ι0 ⊗ ι1)
= π1µ(ϕι0 ⊗ ϕι1).
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Thus ψ is a left B-module homomorphism from M to φM
′. Similarly, we have that ψ is a right
B-module homomorphism from M to M ′φ. See that
(φ−1 ⊗ idM ′)δ′−ψ = (φ−1 ⊗ idM ′)(π0 ⊗ π1)∆ι1π1ϕι1
= (φ−1π0 ⊗ π1)∆ϕι1 and
(idB ⊗ ψ)δ− = (φ−1π0ϕι0π0 ⊗ π1ϕι0π0)∆ι1
= (φ−1π0 ⊗ π1)∆ϕι1 .
Thus ψ is a left B-comodule homomorphism from M to φ
−1
M ′. Similarly, we have that ψ is a
right B-comodule homomorphism from M to M ′φ
−1
.
(iii) ⇒ (iv) Obvious. 
The proof of Theorem 14.1.9: (i) ⇒ (ii). Assume that (Q,G, r) is a Hopf quiver, where
r is a ramification of G. For any C ∈ K(G), let M(C) be a trivial right kZu(C)-module with
dimM(C) = rC . That is, m · h = m for any m ∈ M(C) and h ∈ Zu(C). From the proof of
Theorem 14.1.1, M :=
⊕
y=xg−1
θ
u(C)gθ , x,y∈G
(x⊗M(C)⊗kZu(C) gθ) is a kG-Hopf bimodule. Let
{ξ(i)C | i ∈ IC(r)} be a basis of M(C) over k. Let φ : kQ1 →M be a k-linear map defined by
φ(a(i)x,y) = x⊗ ξ(i)C ⊗kZu(C) gθ,
where x, y ∈ G with x−1y = gθu(C)g−1θ , C ∈ Kr(G) and i ∈ IC(r). It is easy to see that φ is a
k-linear isomorphism and a kG-bicomodule homomorphism from kQc1 to M . It follows that the
arrow comodule kQc1 admits a kG-Hopf bimodule structure.
(ii) ⇒ (i). Assume that the arrow comodule kQc1 admits a kG-Hopf bimodule structure.
Then by Theorem 14.1.1 and its proof, there is a vector space isomorphism y(kQc1)
x ∼= x ⊗
u(C)(kQc1)
1 ⊗kZu(C) gθ for any x, y ∈ G with y = xgθu(C)g−1θ . Hence for any x, y ∈ G with
y = xgθu(C)g
−1
θ , we have dim
y(kQc1)
x = dimu(C)(kQc1)
1. This shows that Q is a Hopf quiver.
(ii) ⇔ (iii) It follows from Lemma 14.1.8. 
The proof of Lemma 14.2.7: We first show that φ
−1
φ B(V ) is a Nichols algebra of φ
−1
φ V by
following steps. Let R :=φ
−1
φ B(V ).
(i) Obviously, R0 = k, R1 = P (R) and R is generated by R1 as algebras. Since C(x⊗ y) =
C ′(x′ ⊗ y′) for any x′, y′ ∈ R, x, y ∈ B(V ) with x′ = x, y′ = y, where C and C ′ denote the
braidings in BBYD and B
′
B′YD, respectively, we have that R is a graded braided Hopf algebra in
B′
B′YD.
(ii) R1 =
φ−1
φ B(V )1 ∼=φ
−1
φ V as YD B
′-modules, since B(V )1 ∼= V as YD B-modules.
Consequently, φ
−1
φ B(V ) is a Nichols algebra of φ
−1
φ V . By [7, Proposition 2.2 (iv) ], R
∼=
B(φ−1φ V ) as graded braided Hopf algebra in B
′
B′YD. 
Proposition 15.0.32. If (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) is a kG-Hopf bimodule, then (kG)∗-coactions on
the (kG)∗-Hopf bimodule (kQa1, G, r,
−→χ , u) are given by
δ−(a(i)y,x) =
∑
h∈G
ph ⊗ a(i)h−1y,h−1x, δ+(a(i)y,x) =
∑
h∈G
χ
(i)
C (ζθ(h
−1)−1)a
(i)
yh−1,xh−1
⊗ ph
where x, y ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ, ζθ is given by (14.3), C ∈ Kr(G), i ∈ IC(r) and
ph ∈ (kG)∗ is defined by ph(g) = δh,g for all g, h ∈ G.
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Proof. Let (kQc1, G, r,
−→χ , u) = (kQc1, α−, α+) and (kQa1, G, r,−→χ , u) = (kQa1, δ−, δ+). Since
(kQc1, kQ
a
1) is an arrow dual pairing, ξkQa1 is a (kG)
∗- Hopf bimodule isomorphism from (kQa1, δ
−, δ+)
to ((kQc1)
∗, α−∗, α+∗) (see Lemma 14.1.8). Now let h, x, y, v, w ∈ G with x−1y = g−1θ u(C)gθ,
where C ∈ Kr(G), θ ∈ ΘC . By Proposition 14.1.11, we have
〈δ−((a(i)y,x)∗), h ⊗ a(j)w,v〉 = 〈(a(i)y,x)∗, h · a(j)w,v〉
= 〈(a(i)y,x)∗, a(j)hw,hv〉
= δx,hvδy,hwδi,j
= δh−1x,vδh−1y,wδi,j.
This shows that δ−((a
(i)
y,x)∗) =
∑
h∈G ph ⊗ (a(i)h−1y,h−1x)∗. Hence the left (kG)∗-coaction of the
(kG)∗-Hopf bimodule (kQa1;G, r,
−→χ , u) is given by
δ−(a(i)y,x) =
∑
h∈G
ph ⊗ a(i)h−1y,h−1x.
In order to show the second equation, we only need to show that
< δ+((a(i)y,x)
∗), a(j)wv ⊗ h >=
∑
g∈G
< χ
(i)
C (ζθ(g
−1)−1)(a
(i)
yg−1,xg−1
)∗ ⊗ pg, a(j)wv ⊗ h > (15.8)
for any h, v, w ∈ G,D ∈ K(G), j ∈ ID(r) and v−1w ∈ D, since ξkQa1 is a (kG)∗-Hopf bimodule
isomorphism. If v 6= xh−1 or w 6= yh−1, then there exists β ∈ k such that a(j)w,v · h = βa(j)wh,vh by
Proposition 14.1.11. By simple computation, both the right hand side and the left hand side of
(15.8) are zero.
Now assume v = xh−1 and w = yh−1. Assume gθh
−1 = ζθ(h
−1)gθ′ . Thus v
−1w = hg−1θ u(C)gθh
−1
= g−1θ′ ζθ(h
−1)−1u(C)ζθ(h
−1)gθ′ = g
−1
θ′ u(C)gθ′ . Since gθ′h = ζθ′(h
−1)−1gθ, ζθ′(h) = ζθ(h
−1)−1.
Now we have
the left hand side of (15.8) = 〈δ+((a(i)y,x)∗), a(j)w,v ⊗ h〉
= 〈(a(i)y,x)∗, a(j)w,v · h〉
= χ
(j)
C (ζθ′(h))〈(a(i)y,x)∗, a(j)wh,vh〉
= χ
(j)
C (ζθ′(h))δi,j
= χ
(i)
C (ζθ(h
−1)−1)δi,j
= the right hand side of (15.8). 
Now, we give an interesting quantum combinatoric formula by means of multiple Taft alge-
bras. Let n be a positive integer and Sn be the symmetric group on the set {1, 2, · · · , n}. For
any permutation σ ∈ Sn, let τ(σ) denote the number of reverse order of σ, i.e., τ(σ) = |{(i, j) |
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, σ(i) > σ(j)}|. For any 0 6= q ∈ k, let Sn(q) :=
∑
σ∈Sn
qτ(σ).
Lemma 15.0.33. In kQc(G, r,−→χ , u), assume g ∈ Kr(G) and j ∈ I{g}(r). Let q := χ(j){g}(g).
If i1, i2, · · · , im be non-negative integers, then
a
(j)
gim+1,gim
· a(j)
gim−1+1,gim−1
· · · · · a(j)
gi1+1,gi1
= qβm+
m(m−1)
2 Sm(q
−1)P
(j)
gαm (g,m)
where αm = i1 + i2 + · · · + im, P (j)h (g,m) = a(j)gmh,gm−1ha
(j)
gm−1h,gm−2h
· · · a(j)gh,h, β1 = 0 and
βm =
∑m−1
j=1 (i1 + i2 + · · ·+ ij) if m > 1.
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Proof. Now let al = a
(j)
gil+1,gil
for l = 1, 2, · · · ,m and consider the sequence of m arrows
A = (am, · · · , a1). We shall use the notations of [36, p.247]. For any σ ∈ Sm and 1 ≤ l ≤ m, let
m(σ, l) = |{i | i < l, σ(i) < σ(l)}|. Then
m(σ, l) = (l − 1)− |{i | i < l, σ(i) > σ(l)}|,
and hence ∑m
l=1m(σ, l) =
m(m−1)
2 −
∑m
l=1 |{i | i < l, σ(i) > σ(l)}|
= m(m−1)2 − τ(σ).
Now it follows from [36, Proposition 3.13] that
am · am−1 · · · · · a1 =
∑
σ∈Sm
Aσm · · ·Aσ2Aσ1
=
∑
σ∈Sm
(
∏m
l=1 q
i1+i2+···+iσ(l)−1+m(σ,l))P
(j)
gαm (g,m)
= qβm+
m(m−1)
2 Sm(q
−1)P
(j)
gαm (g,m). 
Let G ∼= Z be the infinite cyclic group with generator g and let r be a ramification of G
given by r{g} = 1 and r{gn} = 0 if n 6= 1. Let 0 6= q ∈ k. Define χ(1)g ∈ Ĝ by χ(1)g (g) = q. Then
(G, r,−→χ , u) is an RSC. Using Lemma 14.3.3 and Lemma 15.0.33, one gets the following result.
Example 15.0.34. (i) For any 0 6= q ∈ k, (m)q! = q
m(m−1)
2 Sm(q
−1), and Sm(q) =
(m) 1
q
!q
m(m−1)
2 , where m is a positive integer.
(ii) Assume q is a primitive n-th root of unity with n > 1. Then Sm(q) = 0 if m ≥ n, and
Sm(q) 6= 0 if 0 < m < n.
Let R and B be algebras over field k and H be a Hopf algebra over k.
If B is a right H-comodule algebra with R ⊆ B and BcoH = R, then B is called an
H-extension of A. Furthermore, if there exists an convolution-invertible right H-comodule
homomorphism γ from H to B, then B is called an H-cleft extension.
Theorem 15.0.35. (see [87, theorem 7.2.2]) An H-extension R ⊆ B is an H-cleft iff
B ∼= R#σH as algebras.
Sketch of proof. If R ⊆ B is an H-cleft, then there is an convolution-invertible right
H-comodule homomorphism γ from H to B. Set
α(h, a) =
∑
γ(h1)aγ
−1(h2)
and
σ(h, k) =
∑
γ(h1)γ(k1)γ
−1(h2k2)
for any h, k ∈ H, a ∈ R. We can show that the conditions in Theorem 4.1.1 are satisfied. Thus
R#σH is an algebra. We can check that Φ is an algebra isomorphism from R#σH to B by
sending a#h to aγ(h) for any a ∈ R,h ∈ H.
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Conversely, if R#σH is an algebra, we define that B = R#σH and γ(h) = 1#h for any
h ∈ H. It is clear that the convolution-inverse of γ is
γ−1(h) =
∑
σ−1(S(h2), h3)#S(h1)
for any h ∈ H. We can show that R ⊆ B is an H-cleft extension.
Theorem 15.0.36. (see [90, theorem 7.2.2]) Let H be a finite-dimensional, semisimple and
either commutative or cocommutative. Let A#σH be a crossed product. Assume that R is H-
prime. Then R#σH has only finite many minimal prime ideals and their intersection is zero.
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